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Abstract
A model based on Monte Carlo techniques is developed to transport
ionising radiation through the radiation head of a 6MV linear
accelerator fitted with multileaf collimators Major emphasis is given
to the detailed geometrical descriptiqn of the multileaf collimator. The
model produces dose distributions in water from photon beams defined
by the jaws and the multileaf collimator. The model accounts for
contaminant electrons in the photon beam, off-axis x-ray radiation
originating at the collimator and the transmission and penumbra
effects of the side planes and front face of the leaves in the multileaf
collimator Dose distributions in water calculated by the model are
compared with experiment using lonisation chambers, diodes and film
and found to be within 1 5% The transmission and the penumbra of
the multileaf collimator leaves calculated by the Monte Carlo model
are compared with experiment and found to be in good agreement
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Chapter one Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The development of radiation therapy
On 8 November 1895, a physicist at the university of Wurzburg in Germany,
Wilhelm C Roentgen, was studying cathode brays in his laboratory When he excited
the cathode ray tube with high voltage he noticed that some crystals on the nearby
bench glowed and that the rays causing this fluorescence could pass through solid
matter He called these rays "X" for unknown Within a few days Roentgen took the
first x-ray film The first x-ray therapy is credited to Emil Grubbe in Chicago on
January 29, 1986, less than two months after the first report of the x-ray by Roentgen.
Later this year, there were reports of treatments of nasopharyngeal carcinoma,
carcinomas of the stomach and skin and non-malignant conditions like inflammation
and tuberculosis
In the same year, in France, Antoine Henri Becquerel investigated the
hypothesis that sunlight would cause certain minerals to give off x-rays He placed
the minerals on a light-tight envelope containing film and exposed them to sunlight
One of those coincidences of science occurred, the minerals he was using contained
uranium After some confusion he discovered natural radioactivity and he won the
1905 Nobel prize in Physics Marie and Pierre Curie in 1898, managed to isolate
11
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radium and polonium from uranium For this discovery they shared the 1903 Nobel
prize for Physics In 1904, radium was used to treat a patient with cervix cancer and
by 1920, 200KV x-ray machines and radium teletherapy machines were both
available (Fraass, 1995)
It was quickly realised that higher photon energies than 200KV were required
but there was a technical difficulty Insulators higher than 300KV break down. In
1932, Lawrence and Livingston described a thchnique on how to accelerate electrons
without the use of high voltages In 1939, Lawrence was awarded the Nobel prize for
physics for the invention of the cyclotron and in 1940, Kerst developed the betatron,
which could accelerate electrons to any desired energy with no voltage in excess of
60KV The first treatment with photons from electrons accelerated in a 22MeV
betatron was performed on a brain tumour with a highly conformal 25 field non-
coplanar treatment (Fraass, 1995) Eventually, the linear accelerator superseded the
betatron because of the higher output Skin tolerance was no more a limiting factor to
dose prescription.
Characterisation of the radiation fields used to treat patients is clearly a
precursor to any kind of detailed modelling or prediction of the expected dose
distributions The depth dose concept first appeared in 1906 and "isointensity curves"
were described in 1920 In 1940, Clarkson developed a method for handling irregular
fields, Meredith and Nearly first used empirical formulas to calculate radiation dose
distributions and Day described the concept of the equivalent square. By 1970,
12
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computerised 2D treatment planning allowed multiple beams to be arranged and
modified in order to improve dose distributions within the target (Fraass, 1995)
In the early 1970, the first CT scanner was developed by the EM! company in
Hayes in the UK (Hounsfield, 1973) For the first time, three dimensional anatomical
information describing the individual patient was available and within a few years
CT scans were used as the anatomical input for the treatment planning process By
the end of the 1 980s, 3D treatment planning systems were commercially available
featuring 3D computer graphics and the concept of "beam's eye view". In 1990,
multileaf collimators became commercially available and were used to shape the
radiation beam to any desired contour as seen from the beam's eye view Conformal
radiotherapy became a reality
Conformal radiotherapy with the use of multileaf collimators would place the
95% isodose (ICRU5O) around the target volume in three dimensions This is limited
however to target volumes that have convex surfaces. If, however, the target volume
has a dip, or concavity, like the prostate has the rectum in its concavity, then 3D
conformal radiotherapy can only be achieved by intensity modulated photon beams
Intensity modulation of photon beams is accomplished by dynamically controlled
multileaf collimators which could place the 95% isodose around not only the 3D
convex but also the 3D concave surfaces of the target volume (Webb and Oldham,
1996) Higher doses to the tumour could then be prescribed without increasing
treatment related complications of the healthy tissue.
13
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1.2. Principles in radiotherapy
The success of radiation therapy depends on the type and extent of the cancer,
the skill of the radiotherapist, the kind of radiation used in the treatment and the
precision with which the radiation is administered to the tumour. Radiotherapy
physicists are concerned with the latter factor by improving measurements in
phantoms and dose predictions in patients The ideal is to deliver the prescribed dose
uniformly inside the tumour volume and to give zero dose to the surrounding healthy
tissues This, of course, cannot be achieved in practice since photon beams first
traverse healthy tissue before they reach the tumour volume and secondly photon
beams deposit some of their energy after the tumour volume
Arranging a number of photon beams from different angles centred on the
tumour volume and a field size large enough to cover the tumour volume would
concentrate the dose in the tumour volume and would spread the dose to the
surrounding healthy tissue so the ratio of tumour dose over healthy tissue dose
(therapeutic ratio) is maximised and therefore achieve higher tumour control
probability Critical organs with low dose tolerances should be avoided by either
adjusting the primary beams or by shielding, the former being more desirable since it
is easier to implement.
14
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Report 50 of the International Commission of Radiation Units and
Measurements (ICRU5O), published in 1993, recommends that the planning larget
volume, PTV, should receive no less than 95% of the prescribed dose and that it
should not have any "hot spots" greater that 107% of the prescribed dose. A "hot
spot" is only considered significant if the minimum diameter exceeds 1.5cm. In order
to comply with the ICRU5O standards and achieve 95% to 107% dose uniformity
inside the tumour volume, wedges, compensators and "beam weighting" are used.
The International Commission of Radiation Units and Measurements, report
24 (ICRU24), published in 1976, concluded that for the eradication of primary
tumours an accuracy (or uncertainty) of ±5% in the delivery of an absorbed dose to
the target volume is required. There are random and systematic uncertainties in the
chain of events in a radiotherapy treatment The major uncertainties include the
calibration of the radiation detectors/electrometers to the national primary standard,
the calibration and reproducibility of the radiotherapy treatment machine, the
uncertainties with chamber dosimetry, the transformation of the absorbed dose in the
phantom to the absorbed dose in a patient, the determination of internal and external
contours during the simulation and planning of the patient, the transformation of the
contours to the treatment machines, the heterogeneity of the patient, the calculation
model used to predict doses inside a patient, the day to day movement of the target
organ within the patient and the movement of the patient with respect to the radiation
field
15
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1.3. Multileaf collimators
X-rays cannot be focused by conventional lenses, but are shaped with lead
blocks or jaws Traditionally, collimation of x-ray beams is achieved by two pairs of
lead jaws orthogonal to each other and generate rectangular fields In the last decade,
the shaping of the x-ray fields can be achieved by a multileaf olIimator (mlc). The
mic consists of two carriages which move incjependently and in the same direction as
the one set of jaws Each carnage supports a large number of "mini-jaws", called
leaves Each leaf is driven independently by its own motor The mlc can create any
geometrical shape desired
An mic is used to shape photon beams to match accurately the contour of the
planning target volume (PTV) volume as seen from the beam's eye view and to
shield sensitive tissues from radiation The Varian multileaf collimator is designed to
be an add on unit and not to replace one pair of jaws as in other machines. It is
mounted between the lower (X) jaws and the light field reticule of the Varian Chnac
2100C linear accelerator and it consists of two carriages, A and B, each carriage
supports twenty six tungsten leaves and each leaf projects a width of one centimetre
at the isocentre Adjacent mlc leaves have a "tongue" and "groove" interlocking
mechanism in order to reduce leakage radiation between them
16
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The radiation leakage through the main body of each leaf is higher than
conventional jaws but lower than 7cm lead blocks The movement of the leaves is
along the same direction as the lower X jaws and is linear, in contrast to the
conventional jaws which move in an arc in order to have a constant penumbra
independent of field size The front face of each leaf is cylindrical in shape in order to
have a constant penumbra independent of field size (Galvin et al, 1993, Jordan et al,
1994)
The Varian mic leaves are divergent, or focused, on the y-axis and non-
divergent on the x-axis One difference between non-divergent and focused leaves is
the penumbra Focused leaves have a smaller penumbra than non-divergent leaves.
Comparison of the penumbra between focused and non-divergent collimators show
2
significant differences for field sizes greater than 1 5x 15cm at the depth of maximum
dose (dm) at the range of 80% to 50% dose region However, since most clinical
treatments are prescribed to the 95% isodose or greater, non-divergent and focused
collimators are in general, equally effective, with focused leaves having a small
advantage on penumbra width Thus in principle the mechanical complexity of
focused leaves on the mic could be significantly reduced for a small sacrifice in
penumbra (Biggs et al, 1991) One crucial disadvantage of the cylindrical front face
of the non-divergent leaves is when two leaves from the opposite sides meet head on
and their front faces are touching The transmission of radiation at the point of
17
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contact is as high as 38% Where possible, this problem is resolved by using the
conventional jaws for back-up
The multileaf collimator can be used for shielding instead of the lead blocks
The scatter and the electron contamination from the multileaf collimator is greater
than that from the jaws, but it is less than from lead blocks mounted on the perspex
plate The multileaf collimator is easier to use than heavy lead blocks but it is speed
in the planning and the treatment stage which gives greatest advantage over the
mounted lead blocks The multileaf collimator can act as a variable shield as the
leaves can move during exposure to shape the radiation fields around the planning
target volume (PTV) and shield the surrounding healthy tissues
The mlc leaves can also move within the planning target volume during
exposure to vary the beam intensity Traditionally, intensity modulation was achieved
by a compensator which is a piece of lead of variable thickness placed between the
collimator and the patient The compensator, however, has the same disadvantages as
the lead blocks compared to the multileaf collimator, i e, it is labour intensive, it
requires re-entry into the treatment room for every field and it generates scatter and
electron contamination in the photon beam which increases the skin dose on the
patient The mlc leaves guided by computer control can vary their position with time
and doserate in a static treatment field to provide intensity modulation within the
PTV Intensity modulation performed by a dynamic multileaf collimator would place
the 95% isodose around any irregular shaped target volume (Webb, 1996), would
18
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produce a totally flat beam at any required depth and would give equal dose to long
narrow parts of the volume which under a static mlc beam would result in
underdosage due to lack of scatter near the beam edges (Kailman et al, 1988).
1.4. A historical sketch
The Electron Gamma Shower version 4 (EGS4) radiation transport simulator,
based on the Monte Carlo method, has beei verified experimentally by numerous
investigators by comparing experimentally measured quantities to results obtained by
EGS4 Then EGS4 has been used to calculate quantities which cannot be measured.
Numerous investigators have used EGS4 to calculate photon spectra, angular
distributions and dose distributions in water of high energy photon beams from linear
accelerators The results obtained from EGS4 were verified by either a direct
measurement of the energy spectra and the angular distributions or by using the
calculated spectra and angular distributions to estimate dose distributions in water
which were then compared with experiment
In 1978, McCall, Mcintyre and Turnbull investigated the physics governing
the central axis depth dose curve, the depth of maximum dose, dm, and the exit dose
in order to improve the accelerator depth dose curve They developed a semi-
empirical analytic description of the accelerator depth dose curve
19
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Their starting point was that the percentage depth dose is a function of source
to surface distance, the depth in the water phantom and two attenuation coefficients,
Pi and p, which are constants for any given beam Physically, hi is the absorption
coefficient describing the exponential attenuation of the primary photon beam and h2
is the absorption coefficient describing the attenuation of charged particles produced
in the water The Monte Carlo EGS code was used to derive values for p and p
Good agreement was observed between the experimental and theoretical depth dose
curves except near the surface Although their equation would yield zero dose at the
water surface, in a real situation there would be a certain fluence producing a finite
surface dose This is due to contaminant electrons in the photon beam originating in
air or in the collimator It would have been possible to correct the model by adding a
third exponentially absorbed component due to contaminant electrons, however, this
would make the calculation much more cumbersome The calculation model, based
on p and p, predicted a shift in dm by 1 2cm due to changes in the Clinac 35; the
measured change in dm was 1 0cm Examination of experimental data revealed that
hi is almost a constant for a given accelerator energy when other parameters were
varied to change dm leading to the conclusion that the changes observed in dm
must be due to changes in h2 They also investigated the correlation between dm and
the average energy for several accelerators obtained from references and found that
the average energy from the accelerators is linearly related to dm.
20
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McCall et al (1978) used this analytical model to calculate the shift in dm
when a number of different atomic number (Z) material targets and flattening filters
were used The model predicted that in order to maximise dmax on the central axis of
a 25MV therapy unit, a low Z flattening filter material such as aluminium would be
suitable However, this would give rise to a significant energy spread across large
flattened fields The results showed that overall improvement to the isodose curves
could be achieved by minimising the energy spread, so a medium Z material
flattening filter would also yield a relatively ugh dm on the central axis Finally, an
investigation of photo-neutron production in the target, the flattening filter and the
head shield showed that those photons with energy greater than 8MeV produce
neutrons
The depth dose in the build-up region as well as the position of the depth of
maximum dose, dmax, strongly depends on field size In particular, dm appears at
increasingly shallower depths as the field size is increased The increase of surface
dose is either due to contaminant electrons in the photon beam or contaminant
photons also known as off focus photons, or both Biggs and Ling (1979) set out to
distinguish between contaminant photons and contaminant electrons by using a
sweeping electromagnet placed between the collimator and the polystyrene
measuring phantom The effect of the magnetic field on the field ionisation chamber
placed at a depth of 7cm in polystyrene showed no significant effect (<1%) The
build-up in the depth dose curve was varied by changing the current in the
electromagnet The current was firstly set to zero amperes and the surface dose was
21
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measured to be 40% Then the current was increased to 4A, 8A, 1OA and 12A and
the surface dose was reduced from 40% to 22%, 12%, 8% and 8% respectively All
curves were normalised to 7cm depth They also found that the differences in
measured build-up associated with varying field size were removed Therefore, the
change in dmax with field size was caused by the contaminant electrons
Ling and Biggs (1979) used electron filters to reduce the contaminant electron
component in a photon beam They found that the optimum filter for the Varian
Clinac-35 is a 0 55 gcm 2 Pb foil and the most efficient location was between the
upper and lower jaws They reported a reduction in surface dose but not as much as
the sweeping magnet technique However the technique is easier to implement in a
clinical situation Similarly, Allen Li and Rogers (1994) investigating whether the
percentage depth dose at 10cm (%dd1 o) is a better indicator of beam quality than the
tissue phantom ratio of 10cm over 20cm depth (TPR) used electron filters made of
1mm thick Pb foil and found that the contaminant electrons were reduced by more
than 95% in photon beams ranging from 60Co to 5OMV
Hanson, Berkley and Peterson (1980) measured the effective energy of the x-
ray beam from six linear accelerators and a 60Co machine as a function of the
position in the beam due to non-uniform filtration by the flattening filter They
measured half value layers (HVL) by using a custom made water column having its
axis along the off-axis ray of the seven accelerators and a 60Co machine. The
22
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collimators were Set at the same field size to avoid possible energy spectra vanations
due to scatter from the collimators They concluded that the beam quality decreases
as the distance from the central axis increases due to differential hardening of the
beam by the cone shaped flattening filter This phenomenon was not observed in the
60Co beam implying that the energy of a 60Co beam is uniform throughout
Petti et al (1 983 a) simulated the Varian Clinac-35 treatment head using EGS3
in order to investigate the contribution of corttaminant electrons present in a 25MeV
photon beam to the build-up dose in a polystyrene phantom Due to the large amount
of CPU time consumed by Monte Carlo calculations the model was divided into two
parts First the energy, angular and radial distnbutions of the photons and electrons
produced by the accelerator were determined Then in a separate calculation
kinematic variables were sampled from these distributions to define particles incident
on the phantom from which depth doses and profiles were simulated. They
investigated the degree of correlation between the energy, angle and position
variables It was found that if these variables were treated as independent variables,
the error in probability in finding photons or electrons at a certain position and
having certain angles is up to 5% They used a rejection criterion to eliminate
photons at certain positions and electrons beyond certain angles The calculated depth
doses and profiles were found to agree within 2% of the measurements made by
Biggs and Ling (1979). Petti et al (1983) then eliminated the electrons from the
photon beam in their calculations which resulted in a shift in dm A similar shift in
dmax was observed in the experimental results of Biggs and Ling (1979) However, at
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the build-up depth of 1cm, Petti et al (1983) calculated a difference of 18% whereas
Biggs and Ling (1979) measured a difference of 14%
Petti et al (1 983b) used their model to investigate the sources of contaminant
electrons in the Clinac-35 25MV photon beam They reported that for small source to
surface distances (80-100cm SSD), the dominant sources of contamination were the
flattening filter and the beam monitor chamber which accounted for 70% of the
contaminant electrons The secondary colliritators and the jaws caused 13% of the
contaminant electrons while 17% were produced by air At an SSD=400cm, the
dominant source of contaminant electrons was air They reported that 61% of
contaminant electrons were produced by air, 34% originated in the flattening filter
and the beam monitor chamber and 5% were due to interactions in the fixed
secondary collimators and the photon jaws Higgins et al (1997) concluded that at
small SSDs the largest contribution to collimator scatter originates in the flattening
filter and the observed scatter depends on the area of the filter exposed to the dose
determining point Similarly, measurements by Sjogren and Karlsson (1996) indicate
that the interior view seen be the detector (mainly the flattening filter and ionisation
chamber) influences the magnitude of electron contamination
The replacement of air, between the collimator and the phantom, by plastic
bags filled with helium is a well known method employed in high energy accelerators
for reducing secondary particles in photon beams A vacuum tank is not as good
since electrons generated in the entrance/exit window of the tank contaminate the
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beam Attix et a! (1983) placed a helium filled plastic bag between the tray filter in
the collimator and the top surface of the polystyrene phantom where they measured
dose distributions with an ionisation chamber They investigated the build-up of the
depth dose curve with varying SSD both with and without the helium bag. They
reported that the trend of increasing relative build-up dose in air due to contaminant
electrons was eliminated when the helium bag was placed in the beam
Mohan, Chui and Lidofsky (1985) enerated photon spectra and angular
distributions for four Vanan accelerators using the Monte Carlo code, EGS3 They
reported the mean photon energy has a lower value than the generally perceived value
of one third the maximum energy Verification of the spectra was performed by
computing dose distributions, using a differential pencil beam (DPB) model (Mohan
et al, 1986), and half-value layers in water and comparing the results with measured
data They also compared calculated and measured TMR at the central axis and at an
off-axis distance of 12cm The agreement between calculated and experimental
results was good beyond the region of electronic equilibrium. The reason for this is
that their model does not take into account electron contamination in the photon
beam The discrepancy between the 1 5MV depth dose at the central axis and at 12cm
off-axis was 5% at 30cm depth
Mohan et a! (1985) calculated the HVL and were compared with measured
data by Hanson et a! (1980) The small differences observed between calculated HVL
and measurements are because calculated values represent the thickness of water
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columns that reduce the energy fluence by one half The measurements performed by
Hanson et al (1980) represent the thickness of water columns which reduce the
ionisation by one half The latter does not take into account the slight variation in
ionisation chamber response to the energy spectrum hardened by the water column
(Mohan et al, 1985)
Mohan et al (1985) also looked at photons generated at the collimator and
concluded that 93 5% of photons arnving past the jaws started at the target and had
suffered no collisions, 2 8% were scattered from the primary collimator, 3.5%
scattered from the flattening filter and 0 2% scattered from the secondary collimator
and the jaws
In 1986, Mohan et al generated DPB dose distribution tables for a number of
photon energies (100KeV to 25MeV) in an infinite water medium using the Monte
Carlo method Tables were also constructed for bone equivalent material for some of
these energies In the three dimensional photon dose calculation DPB model, the dose
at a point was obtained by the calculation of a volume integral of elementary dose
distributions resulting from the first collision of the primary photons in a medium.
These elementary dose distributions, called DPB dose distributions, show the energy
deposition per unit mass in volume elements along radii (distance from the first
collision to the calculation point) emanating at various angles from the point of first
collision Since they were generated with the aid of the EGS Monte Carlo code they
include the effects of transport of both electrons and scattered photons. The
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contribution of higher order scattering to dose in the DPB tables remains
approximately exponential for distances of significance The dose computation is
performed by the product of the DPB dose value, derived from the table, and the
number of collisions in the volume element, which is the product of the photon
fluence of the primary beam in the medium, the mass attenuation coefficients of the
medium and the density of the volume element The total dose at a point is the
summation of contributions from all volume elements
The DPB model was compared with results derived by EGS and from
experiment and found to be in good agreement However, the evaluation of 3D
integrals of the DBP dose is time consuming and the DPB model is slow making it
unsuitable for routine treatment planning.
Higgins et a! (1985) were interested in determining the precise value of the
uncontaminated surface dose for 60Co Their simple technique removes the
contribution of air scattered contaminant electrons in the 60Co beam to the surface
dose by extrapolating measurements of build up to zero field size The remaining
contribution to contamination from the collimator may be minimised by measuring
build up curves at large SSDs (beyond the mean electron range in air) The results
were tested against previous publications (Attix et al, 1983, Petti et a!, 1983; Biggs
and Ling, 1979, Ling and Biggs, 1979) and against their own experiment which
employed the sweeping magnet technique together with the Helium bag technique.
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In agreement with Petti et al (1983) and McCall et al (1978), Higgins et al
(1985) concluded that at large SSD, surface contamination is dominated by air-
scattered electrons whose contribution is a function of field size and may be removed
by extrapolation to zero field size They concluded that this behaviour is expected to
be valid over most of the photon energies in radiotherapy, for which Compton
scattering is the dominant source of contaminating electrons Brahme and Andreo
(1986) reported that the intervening air between the accelerator and the phantom acts
as a low energy electron filter for contaminant electrons due to multiple Coulomb
scattering The experimental results were compared with the Monte Carlo EGS code
and found to be in good agreement Brahme and Andreo (1986) used EGS to
calculate depth dose distributions for a 10MeV monoenergetic photon beam The
absorbed dose was separated into primary, secondary and total contributions
Han et al (1987) used EGS to model an AECL Theratron 780 cobalt-60 unit.
They meticulously described the geometry of the 60Co source capsule, the source
housing and the collimator assembly The simulation started by generating two
million decays of 60Co, randomly chosen inside the entire source volume The initial
energies of the photons were divided equally between 1 17MeV and 1.33MeV. The
spectra derived from EGS were used as an input to a pencil beam model to calculate
tissue-air ratios (TAR) in water The 1 17MeV and 1.33MeV along with the scattered
photons depth dose curve was found to be lower than the measured data beyond the
depth of 14cm Better agreement was observed if they used a monoenergetic
1 25MeV as an input to the pencil beam model One possible reason for this is that
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for the calculations Han et al (1987) used parallel beams while for the measured data
the beam is divergent
Kubsad et a! (1990) used EGS4 to characterise the 6MV photon beam
emerging from the accelerator treatment head They collected the photon spectra and
angular distributions in a plane 50cm away from the target The "stored" spectrum
and angular distributions were used to transport photons from the bottom of the
moving Jaws, through a stereotactic colhmatdr and into a cylindrical water phantom
placed at isocentre EGS4 and convolution methods were used for the second part of
the simulation Measurements were performed with a RK-chamber and a small diode
in a water phantom Calculated results were in excellent agreement with experiment,
expect in the build-up region where EGS4 and convolution calculations agree within
2% and 5% respectively The energy spectrum used in this work agrees with the
energy spectrum published by Mohan et a! (1985) to within 3%.
Papanikolaou et al (1993) calculated dose distributions in a homogeneous
medium by two convolution methods, namely the "single poly-energetic convolution"
method and the "components" method The results were compared against a series of
Monte Carlo EGS4 simulations using a simple geometry The geometry was a
diverging photon beam incident on a phantom at 100cm SSD and a lOxlOcm2
radiation field The agreement between Monte Carlo and convolution distributions of
dose per unit fluence was within statistical uncertainty The results from the
convolution methods were also compared with experiments in water with a plastic
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scintillator detector The measured depth dose curves using the Vanan Clinac 2100C
accelerator at 6MV and 1OMV photon beams and the two convolution methods were
found to be in good agreement Energy spectra for the two convolution techniques
were taken from Mohan, Chui and Lidofsky (1985) Alternatively, dose computation
can be achieved by using convolution kernels derived by Monte Carlo EGS4 code by
Mackie et al (1988) The kernels derived this way contain all the information about
photon scatter and electron transport
Sixel and Podgorsak (1994) investigated the build-up and depth of maximum
dose, dm, as a function beam energy (Varian Chnac 18-1OMV and a Varian Clinac
2100C-6MV and-18MV) and field size (from lx 1cm 2
 to 30x30cm2) as defined by the
rectangular jaws at isocentre An end-window parallel plate ionisation chamber was
used in polystyrene and lead phantoms for %dd measurements in the build-up region.
The chamber has a polyethylene wall with a thickness of 2 5mg/cm2 and a sensitive
diameter of 3mm and an electrode separation of 1mm EGS4 was also used to
investigate the sources of the shift in dmax 1OMY photons were sampled from a
published distributions (Mohan et al, 1985) talung into account off focus x-rays but
not contaminant electrons.
Sixel and Podgorsak (1994) reported that for a constant field size dm
increases with beam energy However for a constant beam energy, dmax firstly
increases rapidly with small fields, reaches a plateau for a 5x5cm2
 field and then
decreases slowly dropping at 30x30cm 2
 to a value that is similar to the lx 1cm 2 field
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A plot of dm versus the side of the square field for measured and calculated values
revealed a discrepancy The discrepancy between the measured dm and that
calculated by the EGS4 can be attributed to the particular Monte Carlo simulation
which does not account for electron scatter produced in the linac head They used the
"half block" experiment to determine a depth dose curve solely due to collimator
scatter The curve represents low energy scatter, which can be either photon or
electron scatter They deduced that it was electron scatter by measuring the
attenuation of the radiation beam in lead andpolystyrene as described by Biggs and
Ling (1979) The scatter curve was subtracted from an open field curve and it not
only lowered the absolute dose in the build-up region but it also resulted in a shift of
dmax to a larger depth
Sixel and Podgorsak (1994) removed the 1OMV flattening filter from the
Varian Clinac 18 to study the effect of the filter on dm and deduced the following:
a) the dm of the unflattened beam appeared closer to the surface because of the
hardening effects produced by the copper flattening filter, b) for field sizes ranging
from lxi cm2 to 5x5cm2, field size dependence of the unflattened beam was similar
to the flattened beam and c) for field sizes larger that 5x5cm 2, dm of the unflattened
beam was independent of field size The Monte Carlo simulations combined with
measurements demonstrate that the effect observed at small field sizes is caused by
in-phantom scatter while at large fields the effect is due to scatter contamination of
the primary beam from the collimator
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Chaney et al (1994) used EGS4 to investigate the production of off-focus x-
rays in a 6MV Siemens M12 accelerator and the relative contributions from each
source in the collimator Off-focus x-rays are produced in the collimator by inelastic
collisions of the primary and higher order electrons and by scattering of primary and
higher order x-rays The EGS4 results show that approximately 9% of the photons in
the primary beam are off-focus photons These findings were consistent with results
of Mohan et al (1985) who also used EGS4 and found that the head scatter of all
photons from a 15MV Varian Clinac 20 beath was 6 5% Chaney et al (1994) found
that of these non-primary photons 83 6% came from the target, 2.5% (3.5% by
Mohan et al, 1985) from the flattening filter, 3.7% (2 8% by Mohan et al, 1985) from
the pnmary collimator and 0 1% (0 2% by Mohan et al, 1985) from the secondary
collimator Chaney et al (1994) and Mohan et al (1985) both reported that dose
distribution in water were in good agreement with results from EGS.
Lovelock, Chui and Mohan (1995) produced an EGS4 Monte Carlo code,
known as McRad (Monte carlo adiatron Dosimetry) This code is a generalised
description of a collimator of an accelerator and it is designed in such a way that the
user can input the details of any collimator and get the photon fluence as a function
of both distance from the central axis and photon energy The photon fluence was
used to compute dose distributions based on the differential pencil beam technique
(Mohan et al 1986, Mache et al, 1985) In this technique, the dose D at point r is
calculated in a homogeneous phantom by a monochromatic parallel beam of photons.
A library of monochromatic kernels was constructed from the photon fluence
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calculated by EGS4 The kernels used corresponded to the energies of 02, 04, 06,
0 8, 1, 2, 4, 6, 10 and 15MeV A larger number of kernels did not improve the
accuracy of the model
Lovelock et al (1995) also investigated the effects of the accelerating potential
since two accelerators of the same make and model would have slightly different
accelerating potentials, or, even the accelerating potential would change as the
accelerator warms up adjusting its accelerato?potential for maximum doserate They
reported that in a 2 100C-6MV accelerator, the reduction of the accelerating potential
from 6 2MeV to 5 8MeV changed the ratio of depth dose at 30cm to the depth dose
at 10cm by 0 9% for a lOxlOcm2 field The best match between measured and
calculated doses was when the accelerating potential was 5 8MeV There was also a
discrepancy between calculated and measured depth doses at shallow depths This
was thought to be the absence of contaminant electrons by the DPB model.
Theoretical and experimental results of the depth dose curve agreed to within 1%
beyond the depths reached by contaminant electrons. Measured and computed
profiles agreed to within 3%
Photon depth dose curves do not entirely verify electron transport algorithms
but they are of particular interest in radiotherapy and they can be used to verify the
photon transport part of the code Profiles on the other hand are more stringent for
both electron and photon transport, particularly when they are measured close to the
phantom surface or at the depth of maximum dose, dm (Lovelock et al, 1995)
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Rogers et al (1995) developed a general purpose Monte Carlo code to
simulate radiation beams from radiotherapy treatment units, called BEAM. This
generalised code is the result of a collaborative project (OMEGA) in order to develop
a full three dimensional electron treatment planning system based on Monte Carlo
simulation techniques to calculate dose distributions in a patient This code is equally
applicable to photon beams from accelerators The code has a library of elementary
geometric entities which the user could use to build a collimator and is not restricted
to cylindrical symmetry The code Incorporates a variety of variance reduction
techniques and offers a variety of outputs The calculated dose distributions from
four accelerators are in 2-3% agreement with measurements
Sjogren and Karisson (1996) examined the electron contamination from
different components and accessories introduced to the treatment head Their
reference curve was a "clean" 2OMV depth dose that contained as few electrons as
possible This was achieved with the aid of both a magnet (Biggs and Ling, 1979,
Higgins et al, 1985) and the helium filled plastic bag (Attix et al, 1983, Higgins et al,
1985) The "clean" depth dose curves were measured at different SSDs and were
corrected back to 100cm SSD by the f2-factor The measured clean beams and the f2
corrected beams were in good agreement (1%) at different SSDs. It was observed that
electrons generated at the treatment head dominated the electron contamination from
100 to 120cm SSD and that electron contamination varies relatively little with SSDs
unless there is perspex or lead in the beam path where strong SSD dependence was
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detected Electron contamination was observed to increase with field size. The reason
for this is that larger field sizes allow more contaminant electrons to escape the
collimator Blocks contribute to electron contamination at short distances The results
illustrate the importance of being able to predict the electron contamination in
different geometries, e g , in a dose planning system
Thu and Palta (1997) investigated the contribution of contaminant electrons
in both 8 and 18MV photon beams from a Vrian 2100CD accelerator The electron
contribution was extrapolated from fractional depth dose data using the fractional
depth kerma derived from measured quantities such as beam attenuation at depth,
phantom scatter factor as a function of field size and depth and the inverse square law
for the incident photon beam Good agreement was observed between the
extrapolated and the EGS4 Monte Carlo simulated primary dose-to-kerma ratios in
the surface region for the photon beams, excluding electron contamination They
presented contaminant electron depth dose curves at the build-up region relative to
the dmax of the photon beams The contaminant electron depth dose increased with
field size and decreased with depth exponentially The maximum contaminant
electron contribution in the photon depth dose curve was observed at the surface and
was 17% for the 8MV and 24% for the 18MV photon beam. The minimum
contaminant electron contribution (in the build-up region) was observed at dmax and
was 1% for the 8MV and 2% for the 1 8MV photon beam
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Wang, Chui and Lovelock (1998) used Monte Carlo simulations to calculate
dose distributions in a patient Their method uses EGS4 to sample the interaction of
radiation in the medium The patient geometry was derived from CT images. The
model was verified in a homogeneous water phantom and in a inhomogeneous
phantom The inhomogeneous phantom was a 20x20x5 5cm 3 "Ethafoam" slab
(p=O 14g/cm3) sandwiched in polystyrene blocks. The Monte Carlo model was then
used as a theoretical benchmark to estimate the accuracy of a conventional treatment
planning system which used the equivalent pathlength method On a lung based plan,
where there are the inhomogeneities of the lung, although the conventional method
indicates that the entire target volume was covered by 100% of the prescribed dose,
the Monte Carlo method showed that only about 80% of the target volume received
the prescribed dose, while about 20% of the target volume was underdosed. The
Monte Carlo model indicated 25% and 33% higher maximum cord and heart doses
respectively The computation time for the lung case employing five 15MV wedged
beams with an approximate field size of l3xl3cm and a dose grid of 0 375cm was
less than 14 hours on a 175MHz computer with a standard deviation of 1 5% in the
high dose region
Balog et al (1999) investigated underdosage of target volumes due to the
interlocking mechanism of adjacent leaves of the mic in intensity modulating beams.
They reported that an overlapping tongue and groove (T&G) design, although
effective at reducing the interleaf transmission, could cause cold spots in the target
volume due to the region of overlap if adjacent leaves were allowed to alternate
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between open and closed positions If adjacent leaves do not alternate between open
and closed positions the T&G effect would only slightly shift the planned dose
gradient They concluded that the T&G interlocking design should be minimised with
the limiting factor being manufacturing tolerances and that the leakage between
adjacent leaves becomes more significant as the leaf thickness decreases An
alternative way to reduce the interleaf leakage is by defocusing the leaves This could
be achieved by rotating the gantry by 5° arcs during radiation exposure Yu (1998)
using analytical and Monte Carlo techniques has shown that maximum T&G effect
occurs when the thickness of the tongue is one-half the leaf thickness and suggested
to the manufacturers to deviate as much as possible from this design.
Alternatively, T&G underdosage can be prevented by leaf synchronisation or
the "sliding window" technique (van Santvoort and Heijmen, 1996; Webb et al,
1997) In this method, leaf trajectories are calculated in such a way that in each
overlap region the delivered beam intensity is always equal to the smallest of the two
intensities by the two neighbouring leaf pairs This is accomplished by
synchronisation of the motion of neighbouring leaf pairs in such away that the
smallest of the two apertures defined by the two pairs is always within the larger
aperture
Penumbra blurnng (Webb et a!, 1996) which also produces an underdosage in
the target volume between two sequentially opened leaves is less dominant than the
tongue and groove effect (Balog et a!, 1999) penumbra blurring is similar to the
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T&G effect in that cold spots in the tumour volume would be observed if adjacent
leaves ase opened sequentially Profile distributions from two leaves would be
relatively flat compared to profiles that are generated by two adjacent leaves which
would alternate between closed and open positions Therefore, as with the T&G
effect, the sum of the energy fluence exiting two sequentially opened adjacent leaves
is less than when those leaves are opened simultaneously.
The following investigators measured the energy spectra from the accelerators
either directly or indirectly One of the earlier investigators to measure the energy
spectrum was Levy et al (1974) Levy et al (1974) measured the photon spectrum
from a 25MeV accelerator, by placing a crystal in the primary beam and detected first
scattered photons at angles of 500 and 60° using a 12 7cm diameter and 12 7cm long
cylindrical Na.I(Tl) scintillator detector system The once scattered spectrum incident
upon the detector was then converted back to primary spectrum incident on the
scatterer by the Compton energy-angle relation and the Klein-Nishima formula in
sequence Thick target photon spectrum was calculated for tungsten using the Hansen
and Fultz method The measured spectrum was in good agreement with the
calculated spectrum up to 12MeV beyond which the experimental spectrum differs
from the calculated spectrum by an order of magnitude of photons per MeV interval
Measured and calculated values of thin target spectrum were in better agreement. As
the photon energy increases the thin target calculated values overestimate the
spectrum whereas the thick target underestimate it
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An interesting point worth mentioning is that the Nal spectrometer was used
to measure the energy spectra of a 25MeV linear accelerator and a 19MeV betatron
Although the resulting spectra are different in shape, the lOxlOcm2
 depth dose data
measured under identical conditions are about the same up to a depth of 14cm in
water The 25MeV linear accelerator has a slightly greater depth dose beyond 14cm.
There was also disagreement at the depth of maximum dose On the contrary,
Lovelock et al (1995) found that reducing the kinetic electron energy incident on the
target in the computer model by 200kV in the Clinac 600C accelerator from 6 0MeV
to 5 8MeV improved the agreement of the depth doses and profiles to within 1% and
3% respectively of the measured data
Faddegon et al (1990) measured Al and Pb thick target bremsstrahlung
spectra from a 10, 15, 20, 25 and 3OMV linear accelerator operated at low current by
placing a 20 3cm diameter by 25cm long cylindrical Na1 scintillating crystal detector
for photon counting and energy measurement in the primary beam. Their
measurement of energy spectra is the most accurate and has the highest resolution to
this day The measured spectra were compared to spectra calculated using the EGS4
Monte Carlo system and were found to be in excellent agreement The comparison
verifies the use of BGS4 for the calculation of bremsstrahlung spectra Faddegon et al
(1991) used the same apparatus to measure spectra and angular distributions of a
15MeV electrons incident on thick Be, Al and Pb targets at eight different angles
ranging from 0° to 90°. EGS4 was found to be in excellent agreement with
experiment for all spectra at all angles
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To summanse, a model based on Monte Carlo techniques simulates the "true"
physical interactions that electromagnetic and particular radiation make and therefore
it calculates dose distributions more accurately than any other model based on
analytical or empirical techniques A model based on Monte Carlo techniques needs
a starting point, i e, the energy, position and direction of the electron hitting the
target and from then on, physical interactions would guide the electron and its higher
order photons and particles until they are finally absorbed or they escape from the
region of interest Such a model would take ?nto account electron contamination in
the photon beam, off-axis x-rays generated at any point between the collimator and
the water tank and it would calculate dose distributions in regions of inhomogeneities
more accurately than any other model known to date (Wang et al, 1998)
Skin sparing is one big advantage in megavoltage photon beams This means
that higher doses can be prescribed to deep sited tumours without injuring the skin.
Photon beams generated by accelerators are contaminated by electrons which would
increase the dose at the skin The accurate dose at the build-up needs to be known for
two reasons Firstly if treatment of the skin is required and secondly, for accurate in
vivo dosimetry with diodes or TLD where the build-up cap, if any, is not thick
enough to exclude contaminant electrons The electron contamination in the photon
beam changes with field size, SSD and beam modifiers (McCall et al, 1978, Biggs
and Ling, 1979, Ling and Biggs, 1979, Petti et a!, 1983; Attix et al, 1983, Higgins et
al, 1985, Mohan et al, 1985, Sjogren and Karisson, 1996, Thu and Palta, 1997). To
overcome this problem, analytical and empirical models choose the energy spectrum
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from a large data bank which contains tabulated spectra varying with SSD, field size
and beam modifiers The energy spectrum is not always known, so analytical and
empirical models use Monte Carlo techniques to collect such data Some empirical or
analytical models do not take into account off focus x-rays. EGS4 shows that
approximately 9% of all photons in the primary beam are off-focus photons (Chaney
et al, 1994, Mohan et al, 1985) Off-focus photons also vary with field size, SSD and
beam modifiers (Higgins, 1997, Chaney et al, 1994, Mohan et al, 1985)
I
Multileaf collimators can produce a limitless number of field shapes and sizes
and the tabulation of the electron contamination and off-focus x-rays is practically
impossible The concept of equivalent squares would produce the correct field size
factors (collimator scatter and phantom scatter factors), depth dose ratios and TMRs,
but would not account for electron contamination and off-focus x-rays since firstly
they vary at distances away from the central axis and secondly they are multifocal.
The transmission between two adjacent leaves, the transmission through the front
face of opposing leaves, T&G effects and penumbra blurring would also be very
difficult to quantify In this project, a model of a radiation head of the Varian Clinac
21 OOC-6MV accelerator fitted with multileaf collimators is developed based on
Monte Carlo techniques This would not only provide a solution towards the electron
contamination in the photon beam and the off-focus x-rays produced at the collimator
but also it would compute relatively accurately the transmission between adjacent
leaves and opposing leaves, would take into account lateral scatter from adjacent
leaves (Webb and Oldham 1996), the T&G effect (Balog et al, 1999) and would
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calculate relatively accurately dose distributions at inhomogeneities (Wang et al,
1998)
Although the ultimate test for a model is the comparison with extensive direct
measurements, the Monte Carlo technique provides an excellent tool for "theoretical
benchmark experiments" to determine exact dose deposition The Monte Carlo
method gives the energy deposition directly, thus eliminating the need for converting
ionisation measurements to dose This is epecially important in regions where
electronic equilibrium does not exist and therefore the conversion factors are
unknown In addition, the "detector" is made of the same material as the medium, it
has no walls and it can be made as small as statistics will allow (Mohan et al, 1985
and 1986)
This project provides a model of the Varian Clinac 2100C radiation head and
multileaf collimators for the three dimensional calculation of dose distributions in a
medium The model is based on the Monte Carlo method which is perhaps the most
accurate technique to this day predicting dose distributions in an inhomogeneous
medium taking into account primary and scatter radiation in the medium, sources of
contaminant radiation generated at the collimator and transmission and penumbra
effects of the leaves in the multileaf collimator
Chapter three, shows that in order to calculate dose distributions in water with
Monte Carlo techniques, the energy spectra and angular distributions at the output
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end of the collimator assembly must be known Also, if the electron contamination
and the off-focus x-rays are ignored then erroneous dose distributions in water could
be obtained In the first section of chapter four, a model of the Vanan Cimac 2100C
6MV radiation head is developed and it is verified by experiment The second section
of chapter four uses the Clinac 21 OOC model to investigate the energy spectra and the
planar angular distributions for the 2100C collimator. In chapter five, a model of the
add-on Vanan multileaf collimator is meticulously designed and it is verified by
experiment The multileaf collimator model is Then used to investigate the penumbra,
the energy spectra and the transmission of radiation through the multileaf collimator
leaves This model is finally used to calculate dose distributions in water shaped by
the multileaf collimator The Varian Clinac 2 100C multileaf collimator model can be
used as a theoretical benchmark to check other calculation algorithms
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Mathematical and computer software tools
2.1.1. Probability and the Monte Carlo technique
There are numerous books and references on the Monte Carlo technique
Books on the subject include "Monte Carlo Simulation in the Radiological Sciences"
by Richard L Morin, "Monte Carlo transport of electrons and photons" by M Jenkins,
WR Nelson and A Rindi, or a more mathematical oriented book called "Monte Carlo
Simulation in Statistical Physics" by K Binder and DW Heermann A good short
description of the Monte Carlo method and its applications is given in two "review"
articles published in the Physics in Medicine and Biology (PMB) journal, the first
one by DE Raeside, in 1976 and the second one by Pedro Andreo in 1991. In this
thesis, the Monte Carlo technique is used as a tool so it is not necessary to write a
lengthy report about the actual method, except perhaps an introductory note intended
for physicists without prior knowledge of the Monte Carlo method. The basics of
probability theory and the Monte Carlo technique described below, will also be
useful for the physicist who intends to use the Monte Carlo method to simulate
radiation transport in a medium The most popular software tool that employs Monte
Carlo techniques in radiation transport is the Electron Gamma Shower program,
version 4 (EGS4) developed by WR Nelson, H Hirayama and DWO Rogers.
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The input to the Monte Carlo technique is a large amount of uniformly
distributed high quality random numbers and a probability distribution The output is
the result of random sampling of the probability distribution. For example, if the
underlying probability distribution for forest growth is known (perhaps from
historical data), it is possible, using the Monte Carlo approach, to determine the way
in which the forest would grow over some time period (Morin, 1988)
An example where the Monte Carlo method is applied to radiation transport is
described below Suppose we consider what might happen to a 10MeV photon on
entering a water equivalent phantom (WEP) The distance x the 10MeV photon
would travel is not a single value, but it can take values ranging from the surface to
any depth below One can very simply assume that it will travel an average distance
equal to the mean range or mean free path The mean free path (MFP) is given by,
MFP = 1/ji, where u is the total linear attenuation coefficient and for a 10MeV
photon in water /1 = 00222cm-" therefore, MFP = 1 I 00222cm-' = 45cm So a
10MeV photon would travel on average 45cm in water Alternatively, one can
calculate every possible distance that a 10MeV photon would take, by randomly
picking values from the probability distribution P(x) that describes the various
distances that the photon would take This probability distribution also called
probability density, can be defined as the probability that a photon would interact in a
medium between distance x and distance x+dx, and it is equal to pe-M'dx. Therefore
we integrate over all the dx layers of the WEP phantom
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S
P(x) = fze	 dx =
0
and set the probability P(x) equal to a uniform random number
	 Solving for
distance, s, we get
s= ---ln(1—)
where s is the distance a 10MeV photon would take in water, is a uniformly
distributed random number ranging from 0 tol, and u is the total linear attenuation
coefficient The distance, s, is a function of ', so by choosing a uniform random
number, between 0 and 1 we can calculate every discrete value for s
lEn summary, the Monte Carlo simulation of radiation transport uses
mathematics and statistics to estimate the path of electromagnetic and particulate
radiation in a medium A large number of photons and electrons need to be simulated
in order to get a meaningful result This can be achieved with the aid of a computer.
The Monte Carlo technique is the most accurate method of calculating dose
distributions to present The Monte Carlo procedure employs random sampling to
determine the sequence of trajectories a particle follows and the interactions that take
place at the end of each trajectory Each trajectory and each interaction is chosen
randomly from the corresponding probability distribution Each interaction may
result in the production of additional particles. Each particle is followed as it travels
through the medium loosing energy until it is either completely absorbed or it escapes
from the region of interest The Monte Carlo method entails (1) a large supply of
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high quality random numbers (section 2 1 11), (2) sampling techniques, such as, the
direct or inversion method, the acceptance-rejection method, the importance sample
method and the stratified sampling (section 2 11 2), (3) the derivation of quantities
such as cross-sections either by the application of the Monte Carlo integral or by
"model sampling" (section 2 1 1 3) and (4) the general techniques for improving the
efficiency of Monte Carlo calculations (section 2 1 1 4).
2.1.1.1. Random numbers and the random number generator
The Monte Carlo technique is based on random numbers, so a random
number generator (RNG) is needed The random numbers produced by an RNG are
between 0 and 1 Every random number produced by the RNG must have an equal
chance of appearing as any other random number, i e, it needs to be uniformly
distributed A non-uniform RNG will produce correlation of results
The RNG used in EGS4 is based on a mathematical algorithm (Bielajew,
1994) and it has a period beyond which the same random numbers will be repeated
Therefore, if the current random number is known then the next random number can
be calculated So the random numbers are not strictly random in nature but they are
deterministic. An RNG based on mathematical algorithms is called "pseudo" RNG.
Von-Newman on pseudo RNG quotes "Anyone who considers arithmetical methods
of producing random digits is, of course, in a state of sin" Philosophical arguments
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between "truly random" and "pseudo random" will not be presented here but the fact
is that "pseudo random" (deterministic) number generators are more uniform than
non-deterministic ("truly random") generators (Andreo, 1991) The "pseudo" random
number generator used in EGS4 is called RAN#6
The RNG should have a sufficiently long period to avoid correlation of results
due to random numbers The UNIX version of EGS4 used in this project has a
sequence length of about iOfl, effectively infihite for any calculation and has about
1O independent sequences that can be selected from initial conditions (Bielajew,
1994) A long period is not the only desirable property in a RNG and different tests
must be applied to verify the true randomness of the sequence (Raeside, 1976, Morin,
1979, Morin, 1998, Andreo, 1991) The RON distributed with the BGS4 code have
been thoroughly tested (Bielajew, 1994)
Before the RAN#6 produces its first random number, the user must feed an
integer number seven to ten digits long, the seed of the RNG The user must ensure
that the RNG seed is changed at the start of every new execution otherwise the same
random numbers will be repeated and the same statistical results will be obtained. In
general, it is far more efficient to spend longer developing a meticulous code and to
ensure there are no mistakes in it, rather that running a faulty code, getting erroneous
results, realismg there is a problem and then trying to work backwards to find the
fault
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2.1.1.2. Sampling techniques
The aim of any Monte Carlo procedure is to draw independent random
samples from some probability law via intermediate steps involving the use of
independently generated random numbers Variables taking values which cannot be
predicted are called random variables The prediction theories are normally given in
terms of distributions of random variables or equivalently in terms of probabilities of
finding given values in given intervals In that sense, we can define the probability
density function g(x) as the probability of finding x' in the range x and x+dx,
g(x)dx = P(x, x < x' <x + dx)
An important property of random variables that is used below is the following: a
function y of a random variable x, y = y(x), is a random variable itself, if it is
continuous and derivable That is the random nature of variables does not change
with transformations A uniform distribution of random variables x, is one having a
constant probability density function, for example, g(x) = constant Non uniform
random distributions can be generated from random uniform distributions by
sampling methods. A very important property that a non-uniform distribution must
have is that it is monotonically non-decreasing, or in other words, every random
number should produce only one value of g(x) If the distribution does not attain this
property, then it must be transformed into a monotonically non-decreasing
distribution
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Direct sampling method
One method to generate non-uniform random distributions from uniform
random distributions is the direct method This method is explained by using an
example, described below Suppose you are given a probability density function
g(x)= a•sinx (a non-constant) and you wish to generate a random number that follows
the probability density function g(x) Firstly, calculate its cumulative distribution
function y = G(x),
G(x)=Jg(x')dx' =Jasinx'dx' =a(1—cosx)
This is the probability of finding x' in the range [a,x] This function, also
called distribution function of x, has the property of being monotonically non-
decreasing and it takes values between 0 and 1 Secondly, take the inverse of y =
G(x) function
X = G'(y) = cos-1 (l_-
if y is a random vanable uniformly distributed, then the random variable X
should be distributed as a sin(x) Unfortunately, not all non-uniform distributions
we want to generate have a cumulative distribution function easily derivable If this is
the case then one of the methods described below can be used.
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Acceptance-Rejection sampling method
This method is used if the probability density g(x) has a non-derivable
cumulative distribution function or its inverse This method needs two different
sequences of random numbers uniformly distributed and it is generally not efficient.
Firstly, the probability density function is normalised so it has a maximum value of
one and a minimum value of zero This method does not work if the maximum value
cannot be found or if the function g(x) is asymptotic Let assume the range of g(x) is
[a,b] Secondly, a uniform random number r, is chosen in the range [0,1] to obtain an
x which is uniform in the g(x) range [a,b} This can be evaluated by
x = a + (b - a) r1 Next a second random number r2 is chosen which will decide if x
should be accepted according to a criterion For example, let the criterion be r2<g(x)
So, if r2 <g(x) then x is accepted otherwise x is rejected Other methods available to
generate non-uniform distributions are the "importance sample method" and
"stratified sampling", but these are not be discussed here as they can be found in any
statistics or Monte Carlo book
2.1.1.3. Derivation of cross-sections
The Model Sampling process consists of setting up some sort of model or
system, or drawings from a table of random numbers whereby the statistic of the
desired distribution can be observed over and over again and the distribution is
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estimated empirically There are several methods based in random numbers that
allow the computation of integrals, derivatives, etc Amongst these, is the Monte
Carlo integration method and it is used in the computation of quantities, such as cross
sections Before we proceed with the Monte Carlo integration method, we need to
define a few quantities
The expectation of a function f(x) is defined as E(x) = $ f (x) g(x) dx where g(x)
is the probability density function of variable x The variance of the function V(x) is
defined as the quadratic deviation off from its expectation
V(f) = E(f - e(f)) 2 = 5[f(x) - e(f)] 2 g(x) dx
The law of large numbers says that if f is a function of the random variable x, and
{ x } is uniformly distributed in the interval [a,b}, and V(x) is finite, then
lim!f(x,)=E(f)	 1	 b
-	 ff(x)dxn	 b—ada
This law constitutes the foundation of the Monte Carlo integration method The
integral f'.f (x)dx can be approached with the sum of n random numbers f(x 1) This
method is very powerful despite the slow convergence of the integral.
The uncertainty of the Monte Carlo integral is calculated by using the central
limit theorem and it is found to be
JV(f)
Vn
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This uncertainty can be improved, either by increasing the number of trials, n,
or by decreasing the value of the variance V(J) To obtain dose distributions with an
acceptable level of statistical uncertainty a very large number of particle histories
have to be followed
2.1.1.4. Efficiency of Monte Carlo techniques
There are several techniques for improving the efficiency of Monte Carlo
calculations The small number of iterations that takes place when photons traverse
matter lead to the development of "variance reduction" techniques to decrease the
uncertainties that can be evaluated by statistical methods In such techniques, the
"natural physics" is manipulated in a number of different ways so as to increase the
relative occurrence of certain events Forced iterations, importance sampling, Russian
roulette, particle splitting, etc are techniques commonly used to improve the
efficiency of Monte Carlo calculations for photon iteration
For electrons on the other hand, a very large number of iterations take place
(10,000 collisions in Al, from 0 5MeV to 1KeV) during slowing down which makes
it unrealistic to simulate all the physical iterations Therefore, similarly to photons,
certain efficiency improving techniques have been developed called, "condensed
history" and "macroscopic" techniques where iterations are grouped in different ways
(Raeside, 1976, Andreo, 1991, Neuenschwander and Born, 1992)
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2.1.2. Electron Gamma Shower version 4 (EGS4)
The description of EGS4 below is intended to be an introduction. More
information can be found in the EGS4 manual by WR Nelson, H Hirayama and
DWO Rogers, 1985, in a book called "Monte Carlo Transport of Electrons and
Photons" by Jenkins, Nelson and Rindi, 1988, and also in the NRCC lecture notes
which are available and can be copied via file transfer "ftp" from the electronic
address "nrcnetØ flTC Ca" using "anonymous ftp"
2.1.2.1. Photon transport
Four basic photon interactions are considered in EGS4 These are pair
production, Compton interaction, Photoelectric interaction and Rayleigh (coherent)
interaction Consider a photon to be transported in an infinite medium. The
probability that a photon has not interacted after being transported by distance x is
given by the exponential attenuation law
P(x)=cy e
Then by using direct sampling, the Cumulative Probability Distribution (CDF),
which is monotonically non-decreasing is constructed as shown in the equation
below and in figure 2 1
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CDF(x)=Jdx'
x
Figure 2 1 The probability density function P(x) and its cumulative distribution
CDF
Take the inverse of CDF x =	 log(l - CDF(x)). If is a uniform distributed
random number in the range [0,1], the distance of the next interaction is.
x = ---- log(1 - ). If is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, then so is 1- .
Therefore simplify x = ----- log() and ^0 a is the total cross section including all
interactions If more than one interaction comprises a then another random number
must be selected to choose which interaction occurs For example. There are three
types of interactions that the photon can select Pair production, Compton scattering
and photoelectric effect (Rayleigh scattering is ignored at photon energies above
100KeV) The cross sections of all three processes are small enough so that each
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discrete interaction is simulated The photons travel in straight lines with constant
energy between interactions The type of interaction is randomly chosen as shown
below
a = aphotoelectrlc + acompton + apair pmdnction
Therefore, if is a uniformly distributed random number then
o ^	 photoelectric interaction
S
	 aPhOo	 aPhOCO + aCompton	 Compton interaction
a	 a
S
	 aPhOO + aCompton	 pair production
a
For a 10MeV photon in water, if 0 << 0 23, then the interaction process is pair
production otherwise, if 0 23 << 1 0, then the interaction process is Compton, as
shown in figure 2 2 (Interaction coefficients Johns and Cunningham, 1983, table 5-5,
page 163)
10MeV photon in water
pair prod
23%
Compton
77%
Figure 2 2 Interaction probabilities for a 10MeV photon in water
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Photon transport is the simplest of the two types of transport. The number of
photon collisions is comparatively small and thus EGS4 performs real simulation of
each interaction This is called microscopic technique
2.1.2.2. Electron transport
There are two types of electron interaction that EGS4 takes into account
Catastrophic interactions with large energy losses where the electron ceases to exist
after the interaction and non-catastrophic interactions where the electron is deflected
and loses some of its energy
EGS4 simulates the following catastrophic interactions
• large energy-loss Moller scattering (&ee&)
• large energy-loss Bhabha scattering (ee-4ee)
• hard bremsstrahlung emission (e±N_e±yN)
• positron annihilation "in flight" and at rest (ee—yy)
EGS4 simulates the following non-catastrophic interactions
• low energy Moller or Bhabha scattering (ee—ee) as part of the restricted
collision stopping power
• atomic excitation (e±N_e±N*) as the other part of the restricted collision
stopping power
• soft bremsstrahlung (restricted radiative stopping power)
• elastic electron (positron) multiple scattering from atoms (e±N_e±N)
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Electron transport is considerably more complicated than photon transport
The relevant interactions considered in EGS4 are elastic Coulomb scattering of the
nucleus and atomic electrons, inelastic scattering of the atomic electrons and
collisions with atomic electrons, positron annihilation and bremsstrahlung
Difficulties from the charged particle transport arise from the fact that the cross
sections for all the above processes (except annihilation) become infinite as the
transferred energy approaches zero and exact valties for total cross sections are not
well known Therefore every interaction is not simulated and the physical
interactions of the electrons are classified into groups, which provide a detailed
"macroscopic picture" of the physical process
Elastic scattering of electrons from nuclei and atomic electrons is treated by
transporting the electrons through a fixed step and then determining the effective
scattering angle and true path length using the multiple scattering theory of Moliere
(Bethe, 1953) Inelastic collisions with the electrons are accounted for by discrete
events, sometimes creating secondary electrons (delta rays) or photons
(bremsstrahlung)
In elastic scattering of electrons, the transition from one step to the next
accounts for many interactions where multiple collision models, like, multiple
scattering of stopping power theory are considered The most accurate multiple
scattering theory is that of Goudsmit and Saunderson (Goudsmit and Saunderson,
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1940) and it is very cumbersome to use EGS4 uses Moliere theory which, although
originally designed as a small angle theory, has been modified to predict large angle.
Moliere theory is easier to implement and requires a minimum step-size as it is truly
a "multiple" scattering theory, breaking down numencally if less than 25 atoms or so
participate in the development of the angular distribution Along each of these steps
the electron is assumed to follow a straight line The multiple scattering is accounted
for by changing the electron's direction at the end of the step The direction of these
steps is sampled from the appropnate distributidn and the azimuthal angle chosen
randomly These steps must be kept small enough so that the true electron path length
is not much larger than the straight line path length
However, there is an artefact on the size of the electron step An electron step
chosen at high energy is not suitable at low energies A subroutine called FIXTMX
(Rogers, 1984) trying to correct for this introduces a fixed fractional energy loss per
electron step, called ESTEPE Above 20MeV, ESTEPE of 10% is adequate, below
20MeV an ESTEPE of 1% for low Z materials and 03% for high Z is required
Generally, a smaller ESTEPE would produce more accurate results but at the expense
of CPU time The choice of ESTEPE should be considered separately for each case
(Nelson, Hirayama and Rogers, 1985, Jenkins, Nelson and Rindi, 1988).
At present, there is a more sophisticated electron transport algorithm in EGS4
called PRESTA, the Parameter educed electron tep Iransport algorithm, which
attempts to address these shortcoming with the electron step artefact. PRESTA
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consists of three algorithms namely the Path Length Correction algorithm (PLC)
which accounts for the difference between the curved and the straight line path of an
electron step, particularly close to a boundary, the Lateral Correlation Algorithm
(LCA) which improves the lateral displacement of an electron step which is
important if one is considering off-axis measurements and finally the Boundary
Crossing Algorithm (BCA) which improves the speed of the simulation by increasing
the electron step length if the particle is not close to a boundary (Bielajew and
Rogers, 1987)
2.1.2.3. Simulation of photons and electrons
Before the simulation begins, the code ensures that the attenuation data for all
media used on the code are present and accessible The simulation starts in region 1R
and a particle is given eight parameters energy (E), charge (IQ), position coordinates
(X,Y,Z) and direction cosines (U,V,W) If variance reduction techniques are not used
the variance reduction parameter, Vi, is set to 1 00 In EGS4, particles refer to both
photons and electrons As far as EGS4 is concerned, both are quantities, with charge
zero or minus one, which will draw random samples from the appropriate probability
distribution curves in order to calculate the step length or choose the type of
interaction and so on
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In EGS4, the particle starts life with ten parameters These are E, IQ, X, Y, Z,
U, V, W, JR and Vi Then the attenuation data is selected for the medium and the step
length is calculated. The particle is transported to the new position by giving it new
coordinates If it is a photon, no energy is lost, whereas an electron will lose some
energy The type of interaction to take place is then determined A random sample is
drawn from the correct probability distribution and a particular interaction selected.
The new interaction will give the particle new direction cosines (U,V,W) and if it is
an electron a new value for energy, E More thaCone product particle could also be
created, for example, a photon would create an electron in Compton interaction, or an
electron would create a Delta ray, and so on If an interaction takes place and there is
more than one product particle, the particle with the lowest energy is put on the top
of a stack A last-in first-out (LIFO) stack is used to store the properties of particles
which have yet to be simulated The process is then repeated until the particle that
has been simulated is discarded and the next particle in the stack is considered
If a particle's step crosses a boundary, the step is divided into two separate
steps The first step will transport the particle to the boundary and the second step,
having the coordinates where the particle crosses the boundary and keeping the same
direction cosines will pick up the attenuation data of the new medium in the new
region and will calculate a new step length and transport the particle accordingly
The simulation of a particle stops when the particle is discarded. A particle is
discarded either by entering a "discard" region (a region of no interest defined by the
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user), or if the particle's energy drops below a minimum cut-off value and the whole
energy of the particle is deposited on the spot In the latter two cases, the particle is
taken off the stack and the simulation resumes with the next particle.
2.1.2.4. Speed versus accuracy
The speed of the electron Gamma shower program depends on several
factors These are
The computer hardware There are computers that are dedicated specifically for
the purpose of Monte Carlo calculations Bielajew and Rogers, 1992, have
produced a list comparing computers and their speed for Monte Carlo
calculations There is a timing benchmark program included in every EGS4
distribution so anyone can compare the speed of his computer with the
computers on the list
The number of histories simulated The time it takes for a simulation to
complete is directly proportional to the number of histories simulated Doubling
the number of histories simulated will double the time the simulation takes to
complete (assuming the histories follow a similar path) The uncertainty of
results is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of histories.
Therefore, to decrease the uncertainty by half, the number of histories must
quadruple
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The geometry of the problem A single region used in a defining a cylindrical
target will take a lot less to transport than the seven hundred regions used in
defining the leaves of a multileaf collimator
Electron transport slows the program down This is simply because of the
enormous number of steps an electron takes when it transverses through matter.
Therefore, transporting low energy photons through a high Z material, will
create more electrons since the probability of the photoelectric effect is
proportional to —Z3
 at low energies and the number of electrons to be
transported is greater
.	 PRESTA increases the speed of EGS4 One of the PRESTA algorithms is the
Boundary Crossing Algorithm (BCA) which increases the electron step length if
the particle is not close to a boundary (Bielajew and Rogers, 1987).
. A macro Monte Carlo (MMC) algorithm where the primary electron is
transported in large-scale macroscopic steps through the absorber, with the
resulting parameters of motion after each step being sampled from pre-
calculated probability distributions (Neuenschwander and Born, 1992)
.	 Combination of Monte Carlo techniques with non-Monte Carlo techniques for
optimal speed and accuracy For specific regions in the geometry where high
accuracy is required but difficult to obtain with analytical or empirical
calculations, such as critical organs surrounded by complicated inhomogenaties,
then the accurate but lengthy Monte Carlo techniques can be used For regions
with simple geometry, or where a high degree of accuracy is not critical, a non-
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Monte Carlo algorithm can be used to increase speed (Woo et al, 1998, Wang et
al, 1998)
Variance Reduction techniques increase the speed of the simulation
Geometry interrogation reduction algorithm for electrons increases the speed
EGS4 This is achieved by reducing the number of calls to the geometry
subroutine when close to a boundary
Due to the statistical nature of the Mont& Carlo method, the accuracy of the
results will depend on the number of histories run The average rate of fifteen
photons per second starting life at the secondary collimator through the upper and
lower Jaws, the multileaf collimator, the light field cross-hair the intervening air and
incident on a water phantom where they deposit their energy compares poorly with
the analogous experimental apparatus which achieves an incident rate of 108 photons
per second (Battista and Broskill, 1978) The point is that Monte Carlo calculations
are very time consuming It is for this reason that the computation task is divided in
two parts First, a pre-processor code (PEGS4) uses theoretical and sometimes
empirical formulas to compute various physical quantities needed and prepares them
in a form for fast numerical evaluation Then, another code (EGS4) uses this data,
along with user supplied data and routines, to perform the actual simulation
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2.2. Computer hardware
2.2.1. VAX computer
In 1992, the Electron Gamma Shower (EGS4) software was first installed on
the VAXRBC computer by the Computer Science Department, St Bartholomew's
Hospital, London This EGS4 copy was released in 1988 EGS4 was loaded on a
magnetic tape in SLAC and it was installed to the VAX through a magnetic drive
type TK7O The computer was a remote mini-mainframe mVAX 3600, the operating
system was OPEN-VMS 5 5 and the compiler was FORTRAN 77. This computer
was on an Ethernet local area network (LAN), the network software was DECNET
and PATHWORKS version 42, and it was connected via a gateway to the JANET
network, which provided me with world-wide electronic mail and membership to the
EGS4 users group A personal computer in my office at St Bartholomew Hospital
was networked to the VAX This computer has a speed ratio of 24 (Bielajew and
Rogers, 1992)
2.2.2. SUN computer
In January 1994, a SUN computer was bought by the department of
Radiotherapy at St Bartholomew's Hospital in London In December 1994, a revised
EGS4 copy, released in 1994, was installed on the SUN computer In March 1996, a
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second SUN computer was available, at Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, which was
used in conjunction with the SUN at St Bartholomew's Hospital The SUN computer
at Barts is a SPARC STATION IPC, the operating system is a SOLARIS 2.2,
SUNOS 4 1 3 and OPEN WINDOWS version 3, the programming language is
FORTRAN 77 and the compiler is SUN FORTRAN 1.4 and there is a sun debugger
type "dbx" This computer has a speed ratio of .- 4 7 (Bielajew and Rogers, 1992).
The SUN computer at Norwich Hospital is a SPARC STATION 2 The operating
system, the compiler and the debugger is the same as the Barts computer. This
computer has a speed ratio of 11 (Bielajew and Rogers, 1992)
2.3. The Varian Clinac 2100C linear accelerator
The first paper describing how to accelerate particles without the use of high
voltages was published in 1932 by Lawrence and Livingston. They virtually describe
the operation of a cyclotron This extract is taken from their published paper in
Physical Review "The method is as follows Semi-circular hollow plates, not unlike
duants of an electrometer, are mounted with their diametral edges adjacent, in a
vacuum and in a uniform magnetic field that is normal to the plane of the plates.
High frequency oscillations are applied to the plate electrodes producing an
oscillating electric field over the diametral region between them As a result during
one half cycle the electric field accelerates ions, formed in the diametral region, into
the interior of one of the electrodes, where they are bent around on circular paths by
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the magnetic field and eventually emerge again into a region between the electrodes
The magnetic field is adjusted so that the time required for traversal of a semi-
circular path within the electrodes equals a half period of oscillations In
consequence, when the ions return to the region between the electrodes, the electric
field will have reversed direction, and the ions thus receive second increments of
velocity on passing into the other electrode . Using a magnet with pole faces 11
inches in diameter, a current of i0 ampere of 1,220,000 Volt-protons has been
produced in a tube to which the maximum apphedvoltage was only 4000 volts"
This linear accelerator used in this project works on the same principle, and
electrons are accelerated along a tube to an energy of 15,000,000 electron volts
having used voltages no greater than 80,000 Volts. The accelerator used in this
project is made by Vanan, model 2100C, serial number 553 It works in two x-ray
modes, 6MV and 15MV and five electron modes, 6, 9, 12, 16 and 20MeV. This
accelerator is fitted with multileaf collimators to shape the x-ray beams in any
desirable distribution and with "Portal Vision" which provides a real time imaging of
the treatment field The geometry of the Varian Clinac 2 100C treatment head is
illustrated schematically in chapter four, figure 4 1. The components that constitute
the treatment head are the target, the primary collimator, the flattening filter, the
ionisation chamber, the secondary collimator, the light field mirror, the X jaws, Y
Jaws, the multileaf collimator and the reticule
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The exact sizes and matenals of the different components of the Clinac
2100C collimator is Vanan proprietary information and therefore will not be
discussed here They can be found in a supplementary booklet which is bound by a
confidentially agreement However, a description and function of each of the
components of an accelerator is discussed in chapter four without revealing the
confidential information
2.4. Dosimetry Equipment
2.4.1. The water tank and the scanning densitometer.
The water tank, scanning densitometer, electrometer and accessories are made
by Scanditronix (Quados in the UK) and the model number is RFA-300. The
scanning volume of the Scanditronix water tank is 40cmx55cmx55cm and it can take
up to 206 5 litres of water The walls are made of 15mm thick acrylic (plexiglass)
The detector positioning accuracy is 0 5mm and the reproducibility is 0 1mm The
detector holder matenal is "PVDF Symalit" and the scanning speed is 5-50mm/sec.
The electrometer used with the water tank is a dual channel electrometer
which has a range of 0 5pA to iniA (5pC to lOmC) per channel. The bias control can
be adjusted from -400 to -i-400V, however, for the 0.125cm3
 thimble ionisation
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chamber and the Marcus chamber a polarising voltage of -200V was used The
photon diode detector and the reference diode detector do not need polansing
voltage
The positioning of the detector inside the water tank can be performed in
three dimensions and is driven by a computer via an RS232 communication interface.
The detector connects to the electrometer via an intermediate box located on the side
of the tank
A high quality float glass plate placed on top of the water tank enables it to be
used as a scanning densitometer for film analysis. The z-coordinate of the tank is
locked in position and the x and y controls are used to scan the films The scanning
area for the film densitometer is 495cm2 The measuring range is 4 optical units and
the density resolution is 0 01 optical density units The geometry resolution quoted by
Scanditronix based on an ideal penumbra was 0 8mm for the 10%-50%, 0 5mm for
the 50% to 90% and 1 3mm for the 10% to 90%
2.4.2. lonisation current measuring devices
Three detectors were used to measure lonisation current in this project A
0 125cm3 thimble air ionisation chamber, a Marcus parallel plate air ionisation
chamber and a photon diode Each detector's characteristics is examined below.
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2.4.2.1. Thimble ionisation chamber detectors
The 0 125cm3
 thimble air ionisation chamber is made by Multidata The
sensitive volume of the chamber is 0 125cm 3, the inner diameter of the thimble cap is
5 5mm and the outer diameter is 7mm The wall matenal is polymethylmethacrylate
C5H802
 and its thickness is 0 75mm This chamber can accept a maximum of 500V
across its terminals and its leakage is ±4x10 15A The reference point of the chamber
along its axis is 4 5mm from the tip of the ap and the measuring point for
megavoltage photons is 0 75 x radius of the sensitive volume "upstream" of the
geometrical centre (radiotherapy news sheet no 9, February 1994).
A 2571 0 6cm3
 Farmer chamber (Aird and Farmer, 1972) was used mainly for
calibrations of the accelerator when absolute dose was necessary for the experiments
This chamber was used in conjunction with a water equivalent block where there was
a cavity built in to fit the 2571 0 6cm 3
 Farmer chamber at the depth of five
centimetres
2.4.2.2. Marcus parallel plate chamber detector
The Marcus chamber is a flat cylindrical unsealed air ionisation chamber. It
was designed by Professor B Marcus and is pnmarily an electron chamber The
sensitive volume of the chamber is 0 055cm 3
 The polarising electrode diameter is
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6 0mm and the collecting electrode diameter, which is made out of polystyrene, is
54mm which is enclosed within a guard ring of 6 0mm outer diameter and 5 8mm
inner diameter The entrance window thickness is 23!lm and it is made of graphite
coated polyethylene (CH2) The chamber body is made of is polymethylmethacrylate
C5H802
The reference point of the chamber should be taken at the intersection of the
chamber axis with the inner surface of the entranbe window, which is located 1mm
below the top surface of its watertight Perspex cover
2.4.2.3. Field diode detector
Semiconductor detectors work because ionising radiation liberates enough
free electrons in the crystal to generate a small current along the Junction Some of
the liberated electrons will be eliminated by the holes in the semiconductor and will
not contribute to the current The magnitude of the current is influenced by the
radiation doserate and by the amount of doping iii the crystal The doping in the
crystal is optimised for linear response, high sensitivity and maximum dose per pulse
encountered on a typical medical linear accelerator
The Scanditronix photon detector uses a p-type silicon semiconductor It
requires no bias voltage, it has a very fast relative response (- iO 3 times that of an air
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filled lonisation chamber), no pressure corrections and it has constant sensitivity
from 0 1 to 04 mGy per pulse (as opposed to an n-type semiconductor whose
sensitivity vanes from 0 94 at 0 lmGy/pulse to 1 08 at 0 4mGy/pulse), which is the
typical dose per pulse from a medical linear accelerator
In photon beams, the depth dose curves obtained from a semiconductor tend
to be overestimated This tendency increases with depth due to the increased
sensitivity of the semiconductor at energies belov 400 KeY To improve the depth
doses from the semiconductors, Scanditronix have shielded the rear of the chip with a
tungsten/epoxy mixture (density=2 0 g/cm3) to capture the low energy backscattered
photons The company claims that this improved the depth doses from
semiconductors to within 1% of the depth doses measured with an ionisation
chamber for a number of radiation qualities, field sizes and depths However, such
energy compensation gives a directional dependence of different radiation qualities.
The relative response for an 8MeV photon beam is greater than 99% from 0° to 30°
with respect to the central axis of the detector and it drops to 90% at 60° and 85% at
90°
Figure 2 3 displays the percentage depth dose for a 6MV photon beam
measured with the Scanditronix (energy compensated) diode and with a "Multidata"
0 125cm3 thimble air ionisation chamber and a Marcus parallel plate chamber The
depth doses for a lOx 10cm2 field are in good agreement but the depth doses for a
40x40cm2 field are not The diode seems to overestimate the depth dose measured by
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an air lonisation chamber by an average error of 27% ± 1 0% and a maximum error
of 40% at the depth of 16 3cm Scanditronix photon diodes agree with lonisation
chambers at 6MV and a lOxlOcm2
 field. For this reason, the photon diodes, although
they are energy compensated, were not used for depth dose measurements, only for
profile and transrmssion measurements Also, diodes suffer from supra lineanty with
doserate which depends on the semiconductor doping
The effective detection area of the diode i 2 5mm in diameter, the depletion
layer width is 5pm, the substrate thickness is 450p.m and the effective thickness of
the sensitive volume is 60tm The encapsulating case is made of Epoxy resin
(density = 1 2g/cm3) and has a diameter of 7 0mm. The effective measuring depth of
the diode is 0 50 ± 0 10mm from the top surface of the encapsulating case
2.4.2.4.Reference diode detector
The reference diode detector contains four n-type semiconductors It has a
non-constant, non-linear response with doserate gradient making it unsuitable for
measurements where dose gradients are present This type of detector is to be strictly
used as a reference detector only where doserate gradients are not present. The
reference detector was at 90° to the beam axis and although diode detectors have a
directional dependence, the relative response of this detector is greater than 95%
from 0° to 135°
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2.4.2.5. Comparison between field detectors
Figure 2 3 displays the depth dose curves calculated by the three detectors.
The reference detector used was always the "reference" diode
The two thimble air iomsation chambers and the Marcus air ionisation
chamber should be used for the measurement of the depth dose. If the diode is used
for the measurement of the depth dose then erroneous results are acquired,
particularly at large field sizes.
In conclusion, the "field" diode is preferred for profile measurements because
of its small size. Profiles should be normahsed at the central axis to 100% and profiles
at different depths should be connected together with a central axis depth dose curve
measured by an air ionisation chamber.
2.4.3. Films
The films used for film dosimetry in this project are Kodak "X-Omat V"
diagnostic films. The size is l0xl2inch (25 4x30.5mm) and quantity is 50 films in a
box. The catalogue number of the box is 165-5927.
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The film processor unit was 3M XP515, model X515, senal number 515-488
The developer and replenisher is Kodak RP X-Omat, CAT. 505-2352. The fixer and
replenisher is a Kodak RP X-Omat LO
The film composition was investigated so it could be described in the Monte
Carlo model After contacting Kodak, the following information was released. The
films consist of two layers a 10mm emulsion (gelatine with <10% Ag halide) on a
7/1000 inch (0 1778mm) polyethylene terathalate
2.4.3.1. Densitometry
The films were analysed with the Scanditronix RFA-300 densitometer. All
the films were analysed with the aid of the linearity curve obtained as described in
section 243 2
2.4.3.2. Linearity and reproducibility
An experiment was performed to investigate whether identical films exposed
to equal doses would produce equal optical densities Furthermore, the linearity of
the film with respect to dose deposited was also investigated
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Four Kodak X-Omat films were exposed from the same packet. A template
was made to draw six equally spaced squares (field size=4x4cm2) on each film The
centres of each square were placed in the same position on each film. There was a
minimum margin of 5cm from each side of a square to the sides of adjacent squares
and a minimum margin of 3cm from the sides of the squares to the film edge. All
films were exposed to the same monitor units in the same place. The films were
marked 1-4
The machine was set as follows the gantry and the collimator were set to 00.
The source to film distance (SFD) was 100cm The field size was set to 4x4cm2 and
the build-up was 2 0cm The console was programmed for 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50
MUs at 6MV photons The reproducibility of the Varian Chnac 2100C at 6MV is
within 02%
The following considerations were investigated firstly, all the films were
exposed at the same time to minimise dose delivery differences due to day to day
machine variations Secondly, the machine was checked for stability and all the
readings taken by the electrometer were within ±0 1% Then film 1 was exposed to 5,
10, 20, 30, 40 and 5OMUs Then films 2, 3 and 4 were exposed in the same way. The
following week, four films were exposed the same way but with different MUs. The
MUs chosen for the second batch of four films were 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and
200MUs
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Figures 2 4 and 2 5 display the results of the optical density (arbitrary) units
versus MUs of the linac The graph on top displays the results of the first batch and
the graph below displays the results of the second batch. The least squares fit method
was used to fit a straight line graph, shown in figure 25, and a 2rn1 order polynomial
curve shown in figure 2.4 If the correlation coefficients are compared between the
straight line fit and the polynomial fit, the polynomial fit has an average correlation
coefficient of 0 998 for batch one and 0 995 for latch two, whereas the straight line
fit has an average correlation coefficient of 0 994 for batch one and 0 987 for batch
two In conclusion, the 2" order polynomial fit is better than the straight line fit.
Therefore, the film darkness is not related linearly to the dose deposited on the film
In this thesis, at all film measurements, the 50% radiation isodose was measured on
film by exposing a different part of the film to half the monitor units. The film
linearity curves in figure 2 4 were used for the analysis of profiles
Film reproducibility was investigated by exposing four films to the same
dose In batch one, films one to four were all exposed at the same time to less than
5OMTJs In batch two, films five to eight were exposed from 75MUs to 200MUs. All
the films were placed at 1 5cm depth The mean film reading is plotted against
machine monitor units in figure 2.6a. The error bars display the maximum error in
optical density units per exposure. The maximum error observed were 3 optical
density units at 100MU and 175MU exposures However, the maximum percentage
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error between the films is more relevant The maximum percentage optical density
error per film exposure was plotted against the machine monitor units in figure 2 6b
The results suggest that the maximum percentage reproducibility errors occur at films
exposed to less than 4OMUs The films exposed to more than 125MUs display a
percentage error of 11% ±0 2%
In conclusion the monitor units chosen to expose a film are different for every
case If film linearity is of prime concern, then less than 5OMUs ought to be used On
the other hand if film reproducibility is important, then the films should be exposed
to 125MUs or more
A film calibration was also performed when film was used to measure the
transmission of radiation between the side runners of two adjacent leaves on the
multileaf collimator The film calibration curve is displayed in chapter five, figure
5 21
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Mean ontieal density units Vs machine monitor units
Figure 2.6: Film reproducibility
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2.5. Experimental methods
2.5.1. Water phantom and field detector set-up
The technical details of the chambers, electrometers, diodes and the water
tank's are indicated in section 2 4 The following is a description of the procedure
taken every time dose distributions in water were theasured
The water phantom was aligned so that the x-axis indicated in the water tank
was along the X jaws (AB direction) and the y-axis was along the Y jaws (GT
direction) when the collimator angle was 00. Jaw Xl was in the negative X direction
and jaw X2 was in the positive X direction. Similarly, jaw Yl was in the negative Y
direction and jaw Y2 in the positive Y direction The water tank was centred with the
light field and then the tank was filled with water A spirit level was used to level the
tank The field detector was placed on its holder inside the water tank and the
reference detector was mounted over the water tank close to the cross-hair. The two
detectors were connected to the electrometer The reference detector was placed in
the primary beam so that it did not interfere with the movement of the field detector
or shade the field detector from the primary beam. The water tank was filled with
enough water so that the field chamber can move more than 40cm deep.
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The electrometer of the RFA 300 is computer controlled The following were
the steps taken to ensure correct and reliable measurements The measuring channel
was set to ratio The high voltage was adjusted to -200V for the thimble and Marcus
ionisation chambers and zero volts for the field and reference diodes
The field detector's measuring point was set by the light field reticule using
the xyz controls on the tank The xy direction was set with the aid of the light field.
The measuring point of the Marcus and diode detector is the geometrical centre of the
circular detector The measuring point for the thimble lonisation chamber is 4.5mm
from the tip of the thimble cap The z direction was set differently according to the
type of detector used If the detector was a thimble chamber, the z direction was set
so that the chamber was half out of the water and half in the water. If the detector was
a Marcus parallel plate, the top surface of the chamber coincides with the water
surface If the detector was a diode, the z direction was adjusted so that the water
surface was at the top surface of the diode's encapsulating case. After the x,y,z
directions were set the field detector's origin was set to (0,0,0).
Although the Marcus lonisation chamber and diode were set to the water
surface and the cylindncal body of the thimble ionisation chamber was set half out of
the water and half in the water the effective measurement point for the detectors
above were at a different point For the thimble ionisation chamber used on
megavoltage photons, the effective measuring point of the chamber should be
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positioned three quarters of the radius of the sensitive volume "upstream" of the
geometncal centre towards the radiation source Therefore, the thimble lonisation
chamber was driven +1 5mm in the positive direction (down) away from the source
and the origin was set there The effective measuring point for the diodes was at the
top surface of the sermconductor detector and this was 0 5mm below the
encapsulating case Therefore the diode was dnven -0.5mm in the negative direction
(up) and the origin was set there For the Marcus ionisation chamber the effective
measuring point was at the geometrical centre of the chamber which was 1mm from
the top parallel plate Therefore, the Marcus chamber was driven -1mm in the
negative direction (up) and the origin was set there.
The Vanan Chnac 2100C controls the doserate by keeping a running total of
the dose accumulated by each pulse (trigger) every SOms. If the correct dose has been
accumulated before the 5Oms is completed then the machine inhibits any further
pulses until the next 5Oms cycle This means if the doserate control (triggers) is
switched on noisy profiles and depth doses could be measured In this project, all the
experiments were performed with the triggers switched off unless specified.
Next, the radiation detector was driven to dm which was 1 4cm below the
water surface for the 2100C 6MV beam With the chamber at dm, the beam was
switched on and the "gain" on the electrometer was set Then the beam was switched
off and the "dark current" was set The beam was switched on once more and
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"normalisation" was performed at d for the depth doses and at the central axis for
the profiles at the depth of maximum dose or at the profile depth For depth doses the
scan was performed in the negative direction, i e, the measurement started with the
detector at depth coming towards the surface This was to keep the ripples of the
water surface to a minimum
2.5.2. Film set-up
Linearity and reproducibility measurements for X-Omat films are described in
section 2 4 3 2, in page 76 Although films exposed during quality assurance tests are
set to 100cm source to film distance (SFD), in this project the films were exposed to
101 4cm SFD, with 1 4cm build-up on top The reason for this is so that direct
comparisons between film and water tank measurements could be made Films used
for transmission measurements were also set to 101 4cm SFD with 1.4cm build-up.
All the films in this thesis were analysed by the Scanditronix RFA-300 scanning
densitometer
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2.6. Statistical analysis
2.6.1. Standard error estimation
Let x be the quantity per bin in a typical Monte Carlo simulation. Let n be the number
of batches performed in a typical run and x, the calculated quantity for each of these
batches Then the mean value of x is
Estimate the variance associated with the distributions of x1:
s 
=--jt(x j2 L 1 (x z _z)
The estimated variance of ,V is the standard variance of the meaiv
2
S2
n
The error in I is what we are seeking and not the spread of the distribution of the x1.
The standard error is the square root of the variance The final results are reported as.
Ix=I±511
The derivation of the equation s =	 assumes the x1
 is normally distributed
about I This is an assumption but it gives a reasonable estimate when n=lO
(Bielajew, 1994)
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2.6.2. Combining errors of independent runs.
For m independent Monte Carlo runs, the mean value of x is given by
m
-	 I j -
x=:I-;T xi
j=1 %..
where is the value of for the th run and Nj is the number of histories in the jth
run The total number of histories is given by
N = N
Then assuming 1st order propagation of independent errors, then,
(N]2
N Xj
where s is the estimated variance in x (Bielajew, 1994).
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3. A 60Co SOURCE MODEL
3.1. Introduction
The Cobalt-60 model consists of 1.174MeV and 1.333MeV photons incident
on water in a radiotherapy water tank, the transport of electromagnetic and particular
radiation in water, the calculation of depth dose along the beam central axis and the
calculation of profiles at five depths.
60Co source
Virtual Co source
Collimator // I !i\ Collimator
1.174 MeV and 1.333MeV
photons start here
Field	 air	 /(.FicldlSize
water	 I
Experimental Set-up 	 model Set-upi
Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the experimental set-up and the 60Co model set-up
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The aim of this model was to ensure that the Electron Gamma Shower
program installed on the VAX and the SUN computers at St Bartholomew's Hospital
can simulate correctly electromagnetic and particular radiation in water and that it
can accurately predict depth doses and profiles in water
This model was applied to the following experimental situation, as shown in
figure 3 1 the measurement of the central axis depth dose curve of a 60Co beam
incident on water, having a field size of 4x4cm 2 and a source to water surface
distance of 80cm The difference between real life experiment and the model is that,
in real life the photons emerge from the 60Co source and cross the collimator before
they hit the water surface, whereas in the 60Co model, the photons start life at the
water surface given the initial position of a 4x4cm 2 field and initial direction as if
they started life from a virtual point source 80cm away from the water surface,
depicted in figure 3 1
3.2. Development of the 60Co model using EGS4
The following subsections are a step by step guide of the development of the
6000 model using the Electron Gamma Shower software (EGS4) which is based on
Monte Carlo techniques In section 3 2 1 the attenuation data are created and tested.
In section 3 2 2, a monochromatic zero field photon beam is developed. In section
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3 2 3 the zero field is developed to a X . Ycm2 pencil beam. In section 3 2 4, the
pencil beam is developed into a diverging beam by manipulating the direction
cosines In section 3 2 5, the geometry of a water tank is developed. In section 3.2 6,
the calculation and scoring of dose is explained
The EGS4 user code developed below was compiled correctly and was
executed without any errors in the end result Each part of the user code was
developed, complied and executed separately and 'only then the next part of the user
code was developed Prior to the large execution, there was a large number of test
executions of varying initial conditions where a small number of histories were
simulated and the user code had traps and a certain number of variables were printed
to the output file The traps and the output of variables were finally removed and a
large number of histories were simulated for different field sizes and SSDs
3.2.1. Attenuation data
Attenuation data are required for the transport of photons and particles in a
medium In the 60Co model, the photons were considered to start life on the water
surface and were discarded when they escaped the tank, so the radiation transport is
considered only within the water tank boundaries A model for an air ionisation
chamber was not considered so the only medium that attenuation data were required
is water
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Attenuation data can either be derived using EGS4 or from other sources. The
problem with the latter choice is that, the data have to be found, converted so they
have the right units for EGS4, tabulated correctly and have a suitable format for
EGS4 It is much easier to derive the attenuation data using PEGS4, the pre-
processor of EGS4. For this thesis, the attenuation data were derived by using
PEGS4, for electromagnetic and particular radiation covering energy ranges 1OKeV
(AP) to 20 0MeV (UP) and 521KeV (AlE) to 20 511MeV (UE) respectively. The
density of water at 20°C was assumed to be 0 9982 g/cm 3 (Nelson et a!, 1985), the
chemical formula H20, and the atomic weight equal to 18. The information described
above is all that is needed by PEGS4 to create the attenuation data The attenuation
data, once created, were inspected by using the "EXAMIN" subroutine provided in
the EGS4 code This subroutine converts the attenuation data to a readable tabulated
file This file was compared with data from Johns and Cunningham (1983) and was
found to be in good agreement
3.2.2. Monochromatic zero field photon beam incident in water
The first stage of the simulation started with defining the initial conditions of
the radiation 60Co emits 1 174MeV and 1 333MeV photons and 0 318MeV and
1 491MeV electrons Both photon and electron energies were simulated. The
transmission probability of the 60Co source for 1 174MeV and 1 333MeV photons is
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49 97% and 5003% respectively whereas the transition probability for each of the
electron energies is less than 0 001% Therefore, the photons were equally divided by
1174 and 1 333MeV in agreement with Han et al (1987) The charge for each photon
was set to zero and the charge for each electron was set to minus one. The initial
position of the photons and electrons was defined in three dimensions by coordinates
x,y,z = (0,0,0), the ongin In this model, all the dimensions were in centimetres The
initial direction was set along the central axis, defined by a unit vector, 1, having
direction cosines (0,0,1), as shown in figure 3 The water was assumed to be
infinitely long and wide with photons and electrons starting life on the water surface
Any backscattered radiation escaping the water medium was discarded The transport
below is described macroscopically A photon, once set in motion, transverses the
water and starts an electromagnetic cascade Photons do not lose energy as they
transverse matter but electrons do Photons interact catastrophically (Rayleigh
scattering is ignored at energies below 100KeV), and secondary particles may be
created Photons from the point of production to the point of interaction do not lose
energy Electrons, on the other hand lose energy continually as they traverse matter
Microscopically, electrons lose energy by discrete events giving rise to either excited
or ionised atoms or molecules along their paths These interactions are large in
number with small energy losses per interaction and therefore, macroscopically, the
electrons are slowing down continually as they transverse the medium and this gives
rise to the "continuous slowing down approximation" (CSDA) theory. Electrons from
the point of production to the point of a catastrophic interaction would lose energy
continually
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(0,0,0)	 Air
Water
=(0,0, I)
Figure 3.2: Zero field photon beam incident on water
In the EGS4 model, electrons perform small steps, and deposit their energy at
the end of each step. The electron step is very small and it is energy dependant. The
variable that sets the electron step size in BGS4 is called ESTEPE. The default value
of ESTEPE is 0.10. This means that the electron step is chosen so that the energy lost
during each step would not exceed 10% of the total energy of the electron.
At this stage of development, the charged particle cutoff ECUT was set to
0.711MeV and the photon energy cutoff PCUT was 0.1MeV.
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3.2.3. Generation of a lOxlOcm2 photon pencil beam
y
ft
1=(0,0, I)
Figure 3.3: An X .
 Ycm2 photon pencil beam
The X• Ycm2 field was developed by starting each new photon from a
different position within the boundaries of the chosen field, as shown on figure 3.3.
The z-coordinate was kept at zero centimetres and the x and y-coordinates were
chosen randomly within the field XY boundaries. The formula below was derived to
transform a random number RN to the initial x-coordinate of the photon:
x-coordinate =f(random number)
((2 . Risc)—!
xcoord=X. L 	 2	 ]
where X is the field size defined by the X jaws, R1sT is a uniform random number
varying between zero and one { 0,1), and xcoord is the initial x-coordinate of the
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photon chosen randomly and it can take any value from minus half the X field size to
plus half the X field size {-X/2,+X12} Similarly, the y-coordinate is chosen
randomly
y-coordinate =ftrandom number)
( (2 RN)—i
ycoord=Y	
2	 ]
where Y is the field size defined by the Y jaws, RN is a uniform random number
varying between zero and one (different from RA), and ycoord is the y coordinate
chosen randomly and it takes values from -Y12 to +Y12 The z-coordinate is 0cm, the
origin on the water surface Hence, zcoord = 0cm The direction of each particle is
normal to the water surface so the direction cosines 	 and ii are set to { 0,0,1).
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3.2.4. Development of a diverging photon field
Source
1
Figure 3.4: A diverging photon beam
Once the position coordinates xcoord and ycoord for a X Ycm 2
 field were
determined, the direction cosines ü,
	
and	 were manipulated in order to get a
diverging field. At this stage of development, the water surface is set to 80cm away
from the target so that the photons started life at coordinates (xcoord, ycoord, 80) but
the direction was as if the particle started its journey from a point source located at
the origin (0,0,0), as shown on figure 3.4 above. The unit vector 1. which denotes the
direction of the particle, was analysed in i, i and	 direction cosines along x, y
and z directions respectively, and they were calculated as follows. From figure 3.4:
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U xcoord	 xcoord
tan(0)=—=	 U=w
w	 ssd	 ssd
similarly,
V ycoord	 ycoord
tan(0)=—=
w	 ssd	 ssd
also,
u 2 +v 2 +w 2 =1	 . .
dividing (1) and (2) wet get,
u xcoord	 xcoord
-=	 .	 ....... (4)
v ycoord	 ycoord
from (2) we get
ssd
WV -	 (5)
ycoord
substituting (4) and (5) into (3) we get,
/	 \2	 /
xcoord	 2 1	 ssdIV	 I +V +IV —	I	 1ycoord)	 ycoord)
v 2 xcoord 2 +v 2 ycoord 2
 +v 2 ssd 2 = ycoord2
- /	 ycoord2
V_tJxcoord2 +ycoord 2
 +ssd2
xcoord and ycoord range from minus half the field size to plus half the field size.
Thus, in order to maintain the sign the above equation is multiplied by
(ycoord/ABs(ycoord)) where ABS(ycoord) stands for the absolute value for the y
coordinate Therefore the direction cosines a, and i were defined as:
- ( xcoord ') /_xcoord2U 1ABS(xcoord)) \1 xcoord2 +ycoord2 +ssd2
( ycoord	 I	 ycoord2
V 
=	 oord)) xcoord2 + ycoord2 + ssd2
/j2
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3.2.5. The water tank model
(0,27.5, 80)
55cm
Figure 3.5: The water tank model
The water tank model has the same active dimensions as the Scanditronix
RFA300 dedicated water tank used for routine measurements in Radiotherapy, shown
in figure 3.5. The details of this tank are found in chapter two, section 2.4.1, page 68.
In the model, the acrylic (plexiglass) frame of the water tank is ignored, so the
geometry written is a cube of water with no sides.
The water tank model is described in three dimensions, and it consists of six
planes. Each plane is defined by a co-ordinate (x,y,z) and a unit vector at normal
angles to the plane. By definition, each plane is infinitely long. The edge of the plane
is defined by another plane intersecting it.
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3.2.6. Calculation of percentage depth doses and profiles
The calculation of dose entails the scoring of the energy absorbed in a unit of
mass, m If a number of masses, m i ,m2, ,m, are placed along the central axis in a
water tank, each mass is made of water, and the energy deposited in each mass is
recorded as radiation passes through the mass, then this will constitute the central
axis depth dose curve As particles traverse throirgh matter they deposit energy along
their path In this model, a running total of the energy deposited in each mass was
maintained The total energy collected in each mass versus the mass number, n, was
plotted to obtain the depth dose curve Similarly, if the masses m 1
 m are placed
along the x and y-axis at some depth, d, in the water tank, x and y profiles can be
composed
The masses for the depth dose curve are cylindrical in shape, with 0 5cm
radius and 0 1cm in height They are like a stack of small coins placed along the
central axis inside the water tank and the main axis of each cylindrical coin coincides
with the central axis of the beam The water tank has a depth of 40cm, so 400
cylindrical masses were piled up There are two ways of describing these masses. The
first way is to describe the cylindrical geometry of each mass in a geometry
subroutine. The second way is to have virtual masses, where every time a particle
takes a step and deposits some of its energy locally, the coordinates of the particle are
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examined to see if they fall within certain limits which constitute the imaginary sides
of the masses themselves, and therefore called virtual masses
3.2.6.1. Scoring doses in actual geometrical regions
The geometry of each mass is a cylinder The definition of a cylinder in the
'EGS4' language is not the same as the geometrltal cylinder which we are familiar.
A "cylinder" in EGS4 language does not consist of the top and bottom parallel planes
only the curved surface of the cylinder is defined In the geometry subroutine
"HOWFAR" the "cylinder" is defined by one cylinder with radius r, and two planes
which cut the cylindrical surface at the top and the bottom and therefore define the
length of the cylinder
There are four hundred masses along the central axis, so four hundred planes
and one cylinder were defined, as shown in figure 3 6 The one cylinder is shared by
all the four hundred masses, whereas each mass has its own top and bottom plane.
For example, mass mi is defined by plane 1, plane 2 and cylinder 1, mass m 2
 is
defined by plane 2, plane 3, and cylinder 1, mass m3
 is defined by plane 3, plane 4
and cylinder 1 and so on
As radiation traverses the masses mi, m2, to m400, it deposits its energy Dose
is calculated by keeping a running total of the energy deposited in each mass m. The
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percentage depth dose curve is calculated by normalising to the mass with the highest
energy The energy deposited is plotted against the identification number of each
mass which corresponds to the depth of water in millimetres
The disadvantage of this method is that it is very time consuming When a
particle is transported inside a region, say region one, before taking a step to transport
the particle it checks if this step would cross a surrounding boundary A cylinder, for
example, has three sides and therefore three boundaries need to be checked every
time a particle takes a step If a boundary is crossed then the step is divided into two
steps one before the boundary in region one and one after the boundary in region two.
Then it applies the first region's attenuation data to transport the particle before the
boundary and the second region's attenuation data to transport the particle after the
boundary If however, region 1 and region 2 have the same attenuation data, that of
water in this case, then the model runs inefficiently In general, boundary checking
takes time and should be avoided whenever possible.
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(0,0.80)air
Figure 3.6: The geometry definition of a mass, m.
Furthermore, EGS4 has a way of knowing how far a boundary is, by a
variable called DNEA.R. This variable stores the distance from the particles current
position to the nearest boundary. Whenever a particle takes a step, the path length
transported is deducted from the DNEAR of the particle. Therefore a particle does
not need to check every single boundary surrounding it, it just looks at the variable
DNEAR. This technique works well when the path length is small and the boundaries
are very far away and consequently boundary checking is greatly reduced. If however,
there are four hundred small masses along the central axis of the beam, and the
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particle is checking the boundaries of every mass along the central axis as it travels
along it, then this technique does not improve the efficiency sigmficantly
3.2.6.2. Scoring doses in virtual geometrical regions - the bin.
As discussed in section 3 2 6 1, creating four hundred masses of water in
order to keep a running total of the energy deposted in them inside the water tank is
very time consuming, complex to design and an inefficient way to calculate doses
along the central axis and profiles An alternative method is to consider virtual
masses and thus avoid boundary checking unless the particle is close to the
boundaries of the water tank
Virtual masses, more commonly known as bins, are not defined in the
geometry subroutine HOWFAR and do not have planes and cylinders defining their
boundaries Particles deposit their energy at the end of each step. If the particle's
coordinates are stored at the point where the particle deposits its energy, then the
energy deposited is scored only if the coordinates are within the limits of the
imaginary masses Real masses are not needed, Just the coordinates need to be
examined. These masses are called bins, or to be more precise position bins The
running total of the energy deposited is scored in the scoring subroutine AUSGAB
and not the geometry subroutine HOWFAR, as described in section 3 2 6.1.
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As an example, suppose the coordinates of an electron depositing its energy
are (x1,y 1 ,z1) as shown in figure 3 7, below There are four hundred cylindrical bins
along the central axis and each bin has a radius of 0 5cm and is 0 1cm in height, the
same as the height of the masses defined in the previous section
The scoring procedure is as follows as soon as the electron deposits its
energy, pick up its coordinates and store the value of energy deposited, EDEP. Then
calculate the radius from the central axis r1 , given by , = Jx12 + y1 2 . If the radius
from the central axis is less than half a centimetre (r1 <0 5), and the coordinate z, is
inside the water tank (80 . z<120), then score the energy deposited in the appropriate
bin To calculate which of the four hundred bins the particle deposited its energy in,
the following formula was used
NBIN =1+ (INTEGER((Z i —80) x io))
where NBIN is the bin number (1,2, ,399,400}or the depth in millimetres inside the
water tank along the central axis, "INTEGER" is the integer part of the real number
inside the parenthesis and Zi is the z-coordinate of the electron that deposited its
energy This is the calculation for position bins Similarly, energy bins can be
calculated by checking if a particle's energy is within certain limits. This was
performed in chapter four where the energy spectrum is studied.
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(0,0,80)
(0,0,120)
Figure 3 7 The definition of a bin
3.3. Depth dose comparisons between the model and
experiment
Figure 3 8 displays the theoretical and experimental depth dose curve for a
field size of 4x4cm2
 at 80cm source to surface distance. The theoretical result is
displayed as "EGS4-raw" and the experimental result is taken from the British
Institute of Radiology journal, supplement 17 (BJR-17), which shows an average of
measured depth dose curves from a number of 60Co machines having 4x4cm2
 field at
80cm SSD The "EGS4-raw" depth dose curve is the addition of two monoenergetic
photon beams (1174 and 1 333MeV) starting life at the surface of the water phantom
displayed in figure 3 8 as "%dd-1 174" and "%dd-1 333" respectively Ten million
histories were used to collect the "%dd-1 174" curve and it took twenty five hours
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and thirty eight minutes in the VAX-VMS computer and ten million histories were
used to collect the "%dd-1 333" curve which took thirty hours and seventeen minutes
in the VAX-VMS computer The contribution of the electrons to the depth dose
curve was negligible
The "EGS4-raw" curve was smoothed by the method of least squares and the
result is displayed in the "EGS4-smoothed" line A fourth degree polynomial fit gave
an r2
 value of 0 9993 If the theoretical (EGS4) results are compared with experiment
(BJR), they are found to be within 1% beyond the depth of 12cm. The largest error
observed is at a depth of 4cm which is 2 9% and the average error of the theoretical
depth dose curve is 0 9% ± 1 1%
Differences are expected between the theoretical and experimental curve
because of the simplicity of the 60Co model The model ignores any scatter from the
collimator Nevertheless, the comparison between theoretical and experimental
results are in good enough agreement to show that the model works well at this early
stage of the development
Off-focus x-rays and contaminant electrons originating at the collimator
(McCall et al, 1978, Biggs and Ling, 1979; Ling and Biggs, 1979, Petti et al, 1983;
Higgins et al, 1985 and 1997, Mohan et a!, 1985, Chaney et al, 1994, Sjogren and
Karlsson, 1996, Zhu and Palta, 1997) would increase the dose at shallow depths
particularly at large field sizes and would and would shape the theoretical depth dose
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more in line to experiment In conclusion, the contaminant electrons and off-focus x-
rays do not contribute to the dose at depth due to the bremsstrahlung interaction
because there are relatively too few whereas the maximum difference at shallow
depths is 2 9% Therefore, the scattered radiation generated at the collimator of the
60Co machine needs to be known if correct dose distributions are to be calculated.
3.4. A monoenergetic 6MeV photon beam
The Cobalt-60 model can be easily modified The incident beam can be
varied by simply changing the values of certain variables Variable "B" changes the
initial energy of every photon incident on water in MeV, variable "IQ" changes its
charge (zero for photons, minus one for electrons, plus one for positrons), variables
"FS" and "FS" change the field size of the beam, variable "SSD" changes the
distance from the source to the water surface, and so on
This model was used in order to investigate the depth doses and profiles
produced by a monoenergetic 6MeV photon beam incident on water, having a field
size of lOx 10cm2
 at 100cm SSD The results from the simulation are shown in figure
3 9 and in figure 3 10
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the theoretical depth dose curve with experiment
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Figure 3.9: Percentage depth dose ofa monoenergetic 6MeVphoton beam
Field Size=lOxlOcm2, 100cm SSD
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Figure 3.10: Profiles ofa monoenergelic 6MeVphoton beam
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The percentage depth dose curve displayed in figure 3 9 is the result of fifty
million photon histories starting at the surface of the water tank This percentage
depth dose curve has been smoothed by the least squares fit method (4th degree
polynomial function) This graph shows a build-up of dose to d which is at a depth
of 24mm in water and a fall off of dose beyond it At the base of the water tank at
about 400mm in depth, a sharp decrease of dose is seen. This is due to lack of back
scatter
Figure 3 10 shows the profiles of the monoenergetic 6MeV beam at 5
different depths The profiles were calculated at the same time as the percentage
depth dose curve in figure 3 9 above The profiles calculated were at the following
depths 34mm, 70mm, 100mm, 200mm and 300mm
EGS4	 BJR Supplement 17
6MeV 4MV 6MV 8MV 1OMV 16MV 21MV
D80	 79cm 5 9cm 6 8cm 7 4cm 8 5cm 9 1cm 9 6cm
2 4cm 1 0cm 1 5cm 20cm 2 5cm 3 0cm 3 0cm
DD5 90 1% 840% 87 3% 89 3% 927% 95 2% 962%
DD10 73 7% 627% 67.7% 71 0% 75 3% 774% 78 9%
DD15 604% 464% 520% 55 5% 59 6% 62.4% 640%
DD20 494% 340% 40.0% 43 0% 48 2% 507% 52.3%
DD30 33 13% 18 4% 23 5% 260% 30 8% 33 2% 346%
Figure 3 11 Comparison of the monoenergetic 6MeV beam with BJR, suppi 17.
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In figure 3 11, a comparison between the theoretical monoenergetic 6MeV
photon depth dose curve and the depth dose curves for various energies published in
the BJR supplement 17, for the same field size and the same SSD, is presented.
The depth of maximum dose,
	 of the theoretical monoenergetic 6MeV
beam is 24mm This is comparable to the dm of the experimental (BJR) 1OMV
polychromatic beam which is 25mm This is because electron contamination in the
theoretical beam is ignored D 80, the depth in centimetres in a water phantom at
which the percentage depth dose is 80% for a 10cm x 10cm field at 100cm SSD, is
7 9cm for the theoretical 6MeV beam, which is between the D80 of the 8MV and
1OMV polychromatic beams having depths of 7 4cm and 8.5cm respectively. The
percentage depth dose at a depth of 5cm in water, DD5, is 90 1% for the theoretical
6MeV beam whereas DD5
 for the 8MeV experimental beam is 89 3% and for the
10MeV experimental beam is 92 7% The percentage depth dose at 10cm deep in
water, DD 10, of the theoretical beam is closer to the 10MeV experimental beam than
the 8MeV experimental beam At even greater depths DD 15
 and DD20 the percentage
depth dose of the monoenergetic 6MeV beam is between the 1OMV and 16MV
polychromatic beams and at DD30
 the monoenergetic 6MeV beam is comparable to
the 16MV polychromatic beam
In conclusion, a monoenergetic 6MeV beam is more penetrating that a 6MV
polychromatic beam At shallow depths the gradient of the percentage depth dose for
the monoenergetic 6MeV beam is analogous to the gradient of the 8MV
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polychromatic beam At medium depths the gradient of the percentage depth dose for
the monoenergetic 6MeV beam is comparable to the 1OMV polychromatic beam
Finally, at larger depths the gradient of the percentage depth dose for the
monoenergetic 6MeV beam resembles the gradient of the percentage depth dose for
the 16MV polychromatic beam. Equally, dm for the monoenergetic beam occurs at
larger depths than it would in the experimental beams since there are no low energy
contaminant electrons or photons in the monoenergetic beam
The results above demonstrate the necessity of an accurate knowledge of the
photon and contaminant electron energy spectra to get good agreement between
theoretical and experimental results The aim of this thesis is to construct a model
that describes the Varian multileaf collimator of the Clinac 21 OOC linear accelerator,
and therefore the energy spectrum of the 6MV photon beam must be calculated first
before the multileaf collimator model is designed In chapter four, a model of the
collimator of the 21 OOC linear accelerator is designed, the energy spectrum is
calculated and the model is verified experimentally Then in chapter five, the
multileaf collimator model is developed
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4. THE VARL&N CLINAC 2100C MODEL
The geometry of the Varian Clinac 2100C radiation head is illustrated
schematically in figure 4 1 The components that constitute the radiation head are the
target, the primary collimator, the vacuum window, the flattening filter, the ionisation
chamber, the secondary collimator, the light field mirror, the upper (Y) Jaws, the
lower (X) Jaws, the multileaf collimator and the light field reticule.
into the paper
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Figure 4 1 The geometry of the Varian Clinac 2100C radiation head
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The aim of this project was to calculate three dimensional dose distributions
in water for the 2100C 6MV photon beam shaped by the multileaf collimator using
Monte Carlo techniques This chapter describes the design of the model from the
target to the lower surface of the secondary collimator and discusses the difficulties
experienced in desigmng this model
The first task was to find the initial position (x 0,y0,z0), direction (uo,vo,wo) and
energy E0
 of the electrons incident on the target The electron beam incident on the
target was assumed to have a finite diameter srnular in size to the aperture of the
cavities in the accelerator guide The initial x0
 and y co-ordinates of every electron
were chosen randomly within the limits set by the diameter of the beam, and co-
ordinate z0 was assumed to be zero at the origin The direction (uo,vo,w 0) of every
electron incident on the target was taken to be normal to the target. The initial kinetic
energy E0
 of every electron incident on the target was originally assumed to be
6 0MeV, although later it was found that an initial kinetic energy of 5 8MeV gave
results more in line with measurements
The second task was to find the geometry and the materials used in the 2100C
collimator so that the attenuation coefficients could be calculated and the radiation
transport through the collimator determined The data on the geometry and materials
of the 2100C 6MV radiation head were taken from propriety information supplied by
Varian, serial number 01 1A
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The entire geometry of this Monte Carlo model consists of the 2100C
radiation head, depicted in figure 4 1, the air space between the radiation head and
the surface of the water and the water bath The model starts with an electron incident
on the target which will either pass through the target without interaction or it will
interact with the target producing secondary particles Any photons or electrons
produced are transported through the model until their energy drops below 200 KeV
(ECUT) for electrons and 100KeV (PCUT) for photons. At this point the transport
stops and the whole energy of the photon or electron is deposited on the spot. Some
particles will be absorbed before they reach the water tank and others will escape
through the sides or the back These particles are discarded from the simulation.
If a particle reaches the water tank and deposits some of its energy in the
vicinity of the central axis depth dose bins or the profile axis position bins then by
the progressive accumulation of dose, the central axis depth dose curve and the
profile distributions are calculated This history finishes when the primary and scatter
radiation is finally absorbed. This is one electron history Then a second electron is
initiated at the target and it is transported through the model until it is finally
absorbed In order to compute a relatively noise-free depth dose curve and profiles, a
few hundred million electrons histories are initiated at the target The computation
time for this simulation on the "SUN sparc-station 1" computer is one month, and
longer on the VAX 3600 computer
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For this reason, the model above was divided into two separate sub-models.
The first sub-model simulates the radiation transport from the target to the secondary
collimator and every particle crossing the output plane of the secondary collimator is
stored in a large data file The second sub-model simulates the radiation transport
from the secondary collimator to the water tank. The second sub-model is described
in chapter five
There are two advantages for dividing the model into two sub-models. Firstly,
in the first sub-model, the geometry of the radiation head does not change with jaw
field size, collimator rotation, gantry rotation, couch rotation, SSD and multileaf
collimator field size Therefore, a single but long execution of the first sub-model
would produce a large data file that is used as an input to the second sub-model. The
first sub-model had an execution of 33 5 million electron histories and 269003
photons and 1328 electrons were collected at the output plane of the secondary
collimator The yield is in the order of 1%
There are several reasons for the low value of this yield. There is 30%
reduction of beam intensity because of the angular distribution of x-rays emerging
from a transmitting target as they traverse the aperture of the primary collimator
There is absorption and scattering in the flattening filter and ionisation chamber and
further reduction in intensity as the photons traverse the aperture of the secondary
collimator Any scattered photons or electrons that either exit the sides of the
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collimator or are back scattered are discarded Furthermore, there is a reduction in the
intensity of the photon beam due to the inverse square law
The second sub-model which varies its geometry with field size, SSD and
multileaf collimator field size is executed each time a new geometry is programmed
The second advantage for dividing the model is that the geometry in the first sub-
model is a lot more complex than the geometry in the second sub-model, so the
computation time for the second sub-model is less than the computation time of the
first sub-model Therefore, the cpu time reduction from the original model is more
than half
The EGS4 user code for the first and second sub-model were compiled
correctly and were executed without any errors in the final result Each part of the
code was developed separately and several test runs were performed to ensure it
worked correctly Once the complete code was compiled correctly, several test runs
(with small NCASE) were performed, traps were developed and the output of several
key parameters were examined at the end of each execution The output of each code
was energy spectra and angular distributions of photons and contaminant electrons at
the central axis and at the off axis distances and three dimensional depth doses and
profiles in water To test the codes further, a medium run of several hundred
thousand histories was performed and certain parameters were grouped in different
categories These are the number of photons and electrons forward-scattered, side-
scattered and back-scattered from each component in the radiation head and the mic,
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the number of primary, first scattered and multiple scattered photons found in every
component of the radiation head and mlc and finally I was also keeping a running
total of each interaction (Moller, bremsstrahlung, Bhabha, photon annihilation, pair
production, Compton and photoelectric) taking place in each component of the
radiation head and mic per energy bin (0 1MeV)
The user codes of the first and second sub-model were tested further by
varying the field size of the independent jaws and the multileaf collimator and
comparing depth doses and profiles with experiment. In the second sub-model,
simulations were performed to determine the transmission of radiation between the
runners of two adjacent mlc leaves and through the cylindrical front face of opposing
mlc leaves when they come into contact The results were found in good agreement
with experiment as described in detail in chapter five
Although the results from the first and second sub-model were validated by
experiment, not all the results from the simulations could be verified experimentally,
i e, the determination of energy spectra and angular distributions of photons and
contaminant electrons after every component in the radiation head In this case it was
assumed that if the model gave correct dose distributions in water in three
dimensions then the spectra and angular distributions ought to be valid.
The first and second sub-models in chapter four and five respectively are
perhaps the most accurate models to this day that calculate three dimensional dose
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distributions in inhomogeneous media of the Varian Clinac 2100C 6MV photon
beams shaped by the Varian multileaf collimator However, the same problem is true
with this model as with any other model it is only valid for our present
understanding of radiation transport theory and current means of testing Improved
future sensors, equipment, testing methods and radiation transport theories will
disprove this claim
4.1. The first sub-model
The first sub-model consists of the target, the primary collimator, the vacuum
window, the flattening filter, the ionisation chamber and the secondary collimator.
Each component is described below
4.1.1. The 6MV target
Target
	
,1ectron beam
Target backing
used for cooling
Primary
Collimator
Figure 42 The 2100C 6MV target
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Figure 42 shows the physical layout of the Clinac 2100C 6MV target. Itis a
composite target consisting of two layers The top layer is of high Z material and the
bottom layer, the target backing, is used for cooling This target is water cooled and
is in vacuum The target is driven by a pneumatic switch to three different locations
for producing 6MeV x-rays, 15MeV x-rays and electrons
The Varian 21 OOC medical accelerator has a standing wave accelerating
guide The electron gun is at one end of the guide and the target at the other.
Electrons produced by the electron gun are accelerated towards the target using
microwaves Electrons inside the accelerator guide travel in batches All the electrons
in a batch are subject to the same accelerating potential produced by a radio
frequency (RF) generator and amplified by a klystron If any of the electrons in a
batch "slow down" while they are accelerated in the guide then they will stay behind
and they would either escape from the sides of the guide or they will be accelerated
backwards towards the electron gun In conclusion, all the electrons in a batch travel
with the same energy before they hit the target and their spectrum closely resembles a
line electron spectrum
However, different batches may well have a small variation in energy. As the
RF generator, klystron amplifier and accelerator guide warms up, there is a drift in
microwave frequency and power and as a result the electron batches may differ
slightly in energy There is a feedback system called automatic frequency controller
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(AFC) which continually checks and tunes the frequency of the RF generator so that
the guide is in resonance As long as the guide is in resonance then all the electron
batches are subject to the same accelerating potential. When the electron batches
leave the guide they enter the 2700 bending magnet chamber As the electrons enter
the magnetic field they will follow a path whose curvature depends on the magnetic
field strength A more energetic electron will penetrate further into the magnetic field
and thus follow a larger orbit and a lower energy electron will follow a smaller orbit.
An aperture accurately positioned at the exit of the bending magnet chamber will cut
out any electrons that have an energy that exceeds ±3% of the mean energy of the
beam Therefore, in this Monte Carlo model, the electron beam incident on the x-ray
target is assumed to be monochromatic and have a diameter of 2mm
It was originally assumed that electrons with kinetic energy of 6 0MeV
incident on the target would produce 6MV depth doses (Brahme and Andreo, 1986).
However, the calculated depth doses were found to be slightly too energetic when
compared with experiment Subsequently, the kinetic energy of the electron beam
incident on the target was reduced to 5 8MeV and eventually the theoretical depth
doses were found to be in good agreement with experiment Similar findings were
reported by Lovelock et al (1995) for the 2100C 6MV accelerator
The electrons incident on the target were given initial co-ordinates of (x0,y0,0)
and direction cosines equal to (0,0,1) The x0 and Yo co-ordinates of the electron beam
were randomly selected and calculated as shown below
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2ij 1
	 ________	 2 i-1
x0 =	 and y0=
10
where r1 and r2
 are two different uniform random numbers which vary between zero
and one (1.<r1,2<0) and x 0 and Yo vary between -0 1 to +0 1cm
4.1.2. The primary collimator
The primary collimator is directly below the target and it is part of the
bending magnet module It is made of tungsten and is under vacuum The length is
several centimetres and there is a conical recess in the centre which projects a circle
of radius 24 75cm at isocentre Therefore, the primary collimator has an angle of
(2475'
tan' 
100 )=139°
4.1.3. The vacuum window
Electron accelerators work in high vacuum This is necessary to prevent
electrons losing their energy as they traverse the accelerator guide and bending
magnet The accelerator guide, the bending magnet, the target and the primary
collimator are in vacuum The vacuum window maintains a vacuum of
approximately 6 milhtorr The vacuum window is made of beryllium and it is so thin
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that it is virtually radiation transparent, however it is included in the 21 OOC Monte
Carlo model
4.1.4. The flattening filter
The flattening filter is designed to produce a flat beam profile for any field
size ranging from 5x5cm2 to 40x40cm2. A fla profile is defined as the profile
measured at 10cm deep in the water tank when the doserate at any point along the
80% field width does not exceed ± 2% of the doserate at the central axis An
unflattened beam profile would have round shoulders at 10cm deep in water due to
the lack of scatter at points close to the beam edge Flattening filters cause
differential beam hardening (Hanson et al, 1980) and differential reduction in beam
Intensity in an attempt to flatten the beam for any field size at 10cm depth
The flattening filter should be centred precisely otherwise an asymmetric
beam occurs Different shaped filters are used at different energies Flattening filters
are usually conical in shape, having the cone axis coincide with the central axis of the
beam The effective difference between the centre thickness and the edge thickness is
greater for higher energy
An unflattened photon beam will produce a higher doserate at the centre of
the field than at the edges (Zefkili et al, 1994) The flattening filter manipulates the
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beam energy and beam intensity in order to reduce the relative doserate at the field
centre with respect to the field edges A flattening filter having a conical shape, will
firstly harden the beam more on the central axis than off-axis (Hanson et al, 1980,
Zefluli et al, 1994) The higher energy at the central axis will increase the relative
doserate at depth with respect to the off-axis doserate (undesirable effect). Secondly,
since the flattening filter has more attenuating material at the centre than the edges, it
will reduce the beam intensity more at the centre than at the edges This will reduce
the doserate to the central axis with respect to the edges (desirable effect) The job of
a flattening filter designer is to choose a flattening filter that would reduce the beam
intensity in the central axis without affecting the beam energy at off-axis distances
for any field size (McCall et al, 1978)
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4.1.4.1. Theoretical investigation of three different flattening filters
The model shown in figure 4.3 below was set up to investigate spectral
changes from flattening filters. EGS4 was used to transport photons and electrons
through the collimator and the energy spectra were calculated before and after the
flattening filter.
Electron beam
4	 r,=r'12	 :
r=rd3
r4=rII4
r5=r1s15
Figure 4.3: The Geometry used to compare dfferentflattening filters.
A 15MeV monochromatic electron pencil beam, two millimetres diameter, is
incident on a tungsten target with copper backing. The radiation emerging from the
target is shaped by the primary collimator and it traverses through the flattening filter.
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There are two scoring planes for which the photons are calculated One before the
flattening filter and one after the flattening filter, as shown in figure 4 3 above. Each
plane was divided in five equal areas, one centre circle and four concentric rings.
Radii r1 to r5 , as shown in figure 4 3, were chosen in such a way that the centre circle
and the four concentric rings are of equal area The photons collected at the centre
circle, hv 1 , and the photons collected in the first three concentric rings, hv2, hv3
 and
hv4, are inside the primary beam defined by the primary collimator, whereas the
photons collected in the fourth concentric ring, hv 5, is Just outside the primary beam
Radius r4 is the field edge of the primary beam
Figure 4 4 The position bins hv1 to hv5 in which the photons were stored
The photons collected in the scoring planes are classified into five "position
bins" according to their position, one centre circle and four concentric rings, and
"energy bins" according to their energy The size of an energy bin is 0 5MeV. The
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five position bins, shown in figure 44, all have equal area and therefore the values of
the radii r1 to r5 are determined as follows
' Let the centre circle with radius r 1 have an area A 1 (=hv 1 ), the second circle with
radius r2 have an area A2, the third circle with radius r3 have an area A3 and so on.
Also, the first concentric ring hv 2= A2-A1 , the second concentric ring hv 3= A3-A1 and
so on If z is the distance from the origin to the scoring plane and 0 is angle of the
primary beam defined by the primary collimator (0=13 90 as shown in section 4 1 2,
then
'1=z tanO
and the area under the circle A4 is equal to
A4 = iv r 2 = iv (z tan 0)2 = iv z2 tan2 0
Divide the circle A4 into four equal areas hv 1 , hv2, hv3 and hv4 Then
A4
--=hv 1 ='
iv z2 tan 2 O
	2
=irr =
z tanO
r=1	 2
The concentric ring hv2 = A2-A1 and hv2=hv 1 and therefore,
hv2 =,r r2 2 —ir r1 2 =,r r2
r2=r1
Similarly, the concentric ring hv3 = A3 (2*A1) and hv3=hv2=hv 1 and therefore,
hv3=,rr32-2ivr12=irr12
r3=r1
To summarise,
z tan0
2	
r2=r1v'	 , r3 =r1ji , r4 =r1iJ	 , r5=r1i/
where z is the distance from the top surface of the target to the scoring plane and 0 is
angle of the primary beam defined by the primary collimator and its value is 13.9°.
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I
3.0 cm
I	 2.0cm
W \ steel
0.6 cm	 Base	 steel
>.
3.07cm
6.0cm
Figure 4.5: Physical layout of the three flattening filters under investigation
with variable internal radius r, equal to 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0cm.
The flattening filters to be compared are composite and made of the same
materials. The three flattening filters consist of an outer steel cone, an inner tungsten
cone and a steel base, as shown in figure 4.5, above. The outer cone, which is made
of steel, is 3cm in height, and it has a base radius of 3.07cm which just covers the
primary beam. The base of the flattening filter, also made of steel, is a disc of 6.0cm
in radius and has a thickness of 0.6cm. The inner cone, made of tungsten, is 2.0cm in
height and three different base radii are examined: a radius of 1.0cm for flattening
filter number one, 1.5cm for flattening filter number 2 and 2.0cm for flattening filter
number 3, as shown in figure 4.5, where "r" is the variable radius of the inner cone
used to define the three flattening filters.
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a) Photon spectra before the flattening filter
Energy I MeV
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Figure 4.7: Off-axis beam hardening from three flatteningfihters
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Figure 4.8: Djfferential beam intensity between centre bin and edge bins
Figure 4.9: Beam hardening between centre bin and edge bins
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The results from this model are shown in figure 4 6a to 4 6d Figure 4 6a, is
the photon energy spectrum before the flattening filter and figures 4 6b, 4.6c and 4.6d
are the photon spectra after flattening filters 1, 2 and 3 respectively Each figure
consists of five curves, hv1
 to hv5 Curve hv1, represents the energy spectrum
collected in the centre circle of the scoring plane, and curves hv2 to hv5 correspond to
the energy spectra collected in the four concentric rings of the scoring plane
Looking at the photon spectrum before the flattening filter in figure 4 6a, we
observe that the intensity of radiation, also known as fluence (çb=dN/dA where N is
the number of photons crossing the area A=hv1 =hv2 =hv3=hv4=hv5), in the centre
circle hv 1
 is higher than the intensity of radiation in the first concentric ring hv2,
which is higher that the second concentric ring hv 3, which in turn is higher than the
third concentric ring hv4
 Hanson et al (1980), Mohan et al (1985) and Zefkili et al
(1994) reported similar results Concentric ring hv 5
 is outside the primary beam and it
consists only of scattered radiation which will eventually be filtered out in the
secondary collimator The difference in intensity between the spectrum at the central
axis to the spectra off-axis is firstly because of the spatial distributions of x rays
when an electron beam is incident on a thin target and secondly because of the
inverse square law. The scoring plane before the flattening filter is at 8 0cm from the
origin The origin is defined at the point where the central axis of the incoming
electron beam strikes the top surface of the target
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If we look at the difference in the photon spectrum between hv 1 and hv4, we
observe that the intensity of bin hv4 is 37% of the intensity of bin hv 1 for low energy
photons and 27% for the high energy photons On the scoring plane before the
flattening filter, the inverse square law (isi) that we need to apply to the central axis
spectra to correct for the off-axis spectra at an off-axis distance of 1 85cm, which is
the median of radius r3 and r4 of position bin hv4, is
1	 800	
2
isl=
O2+l85] =0949.
Therefore, there is a 5 1% reduction in beam intensity due to the inverse
square law at 8 0cm from the target and 1 85cm off-axis Actually, the reduction of
beam intensity due to the inverse square law would be slightly less because the
source of radiation is not a point source, since the electron pencil beam incident on
the target has a diameter of two millimetres Note, that the inverse square law is
present because we are looking at distributions in a flat plane If, on the other hand,
the scoring plane was an arc having its centre at the origin then the inverse square
law would be 1 00
However, the greatest cause for the reduction in intensity in bin hv 4 is the
spatial distributions of x rays when an electron beam strikes a thin target The higher
the energy of the electron beam, the more forward directed the x-rays are. In this
model, where a 15MeV monochromatic electron beam is incident on a target, which
has dimensions of 1mm of tungsten followed by 5mm of copper, the intensity of the
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emerging x-rays after the target at an angle of 13° (tan' (1 8% oo) = 13°) is 27% to
37%, depending on energy, compared to the intensity at the central axis
Figures 4 6b, 4 6c and 4 6d show the energy spectra after the flattening filters
number one, two and three respectively Curves hv 1 to hv4 have been squeezed
together showing that the three flattening filters work as they should If we compare
hv 1 with hv2, hv3 and hv4 in figures 4 6b, 4 6c and 4 6d, it seems that there is an offset
difference between the four curves, suggesting an equal difference in radiation
intensity all along the energy spectra If however, we normalise each curve to the
highest value we should be able to compare the gradients of curves hv 1 , hv2, hv3 and
hv4, and therefore compare their energy spectra In figures 4 7a, 4 7b, 4 7c and 4 7d,
the curves hv 1 to hv4, have been normalised to their maximum intensity, and we see
very small differences in the gradient of the curves hv 1
 to hv4
 This means that there
is relatively little beam hardening of the spectrum in position bin hv 2, hv3 and hv4
compared to hv 1
 In general, an offset difference between the four curves hv 1
 to hv4
means a difference in radiation intensity as shown in figures 4 6b, 4 6c and 4 6d,
whereas a difference in the gradient of the four curves hv 1
 to hv4 means a difference
in the energy spectra, as shown in figures 4 7b, 4 7c and 4 7d. The four curves hv 1 to
hv4 suggest that there is insignificant differential hardening of energy spectrum
between the central axis and the off-axis spectra but there is significant change in
radiation intensity
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If we examine the flattening filter number one, in figure 4 6b, we see that the
curves hv1 to hv4 have been squeezed together so the beam has been flattened The
same effect can be observed with flattening filter number two in figure 4 6c, where
curves hv 1 to hv4 are almost superimposed on each other for most of the energy range
If we compare the hardening of the energy spectra in figures 4 7b and 4 7c, there is
very little difference in the shape of hv 1 compared to hv2, hv3
 and hv4. For flattening
filter number three, in figures 4 6d and 4 7d, we detect that in the central axis spectra,
hv 1 , the number of high energy photons are reduced purely by absorption
A statistical analysis was performed on the graphs in figures 4 6 and 4.7 so
that the three flattening filters could be compared Figure 4 8 is the result of the
statistical analysis of figure 4 6 (intensity) and figure 4 9 is the result of the statistical
analysis of figure 47 (beam hardening)
Figure 4 8 shows the reduction of the number of photons of the off-axis bins
(hv2, hv3 and hv4) compared to the central axis bin (hv 1) normalised to the central axis
bin (hv 1 ) In figure 4 8, before the flattening filter the number of photons reduced in
bin hv2 is twice as many as the number of photons in hv 1 , the number of photons
reduced in hv3 is 27 times the number of photons of hv 1 and 3 4 in hv4. The standard
deviation of all four bins is 100%
Flattening filter number one works well with bin hv 2 but not with bin hv3 and
hv4
 The number of photons in bin hv 4
 is reduced by a factor of 2 8. This means that
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this flattening filter would work well for comparatively small field sizes but not for
large field sizes
Flattening filter number two shows a reduction of all three bins that are within
35% of the central axis bin hv 1 The number of photons in bin hv2 are perhaps too
many and in bin hv4 are slightly two few. Overall, the number of photons, in
flattening filter number two, in all four bins is within 35% of the central axis bin
which performs better than flattening filter number one where the standard deviation
of all four bins is 86% Flattening filter number three is very similar to flattening
filter number two but the number of photons in bin hv2 are 60% more than in bin hv1
and this would possibly lead to a flatness problem at small field sizes
Figure 4 9 shows the numerical analysis of figure 4 7 which compares the
energy spectra of bins hv 1 to hv4 on the three flattening filters All the results have
been normalised to the central axis bin hv 1 for convenience. Ideally, all bins should
have a value of one All three filters have a slightly harder spectra in bin hv2 and hv3
and the largest variations between the four bins have been observed in filters one and
three The standard deviations off all four bins of filters one, two and three are 23%,
9% and 27% respectively This means that the flattening filter number two shows by
far the minimum variation between bin hv 1 , hv2, hv3 and hv4
Considering these results, flattening filter number two would appear to
produce the best flatness while producing the smallest variation in beam hardening.
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4.1.4.2. Experimental investigation of flattening filter
properties
Two independent experimental methods were used to investigate the
properties of the 21 OOC 6MV flattening filter In the first experiment, profiles were
measured at five different depths in water using a diode detector In the second
experiment, X-Omat films were exposed at two flepths and were analysed with a
scanning densitometer
The equipment used in the first experiment include the following, the Vanan
Chnac 2100C at the 6MV mode, two Scanditronix semiconductor detectors, the
Scanditronix RFA300 computer software, hardware and the Scanditronix water tank.
Details of the field and reference detectors can be found in chapter two, sections
2 4 2 3 and 2 4 2 4 respectively The detectors and the water tank were adjusted
according to the procedure described in chapter two, section 2 5 1 A field size of
40x40cm2 was set on the accelerator and the water surface was 100cm from the
source
The profiles were measured at five depths along the transverse axis of the
accelerator Figure 4 10 below, shows five profiles at 1 4cm, 5 0cm, 10 0cm, 15 0cm
and 20 0cm Each profile has been normalised at the central axis and at the profile
depth so the shapes of the curves can be compared
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a) 6MV profiles (fill scale)
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Figures 4 lOa and 4 lOb depict the same results and figure 4 lOb has its y-axls
magnified at the point of interest. The radiation field size is defined by the 50% and
in figure 4 lOa the divergence of the beam with the increasing depth of the profile
can be observed Figure 4 lOb reveals the "energy horns" of each profile which is
normalised at the central axis
In figure 4 lOa, it is worth noting the width of the x-axis at the relative
doserate of 50%. A 40x40cm2
 field size set by the Y and X jaws defines a 40x40cm2
field size at the surface of the water which is at 100 0cm SSD Looking at the profile
measured at the depth of maximum dose dm, which is 1 4cm below the water
surface, 101 4cm from the source, the 50% doserate defines a field size of
40 6x40 6cm2
 because of the beam divergence Similarly, the profiles measured at
5 0cm, 10 0cm, 15 0cm and 20 0cm below the water surface define field sizes of
42 0x42 0cm2, 44 0x44 0cm2, 46 0x46 0cm2
 and 48 0x48 0cm2
 respectively
Therefore, the divergence of the beam for the maximum available field size is 11.30.
This can be compared with the opening of the primary collimator which is 13.9°.
Figure 4 lOb has its y-axls scale magnified and displays the "energy horns" of
the flattening filter The largest horns are observed at the depth of maximum dose,
dm, and they become progressively less with increasing profile depth The flattening
filter is designed to give a flat profile at 10cm depth If the profile at a depth of 10cm
is examined in figure 4 lOb, the relative doserate is within ± 2% at the 80% field
width If we examine the profile measured at dm, the maximum doserate at off-axis
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distances is 105% with respect to 100% doserate at the central axis The increase in
off-axis doserate at dm is because of the flattening filter design.
The energy horns observed in the profiles at shallow depths are due to the
shape of the flattening filter which increases the off-axis doserate with respect to the
central axis doserate in order to compensate for the lack of lateral scatter close to the
field edges The flattening filter is adjusted to achieve a flat profile at 10cm deep,
therefore the energy horns at shallow depths are higher than one would have hoped
for Similarly, beyond the depth of 10cm, the off-axis doserate becomes gradually
less with increasing depth so the profiles at depth are said to have "rounded
shoulders" The energy horns are a better indicator of beam quality than %dd10
(Lovelock etal, 1995) which in turn is a better indicator of beam quality than TPR
(Allen Li and Rogers,1994)
In the second experiment the following equipment was used, the Varian
Chnac 2100C at the 6MV mode, two X-Omat films, the Scanditronix RFA300
computer software, hardware and the film scanning densitometer The two films were
exposed at two depths, 1 5cm and 5 0cm Water equivalent material (WEM), or
water substitute material, which is sometimes referred to as solid water, was used for
build up and backscatter material The film was squeezed between the slabs of the
solid water, the SSD was set to 100 0cm, and the field size was set to 36x36cm 2. This
was the maximum field size that the WEM slabs would allow
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a) 6MV profiles (fill scale)
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Figure 4.11: 2100C 6MV profiles measured with film
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The first film was exposed 1mm beyond the depth of maximum dose
(dm 1 4cm), by using 1 5cm WEM as build up and a thickness of 10.0cm WEM for
backscatter The build up depth of the second film was 5 0cm and the backscatter
was 5 0cm After the two films were exposed and developed they were analysed
using the Scanditronix film scanning densitometer.
The results are shown in figure 4 11 Figures 4 1 la and 4 1 lb depict the same
results but figure 4 1 lb has its scale magnified at the point of interest. The optical
density versus dose linearity curve discussed in chapter two was used during the
scanning of the films Figure 4 1 la shows the divergence of the beam and in figure
4 1 lb the energy horns can be observed once more The maximum doserate at 1.5cm
and 5 0cm depth was 104% and 102% respectively, when the profiles were
normalised at the central axis These results could be compared with measurements
taken in water using a diode detector, as shown in figure 4 10, where the maximum
doserate at a depth of 1 4cm and 5 0cm depth was 105% and 103% respectively
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4.1.4.3. The 6MV flattening filter model
In the Varian Clinac 2100C model, the 6MV flattening filter was designed by
stacking a number of cylindrical slabs and adjusting the height and width of the slabs
so that they define the side of the flattening filter, as shown in figure 4.12. The values
that were given in the Varian data book were in the form of twenty, two dimensional
points, i.e., (x 1 ,y1), (x2,y2), ... , (x19,y19), where y', y, ... , Y are the y-axis co-ordinates
(height) from the base of the flattening filter and x 1 ,x2, ... , x20 are the radii from the
central axis and x 1 = 0 because it is on the central axis.
____
13	 't\	 ...
14	 t
15
22
23
24
26
27	 The base of the
CAX
Figure 4.12: The 2100C 6MV flattening filter model
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Nineteen planes, nineteen cylinders and 18 regions were defined to describe
the shape of the flattening filter The radius of each cylinder was equal to the radius
given in the Varian confidential information data book, serial number 01 1A, so
CYLRAD(1)= x 2, CYLRAD(2)= x 3, , CYLRAD(19)=x 20. There was no need to
define a cylinder with a radius equal to x 1 , since x 1=0 In figure 4 12, there is a solid
and a dashed line to describe the side of the flattening filter The solid line is the
correct description and the plane co-ordinates below are defined to adjust for this
PCOORD(1) = Yi +Y2 ,PCOORD(2) - y2 +y3	 ,PCOORD(17) = Y17 +Y18
2	 2'	 2
PCOORD(18) 
= y19 = y20 and PCOORD(19) = ZBASE
where "ZBASE" is the distance from the top surface of the target, i e , the origin
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4.1.5. The ionisation chamber
The ionisation chamber structure is located directly below the flattening filter.
The purpose of the ionisation chamber is to monitor the beam position (steering) and
to monitor beam intensity. The ionisation chamber structure consists of two
independent air ionisation chambers, as shown in figure 4.13. Each ionisation
chamber consists of a collecting plate (signal elec'trode) sandwiched between two
polarising plates. The two collecting plates are orthogonal to each other in order to
monitor beam symmetry in the radial and transverse planes. Each collecting plate is
divided into two inner semicircles and two outer half rings. The two D-shaped inner
semicircles are used for dosimetry and steering. The two outer C-shaped half rings
are used only for steering.
la1eIt1
'4	
x	
4JWindo1
z
Radial electrode
4ionwindo1
—JTme electrode
Di4aipiatT
{cei1
indow
Figure 4.13: A simplified diagram of the 2100C ionisation chamber
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A polarising voltage of 500V is used with a plate spacing of 1mm. A good
rule of thumb for dielectric breakdown is 24000 volts per inch Therefore a plate
separation of 1mm should be able to hold off 1000 volts Also the ionisation chamber
is hermetically sealed with a weld The whole ionisation chamber is pressurised at
1136 mbar (2psi)
CAX
Figure 4 14 The 2100C ionisation chamber model
The geometry of the ionisation chamber model consists of fifteen cylinders
(plane numbers 30-45) stacked one above the other, and a mount at the side Ml, as
shown in figure 4 14 Wi, W2 and W3 are the entrance, separation and exit
windows, El, E2, E3 and E4 are the four polarising electrodes and Si and S2 are the
two signal plates Signal plate Si is sandwiched between electrodes El and E2 and
signal plate S2 is sandwiched between electrodes E3 and E4 The two lonisation
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chambers were separated by the separation window W2 The air between the
electrodes, signal plates and windows is air pressurised at 1136 mbar
The Varian information was provided in the form of materials and thicknesses
of signal plates, electrodes and windows They also gave the z co-ordinates of the
upper and lower surface of the ionisation chamber Thus the total thickness of the
ionisation chamber was determined The thickness of the pressurised air between the
plates was calculated by adding all the plate thicknesses together and subtracting this
value from the total thickness of the ionisation chamber A new attenuation data file
was created for "air" at a pressure of 2psi (1 l36millibar) using the PEGS pre-
processor
4.1.6. The light field mirror
The light field mirror is very thin and is made of radiation transparent
material It does not affect either the energy spectra or the depth doses but
nevertheless it is included in the 2100C model On the machine the mirror is
mounted at 45° to the beam axis whereas in the geometry of the 2100C model it is
assumed, for simplicity, to be at 90° to the beam axis
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4.1.7. The secondary collimator
The secondary collimator is a fixed tungsten collimator. It is located below
the ionisation chamber and the light field mirror Its length is several centimetres and
there is a conical recess in the centre which projects a circle of radius 24 75cm at
isocentre The angle at the apex on the cone is the same as the angle at the apex of
primary collimator, which is 13 90 The purpose of The secondary collimator is to re-
collimate the photon beam and to remove contaminant radiation produced at the
flattening filter and the ionisation chamber
4.1.8. Output of the first sub-model
The output of the first sub-model is the energy spectra and the angular
distributions of photons and contaminant electrons shown in figures 4 15 and 4 16
Every time a particle crosses the output plane of the secondary collimator, it is scored
according to (a) its energy, so energy spectrum can be computed as shown in figure
4 15, (b) its angle with respect to the z-axis, so angular distributions can be computed
as shown in figure 4 16, and (c) its position according to ten position bins, one centre
circle and nine concentric rings, hv 1 to hv10 as shown in figures 4 iSa and 4 16a,
similar to the five position rings described in section 4 1 4 1 in page 126
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Figure 4.15: 2100C 6MV energy spectra after the secondary collimator
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Figure 4.16: 2100C 6MV angular distributions after the secondary collimator
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Figure 4 15 shows the energy spectrum of the 2100C 6MV photon beam.
Figure 4 15a shows the photon spectra and figure 4 15b shows the spectrum of the
contaminant electrons in the photon beam Figure 4 15a consists of ten curves, hv 1 to
hv 10, the energy spectra in one centre circle and nine concentric rings, all of equal
area, as discussed in section 4 1 4 1 Curves hv 9
 and hv 10, in figure 4 15a, are outside
the primary beam The curves hv 1 to hv 10 have been smoothed and the R2
 value is
displayed inside parenthesis on the labelling of figure 4 iSa The fluence at 6 0MeV
is higher than expected because of the smoothing
Figure 4 15b shows the contaminant electron spectra The number of
contaminant electrons is comparatively small and therefore, splitting the electrons
between bins hv 1 to hv4 would increase the noise even further making the spectra
unsuitable for graphical representation Therefore, only one curve is presented In
general, the number of contaminant electrons on the central axis is the greatest
becoming progressively less at distances away from the central axis, particularly
noticeable at energies below 1 MeV
Figure 4 16a shows the photon angular distributions in one centre circle and
nine concentric rings and figure 4 16b shows the angular distributions of the
contaminant electrons collected in a plane at the output end of the secondary
collimator Similarly to the contaminant electron spectra, the contaminant electron
angular distributions is not divided into one centre circle and five concentric rings
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because the number of contaminant electrons is comparatively small and spitting the
electrons in five bins would increase the noise even further Therefore, the angular
distributions are presented in a single plane Examination of the data reveals that the
maximum fluence of the contaminant electrons in the centre circle appears at smaller
angles than at distances away from the central axis, as it does for the photon angular
distributions, but the reason for this is perhaps geometrical
The main advantage of dividing the model into two sub-models is speed
Another convenient feature is that the geometry of the first sub-model has cylindrical
symmetry This meant that all the components of the radiation head up to the
secondary collimator were defined only in one quadrant, or in two dimensions (r,z)
where r is the radius (r = Jx2 + y 2 ), i e all the components were symmetncal about
the beam central axis and z in the distance from the ongin Although the geometry
was defined in two dimensions, the geometry simulated and the radiation transport
was performed in three dimensions (x,y,z) The first sub-model was executed only
once because it had a fixed geometry for this mode and energy and the second sub-
model was executed for every new field
The problem that arises is how the particles collected from the first sub-model
at the secondary collimator can be fed into in the second sub-model. There are two
ways to collect the particles from the first sub-model and use them as an input to the
second sub-model The first way is to use Monte Carlo techniques on the energy
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spectrum and angular distributions computed at the output plane of the secondary
collimator, as shown in figure 4 15 and 4 16, previously performed by Petti et al
(1983) The second way is to store every particle's parameters in a large data file and
then use this file to start new particle histories in the second sub-model
Eight parameters should be determined to start a history at the secondary
collimator in the second sub-model The first parameter is the charge of the particle,
IQ, which indicates whether the particle is a photon or an electron The total number
of photons in figure 4 iSa or 4 16a is 291,917 and the total number of contaminant
electrons in figures 4 15b or 4 16b is 1,328 If IQ is set to zero (photons) for 291,917
particles and to minus one (electrons) for 1,328 particles, then IQ is known for all
particles set in motion and the correct ratio of photons to contaminant electrons
would be used
The second parameter is the energy, E Figures 4 iSa and 4 15b, show the
photon and the contaminant electron energy spectra The Monte Carlo method can be
used to select the energy value from the energy spectra This could be performed by
choosing the correct energy spectrum, transforming it to a probability density
function, then converting it to a cumulative distribution (which has the property of
being monotonically non-decreasing). Finally, a uniform random number could be
used to select an energy value from the cumulative distribution Using this method,
the energy values of all the 291917 photons and 1328 electrons can be determined
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The third, fourth and fifth parameters are the x, y and z co-ordinates which
define the initial position of each particle The z co-ordinate is the distance from
target to the output plane of the secondary collimator, which is known For photons,
the x and y co-ordinates can be determined by choosing the mode co-ordinates of say
position bin 2 (hv2) and selecting the energy value from curve hv 2 in figure 4 15a and
the angle from curve hv2 in figure 4 16a There is no difference in the energy spectra
and angular distributions of the contaminant electrons between the centre circle and
the nine concentric rings, so electron co-ordinates can be chosen randomly as long as
they are within the boundaries of the secondary collimator
As the field size of the accelerator is square or rectangular in shape, a
Cartesian xy grid may be more appropriate than the centre circle and nine concentric
ring position bins defined above The problem with a Cartesian grid is that a
40x40cm2 grid defines 1600 collection bins Every position bin will have its own
energy spectra and angular distributions so 3200 curves would have to be collected
overall The Cartesian grid was rejected because of the large mass of data that needed
to be collected and the circular grid was re-established
The sixth, seventh and eighth parameters are the u, v and w direction cosines
used to define the direction of the particle The Monte Carlo method can be used, in
the same way as the energy was determined, on the angular distributions curves in
figures 4 16a for photons and figure 4 16b for contaminant electrons Once an angle
is computed, u and v direction cosines can be determined Direction cosine w can be
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calculated by using the formula u2 + v 2 + w2 = 1 In this method u and v direction
cosines are assumed to be the same Using this method, the direction cosines of all
the 291917 photons and 1328 electrons can be determined
Therefore, by using the Monte Carlo technique, basic algebra, tngonometry
and the results shown in figures 4 15 and 4 16, all eight parameters required to set a
particle in motion at the secondary collimator for the second sub-model can be
determined However, there is one inherent problem The method described above
does not take into account the fact that the most energetic particles are forward
directed If we use a random number to select an energy value from the energy
spectra and an angle value from the angular distributions, we assume that the energy
and angle of the particle are totally independent of each other Inconceivably, this
means that there is a non-zero probability that a 6MV photon could have started from
somewhere else other than the target which is impossible For this reason, and also
for the assumption that the u and v direction cosines are the same, the method above
was not used to determine the eight parameters for each particle
The correlation between energy and angle of the particles was investigated by
Petti, Goodman, Gabriel and Mohan, 1983, who simulated a 25MV photon beam
from the Clinac-35 They produced two dimensional scatter plots (photon energy-
position and contaminant electron angle position plots) trying to assess the degree of
correlation between energy, position and angle variables. The photon-position plot
revealed that the probability that a photon is incident upon the phantom with energy
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greater than 10 0MeV and radial coordinate larger than 10 5cm is around 0 1% If the
photon energy and position variables were independent this probability would be
close to 2% Similarly, the electron energy-angle scatter plot revealed no electrons
reaching the phantom with both energy greater than 40MeV and orientation greater
than 41° from the forward beam axis If the electron energy and angle were
independent variables this probability would be about 5%
The second way is to collect every particle's parameters and store them in a
large data file This data file could later be used as an input to the second sub-model
every time it is executed As discussed above, every particle consists of eight
parameters, energy(E), charge(IQ), x, y, and z co-ordinate, u, v and w direction
cosine The z co-ordinate is known (the distance of the secondary collimator from the
origin) and the w direction cosine can be calculated if we know u and v direction
cosines ( = ji - (u2 + v2)) Thus, six parameters of every particle should be stored,
the energy, the charge, x and y co-ordinates and u and v direction cosines The total
number of particles stored on the secondary collimator were 1,258,909 Six
parameters per particle meant that 7,553,454 parameters were to be stored This
would have been a very large data file and simplification of this data file was
absolutely essential if this method was to succeed
Firstly, in order to save memory space, the data file was defined in a binary
form Secondly, every parameter although real in value was transformed to an
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integer Integer values, by default, occupy 4 bytes The integers in this data file were
defined to occupy 2 bytes Two bytes are 16 bits Therefore, the maximum number
that the integer would have is a 16 bit binary number The computer uses one bit for
the parity, so 15 bits are available to store a binary number, as shown in figure 4 17
A fifteen bit binary number is equivalent to a 215 decimal number One bit can take
two values, zero or one
1 byte = 8 bits	 1 byte = 8 bits
J
4 	 15 bits available for the integer number
panty
Figure 4 17 A 2 byte integer
The maximum number that a 2 byte integer can have is 215 = 32,768 This
integer can take negative values as well as positive, and thus, the minimum and
maximum values the integer can take are -32,767 and +32,768 With these
constraints in mind, the energy B, x, and y co-ordinates and u and w direction cosines
were transformed to Integers before being saved in the data file The energy E and the
x and y co-ordinates were multiplied by 100 whereas the u and v direction cosines
were multiplied by 1000.
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When this data file was used as an input to the second sub-model, the energy
E and the x and y co-ordinates were divided by 100 and the u and v direction cosines
were divided by 1000 to get back the real numbers
Figure 4 18 displays the structure of the binary data file In column one the
particle number is shown The total number of particles collected in the secondary
collimator before proceeding to the second sub-model is 1,258,909 Six parameters
are stored per particle and therefore the pointer of the binary file is shown in column
two The job of a pointer is to extract data for this binary file For example, looking
in figure 4 18, if the pointer is equal to ten then the value returned would be the y co-
ordinate of the second particle Column three shows the variables being stored
against the pointer number and colunm four shows the running total of bytes taken by
every variable Colun-m five shows the size of this data file which is 15,106,908
bytes, or 15 1 MB This file was checked for repetitions of identical particles and
were not found any
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Particle number	 Pointer	 Variable Bytes
	 Total bytes
	1 	 E	 2	 2
	
2	 Q	 2	 4
1	 3	 X	 2	 6
	
4	 Y	 2	 8
	
5	 U	 2	 10
	
______________	 6	 V	 2	 12
	
7	 B	 2	 14
	
8	 Q	 2	 16
2	 9	 X	 2	 18
	
10	 Y	 2	 20
	
11	 U	 2	 22
	
_______	 12	 V	 2	 24
	
13	 E	 2	 26
	
14	 Q	 2	 28
3	 15	 X	 2	 30
	
_______________	 7,553,448	 V	 2	 15,106,896
	
7,553,449	 B	 2	 15,106,898
	
7,553,450	 Q	 2	 15,106,900
1,258,909	 7,553,451	 X	 2	 15,106,902
	
7,553,452	 Y	 2	 15,106,904
	
7,553,453	 U	 2	 15,106,906
	
_______________	 7,553,454	 V	 2	 15,106,908
Figure 4 18 The structure of the 6MV binary data file
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4.2. Choice of EGS4 parameters
The radiation transport parameters used in the Varian Clinac 21 OOC model
were chosen very carefully and the underlying physics for the major parameters are
discussed below The parameters used in the model can not all be listed here, as the
list would be endless, but most of them are standard when dealing with radiotherapy
energies and medical linear accelerators The user code written for the model is listed
in appendix 8 5 in page 308 and the values of all the parameters are shown there
4.2.1. The size of 6MV energy bins
Firstly, the size of the energy bins used to collect photon spectra has to be
chosen very carefully If the size of the bin is small, then there would be a lot of noise
in the energy spectra If, on the other hand, the size of the energy bin is too large then
the shape of the energy spectra could be distorted and a lot of useful information
could be lost.
Figure 4 19a and 4 19b show six charts of different energy bin sizes. The
three charts in figure 4 19a show the energy spectra with bin sizes of 0 1, 0 2 and
0 3MeV respectively. The three charts in figure 4 1 9b show the energy spectra with
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bin sizes of 0 4, 0 5 and 0 6MeV The selection criteria on the size of the energy bin
is the largest possible bin (in order to reduce the noise in the energy spectra) which
would not distort significantly the shape of the energy spectra
The statistical analysis was performed as follows The first position bin hv 1 of
the graphs in figures 4 19a and 4 19b were smoothed using a 6th order polynomial
function The 6th order polynomial function was selected because it yielded the
highest r2 value when compared with linear, exponential, logarithmic and power
smoothing The r2 values for the energy bins 0 1, 0 2, 0 3, 04, 05 and 0 6MeV are
0 979, 0 992, 0 996, 0 997, 0 999 and 0 999 respectively The smoothed energy
spectrum of the energy bin 0 1MeV was taken as the reference The energy spectra of
bins 02, 0 3, 04, 0 5 and 0 6MeV were compared to the reference and yielded a
percentage absolute deviation of data points from their mean of 0 6% ± 0 7%, 1 5% ±
18%, 1 6%±1 8%,27%±3 1%,3 8%±45% respectively
The energy bin chosen in this model is 0 25MeV which displays an error
difference of 1% compared to the smoothed energy spectra with bin 0 1MeV
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Photon Spectra
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Figure 4. 19b: Photon spectra with bin sizes 010.4, 0.5 and 0.6MeV
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4.2.2. The size of depth dose bins
The size of the depth dose bins is very critical for the calculation of the depth
doses A small depth dose bin would require simulation of a large number of
histories to avoid excessive noise in the depth dose curve A large depth dose bin
could produce erroneous results specially when there is a rapid changing gradient,
such as the dmax region
The shape chosen for the depth dose bin is a cylinder with a radius of 7 5mm
and a height of 1mm. In figure 420, depth doses are shown where the height of the
bin is varied between 2mm, 5mm and 10mm. To determine the optimum size of the
depth dose bins, the one millimetre bin is plotted in the same graphs as the 2mm,
5mm and 10mm bins
In the top graph of figure 420, the "2mm bin" depth dose has a similar
amount of noise to the "1mm bin" curve On the other hand, the "10mm bin" curve
seems to flatten rapidly changing gradients This could be important around the dm
region where rapidly changing gradients are expected The 5mm bin was considered
to be a suitable size as it is comparable with the inner diameter of the 0 125cm 3 air
thimble ionisation chamber used for the measurements Some of the noise present in
the 1mm bin has been smoothed out while retaining the general shape of the curve.
The shape of the depth dose curve decreases as a 4nd order polynomial function and it
does not contain peaks or crests, except of course, around the dm region The benefit
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of this 5mm bin would be seen when there are rapidly changing gradients due to an
inhomogeneity or an aperture partially blocking the beam
Numerical analysis using the moving average technique was performed to
quantify the errors involved when changing the bin height between one millimetre
and ten millimetres The moving average technique is based on the average value of
the variable over a specific number of preceding periods Each forecast value is based
on the formula
1t+1) =
where
N is the number of prior periods to include in the moving average
Aj is the actual value at time j
Fj is the forecasted value at time j
Then a fourth order polynomial least squares fit was performed on the four
depth dose curves The r2 values for the 1mm, 2mm, 5mm and 10mm depth dose
curves were 0 990, 0 994, 0 997 and 0 999 respectively The difference in the
percentage depth dose curve between the 1mm depth dose curve and the averaged
2mm, 5mj-n and 10mm depth dose curves had a absolute mean error of 005% ±
005%, 0 02% ± 002% and 003% ± 005% respectively These errors are
comparatively small and they can be considered negligible
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Figure 4.20: DfJerent bin sizes for the calculation of depth doses
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4.2.3. Choice on electron step size
In section 2 1 2 2, page 57, there is a description of the electron transport used
in EGS4 Electrons can not be transported like photons. There are two reasons for
this The first reason is that the cross-sections for electron elastic interactions become
infinite as the energy tends to zero, and in any case we do not accurately know them,
and secondly, the time factor An average e'ectron would make —io more
interactions than the average photon For this reason, the electron interactions are
grouped together and Moliere multiple scattering theory is used to predict the
position of the electron after a group of interactions Moliere theory requires a
minimum electron step-size The problem is that an electron step chosen at high
energies is not suitable at low energies In order to correct for this a subroutine called
FIXTMX (Rogers, 1984) introduces a fixed fractional energy loss per electron step,
called ESTEPE The default ESTEPE for EGS4 is 10%
Figure 421 shows a graph of different ESTEPE values versus computation
time (CPU) time, when one thousand 2MeV electrons are incident on a silicon target
The program finishes by calculating the reflection and transmission coefficients The
smaller the ESTEPE value the more accurate the calculation is, particularly at low
energies Figure 421 shows that the CPU time is inversely proportional to the square
of the ESTEPE value My choice was ESTEPE= 1%
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Figure 4.21: Time considerations with varying ESTEPE
Figure 4.22: Percentage depth doses calculated with default ESTEPE and PRESTA
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Figure 422 and 423 compare depth dose curves and profiles calculated with
the default EGS4 electron step size and with PRESTA (section 2 1 2 2) The depth
dose curves were smoothed using a fourth order polynomial least squares fit and r2
for both curves was equal to 1 0000 The absolute mean deviation of the PRESTA
algorithm from the EGS4 default step was 0 1% ± 02% and the maximum deviation
was 0 6% at depths ranging from 21 7cm depth to 32 8cm depth Notice also that the
depth dose curve calculated using the PRESTA algorithm seems to be more noisy
round the dm region Therefore, there is no significant difference between the depth
dose curve calculated by the default EGS4 electron step and the PRESTA algorithm
It was decided that for the calculation of the depth doses the default EGS4 electron
step would be used Similarly, the default electron step for the calculation of the
profiles was used.
4.2.4. Other EGS4 parameters
The electron cut-off kinetic energy is 0 2MeV (ECUT=0 711MeV) and the
photon cut-off is 0 1MeV (PCUT=0 1MeV) This means that all electrons with
kinetic energy 0 2MeV and photons with energy 0 1MeV are not transported any
further and they deposit their energy on the spot Other EGS4 parameters used can be
found in the listing of the EGS4 code of the Varian Cimac 2100C first model shown
in appendix 8 5 All the confidential information in the EGS4 code has been replaced
by(----)
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4.3. Experimental verification of the 2100C model
The key to modern science is its insistence on testing theories by direct
measurements, checking them by observing and measuring the data they were
supposed to explain In the ancient world, theories had been tested chiefly by
discussion and argument The model developed in this thesis has been tested by
measurement
4.3.1. Measured and calculated percentage depth doses
Central axis depth doses were measured with a set-up identical to the
simulated set-up The depth dose displayed in figure 424 was measured with a
0 125cm3 thimble ionisation chamber and a Marcus parallel plate ionisation chamber
at 100cm SSD and a field size of 40x40cm2
 The experimental set-up is described in
section 2 5 1 The average percentage depth dose difference between the two
chambers was found to be 04%.
The first EGS4 simulation was performed when the incident kinetic energy of
the electrons hitting the target was 6 0MeV (6 511MeV including the rest mass) This
produced a depth dose which was found to be on average 1 3% higher than the depth
dose measured with the thimble ionisation chamber having a maximum error of 24%
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at the depth of 20cm A polynomial fit using the method of least squares of this depth
dose curve (r2=993) is shown in figure 4 24, labelled "EGS4-6 0MeV" Then the
incident kinetic energy of the electrons hitting the target was reduced to 5 8MeV
(6 311MeV including the rest mass) This produced the depth dose shown in figure
424 as "EGS4-5 8MeV" This depth dose was found to be on average 04% lower
than the depth dose measured with the thimble ionisation chamber having a
maximum error of-i 5% at the depth of 30cm Similar conclusions were reported by
Lovelock et a! (1995)
Another conclusion can be drawn from this 11 the electron energy hitting the
6MV target is reduced from 6 0MeV to 5 8MeV, then the depth dose for a 40x40cm2
field will shift by an average of 1 7% with a maximum difference observed of 3 0%
at the depth of 30cm The error bars displayed on the "EGS4-5 8MeV" depth dose
curve were calculated as described in chapter two, section 2 6 Fourteen batches and
a total of 17 6 million histones of photons and contaminant electrons started life in
the secondary collimator of the 2100C model The average error estimation on the
5 8MeV depth dose was ±0 5% with a maximum error of ±1 6%.
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Figure 4.24: Measured and calculated central axis percentage depth doses
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The error estimation was performed as follows firstly, the depth dose bins
were transformed from 1 mm in height to 5mm in height for two reasons firstly, this
transformation would considerably reduce the noise of the depth dose curve and
secondly the 5mm theoretical bin is in line with the internal diameter of the 0 125cm3
thimble ionisation chamber used in the experiment The estimated error for this
transformation was 0 02% ± 002%, as discussed in section 422, in page 165 Next,
a least squares fit was performed through points by using equation (1) shown below
y=3957 1O x 2 -3850 1O+1O77	 (1)
The r2 =0987 for the 5 8MeV curve and 0993 for the 6 0MeV curve. Then the error
bars were calculated as described in chapter two, section 2 6
4.3.2. Measured and calculated profiles
Profiles were measured and simulated having identical set-up The profiles
indicated in figure 4 25 have a field size of 35x35cm 2 and the profiles in figure 4 26
have a field size of 40x40cm2 The profiles in figure 425 were measured at dmax and
5cm deep and the profiles in figure 4 26 were measured at 10cm and 20cm deep The
profiles in figure 4 25 were measured with a diode, the 0 125cm3 thimble ionisation
chamber, the Marcus parallel plate chamber and "X-Omat" film It is the film
measurement that restricted the field size to 35x35cm 2. The only available solid
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phantoms at 40x40cm2 were of shallow depths therefore film was only used for
profile measurements at dm and 5cm deep, as shown in figure 4 25
In figure 4 25, the top graph displays the profile at dm, The diode, the
thimble chamber and the Marcus chamber all give similar results whereas the film
underestimates the relative doserate beyond 10cm by approximately 2% and EGS4 by
1% The graph below is the profile at 5cm deep The curves have not been
renormahsed and therefore, the relative doserate at x=Omm shows the percentage
depth dose value at a depth of 5cm Notice that both the film and the diode read
higher than expected As discussed in section 242 5, page 75, the diode should only
be used for profile measurements and not for the measurement of the depth dose
Similarly, the film is not independent of energy and the dose deposited by low energy
photons (<300KeV) would make the film darker by an equal amount of dose
deposited by higher energy photons (>1MeV) The reason why film is routinely used
for quality assurance in radiotherapy without running into large errors is because the
energy spectrum from the accelerator varies very little compared to diagnostic x-ray
machines, even with beam modifiers, as shown later in section 4 4, of this chapter.
The EGS4 results are shown with error bars in figures 425 and 4 26 The
profile bin is a rectangle 1mm in width, 2cm in length and 1cm in height The profile
scans are along the width of the bin Unlike the depth doses, a least squares fit was
not performed, but the width of the bin was increased from 1mm to 10mm This is an
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approximation, however, large changes in the profile within a centimetre are not
expected, as can be seen from the profiles measured with the diode, the thimble
ionisation chamber and the Marcus chamber For the exact same reason, the length of
I
the bin was chosen to be ±1cm The depth of the bin was chosen to be ±0 5cm
Although this is an approximation, the doses collected in the region 0 to +0 5cm
would counteract the doses collected in the region 0 to -0 5cm This can easily be
seen by looking at the depth dose curve and noticing that at any point along the depth
dose curve the +0 5cm point and the -0 5cm point lie in a straight line This is true for
any point of the depth dose curve except around the dm region This is perhaps why
in figure 4 25, at the	 graph there is a slight underestimation of the doserate at
large off-axis distances dm is shallower at large off-axis distances and thus the
+0 5cm point does not cancel out the -05cm point The numerical analysis in section
42 2 on page 165 shows that the errors involved in such transformations are
relatively small
The profiles were collected in the same run as the depth doses curves and
therefore the same number of histories and batches were used The error bars on the
EGS4 curves in figures 4 25 and 4 26 were estimated according to the "general error
estimation" procedure described in chapter two, section 2 6 In figure 4 25, the
profile at dmax calculated by EGS4 is within 1 2% of the measured profile and the
average error estimation of all the points in EGS4 is ±07% and the maximum error
observed at any one point is ±2 0% The 5cm profile calculated by EGS4 is within
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2 0% of the measured value and the average error estimation of all the points along
the profile is ±0 6% and the maximum error observed is ±1 8%.
In figure 4 26, the profiles calculated by EGS4 at 10cm and 20cm deep are
within 2 5% and 20% respectively within the 80% of the field width of the profile
measured by the diode The average error of all the points calculated according to the
procedure described in chapter two, section 2 6, s ± 0 8% for the 10cm profile and
07% for the 20cm profile The maximum observed errors are ±1 9% and ±1 6% for
the 10 and 20cm profiles respectively
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4.4. Energy spectra and angular distributions
Once the Varian Clinac 2100C 6MV model was verified experimentally, the
energy spectrum and angular distributions were calculated after every component in
the 21 OOC collimator in one centre circle and four concentric rings of equal area. The
energy spectrum and angular distributions were calculated by keeping a running total
of every particle that crosses the collection plane and falls within the limits of an
energy bin for energy spectra and an angle bin for angular distributions
The sizes of the energy and angle bins were chosen carefully (section 4 2 1 in
page 161), since a very large bin would lose the information about the curve and a
very small bin would create too much noise and take longer to run The primary
beam solid angle at the output of the accelerator is 13 9°, and the angular
distributions were collected over 90°, the angle that every particle makes with respect
to the beam central axis Thus the width of the angle bin was chosen to be one degree
which is perhaps small enough to measure angular variations within the primary
beam solid angle and is large enough to extend over a scale of 90° for the calculation
of the angular distributions The width of the energy bin was chosen to be 025MeV,
following the results of section 4 2 1
There are two main particles that exist in a 6MV accelerator photon beam,
photons and contaminant electrons. Other particles such as positrons and neutrons
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were not analysed The reason is that the positrons are very short lived and the energy
deposited by neutrons outside the irradiated volume in a patient is 0007% (or 007%
if the quality factor for neutrons in included) compared to 10% which is deposited by
scattered photons (Ing et al, 1982) McCall et a! (1978) mentioned that photons with
energy greater than 8MeV would produce neutrons in the collimator For the 6MV
photon beam considered in the model, the energy spectra and the angular
distributions were collected only for photons and contaminant electrons
The photon nergy spectrum (PES) was calculated by keeping a running
total of every photon that crosses the scoring plane whose energy falls within the
boundaries defined by the energy bin Similarly, the Electron nergy spectrum
(EES) was calculated by keeping a running total of every electron that crosses the
scoring plane whose energy falls within the boundaries defined by the energy bin
The photon ngular istributions (PAD) and lectron ngular istributions
(EAD) were calculated by keeping a running total of every photon and electron
respectively that crosses the scoring plane whose z-axis direction cosine defines an
angle that falls within the boundaries defined by the angle bin
The photon and contaminant electron energy spectra and angular distributions
were calculated after the target, the primary collimator, the flattening filter, the
ionisation chamber and the secondary collimator The following sections 4 4 1 to
44 5 show the variation of photon and contaminant electron energy spectra and
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angular distributions along the collimator and discusses how every component alters
the photon and electron energy spectrum and angular distributions
4.4.1. The 6MV Target
The input to the target was a monoenergetic pencil beam of electrons having
kinetic energy of 6 0MeV and a beam diameter 0 cm Five million electron histories
were simulated Each electron was given random x and y initial co-ordinates that fall
within a boundary of ±0 1cm (section 4 1 1) The initial z co-ordinate was zero
centimetres The initial u, v and w direction cosines were defined as (0,0,1) The
medium before and after the target was vacuum The target was tungsten with copper
backing and it was cylindrical in shape Photon and contaminant electron energy
spectra and angular distributions were scored at the output plane of the target
Figure 427 shows the results at the output end of the 6MV target Figures
4 27a and 4 27b show the photon and electron energy spectra respectively and figures
4 27c and 4 27d show the photon and electron angular distributions Looking at
figure 4 27a, one hundred (100) photons have energy ranging between 5.75 and
6 0MeV and one hundred and four thousand photons (104,041) have energy ranging
between 025 are 050MeV The ratio of 0 5MeV photons to 6MeV photons is one
thousand to one (1000 1) This clearly means that the low energy photons largely
dominate the photon energy spectrum of an accelerator, as shown in figure 4 27a
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Figure 4.27: Energy spectra and angular distributions after the target
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In figure 4 27b, the low energy contaminant electrons also dominate the
electron energy spectrum The few higher energy electrons are predominantly
primary electrons transmitted through the target, losing energy on the way, without
creating any bremsstrahlung photons or delta rays. The absence of electrons beyond
4 25MeV show that out of five million 6MeV electrons incident in the target, very
few of them will traverse the target and exit the target as primary electrons These
primary electrons lose more than 2MeV of their energy to sub-threshold knock-on
electrons and bremsstrahlung in the target and their direction is selected by Moliere's
multiple scattering theory
In figure 4 27c, the photon angular distributions peak around 15°, have
approximately a 300 bandwidth and hardly any photons are observed beyond 40° to
the beam central axis The forward directed bremsstrahlung photons are the cause for
this. In contrast, the contaminant electrons, in the electron angular distribution shown
in figure 4 27d, exit the target at all angles and exhibit a plateau from 30° to 50° and a
bandwidth ranging from 10° to 70°
4.4.2. The primary collimator and the vacuum window
The input is the same as it was in the target (five million histories) but this
time the photons and the contaminant electrons travel through the target and the
primary collimator in vacuum and through the beryllium vacuum window before they
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are collected for the calculation of the energy spectra and angular distributions This
time the photon energy spectrum and photon angular distributions were collected in
five position bins, each of equal area, one central circle (hv 1) and four concentric
rings of equal area (hv2-hv5), as described in section 4 1 4 1 This was performed in
order to investigate the changes in the energy spectrum and the angular distributions
at off-axis distances
Figures 4 28a and 4 28b show the photon and electron energy, and figures
4 28c and 4 28d show the photon and electron angular distributions Figures 4 28a
and 4 28c show five curves one for each position bin The shape of the photon energy
spectrum after the primary collimator is very similar to that after the target as
expected since there is only vacuum separating the two
Comparing the energy spectra in curves hv 1 to hv4, shown in figure 4 28a, the
shape of the curves is very similar but there is a small offset between them The
number of photons is greater in the central axis and reduces gradually as the off-axis
distance increases for all energies Therefore there is a difference in beam intensity
between curves hv 1 to hv4
 but there is hardly any difference in the energy spectra
Similar results were observed in section 4 1 4 1
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Figure 4.28: Energy spectra and angular distributions qfter the primary collimator
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The energy spectrum of the contaminant electrons after the vacuum window,
in figure 4 28b, has a very similar shape to the one after the target shown in figure
4 27b The few high energy electrons observed beyond 4 27MeV are Compton
electrons created by high energy bremsstrahlung photons which were originally
created by high energy electrons in the target
The photon angular distributions, in figure 4 28c, have sharp peaks at off-axis
distances Curve hv 1 has a sharp peak at 50, hv2 at 8°, hv3 at 110 and hv4
 at 13° These
sharp peaks have been created by photons that originated at the origin, an
approximate point source, which is the Junction of the top surface of the target with
the beam central axis These well defined peaks have a small bandwidth of a few
degrees because the incident electron beam has a diameter of 2mm and therefore the
source is not an ideal point source The bandwidth decreases steadily in size from hv1
to hv4 but this is purely geometrical The centre circle has a large diameter, and the
difference between the inner and outer diameter in the concentric rings reduces
progressively in size, as shown in figure 44, in order to keep an equal area in all four
bins
The contaminant electrons in figure 4 28d, have also been collimated by the
primary collimator The electrons travel in vacuum very long distances Therefore, if
we compare figure 4 27d to figure 4 28d the number of electrons in the primary beam
remain almost the same The slight increase in the number of electrons at the peak is
due to extra electrons being generated at the primary collimator
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4.4.3. The 6MV flattening filter
The flattening filter is designed to produce a flat beam profile at a depth of
10cm in water for any field size ranging from 5x5cm2 to 40x40cm2. To achieve this it
shapes the energy spectrum so that the off-axis spectrum has a similar shape to the
central axis spectrum The conclusion of section 4 1 4 1, is that the flattening filter is
manipulating the intensity of the photon beam to a greater extent than the energy of
the beam This is in contrast to diagnostic tubes where the filter hardens the beam
Since the energy spectrum after the primary collimator, in figure 4 28a, shows
intensity differences and not hardening of the beam between central axis and off-axis
spectra, then the flattening filter acts accordingly and corrects for the intensity
differences without affecting the energy spectra
Figure 4 29a displays the energy spectrum after the flattening filter at the
central axis (hv1) and three off-axis positions (hv2-hv4) If we compare the energy
spectra before and after the flattening filter, in figures 4 28a and 4 29a, we notice that
the effect of flattening filter is to superimpose the four curves hv 1 to hv4 Curve hv5 is
outside the primary beam To clearly demonstrate the differences of the central axis
spectrum compared to the off-axis spectrum before and after the flattening filter, we
need to compare the percentage change of the number of photons per energy bin
before and after the filter, as shown in figure 4 30
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Figure 430 shows the number of photons reduced as the photon beam passes
through the flattening ifiter along the central axis (hvi) in figure 4 30a and at the off-
axis distance (hv4) in figure 4 30b Figure 4 30c shows the percentage reduction of the
photons in the two bins hv1 and hv4. For example, if one hundred 1.0MeV photons
started before the flattening filter on the central axis, then fifty seven 1.0MeV photons
exit the flattening filter on the central axis. If, on the other hand, one hundred 1 0MeV
photons started at the off-axis distance hv4 before the flattening ifiter then ninety two
1.0MeV photons exit the flattening filter at the off-axis distance in bin hv4
In conclusion the intensity of the photon beam is reduced by an average of
40% on the central axis, 21% at the off-axis distance in bin hv2, 18% in bin hv3, and
5% in bin hv4 The energy spectrum on the other hand remained virtually unchanged.
The contaminant electron spectra after the flattening ifiter in figure 4 29b
remained virtually unchanged. There is a 20% decrease of the number of electrons
after the flattening filter. Some low energy electrons would have been absorbed by the
flattening filter, other electrons would have produced bremsstrahlung photons. It is
interesting to note that a collimated electron beam before the flattening filter, shown
in figure 4.28d, is dispersed after the flattening filter, shown in figure 4.29d.
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Energy Spectra before and after the flattening filter
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Figure 4.30: Energy spectra comparisons before and after the flattening filter
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The photon angular distributions after the flattening filter, shown in figure
4 29c, have four distinct peaks at angles 50, 8°, 110 and 13° which correspond to the
four position bins hv 1 , hv2, hv3 and hv4. A small peak can also be seen at 14°, which is
bin hv5
 Just outside the primary bin Also a few scattered photons can now been seen
in angles greater that 15°, whereas this was not the case for the angular distributions
before the flattening filter in figure 4 28c These side scattered photons do not
contribute to the useful beam and are therefore removed from the beam by the
secondary collimator
4.4.4. The ionisation chamber
The ionisation chamber is located approximately 1 5cm below the flattening
filter Photons and electrons leave the flattening filter and traverse air for
approximately 1 5cm before they impact the top surface of the lonisation chamber.
The ionisation chamber is made of Kapton, which is a radiation resistant and
radiation transparent material
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4.4.5. Secondary collimator
The component following the lonisation chamber is the light field mirror and
then the secondary collimator In the model, the light field mirror was placed at 900 to
the beam axis and not at 45° as it is in real life The light field mirror, however, is so
thin that it is virtually radiation transparent The secondary collimator follows the
light field mirror The purpose of the secondary collimator is to re-collimate the
photon beam after the side scattered photons produced in the flattening filter and
lonisation chamber
The secondary collimator is the last component of the rigid 6MV collimator
described in the first sub-model The radiation scatter from Jaws, the radiation scatter
from the leaves of the multileaf collimator, the mylar sheet, and the air medium
between the 2100C collimator and the water tank (or patient) are described in the
second sub-model in chapter five
The photon and electron energy spectra and the photon and electron angular
distributions after the secondary collimator can be seen in figures 4 15 and 4 16 The
photon energy spectrum in figure 4 15a, and the photon angular distributions in
figure 4 1 6a, were collected in one centre circle and nine concentric rings, where the
last two concentric rings were outside the primary beam In order to be able to
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compare the photon energy spectrum and angular distributions after the secondary
collimator with those prior to it, these figures are re-plotted in figure 4 31, where the
ten positions bins have been converged into five and the y-axis on the energy
spectrum curve is chosen to be logarithmic Figure 4 31 a shows the photon spectra
after the secondary collimator in one centre circle, hv 1 , and four concentric rings, hv2
to hv5
 Position bin hv5
 is outside the primary beam Figure 4 3 lb shows the energy
spectrum of contaminant electrons after the secondary collimator. Figure 4 31 c shows
the photon angular distributions with the distinct peaks at 5°, 8°, 110 and 13° and
figure 4 31 d shows the angular distributions of contaminant electrons
The shape of the photon and contaminant electron spectra and angular
distributions in figure 4 3lis similar to the shape observed after the flattening filter
There is a trend that the average energy, as defined by McCall et al (1978), increases
as the distance from the target increases The average energy after the target is
1 2MeV and after the secondary collimator is 1 8MeV In chapter five the average
energy calculated after the mlc is 2 0MeV. Therefore, it seems that air hardens the
spectra The spectra and angular distributions depicted in figure 4 31 provide the
input for the second sub-model described in chapter five
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Figure 4.31: Energy spectra and angular distributions after the secondary collimator
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5. THE VARIAN CLINAC 2100C SECOND SUB-
MODEL
The second sub-model consists of the upper (Y) and lower (X) jaws, the
multileaf collimator, the light field cross-hair, the water tank and the air space
between the collimator and the water tank
5.1. The upper and lower jaws
The upper and lower jaws in the 2100C collimator are focused jaws They
have a planar front face and they move in an arc The centre of the circle describing
the arc is where the upper surface of the target meets the beam central axis This
point in the 2100C first sub-model is defined as the origin The front face of each jaw
is parallel to the radiation field edge for any field size and thus a sharp field edge is
achieved
In the 2100C second sub-model the jaws are focused but they move in a
plane, not in an arc. Although this is not possible with the real jaws, it is possible
with the model Jaws. Thus for every field size the model jaws change their shape by
tilting their front face to adjust for the divergence of the beam Even if the jaws move
beyond the central axis, i e. when they are asymmetnc, the front face of the jaws will
tilt accordingly The assumption that the jaws move linearly and not in an arc was
made in order to simplify the model. Any errors that might occur from this
assumption are not in the penumbra, since both real and model jaws have their front
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face parallel to the radiation field edge, but in flatness since the top surface of the real
jaws changes its distance from the origin with field size and in the model this
distance is constant with field size
The top surface of the real jaws when they are fully closed, is on average
0 6cm (0 54cm for the upper jaws and 0 69cm for the lower jaws) lower than when
they are fully open In the model the distance from the origin to the top surface of the
jaw is assumed to be half way between fully open and fully closed positions Thus,
the maximum difference in distance from the origin between model jaws and real
jaws is 0 3cm
The experiment below was performed to investigate the differences, if any,
due to the jaws being a different distance from the origin, or in other words, the
difference between the real jaws that move in an arc to the model jaws that move in a
linear fashion Although the difference is expected to be small, the expenment below
was performed in order to quantify this difference by measuring dose distributions in
water The argument is as follows, if we are able to prove that there is no difference
in the profiles between upper and lower jaws in the accelerator which are several
centimetres apart, then we can safely assume that there is no difference between the
real set of jaws to the model set of jaws which are 0.3cm apart
Two profiles were measured in water with a diode field detector and a diode
reference detector The detectors and the water tank were set-up according to the
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procedure described in chapter two, section 2 5 1, page 83 The field size was
adjusted to 40x40cm2
 and the SSD was set to 98 6cm The profiles were measured at
the depth of maximum dose, dm, because at this depth the profiles are most
sensitive to fluence and spectral changes (Lovelock et al, 1995)
Orientation	 GT	 GT	 GT	 AB	 AB	 AB
Coil. angie	 00	 2700	 900	 00	 2700	 900
laws	 Y	 X	 X	 X	 Y	 Y
'latness (%)	 2 20	 2.44	 2 19 i	 2 39	 2 35	 2 35
Symmetry (%)	 0 00	 0 42	 0 24	 0 37	 0 03	 0 07
) at -160mm	 98 4%	 98 3%	 98 4%	 97 9%
	 98 3%	 97 7%
) at +160mm	 98 1%	 97 8%	 98 2%	 98 3%
	 97 6%	 97 8%
vlrnimum (%)	 97 9%	 97 8%	 98 2%	 98 1%
	 97 6%	 97 6%
1aximum(%) 1023%	 1027%	 1026%	 1029%	 1023%	 1023%
vlax-Mmn(%)	 44%	 49%	 44%	 48%	 47%	 47%
)ther information
R20 mm/mm	
-205 9 (T)	 -206 4 (T)	 -206 5 (T)	 -2064 (L)
	 -207 1 (L) -207 3 (L)
R20 max/mm +206 7 (G) +205 6 (G)
	
+205 5 (G) +207 2 (R) +207 4 (R) +207 1 (R)
R50 mm/mm	
-2004 ((T) -200 9 (T)
	
-201 0 (T)	 -200 6 (L)
	 -201 0 (L) -201 1 (L)
R50 max/mm +200 8 (G) +200 2 (G)
	 +199 9 (G) +201 3 (R) +201 2 (R) +200 9(R)
R8Ommn/mm	 -1967(T)	
-1975(1)	 -1975(T)	 -197 1(L)	 -1972(L) -1973(L)
R80maxfmm +1972(G) +1966(G)
	
+1965(G) +1973(R)	 1968(R)	 1966(R)
Width/mm	 40120	 40110	 40090	 40190	 40220	 40200
'enumbra mm 9 2mm (T) 8 9mm (T)
	 8 9mm (T) 9 3mm (L) 9 9mm (L) 10 Ornm(L)
'enumbra max 95mm (G) 9 0mm (G) 9 0mm (G) 9 9mm (R) 10 6mm(R) 10 Smm(R)
ilename	 gtg0cO	 gtg0c2	 gtg0c9	 abg0co	 abg0c2	 abg0c9
Figure 51 Differences in 6MV profiles between upper and lower jaws
The profiles were scanned along the same orientation, but at different
collimator angles Therefore, the first profile was scanned through the first set of
jaws and then by rotating the collimator by 900 the second profile was scanned
through the other set of jaws while keeping the orientation the same. The orientation
was kept the same to eliminate differences in the profiles due to the energy horns of
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the transverse (AB) axis and the radial (GT) axis The table in figure 5 1 summarises
the results and the glossary is in appendix 8 9
In figure 5 1, in columns two, three and four the scan direction is along the
radial (GT) axis and three profiles were measured at three collimator angles 00, 90°
and to 270° The profiles with collimator angle 90° and 270° should be identical since
the scan direction was along the lower (X) jaws Any differences observed are due to
experimental error The difference we are looking for is between profiles scanned at
00 (along the upper jaws) to the profiles scanned at 90° or 270° (along the X jaws)
The flatness of the upper (Y) jaws was 220% and the flatness between the lower (X)
jaws was 2 32% ± 0 18 Therefore, the difference in flatness in the GT orientation
between the upper and lower jaws 0 12% which is within expenmental error Similar
results are observed in column five, six and seven, where the scan direction is along
the transverse axis (AB) and the collimators were rotated to scan through a different
set a jaws The difference in flatness in the AB onentation between the upper and
lower jaws is 0 04% which is also well within experimental error
Therefore, there is no measurable difference in profiles between the upper and
lower jaws scanned along the same orientation Since there is no difference in
profiles between the upper and lower jaws which are several centimetres apart then
there would be no difference if the jaws are 0 3cm apart Hence, the assumption that
the model jaws are 0.3cm apart from the real jaws would not produce any erroneous
results when dose distributions are calculated in water.
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5.2. The multileaf collimator
5.2.1. Introduction
The multileaf collimator (mic) is an accessory for the Vanan C-Series
medical linear accelerator and it is mounted on the mlc plate below the lower
movable jaws of the accelerator's collimator The mlc consists of 52 leaves (26
leaves on A-side and 26 leaves on B-side) mounted on two carnages, A and B Each
leaf and carnage has its own motor so there are fifty two independent motors for the
leaves and two independent motors for the carriages
5.2.2. Technical data
The mic leaves run along the same direction as the lower (X) jaws and
perpendicular to the dynamic wedge jaws (Y jaws) The leaf width is approximately
0 5cm and it projects to 1 0cm at isocentre The maximum opening of each leaf is
20 5cm The maximum overcentre travel is - 16cm The leaf length restricts the leaf
spread on the same carriage Therefore the maximum leaf spread on the same
carriage is 14cm There are 26 leaves on each side of the mllc, therefore there is a
limit on y-axis field size The maximum field size that the mlc can have is 26 0(Y) x
40 O(X)cm2
 The miEc leaves are not focused and thus they have cylindrical front faces
to deal with the x-axis divergence, as shown in figure 5 5 However, the sides of the
mlc leaves are oblique to correct for the y-axis divergence as shown in figure 5 4
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5.2.3. Electronics
5.2.3.1. Leaf position sensing
Each mllc leaf has its own motor and the position of each leaf is monitored by
two independent systems, the pnmary and the secondary feedback The pnmary
feedback is derived from each motor through a quadrature phase encoder mounted at
the back of each motor shaft. The encoder divides each millimetre of leaf travel into
598 parts and signals a precise position of each leaf The leaf secondary feedback
derives from two mechanical springs (brushes) mounted along the longitudinal plane
of each leaf As the leaves move back and forth, the brushes complete contact points,
signalling the actual position of each leaf.
5.2.3.2. Carriage position sensing
Each mic carnage has its own motor and the position of each carnage is
monitored by two independent systems, the pnmary and the secondary feedback The
primary system derives feedback from a phase-quadrature encoder mounted on the
back of each motor shaft, like a leaf motor. The encoder divides each millimetre of
carriage travel into 540 parts The carnage secondary feedback is derived from an
infrared and an opposing photo-diode separated by a translucent strip The strip
contains equally spaced, vertically oriented, parallel black bars (five bars per
millimetre) As the camages travel in and out of the beam, the LED light source is
interrupted. This generates a relative feedback signal back to the controller
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5.2.4. The geometry of the multileaf collimator
The multileaf collimator has 26 leaves on each carriage that move linearly
along the x-axis The mic leaves are non-focused along the x-axis and focused along
the y-axis The leaves can take any position along the x direction and have millimetre
accuracy, whereas along the y direction they define the volume in centimetre steps
because they are limited by the leaf width, as expluned below in figure 5 2
Movement of the leaves
y	 Antenor
1B18
1B17
B 16
lB 15
1B14
Inferior	 B13
I B12
1B11
BlO
I B9
__I	 _
Beam cax
B8
A18	 Supenor
A17 I
A16 I
A15 I
A14 I
A13 I
Al2
Alli
AlO I
A91
A8	 I
Postenor
Figure 52 Beam's eye view of the mlc conforming to an elliptical target volume.
Figure 5 2 displays a typical lateral view of a prostate with the mlc
conforming round the target volume The gantry is at 900 and the collimators are set
to 90° since there is a dynamic wedge in the anterior-posterior direction
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The 50% isodose would follow the shape of the mic leaves around the target
volume and the 50% isodose would describe a "saw" type effect Note that the set-up
shown in figure 5 2 would place the 50% isodose around the circumference of the
target volume whereas ICRU5O recommends to treat to the 95% isodose However,
suppose for the sake of argument, the radiotherapist wants to block everything
outside the target volume and wants the 50% isodose to go around the treatment
volume
The mlc leaves conform to the target volume as shown in figure 5 2 Leaves
B 12, B13, B 14, Al2, A13 and B14 conform satisfactonly to the target volume
whereas leaves B8, B9, B17, B18, A8, A9, A17 and A18 do not This is because
leaves 12 to 14 use only their front face to conform to the target volume whereas
leaves 8, 9, 17 and 18 use the sides of the leaves together with their front face to
conform round the target volume The front face of the leaves move along the x-axis
and can move with millimetre accuracy, whereas the side of the leaves define the
volume every centimetre Thus, when the leaves define the volume with their front
face they conform more precisely round the target volume than when they use their
sides In a few clinical situations the collimators are rotated through 90° to improve
the conformity round the target volume, however this is not possible if there is a
dynamic wedge perpendicular to the leaf length, as in the case of the lateral field
shown in figure 5.2 Custom blocks would conform more favourably to the target
volume compared to the centimetre discrete steps introduced by the mic (Jordan and
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Williams, 1994) but the number of radiation fields used to plan the volume would be
limited
The penumbra of the front face of the leaves is not as sharp as the penumbra
of the sides of the leaves This is because the front face of the leaves is cylindrical in
shape to correct for x-axis beam divergence at all field sizes The sides of the mlc
leaves are divergent planes to correct for y-axis beam divergence The divergent
planes, if extended towards the source, would all meet at the radiation field origin,
the point where the beam central axis meets the top surface of the target, as shown in
figure 5 4 The side of the leaves are focused and have a sharp penumbra
Whenever possible, the upper and lower jaws would drive into the field to
provide extra shielding for the mlc This could affect the penumbra, however, for a
6MV beam, the maximum difference in the 20%-80% penumbra observed for a
number of jaw field sizes and mlc field sizes was 0 5mm with a standard deviation of
0 3mm Also to within experimental uncertainty, there was no measurable difference
between central axis depth dose, surface dose, field size factors, asymmetric field
factors, flatness and symmetry for field sizes ranging from 4cm to 35cm square fields
between fields defined by the conventional collimators and multileaf collimators
(Huq et al, 1995)
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5.2.4.1. The geometry of a leaf
53 8 mm
Figure 53 Physical measurements of the Varian multileaf collimator leaf
The front plate of the Varian Clinac 2100C collimator was removed to expose
the multileaf collimator The physical dimensions of the mlc leaves were measured
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meticulously using callipers and a metal ruler The width of all 26 leaves was
12 58cm at the target end and 13 98cm at the patient's end Figure 5 3 displays the
physical dimensions of a typical mic leaf All the measurements on the mic leaf are
shown in millimetres and they were the average of at least three measurements The
average leaf width was 0 480cm at the target end and 0 529cm at the patients end
The mechanical tolerance was very close The source to plane distance (SPD) of
every horizontal xy plane is displayed on the left hand side of figure 5 3
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5.2.4.2. The side planes of the mic leaves
There are 26 leaves mounted on a carnage in each side of the mic Leaf 1 is
towards jaw Yl and leaf 26 is towards jaw Y2 The sides of the mic leaves are
divergent and all project towards the source S, as shown in figure 54. The beam
central axis passes through the junction between leaf 13 and leaf 14
S
cax
Figure 54 • The divergent planes of the mlc leaves
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The divergent sides of the mic leaves have runners One side on the mlc leaf
has a "groove" and the other side has a "tongue". The centre tongue of one leaf runs
in the groove of the adjacent leaf This interlocking mechanism is necessary to reduce
the amount of leakage radiation between adjacent leaves and to provide lateral
mechanical stability
The groove is towards jaw Y2 and the tongue is towards jaw Yl, as shown in
figure 5 4 This is true for both sides of the multileaf collimator This is necessary
when, for example, an A-side leaf extends past the central axis in to the B-side
region When the A-side leaf comes into contact with the opposite but one B leaf, the
tongue of the A leaf will meet the groove of the B leaf On creating the mic model,
this observation made the model somewhat simpler because both sides of the mic
could share the same divergent side planes, grooves and tongues
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5.2.4.3. The front face of the mic leaves
Figure 5.5: The cylindrical front face of the leaves
The front face of the mic leaves, unlike the X and Y jaws, are non-focused
but have a cylindrical front face to correct for the penumbra at any field size. Non-
focused collimators are frequently described as having "spherical" front face. The
term "spherical" is not strictly correct since a sphere is curved in both xz and xy
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direction whereas a cylinder is curved only in the xz direction and the xy direction is
planar The correct description for the front face of non-focused jaws is thus
"cylindrical". The cylindrical front face of the leaves is shown in figure 5 5
The radius of the cylinder, r, describing the front face of the leaves was
detennined by measuring the height of the mic leaf and the distance x, which is the
distance from the centre of the arc to a line joiwng the two edges of the bow, as
shown on figure 5 6 The height of the mlc leaf, 2 a , is shown in figure 5 3 and it is
5 38cm The distance x was measured with callipers and a metal ruler and was found
to be 0 352cm From figure 5 6, the radius of the cylinder, r, describing the front face
of the leaves can be calculated as follows
r=x+b	 .....(1)
r 2 =a 2 +b 2	(2)
in equation 2 we substitute bfrom equation 1 and we get
r 2 =a 2 i (r_x) 2 =
r 2 a 2 +r 2 +x 2 -2 r x =
2 r x=a 2 +x 2 =
a 2
 +x2
r= 2 x
Therefore substituting for a=--cm and xO 352cm,
269 2 +03522
r= 2 0352 cm= 1045cm
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Figure 56 The radius of the arc describing the front face of the leaf
The radius of the cylinder, r, describing the front face of the leaves is the
same for all leaves on both sides of the mic
i x,z are the coordinates of the axis passing through the centre of the
infinitely long cylinder, the z coordinate is the same for all the mic leaves The x
coordinate is the one that defines the position of each leaf and it varies with field
size There is no y coordinate since each cylinder defined in the model is infinitely
long along the y direction
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5.2.5. The definition and geometry of the mic model
The definition of the mlc geometry is very complex Six (6) horizontal xy
planes, one hundred and five (105) oblique xz planes and fifty two (52) off-axis
cylinders were defined solely for the multileaf collimator 702 regions were created
from the 111 planes and the 52 cylinders
Section 5 2 5 1 describes the regions defined by the mlc model, section
5 2 5 2 describes the planes of the mlc model and section 5 2.5 3 describes the
cylinders of the mic model
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5.2.5.1. The definition of the regions in the mic leaf
X is out of the paper0
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Figure 5 7 The planes and regions of the mic model
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The grey regions in figure 5 7 are tungsten and the white are air The regions
of the mic model start at region number 1010 and finish at region number 3270 The
key to identifying the regions by the region number is as follows The region number
is a four digit integer number
The thousands digit , x, of the region number shows the side of the miEc There
are three sides A and B and C In figure 5 7, B-side (towards jaw Xl) is 1000 and
x=1, A-side (towards jaw X2) is 2000 and x=2, side C is 3000 and x=3 Side C is the
air space between sides A and B In the Varian mic the B-side leaves are towards Xl
jaw and the A-side leaves are towards X2 jaw Therefore, the thousands digit takes
values 1, 2 and 3 for regions in sides B, A and C respectively
The hundreds and tens digit define the leaf number There are 26 leaves in
each side, so the region numbers start at xlix and finish at x26x where x is an integer
Thus, region number 1130 define the J leaf of side B, and region 20 define the
14th leaf of side A
Finally the last digit defines the region within each leaf There are nine
regions within each leaf as shown in figure 5 7 The region number starts from xxx0
to xxx8, where x is an integer Four regions (regions 0, 1, 5, and 7) are made of
tungsten and five regions (regions 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8) are made of air Therefore, region
number 2125 defines the	 region of the 12th leaf on the A-side of the mic and
region number 3261 defines the 1st region of the 26th leaf on the C-side of the mic.
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The region to the left of plane number 1010 (towards Yl) and to the right of
plane number 1270 (towards Y2) was defined as -999 region Any particles escaping
from the sides of the mic do not contribute to the useful beam so they were not
simulated A particle that entered the region -999 was discarded
5.2.5.2. The planes of the mic leaves
Six horizontal planes, plane number 91 to plane number 96, were defined in
the mic model Plane number 91 is the top surface of the mic and plane number 96 is
the bottom plane of the mic Planes 92 to 95 were used to define the air space
between the groove and the tongue of two adjacent leaves, as shown in figure 5 7 and
appendices 8 1 and 8 2 in pages 303 and 304
There are four divergent planes per leaf as shown in figure 5 7 and the
working diagram in appendix 8.2 The diverging planes serve both A and B-sides of
the mlc The tongue is towards jaw Yl and the groove is towards jaw Y2 for both A
and B-sides of the mic
The definition of the diverging planes follows a similar convention to the
definition of the regions The thousands digit in the plane number is always one (1)
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since the same planes are used for the mic sides A, B and C. Similar to region
numbers, the hundreds and tens digits of the plane number refer to the leaf number
There are four diverging planes per leaf, number 0, 1, 2 and 3 indicated by the last
digit of the plane number, as shown in the diagram in appendix 8 2 in page 304
5.2.5.3. The front face of the mlc leaves
The front face of the leaves is cylindrical in shape One cylinder per leaf was
defined Since there are 52 leaves in the multileaf collimator, 52 cylinders had to be
defined EGS4 is equipped to define cylinders by defining solely the radius of the
cylinder and assuming that the cylinder is infinitely long and with its central axis
along the beam central axis
The central axis of the cylinder describing the front face of the mic leaves is
not on the beam central axis but it is along the y-axis of the accelerator. In order to
overcome this problem, the EGS4 library subroutine for defining cylinders was
modified and a new subroutine to define three dimensional off-axis cylinders with
their main axis along the y-axis were devised The custom made mlc cylinders were
defined by defining the radius of the cylinder and the xz coordinate of the centre of
curvature The modified cylinders were infinitely long along the y-axis. The off-axis
cylinder code called "CC_OFY" in shown in appendix 8.7 and the modification to
the configuration file to look for it is shown in appendix 8 8
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Off-axis cylinder numbers 1 to 26 describe the front face of leaves B 1 to B26,
and cylinder numbers 10 to 260 (in steps of 10) describe the front face of leaves Al
to A26
The radius of curvature, r, of the cylinder defining the front face of each leaf,
was used in deciding whether a particle that crosses the first horizontal plane,
depicted in figure 5 8, as "horizontal plane 91" (see also appendix 8 1 and 8 2) was
entering a leaf in A-side, B-side or in between A-side and B-side
Suppose a photon is incident on horizontal plane 91, at point P, having
coordinates (xF,yp,zF), as shown in figure 5 8 Coordinate YF decides which leaf
number it will hit Lets assume y = +4 Scm and therefore it will hit leaf number 23
100cm
This is calculated as 4.5cm x	 = 93cm at the isocentre, where 48 38 is the
48 38cm
source to plane 91 distance (see appendix 8 1 and 8 2) This is the tenth leaf from the
centre, towards jaw Y2, i e , leaf number 23
Therefore, the photon will either enter leaf B23, A23 or the airspace between
B23 and A23 which is C23 Let's assume the x,y,z, coordinates of the centre of
cylinder B23 are xB,yB,z and of cylinder A23 are XA,yA,ZA
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Y into the paper
Figure 58 A photon incident on the mic
In order to determine which area the photon enters, first we need to calculate
the distances rA and rB which are the distances from point P to the centre of cylinders
A23 and B23 respectively. Distances rA and rB are calculated as follows
TB =j(x8 —XF) +(zB —ZF)
r = (x A —XF) +(zA z)
Therefore, if rB.<r then it enters region B23, if rA<r<rB then it enters region
C23, and finally if rA<r then it enters region A23 In figure 5 8, rB<zr and therefore it
will enter the leaf in B-side, leaf B23
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5.2.5.4. Determination of the air gap between two adjacent
leaves
Figure 59 Determination of the air gap between two adjacent leaves
To determine the air gap between adjacent leaves, three leaves were used
One leaf was retracted and the two leaves on either side of it were extended Then the
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space available for the middle leaf was measured with a callipers and it was 0 504cm
at the target end and 0 544cm at the patient's end. From figure 5 3 in page 205, the
leaf width at the target end was 0 480cm of tungsten and therefore there was 0 024cm
of air space to the adjacent leaf The leaf width at the patient end was 0 529cm of
tungsten and therefore there was 0 015cm of air space to the adjacent leaf This
measurement however was unreliable since the spacing between two extended leaves
varies with distance from their carriage. The more extended the leaves are from their
carriage the more play there exists in them and the greater the uncertainty in the size
of the air gap
Although the measurement of the physical dimensions of the mic leaf can be
relied upon, the measurement of the air space between two adjacent leaves is
unreliable The leaves once extended from their original position, do not sit firmly on
their tracks making the measurement unreliable A better way to measure the air
space between two adjacent leaves is by calculation and measurement of the
transmission of radiation between two adjacent leaves, then matching the theoretical
results to measurement and finally working backwards to estimate the air gap.
The transmission of radiation through the side runners of the leaves and
through the main body of the leaf was measured experimentally in water at dm to be
on average 2 5% and 1 5% The experimental work is described in section 5.2 6.2 in
page 237 The same set-up was simulated with EGS4
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In figure 5 9 on page 219, four variables were defined in centimetres at
isocentre Variable W is the width of the each leaf at isocentre, variable C is the air
space between the grove of one leaf and the tongue of the adjacent leaf at isocentre,
variable 0 is the tungsten overlap between two adjacent leaves at isocentre and
variable E is the air space at the top and bottom end of the leaf between two adjacent
leaves, as shown in figure 5 9
Time	 No of	 Parameters / cm (air gap)	 % transmission @ d,
	
Filename	 taken histories W	 C	 0	 E	 Body	 Between
_____________ ________ _________ ____________________________ _________ the runners
	
b2in outi	 12 lh	 636k	 Leaves retracted	 1000%	 100 0%
	
b2in out2	 57 5h	 3,177k	 Leaves retracted	 100 0%	 1000%
	
b2in outl+	 69 6h	 3,813k	 Leaves retracted	 100 0%	 100 0%
b2in out2
	
b2inout3	 1053h	 3,813k	 10 005	 010	 005	 15%	 35%
	
b2inout4	 1074h	 3,813k	 10 010	 010	 010	 28%	 48%
	
b2in outS	 486h	 3,813k	 10 005	 005	 005	 15%	 32%
	
b2inout6	 928h	 3,813k	 10 0025 0025 0025	 15%	 25%
	
Experiment	 2 Oh	 -	 10	 1 5%	 2 5%
Figure 5 10 Matching theoretical results to experiment
Several runs were performed in order to match the theoretical results to
experiment The results are displayed in figure 5 10 In the first two runs, the mlc
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leaves were made of air and in the following four runs the mlc leaves were made of
tungsten and the four variables W, C, 0 and E were varied. These variables define
their distances at isocentre
In figure 5 10, the filename is displayed in column one In flIes "b2in outi"
and "b2in out2" the leaves were made of air In files "b2in out3", "b2in out4",
"b2in out5" and "b2in out6" the leaves were male of tungsten Colunm two of the
table in figure 5 9, displays the time taken to collect these results The time taken for
file "b2in outS" was 48 3 hours and for file "b2in out4" was 107 4 hours for the same
number of histories The reason for this change is that file "b2in out5" was running in
the foreground and "b2in out4" was running in the background Column three
displays the number of histories that were started in the secondary collimator.
Columns four to seven display the four parameters used to define the width of
each leaf The parameters W, C, 0 and E were defined in centimetres at isocentre
Width W was 1 0cm at isocentre for the Varian multileaf collimator but it could be
set to any width to fit any multileaf collimator Widths C, 0 and B were adjusted so
that the transmission of radiation between the runners of adjacent leaves was 2 5%
and the transmission of radiation through the main body of the leaf was 1 5% The
transmission between the leaves for files "b2in out3", "b2in out4", "b2in out5" and
"b2in out6" were 3 5%, 4 8%, 3 2 % and 2 5% respectively The transmission
through the main body of the leaves for files "b2in out3", "b2in out4", "b2in ou5"
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and "b2in out6" were 1 5%, 3 8%, 1 5% and 1 5% respectively File "b2in out6" with
W=1 0cm and C=O=E=0 025cm at the isocentre gave results which agreed with the
experiment Therefore, the air gap at the target side of the leaf was taken to be
0 012cm (0 025cm*48 38/100) and to the patient side of the leaf was 0 013cm
(0 025cm*53 76/100) These values for the W, C, 0 and B parameters were used
throughout the multileaf collimator model
The transmission of radiation between the runners of two adjacent leaves
could vary along the length of the leaf This hypothesis was investigated
experimentally in section 5 2 6 3 and the result was that, although the heavy mlc
leaves were engaged on the top and the bottom runners and the further away they
were from the carnage the more play there is along their path, there was no
significant difference in the transmission of radiation between adjacent leaves
throughout the length of the leaves
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5.2.6. Experimental verification of the multileaf collimator model
The multileaf collimator model was verified by the measurement of the
transmission of radiation between two adjacent leaves, along the length of two
adjacent leaves, through the front face of opposing leaves and by measuring the
penumbra from the front face and from the side planes of the leaves All
experimental work was performed using a diode in water and film In the case of the
measurement of the penumbra a thimble ionisation chamber and a parallel plate
circular chamber were also used However, before any of these measurements are
considered, the effect of detector size in transmission measurements is analysed. The
analysis is presented in section 5 2 6 1
In section 5 2 6 2, the transmission of radiation between the side runners of
two adjacent leaves was measured The result was used to define the air gap between
the side runners of the leaves in the EGS4 model, as described in section 5 2 5 4,
page 219 The model assumed that the air gap between the runners of two adjacent
leaves is constant all along the length of the leaves The experiment described in
section 5 2 6 3 shows that the maximum difference of the transmission of radiation
between the leaves along the leaf length is 0 1% In section 5 2 6 4, the theoretical
transmission of radiation through the front face of opposing leaves is found to be in
good agreement with experiment
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5.2.6.1. Zero area detector for transmission measurements
Measurement of the transmission of radiation through two opposing leaves
when their cylindrical front faces are in contact, shows that the peak of the
transmission measurement depends on the size of the active area of the radiation
detector, as shown in figure 5 11
Figure 5 11 Zero area detector for transmission measurements
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In figure 5 11, after normalising to an open field, detector A would measure a
higher transmission than detector B The reason for this is that the flux of photons
(number of photons per unit area) in the centre part of figure 5 11 is greater than the
flux of photons at the edges Therefore, detector A, which has a smaller active area
than detector B, averages the transmission over the centre flux of photons whereas
detector B averages the transmission though the centre flux and the edge flux of
photons In conclusion, the transmission measurement through the front face of the
leaves depends on the size of the active area of the detector
Ideally, when measuring the transmission through an aperture, the active area
of the detector should be equal if not smaller that the diameter of the aperture In the
case shown in figure 5 11, the walls of the aperture are curved and they meet at the
apex, which is the point where the two opposing leaves touch The diameter of this
aperture tends to zero Therefore, the transmission measurement through such an
aperture should be made by a detector that has an active area that is at least equal to if
not smaller than the diameter of the aperture This detector should also have an active
area that tends to zero
A "zero area" detector is defined as a detector that has no active area and
therefore it cannot exist in practice It can be calculated by extrapolating to zero area
the measurements made by different size detectors The zero area detector would not
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only yield higher transmission measurements but it would also produce a sharper
penumbra at the radiation field edge
The smallest available detectors in the radiotherapy department of St
Bartholomew's Hospital, were a diode detector, a Marcus parallel plate ionisation
chamber and a 0 125cm3 thimble ionisation chamber The detector labelled A in
figure 5 his the approximate size of the diode detector (diameter=2 5mm) and the
detector labelled B is the approximate size of the Marcus parallel plate lonisation
chamber detector (diameter=5 4mm) and the 0 125cm 3 thimble ionisation chamber
detector (diameter=5 5mm) Measurements made with at least two detectors with
different active areas are required for the determination of the relative doserate of the
"zero area" detector
However, although the diode detector has a comparable size to the aperture
(although far from ideal) for the measurement of transmission of radiation through
the front face of the leaves, the Marcus chamber and the thimble chamber do not and
therefore would average out the centre flux of photons with the side flux of photons
This would make the transmission measurement unreliable For this reason, the zero
area detector was extrapolated from penumbra measurements and not from
transmission measurements through the front face of the mic leaves.
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52 61 1 Penumbra measurements with three different
size detectors
The aim of this experiment was to investigate the difference in radiation
penumbra between the front face and the side planes of the mlc leaves The results
were used to derive the penumbra for a "zero area" detector
A diode detector, a 0 125cm 3
 ionisation chamber and the parallel plate
Marcus chamber were used as field detectors The reference detector was a diode
The measuring channel was set to ratio mode and the profiles were scanned at a
depth of 10cm in water
The radiation field was defined by the multileaf collimator to be 6x6cm 2
 This
was achieved by driving the six central A-side leaves (Al l-A16) and six central B-
side leaves (B11-B16) to 30cm Leaves BlO and B17 were dnven to -10cm past the
isocentre so that the side of leaves B 10 and B 17 define a six centimetre wide field
size along the y-axis The mlc leaves would then define a 6x6cm2 field The jaws
were then driven to a field size of 1 Ox 10cm 2
 to protect the electronics at the back of
the carriages
A profile was scanned along the x-axis This profile was defined by the
cylindrical front face of the jaws and was scanned at a y-offset distance of 0 507cm
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so that the radiation field edge was defined by the front face of the main body of leaf
14 and not by the front face of the runners between leaf 13 and leaf 14 The curve
was normalised at the central axis Then a profile was scanned along the y-axls The
radiation field edge along the y-axis was defined by the side planes of leaf B 10 and
B 17 The curve was re-normalised to the beam centre
The diode detector has a circular active area of 2 5mm in diameter which is
the diameter of the substrate and depletion layer on the semiconductor The Marcus
parallel plate lonisation chamber has a circular active area of 5 4mm in diameter
which is the diameter of the collecting electrode The 0 125cm3
 thimble lonisation
chamber has a cylindrical active area of 5 5mm in diameter which is the inner
diameter of the polymethylmethacrylate (C5H802) cap
The flux of photons through the centre of a circular active area would produce
more charge than the same flux of photons near the edge of the active area This is
because the probability of interaction of a photon crossing the centre of the circular
detector is greater than a photon crossing near the edge, since the distance travelled
through the centre of the circular detector is greater than the distance travelled close
to the edge Therefore, the ratio of the centre charge to the edge charge produced by
the same flux of photons is not equal to one This would lead to a smaller effective
active area than the actual diameter of the active area
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Figure 5 12 displays the penumbra from the front face of the leaves measured
by the three detectors and figure 5 13 displays the penumbra of the side planes of the
mic fields by the same detectors
The 20% to 80% penumbra of the front face of the mlc leaves is 5 4mm for
the diode detector, 7 0mm for the thimble lonisation chamber and 7 4mm for the
Marcus detector and 3 6mm for the "zero area" detector, as shown on the table in
figure 5 14 The 20% to 80% penumbra of the side planes of the mic leaves is 4 1mm
for the diode detector, 6 3mm for the thimble ionisation chamber and 6 4mm for the
Marcus detector and 2 5mm for the "zero area" detector The determination of
doserate for the zero area detector is discussed in section 5 2 6 1 2, in page 234
The table in figure 5 14 summarises the results If the penumbra defined by
the front face of the leaves is examined, the zero area detector has 1 8mm smaller
penumbra than the diode, 3 4mm smaller than the thimble ionisation chamber and
3 8mm smaller than the Marcus ionisation chamber Similarly, if the penumbra
defined by the side planes of the leaves is examined then the zero area detector has
1 6mm sharper penumbra than the diode, 3 8mm sharper penumbra than the thimble
ionisation chamber and 3 9mm sharper penumbra than the Marcus ionisation
chamber
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Figure 5.12: Penumbra from the front face of the leaves
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Figure 5.13: Penumbra from the side planes of the leaves
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_______________	 Detector	 ______________
80% -20%	 Zero area
	 Diode	 Thimble	 Marcus
Penumbra	 (=0min)	 (4=2.5nun)	 (=5 .5 mm)	 (4=5.4min)
Front Face	 3 6mm	 5 4mm	 7 0mm	 74mm
Side planes	 25mm	 4 1mm	 6 3mm	 64mm
Difference	 1 1mm	 1 3mm	 07mm	 1 0mm
Figure 514 Width of the 20% to 80% penumbra of the mlc leaves
There is also a difference in penumbra between the front face of the leaves
and the side planes of the leaves The reason for this is that the front face of the mlc
leaves are cylindrical in shape in order to correct for the penumbra at different field
sizes They are non-focused leaves On the other hand, the side planes of the leaves
which define the field size in the y-direction are focused and if the side planes of aLl
the leaves are extended towards the source then they would all meet at a point This
point is where the electron beam central axis meets the top surface of the target. The
side planes of the leaves have sharper 20% to 80% penumbra than the front face of
the leaves. The mean difference measured by the three detectors is 1 0mm ± 0 3mm
The penumbra variation with field size from the cylindrical front face of the leaves
has been investigated by Galvin et al (1993) and Jordan et a! (1994) and found no
sigmficant variations for the 20-80% at
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52 61 2 Determination of the zero area detector by
extrapolation
In order to calculate the relative doserate of the "zero area" detector, the
relative doserate from the three detectors was plotted versus the detector diameter,
shown in figure 5 15 In figure 5 12, at the off-axis distance of 31 0mm the relative
doserate was 87 7% for the diode detector, 82 5% for the thimble chamber detector
and 80 6% for the Marcus chamber detector These values were plotted versus the
diameter of the active area of each detector which is 2 5mm for the diode, 5 4mm for
the Marcus chamber and 5 5mm for the thimble chamber Then by using the method
of least squares, a "regression" line was drawn between the three points
y=-205 x+928
where y and x are the dependent and independent variables, -205 is the gradient and
92 8 is the constant The straight line was extrapolated to x=Omm, i e, where the
straight line crosses the y-axis By extrapolating the diameter to zero millimetres the
relative doserate can be read from the graph, or it is the value of the constant in the
straight line above Therefore, at an off-axis distance of 31 0mm the zero area
detector has a relative doserate of 92 8%
Figure 5 iSa has extrapolated values taken from figure 5 12 at x-axis
distances of 31mm, 32mm, 33mm, 34mm, 35mm and 37mm The prefix "FF" stands
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for "Eront Eace" since the data are taken from the penumbra defined by the
cyhndncal front face of the leaves shown in figure 5 12. Figure 5 15b has
extrapolated values taken from figure 5 13 at y-axis distances of 29mm, 30mm,
31mm, 32mm, 33mm, 34mm, 35mm, 36mm, and 37mm The prefix "Sd" stands for
"ie" since the data are taken from the penumbra determined by the side planes of
the leaves in figure 5 13 The regression equation is shown next to the graphs in
figure 5 15, and by placing x=O then the y value displays the relative doserate for the
"zero area" detector
The values calculated for the "zero area" detector have been plotted in figure
5 12 and 5 13 on the same plots as the diode, thimble and Marcus chamber The
"zero area" detector has the sharpest penumbra with the diode next, followed by the
Marcus and thimble lonisation chamber
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Determination of the relative doserate for the zero area detector
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b) Data taken from the side planes of the leaves
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Figure 5.15: Determination of the zero area detector
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5.2.6.2. Transmission of radiation between the side runners of adjacent leaves
The transmission of radiation between the side runners of adjacent leaves was
measured using a diode in water firstly on the B-side and then on the A-side of the
mic Next a film was calibrated and the measurements were repeated with film
52 62 1 Experiments with diode in water
y
x
Y2=lOcm
B22
B21
B20
B19
B18
B17
B16
B15
B14
B13
B12
Bli
BlO
B9
B8
B7
B6
B5
X2=1O 0cm
Y1=lOcm
I
Scan axis
Normalise at X=+5 1cm, Y=Ocm, Z=1 4cm
Figure 516 Experimental set-up for measuring the transmission between the B
leaves
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A diode field detector (chapter two, section 2 4 2 3) was used in water to
measure the transmission of radiation between adjacent leavers The diode and the
water tank were set-up, as described in chapter two, section 2 5 1 A problem was
encountered when the profile was measured with the miEc leaves blocking the beam
The reference diode detector was not in the beam so that measurements using the
"ratio mode" could not be performed Therefore, all the transmission measurements
were made in "field detector mode", not in ratio mode "Field detector mode"
measurements require a stable doserate and therefore the triggers on the accelerator
were switched back on in order to control doserate The doserate control of the
Varian Chnac 2100C varies to ±1% of the expected value and adjusts every 5Oms
The field detector used for this experiment was chosen to be the diode detector
because of the comparatively small diameter of the active area which is 2 5mm
The experimental set-up is shown in figure 5 16 The field size was set to
lOx2Ocm2 (xl=O, x2=1O, yl=y2=lO) and the B-side mic leaves were extended
beyond the isocentre to a value of -14cm. The front face of the B-side leaves was
shielded by the X2 jaw The profile indicated in figure 5 16 as "scan" axis was
measured The profile width was 25cm along the y-axls at the depth of 1 4cm. The y-
axis profile was measured at an x-offset position of 5 1cm.
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Scan axis
Normalise at X=-5 1cm, Y=Ocm, Z=1 4cm
Figure 517 Experimental set-up for measuring the transmission between the A
leaves
An open field profile was first measured and the mic leaves retracted The
profile was normahsed at x=5 1cm, y=O and z=l 4cm Then the B-side mic leaves
were extended beyond the isocentre to -14 0cm Another profile was measured but
keeping the normalisation of the open field
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In order to correctly account for the transmission of radiation between the
leaves away from the central axis we need to incorporate an "off-axis beam factor"
which is used to account for the horns at dm For example, the transmission of
radiation between leaf B 19 and B20 was measured with respect to the open field
normalised to 100% at central axis Ideally, it should have been measured at with
respect to an open field normalised to the percentage value at 6 08cm (6 Ox 1 014 to
correct for dmax divergence)
The transmission of radiation between any two adjacent leaves is shown in
figure 5 1 8a The results in figure 5 1 8a have the off-axis factor incorporated This
was achieved by dividing the blocked field profile by the open field profile and not
by the central axis value The difference in transmission when the off-axis factor was
incorporated was 0 1% This difference was relatively small because the flatness of
the lOx2Ocm2
 field was within 0 5% for the 80% field width
The transmission of radiation between the A-side mic leaves was
measured under the same conditions, as shown in figure 5 17 The Xl jaw was set to
10cm, the X2 jaw was set to 0cm and the Yjaws were set to a field size of 20cm The
mic leaves were retracted and an open field profile was performed at the same jaw
settings The profile was normalised at x= -5 1cm, y=O and z=1 4cm. Then the A-side
mlc leaves were extended to -14cm and the profile was repeated The results are
shown in figure 5 18a, labelled as A-side leaves
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Figure 5 18a displays the results of both the B-side leaves and the A-side
leaves The average transmission of radiation through the B-side runners was 2 50%
± 0 19% and the average transmission of radiation through the main body of the
leaves was 1 53% ± 0 06% The average transmission of radiation through the A-side
runners is 246% ± 0 24% and the transmission through the main body of the leaves
was 151% ± 007%
The only difference between A-side and B-side leaves was the small
mechanical tolerances The difference in the average transmission of radiation
between the runners the A-side and B-side leaves was 004% In conclusion, the
transmission of radiation between the side runners of any two adjacent leaves
measured with a diode in water was 2 5% ± 02% and through the main body was
1 5% ± 0 1%
In the EGS4 model, the air gap between adjacent leaves was adjusted so that
the transmission of radiation between the side runners was calculated to be 2 5% in
water, at dm, at 100cm SSD and the transmission through the main body of the
leaves was 1.5%, as discussed in section 5 2 5 4, on page 219 The air gap at
isocentre was estimated to be 0 025cm, so that the physical air gap between the
leaves at the target side was 0 012cm and at the patient side was 0 013cm
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5.2.6.2.2. Film calibration
A film calibration was firstly performed on films from the same batch of film
packet that was used to measure the transmission of radiation between the runners of
the leaves. The film calibration was performed by exposing eight films to two 8x8cm
fields on the same film as shown in figure 5.20, below:
M?
X-Oinat film
Figure 5.20: Experimental set-up for X-Omatfilm calibration
The optical density of the sixteen exposures was read using a film
densitometer. Each exposure was measured with a calibrated ionisation chamber and
the dose from each exposure was recorded.
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	Given MEl 	to film	 Average reading
	 Dose (cGy)	 Optical density
	0	 0.00	 0.00	 375
	 .80	 0.96	 417
	
2	 1.65	 1.98	 461
	
5	 4.17	 5.00	 587
	10	 8.37	 10.03	 779
	
15	 12.58	 15.08	 957
	
20	 16.79	 20.13	 1,125
	
30	 25.23	 30.25	 1,440
	
40	 33.68	 40.38	 1,717
	
50	 42.12	 50.50	 1,991
	
75	 63.14	 75.70	 2,520
	
100	 84.29	 101.05	 2,962
	
125	 105.13	 126.04	 3,338
	
150	 126.23	 151.34	 3,637
	
175	 147.20	 176.48	 3,935
	200	 168.27	 201.74	 4,145
	225	 189.33	 226.99	 4,319
Film calibration
4000
3500
3000
2500
OD 2000
1500
1000
500
0
0.0	 50.0	 100.0	 150.0	 200.0	 250.0
Dose / cGy
Figure 5.21: Film calibration
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Figure 5.21, displays a graph of the optical density read by the densitometer
versus the dose measured with a calibrated ionisation chamber in cGy. The
background optical density in the graph of figure 5 21 is removed
The size of the radiation field was initially considered The smaller the field
size the more exposures can fit on the same film and therefore film reproducibility
errors can be minimised. On the other hand, a very small field size could cause
electronic disequilibrium around the chamber or in other words there might be a
varying dose gradient along the chamber width and length (Bjarngard et a!, 1990)
The smallest calibrated chamber was a 2571 06cm 3 thimble ionisation chamber
Field size DDR @ Field Size Calculated	 Measured	 % error
(cm2)	 5cm	 Factor	 values	 reading average deviation
4x4	 0836	 092	 1534	 1555	 14%
6x6	 0849	 095	 1609	 1629	 1.3%
8x8	 0859	 098	 1679	 1683	 02%
lOx 10
	 0865	 100	 -	 1725	 -
Figure 5.22 Choice offield size for film calibration
An experiment was performed to find the smallest possible field size that
would not affect the film calibration by more than 05% The gantry was set to 00, the
257 1/801 0 6cm3
 thimble lonisation chamber was placed at a depth of 5cm in a water
equivalent phantom and was connected to a 2620 electrometer The energy selected
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was 6MV x-rays Four field sizes were measured 4x4cm2, 6x6cm2, 8x8cm2 and
lOx 10cm2
 The measured readings were compared with calculated values as shown
in the table of figure 5 22
If the 0 6cm3
 lonisation chamber was small enough for all the field sizes, the
measured readings (average of three) would be expected to be equal to the calculated
values The calculated values were determined as follows
Calculated values = R1010 
FSF DDRFS
DDRJOXIO
where Rjc,xjo is the measured reading for a lOx 10cm 2 field size, FSF is the field size
factor (normalised to a lOx 10cm2 field and measured with the 0 125cm 3
 ionisation
chamber during commissioning at d), DDRFS is the depth dose ratio for the
calculated field size and DDRIOXIO is the depth dose ratio for a 1 Ox 10cm2
 field
If the 0 6cm3
 ionisation chamber was used to measure a 4x4cm 2
 field size, the
error deviation from the expected value would be +1 4% Similarly, the error
deviation for a 6x6cm2
 field would be 1 3% and for an 8x8cm2 field +02%
Therefore the field size used for the film calibration was 8x8cm2
 The smaller
0 125cm3
 lomsation chamber was not calibrated against the secondary standard so it
could not be used for absolute dose measurements
The film calibration took place as follows Firstly the machine was calibrated
for all the MUs to be used for film calibration The gantry and collimator were at o,
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the field size was set to 8x8cm 2, the output phantom was placed at 100cm SSD and
the 2620 electrometer was connected to the 801 chamber which was at 5 0cm deep in
the output phantom with 10cm backscatter The "chamber/electrometer" correction
factor was 0 983 and the temperature and pressure at the time of the measurement
was 23 3°C and 997 8 mbar respectively The dose was measured for an 8x8cm 2 field
size for 1MU, 2MU, 5MU, 1OMU, 15MU, 2OMTJ, 3OMU, 4OMU, 5OMU, 75MU,
100MU, 125MU, 15OMU, 175MU, 200MU and 225MU An average of three
readings was taken and the dose in cGy for an 8x8cm 2 field was calculated as
follows
Readingoypog	 CF
Dose / cGy =
DDR(fs8x8cm2 ,d=5cm)
where Readingaverage is the average of three readings, kT,p is the temperature/pressure
correction factor, CF is the correction factor which includes the secondary standard
cross calibration factor and DDR is the depth dose ratio for an 8x8cm 2 field at 5cm
deep The results are displayed in the table of figure 5 21 The graph in figure 5 2lis
the film calibration curve used in the measurement of transmission of radiation
between the mic leaves This graph would translate the film optical density into dose
in cGy A film calibration was performed for every new box of films used
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52 62.3 The measurement of the transmission of radiation
between the leaves with a calibrated film
Firstly the output at 6MV x-rays was measured with a field size of 1 Ox2Ocm2
Three readings were taken for 75OMUs Then the film was placed at dmax, at 101 4cm
from the source with 1 4cm build up The mic leaves were extended to block the
radiation field and the film was exposed to 70MU The film produced a certain
darkness The Scanditronix densitometer was used to scan the film The optical
density readings were converted into dose in cGy using the graph in figure 5 21 and
the transmission between the leaves was calculated by
Dose (cGy) read from the film calibration curve
transmission = Output for 75OMUs for a FS = lOx2Ocm2
The results from the film measurements are shown in figure 5 19 The
average transmission of radiation between the runners of adjacent leaves is 3 48% ±
0 38% and through the main body is 1 5% Similar transmission measurements are
reported by Galvin et al (1993) The film measurements indicate 1% higher
transmission than the diode in water measurements between the runners of adjacent
leaves, whereas film measurements and diode in water measurements are in good
agreement when the transmission through the main body of the leaves is concerned
The film reads higher than the diode in water measurements partly because of the
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smaller effective detector area of the scanning densitometer (4--1 5mm), partly
because the film is more sensitive to low energy scattered photons and partly because
of film reproducibility errors, as discussed in chapter two, section 2 4 3 2
In conclusion, the water tank measurements are the gold standard and the film
reads higher that it should The films are more accurate for dose distribution
measurements but not when used for absolute dose measurements Dose distribution
measurements could not be used in this case because it would be necessary to expose
the open field on the same film as the closed field 750MU would produce 75OcGy
for a lOxlOcm2 field at 100cm SSD, and the film is insensitive at exposures over
25OcGy
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5.2.6.3. Transmission along the runners of adjacent leaves
In the EGS4 model, the air gap between the side runners of two adjacent
leaves is assumed to be constant all the way along the leaf length. The purpose of this
experiment was to investigate this assumption The transmission of radiation between
the runners of two adjacent leaves were measured at three off-axis distances The off-
axis profiles were measured using a diode in water and film
52 63 1 Experiments with diode in water
/. 1_1 (%.......
Y2=Ocm
Figure 5.23 Experimental set-up to measure three different x-offset positions in
water.
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Water Tank measurements - 6X
Transmission between the leaves	 ________
- x=2.5au
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Figure5.24: Transmission measurements along the runners of the mk in water
Film measurements - 6X
Transmission between the leaves
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y-axis in cm
Figure 5.25: Transmission measurements along the runners of the mlc using film
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The diode detector and the water tank were set according to the procedure
described in chapter two, section 2 5 1 The measuring channel was set to field and
the triggers were switched on in the accelerator A diode was used in water to
measure the profiles because of its small active area The field size was 1 Ox 10cm2
and the gantry and collimator angles were at 00 Three profiles were measured in
water along the y-axis at three different x-offset positions, 2 5cm, 5 0cm and 7 Scm
The profile width was 25 0cm and the depth was 1 4cm, as shown in figure 5 23
Next, the B-side leaves were driven beyond the isocentre to -14cm Three profiles
were measured at the same x-offset positions as shown in the diagram of figure 5 23
and the results are displayed in figure 5 24
The average difference of the transmission of radiation along the runners of
adjacent leaves normalised to 100% is 40% ± 2 3% If the transmission of radiation
between the leaves is 2 5%, then 4 0% of that is 0 10% ± 006% Therefore, the
transmission of radiation between the two adjacent leaves vanes by 0 1% ± 0 1%
along the leaf axis In comparison, the transmission of radiation between two
adjacent leaves varies from leaf pair to leaf pair by 0 19% on the B-side and 024%
on the A-side
In conclusion the transmission of radiation between two adjacent leaves along
the leaf length varies by a maximum value of 0 1% ±0 1%, which can be considered
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to be within experimental error Therefore, the air gap between two adjacent leaves
can be considered in the model to be the same all along their length
52 632 Film measurements
y
_________	
Y2=5 0cm
X1=5 0cm	 ___________________________	
X2=:5 0cm
•	 I
x=Ocm
x=:2cm x2cm
I	 x=3cm
x=-3cm	 I
x=4cm
x=-4cm	 Y1=5 0cm
Figure 526 Experimental set-up to measure nine different x-offset positions using
film
The experimental set-up is shown in figure 5 26. A field size of lOx 10cm2
was set. The gantry and collimator angles were 00 The A-side leaves were driven
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beyond the isocentre to the digital position readout of - 14cm The film was placed at
100cm from the source with 1 4cm build-up Nine profiles were measured along the
y-axis using the Scanditronix scanning densitometer The profile width was 12 0cm
Nine profiles were scanned at the following x-offset positions -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3
and 4cm, as shown in the diagram of figure 5 26
The results are displayed in figure 5 25' For clarity, only three profiles are
plotted, at the x-offset positions -4cm, 0cm and +4cm The statistical analysis which
was performed on all nine profiles showed that the average difference of the
transmission of radiation along the runners of adjacent leaves normalised to 100% is
5 9% ± 40% The transmission of radiation between the leaves was measured to be
2 5%, then 5 9% of 2 5% is 0 15% Therefore, the transmission of radiation between
the two adjacent leaves varies by 0 15% ± 0 10% along the leaf axis
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the film measurements as were drawn
from the diode in water measurements The transmission of radiation between two
adjacent leaves along the leaf length varies by a maximum value of 0 15% ± 0 10%,
which can be considered to be within experimental error Therefore, the assumption
in the model that the air gap between the side runners of the leaves does not vary
along the leaf length is justified
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5.2.6.4. Transmission through the front face of opposing
leaves
The front face of the leaves resembles the side of a cylinder, as shown in
figure 5 5 in page 209 The transmission through the front face of two opposing
leaves was measured experimentally using a diode in water and film Radiation
transport was simulated using EGS4 and the transmission through the front face of
the leaves was calculated The simulation and the experiment had the same set-up so
that the results from the two methods could be compared directly
There is a distinct difference between the determination of the transmission
from the front face of the leaves and the transmission from the side planes of the
leaves The theoretical transmission from the side planes of the leaves was adjusted
to fit the experimental data due to the difficulty of the physical measurement of the
air gap In contrast, the curvature of the front face of the leaves could be measured
accurately and reliably, as shown in section 5 2 4 3, in page 209 The radius of
curvature of the front face of the leaves in the model was not adjusted to fit
experimental results Therefore, the results from this simulation could be used an
experimental benchmark for the EGS4 multileaf collimator model
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52 641 EGS4 simulation of radiation transport
Radiation transport was simulated using EGS4 in order to determine the
transmission of radiation through the front face of the leaves when two opposing
leaves are in contact with each other Photons and contaminant electrons, taken from
the 6MV photon beam collected at the secondary collimator as described in chapter
four (section 4 1 8, page 149), started life lefore the upper (Y) jaws and were
transported through the upper and lower collimators, the multileaf collimator, the
light field reticule, the air space between the collimator and the water tank and into
the water tank where dose distributions were calculated by progressive accumulation
of dose Dose distributions were calculated in water at dm by keeping a running total
of the energy deposited by the 6MV beam
The XY jaw field size was set to 6x20cm2
 and the SSD was set to 100cm
First an open field profile was calculated Then the mlc leaves were extended until
the front face of the opposing leaves came into contact Two closed field profiles
were calculated for the same number of histories as the open field profile The
transmission of radiation was determined by dividing the dose collected on the closed
field profile by the dose collected by the open field profile The two closed field
profiles were calculated along the x-axis at two y-offset positions, at y-offset=0 and
y-offset=0 51cm (0 5Ocm* 1 014) shown in the diagram of figure 5 27
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Movement of the mic leaves
Figure 527 Set-up to measure the transmission through the front face of the leaves
The transmission of radiation through the front face of the leaves at y-
offset=Ocm is expected to be higher since there is the added transmission between the
side runners of two adjacent leaves discussed in the previous section The
transmission of radiation through the front face of the leaf at y-offset=O 51cm passes
through the centre of the leaf and it is expected to be lower
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Figures 5 28 and 5 29 display the results from the simulation using EGS4 on
the same plots as the experimental data with the diode in water and film in WEP
Figure 5 28a displays the transmission of radiation taken at y-offset = 0cm and figure
5 28b displays the transmission (t) taken at y-offset = 0 51cm The profiles were
calculated by keeping a running total of the energy deposited in each bin The
position bin was cubic in shape with a side equal to 1 0mm The EGS4 results are
shown in figure 5 28 and the bars are the standard error of the mean of 30 batches
with 546280 histories per batch The mean and the standard error estimation was
calculated according to the procedure written in chapter two, section 2 6 1
The peak transmission calculated by EGS4 through the front face of the
leaves at y-offset=Omm, shown in figure 5 28a, is 42 2% ± 2 3% and the average
standard error over all the transmission values is 1 2% The peak transmission
calculated at y-offset=0 51cm shown in figure 5 28b is 32 1% ± 2 4% and the average
standard error over all the transmission values along the x-axis is 11%
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52 642 Experiments with diode in water
The experimental set-up of the water tank is described in chapter two, section
2 5 1 The detector used was the photon diode because of its small active area The
measuring channel was set to field detector mode only A symmetrical field size of
6x20cm2 was set and the SSD was 100cm The scan depth was at the depth of
maximum dose, dm, and the data were normahsed at x=0, y=O and z=1 4cm The
scan axis was along the x-axis (collimator=0°) and the width of the scan was 8 0cm
Six profiles were measured Two open field profiles were measured along the
x-axis at y-offset=Ocm and y-offset=0 507cm and one open field profile was
measured along the y-axis at x-offset=Ocm, shown as "scan axis" in figure 5 27
Three profiles were measured when the mic jaws were extended to block the
radiation beam. The first of these was scanned along the x-axis at y-offset=Ocm, the
second profile was scanned along the x-axis at y-offset=0 507cm and the third profile
was scanned along the y-axis at x-offset=Ocm The gantry and collimator angles were
0°
Firstly, the open field was scanned along the x-axis at y-offset=Ocm and the
mic fully retracted The profile was normalised at x=Ocm, y=Ocm and z=1 4cm Then
the A and B-side mlc leaves were extended to the position 0 0cm so that the front
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face of the opposing leaves were in contact The scan was repeated with the mlc
blocking the field without re-normalisation
In figure 5 28, the graph labelled diode/water shows the average reading over
nineteen y-offset=Ocm positions and the error bars show the standard deviation of the
mean The mean peak transmission was 37 7% and the standard deviation was
±20% individual peak transmission values are shown in figure 5 29b
Next, an open field profile was scanned along the x-axis at y-offset=0 507cm
The profile was normalised at x=Ocm, y=0 507cm, z=1 4cm Then the A and B-side
mic leaves were extended to position 0 0cm so that the front face of the opposing
leaves were in contact with each other The scan was repeated along the x-axis
without re-normahsation The transmission of radiation through the front face of the
leaves at y-offset=O 507cm is shown in figure 5 28b The mean peak transmission of
nineteen y-offset0 507cm positions is 27 8% and the error bars display the standard
deviation of the mean which is ±0 8% individual peak transmission values at y-
offset=0 507cm can be seen in figure 5 29c
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Varian Clinac 2100C/536 - 6X
4L....d. 4h	 4n	 4k 1.,..
Figure 5.28: Central axis transmission (t) through the front face of the leaves
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Varian Clinac 2100C1536 - 6X
b) y-offset=O.Ocm (peak transmission)
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Figure .5.29: Average transmission (t) through the front face of the leaves
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Varian Clinac 2100C/536 at 6MV
Transmission through the front face of the mlc leaves
a) Diode in water measurements - 6X
I'Igure . u: .i ransmission rnrougn rnejronrjace of me teaves
corrected by the off-axis factor
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Finally, an open field profile was measured along the y-axis at x-offset=Ocm The
width of the profile was 26 0cm and it was normalised at x=0, y=O and z=1 4cm
Then the mlc leaves were extended to the position readouts of 0 0cm to block the
beam. The profile was scanned along the y-axis without re-normalisation The results
are shown in figure 5 29a The peaks depict the transmission (t) of radiation through
the junction of the front face and the side planes of the leaves and the crests
demonstrate the transmission solely through the front face of the leaves.
The line labelled "diode/water" in figure 5 29a is the transmission of radiation
through the front face of the leaves when the curve is normalised at the central axis of
the open field profile Thus, the transmission is defined as
doserate under the aperture
Transmission =
doserate at the cental axis
This, of course, is the correct transmission when a dose is prescribed at the
central axis, which is the usual case in radiotherapy if, however, we are interested in
comparing the variation of transmission from leaf to leaf, then the relative doserate of
the open field should be measured at the point where the leaf is, and not at the central
axis This can be achieved by applying an off-axis factor to remove the error in the
transmission measurements due to the energy horns at dm Therefore the
transmission of the leaves can be calculated without being effected by the energy
horns at dm as follows
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Corrected transmission = transmission x OAF
where,
percentage at the off - axis point
OAF = (off axis factor)
percentage at the central axis
Figure 5 30a depicts the raw transmission and the corrected transmission, t, of
radiation along the y-axis The "corrected diodelwater" line represents the absolute
transmission from each leaf without being affected by the off-axis variation of the
doserate of the profile The average corrected transmission of radiation at the peak
and the crest is shown in figure 5 29b and 5 29c respectively The mean peak
corrected transmission over nineteen leaves, shown in figure 5 29b, is 37 7% ± 2 0%
(uncorrected t=37 0%±1 5%) and the crest corrected transmission, shown in figure
5 29c, is 27 8% ±0 8% (uncorrected t=27 1%±O 8%).
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52 643 Film measurements
6cm
X-Omat film
X2
Closed field
Y2	 Yl
Xl
4 20cm
Figure 531 Film set-up to measure the transmission through the front face of the
leaves
A film was exposed as shown in figure 5 31 The gantry and collimator were
set to 00 and the film was set at a distance of 101 4cm from the source with 1 4cm
build-up and backscatter material at the back The field size was set to 6x20cm 2, as
shown in figure 5 30, and two exposures of 100MUs were performed on the same
film In contrast to the film exposed to measure the transmission between the side
runners of the mlc leaves, no film calibration was needed since both the open field
and the closed field are exposed on the same film When this film was read out on the
densitometer, the film linearity curve, shown in figure 5 21 was used
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Firstly the mic leaves were fully retracted and the film was exposed to
100MUs This is the open field indicated in figure 5 31 Then the film was moved to
the new position and the mic leaves were extended so the front face of opposing
leaves were in contact at the central axis The film was exposed to 100MUs again
This is the field marked "closed field" in figure 5 31
This X-Omat film was analysed with 1he scanning densitometer First the
open field profile was scanned along the x-axis and the profile was normalised at the
central axis Following the open field profile, and with the same normalisation, two x
profiles were measured at the "closed field" at y-offset=Ocm and y-offset=0 507cm
The results are shown in figures 5 28a and 5 28b The curves show that the mean
transn-ussion through the front face of the nineteen pairs of leaves at y-offset=0 and y-
offset=0 507cm. The error bars are the standard deviation of the mean of nineteen
pairs of leaves Next an open field y-profile was measured and re-normalised at the
central axis Then the y profile was scanned on the "closed field" at x-offset=Ocm
The results of this scan can be seen in red in figure 5 29a, the red line labelled "film"
Figure 5 30b shows the raw film transmission labelled "film" and the
corrected film transmission labelled "corrected film" The corrected film
transmission is the product of the film transmission times the off-axis factor used in
the diode in water measurements This off-axis factor is necessary to remove
variations in transmission due to the variation in the profile at dm, commonly
known as the energy horns at dm Figures 5 29a, 5 29b and 5 29c show the corrected
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film transmission The mean peak transmission at y-offset=Ocm is 38 8% ± 3 2% and
at y-offset=0 507cm the peak transmission is 30 1% ± 1 5%
52 644 Comparison between EGS4 and experiment
Figure 5 28a displays the peak transmission, t, at the central axis calculated by
EGS4 and measured by a diode in water and" by film Figure 5 28b displays the
transmission solely through the front face of the leaves at y-offset=0 507cm as
calculated by EGS4 and measured by a diode in water and by film
If we compare the differences between EGS4 and "diode/water" results, the
peak transmission calculated by EGS4 is higher than the "diode/water" measurement
The difference is 4 5% (42 2%-37 7%) at y-offset=Ocm and 43% (32 1%-27 8%) at
y-offset=0 507cm The reason for this is the size of the active area The photon diode
has an active area of 2 5mm in diameter and the bins in EGS4 are a square of 1 0mm
As discussed in section 5 2 6 1 in page 225, the smaller detector would give the
highest readings since it averages out photons in a smaller area In figure 5 28a and
5 28b, the experimental transmission, depicted by the "diode/water" line, has its peak
value cut-off probably because the size of the active area of the diode detector
smoothes out the peak transmission value
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Similarly, the EGS4 bandwidth in figure 5 28a is sharper than the
"diode/water" bandwidth because the active area of the detector in EGS4 is smaller
than the active area of the diode The peak transmission in figures 5.28a and 5.28b
measured by film falls between the EGS4 and the "diode/water" measurement
However, it is difficult to quantify this measurement because the size of the detector
on the film scanning densitometer is difficult to estimate Scanditronix claim that the
1O%-90% of an ideal penumbra is read as 1 3mm in width If then the detector's
effective active area of the film densitometer is 1 3mm, then the film measurements
would be expected to fall between the EGS4 results (side of bin =1mm) and the
diode results (2 5mm in diameter)
The film seems to have a larger bandwidth compared with the EGS4 and the
"diode/water" measurement The reason for this is the change in energy spectrum at
the radiation field edge On routine analysis of films in radiotherapy, the 50%
radiation isodose measured with a diode in water corresponds to the 60% radiation
isodose measured with film Similar findings were observed when the film was used
to measure the transmission between the side planes of adjacent leaves
Figure 5 29a displays the peaks and crests observed when scanning along the
y-axis at x-offset=Ocm when the front face of opposing leaves are in contact with
each other The transmission measured by the diode in water and by film was
normalised at the central axis and therefore, the transmission seems to be lower at
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distances away from the central axis because of the horns at dm This transmission
was corrected by an off-axis factor, and it is exhibited graphically with the standard
deviation as error bars in figures 5 29b and 5 29c The transmission values calculated
by EGS4 and measured by the diode and film, are displayed in the table of figure
5 32
The crests along the y-axis in figure 5 29a are comparatively wider than the
peaks since they indicate the width of the leaves (1 0cm at isocentre) at 101 4cm
from the source
EGS4	 Film	 Diode/water
Peak transmission	 422%	 38 8%	 37 7%
y-offset=Ocm	 ±2 3%	 ±3 2%	 ±2 0%
Crest transmission	 32 1%	 30 1%	 27 8%
y-offset=0 51cm	 ± 24%	 ± 1 5%	 ± 0 8%
Figure 532 Comparison of transmission through the front face of the leaves
The transmission between the side runners of the leaves was measured using
a diode in water to be 2 5%, as discussed in section 5 2 6 2 Therefore, if the
difference between the peak and the crest of the graph in figure 5 28a is purely the
transmission between the side runners of the leaves then we would expect a peak
transmission of 2 5% higher than the 27 8% which is (27 8%*1 025) 28 5%
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However the peak transmission at this point is measured to be 37 7% which is 9 2%
higher that expected The reason for this lies in the geometry of the front face of the
leaves
The front face of the leaves is cylindrical in shape, and the front face of the
side runners of the leaves is also cylindrical in shape When two opposing leaves
meet head on then their front faces come into contact The front face of the side
runners come into contact only on the tongue end of the side runner of the leaf but
not on the groove end Therefore, although the front face of the leaves come into
contact with each other, the front face of the side grooves do not The tiny gap left
behind is what gives the increased transmission If the mic leaves are extended, this
tiny gap can be seen by switching the light field on and observing the light through
this tiny gap
Similar findings have been calculated using EGS4 The calculated peak and
crest was 42 2% and 32 1% respectively If the calculated peak was 2 5% higher than
the transmission of the crest, then the peak would have a value of
32 1%xl 025=32 9% The difference between the calculated peak and the actual peak
is 9 3%. This compares favourably with the experimental value of 9 2% This
demonstrates the detail of the geometry of the side runners and the front face of the
leaves in the multileaf collimator Varian Clinac 2100C second sub-model
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5.2.7. Energy spectra
The multileaf collimator in the Vanan 21 OOC second sub-model was verified
experimentally by comparing the calculated results with experiment and were found
to be in good agreement, as described in section 5 2 6 In this section the multileaf
collimator model is used to investigate the variation of energy spectra in the multileaf
•1
collimator produced by a 6MV photon beam
The photon energy spectra was collected at the output plane of the mic
between the side runners of adjacent leaves This area is defined, in figure 5 9, on
page 219, by the variables (C+O+E), or in appendix 8 2 by variables
(YCNTR^YOVER^YEDGE) Figure 5 33 displays the results
The number of photons per unit area, , per energy bin was collected in two
separate situations In the first situation the leaves were made out of "air" labelled in
figure 5 33 as "no mlc" and in the second situation the mlc leaves were made out of
tungsten, labelled in figure 5 33 as "b2in" The advantage of collecting the data in
this way was that the scoring area for the photon spectrum remained the same, and a
direct comparison could be made Both graphs were normalised to 100% at their
highest values
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The graphs were smoothed as described below The raw data points
considered were those beyond the energy with the maximum fluence, Ø,, The y-
axis,	 was transformed into ln(çb) and ln(Ø) was plotted against x The points lie
virtually in a straight line and by using the method of least squares a regression line
was plotted The regression line was inversely transformed by taking the exponential
at the base e of some y values of the regression line The best curve fit was observed
through the points Then the standard error of the predicted y values versus the actual
y values was calculated and is displayed as error bars in figure 5 33
If the curves in figure 5 33 are examined closely, it can be seen that the
photon energy spectra between the runners of adjacent leaves when the mlc is
blocking the beam ("B2in") is harder than the photon energy spectra of the open field
("no mlc") This is perhaps due to the tungsten side runners found between adjacent
leaves, which can be seen in figure 5 4 in page 207, or figure 5 9, in page 219 The
amount of tungsten found in the primary beam between the side runners is
approximately half (2 5cm) the amount of tungsten found throughout the main body
of the leaves The average energy, calculated as described by McCall et al (1978), at
the output plane of the mlc of an open field is 2 0MeV whereas the average energy
between the tungsten leaves when the leaves are blocking the beam is 2 4MeV The
reason for this is that the small amount of tungsten found between the leaves absorbs
the lower energy photons to a greater extent than the higher energy photons
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Energy spectra variation through the multileaf collimator leaves
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Figure 5.33: Energy spectra at the multileaf collimator
Figure 5.34: Off-axis spectra between adjacent leaves
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Figure 5 34 displays the photon energy spectra between the runners of
adjacent leaves found at the central axis and at off-axis There are three curves within
figure 5 34, labelled "centre leaves", "middle leaves" and "edge leaves" The "centre
leaves" is the energy spectra between the runners of leaf 13 and 14, the "middle
leaves" is the energy spectra between the runners of leaves 19 and 20, and the "edge
leaves" is the energy spectra between the runners of leaves 25 and 26 There are very
small differences of the energy spectra between the three regions The centre leaves
have a slightly harder spectra than the middle leaves and the middle leaves have a
slightly harder spectra that the edge leaves The changes reflect the energy spectra
observed after the flattening filter at off-axis distances These variations however are
negligible when dose distributions in water are considered
The results of this section demonstrate the power of a detailed Monte Carlo
approach in interpreting expenmental observations and in investigating clinically
relevant problems which are difficult to address experimentally
5.2.8. Entering the mic leaf positions into the model
The multileaf collimator field size was inserted by typing the position of each
leaf in centimetres at isocentre The model is protected if erroneous results are
inserted, i e., if the leaves are outside accepted ranges or if two leaves occupy the
same position in space (crashing of the leaves)
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5.2.9. Multileaf collimator limitations
5.2.9.1. Radiation limitations
The transmission of radiation between the runners of the side planes of the
leaves has been calculated and it has been measured experimentally to be 2 5%
Similarly, the transmission of radiation through the main body of the each mic leaf
has been measured and calculated to be 1 5% The transmission values are relatively
small when the mic is used to define fields, especially in multiple field radiotherapy,
but they are relatively large compared with the transmission of the upper and lower
jaws which is less than 0 5% In most radiotherapy departments the mic is used for
shielding but is not as good shielding tool as the upper and lower jaws The focused
lead blocks (-7cm) used routinely in a clinical department have a transmission of
4 5% which is higher than the transmission of the mic So the mic is a marginally
better shielding tool (Galvin et a!, 1993) than lead blocks but the smooth field
definition of the lead blocks makes them the shield of choice compared to the jagged
edges of the mic In contrast, the electron contamination in the photon beam is
greater from the lead blocks than the mlc due to the perspex plate that the lead blocks
sit on This would increase the surface dose on the patient's skin
The computer controlled MLC allows an infinite number of shaped fields to
surround the target volume whereas lead blocks have to be made for every field
which in practice limits the number of fields. However, a limitation of the mile is the
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leaf width at isocentre The leaf width at isocentre is one centimetre which is
relatively large compared to focused lead blocks especially when the target volume
has a steep gradient The mic, instead of conforming smoothly around the target
volume, follows the target volume with a jigsaw effect A simple substitution of mic
shapes with focused block shapes without changing any other aspect of the plan will
always lead to a slightly worse dose distribution with the mic The additional
penumbra associated with the jagged beam edge due to the leaves of the mic will
always increase the dose outside the patient (increase the dose volume histogram of
the healthy tissue), or decrease the dose inside the target volume (decrease the dose
volume histogram of the target volume), or both (Fraass, 1995)
The transmission between the miEc leaves is 2 5% which is quite small when a
small number of static fields are used to plan a patient However, in dynamic mic
mode the transmission between the leaves becomes quite important since only a
small area is irradiated at any one time which increases the inefficiency of beam
output and the monitor units have to increase considerably to give the same dose to
the target volume (Spirou et al, 1994, Webb and Oldham, 1996, van Santvoort and
Heijmen, 1996, Webb et al, 1997)
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5.2.9.2. Physical limitations
Any two leaves from the same side can not be separated by more than 14 5cm
and this limit is due to the length of the leaves The maximum over-travel for all
leaves is -16cm which is better than the upper Y jaws (over-travel =- 11cm) and the
lower X jaws (over-travel =-2cm)
The mic has 26 leaves on each side Therefore the mlc can be used for a
maximum field size of 26x40cm2
 This is a problem with mantle patients where
larger than 26cm field sizes are required It is common practice to treat mantle
patients at 130cm SSD The disadvantage of this is that the leaf width at that distance
is 1 3cm at the surface of the patient and even greater at the patient's mid-plane
Therefore leaf widths smaller than 1cm at isocentre are desirable Varian now offer a
multileaf collimator with leaf widths of 3mm at isocentre for the central fourteen
leaves, 4 5mm for the next three leaf pairs extended on each side of the central leaves
and 5 5mm for the last three pairs Circular fields would produce the same depth dose
characteristics observed with conical stereotactic collimators used in radiosurgery but
with a broader penumbra (Xia et al, 1999)
The 2100C accelerator has dynamic wedges only on the upper (Y) jaws This
means that either the Yl jaw or the Y2 jaw is moving during irradiation to give a
wedged distribution The problem is that the miEc is along the x direction, orthogonal
to the wedged direction In 50% of the cases the mic is in the wrong direction, so lead
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blocks are used instead If the mlc is used for conformal radiotherapy the
manufacturers need to develop dynamic wedges not only on the upper jaws (y
direction) but also on the lower laws (x direction) Alternatively, the manufacturers
might consider replacing the upper and lower jaws with two sets of multileaf
collimators, one set along the x-axis and another along the y-axis
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5.2.10. MLC in conformal radiotherapy
The state of the art in radiotherapy is firstly to conform the isodoses to the
target volume in three dimensions and secondly to maximise the dose to the tumour
while maintaining the dose to the surrounding healthy tissue at acceptable levels
A multileaf collimator could be used t conform the radiation beam to the
shape of the target volume in three dimensions This could be achieved by
programming the rnllc to match the contour of the target volume as seen from the
beam's eye view The 95% isodose would then conform to the shape of the planned
target volume (PTV)
The limiting factor for a radiotherapist when prescribing the dose to the target
organ is the amount of dose the healthy tissues can tolerate One way to increase the
dose to the tumour is to fractionate since normal tissues, in general, have greater
repair capacity than tumour tissues Another way to increase the dose to the tumour
volume is to spread the dose to as much healthy tissue as possible around the target
volume, avoiding critical organs This could be achieved by maximising the number
of radiation beams centred on the target volume, perhaps by using arc therapy The
result would be a sharp fall off outside the target volume As an example, a typical
"hot spot" outside the target volume on a three field prostate plan is around 80%
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whereas using conformal radiotherapy the 10% isodose could conform within a few
centimetres of the target volume
An application of this technique can be seen in the stereotactic multiple arc
radiotherapy or radiosurgery This technique works well on spherical outlines, like
the skull, since the radiation beams are arranged not only from the anterior/posterior
and lateral directions but also in the superior/inferior directions Contrary, cylindrical
outlines, like the trunk of the human body, can only have anterior/posterior and
lateral radiation beams (perhaps, small angle non-coplanar oblique fields could be
used) The consequence of this is firstly we can not spread the dose to as much
healthy tissue as we can with spherical outlines and secondly, the fall off in the
superior/inferior direction of the target volume would not be as sharp as in the
anterior/posterior and lateral directions In cylindrical outlines, intensity modulated
beams could improve the conformity to the tumour volume even in the
superior/inferior directions Nevertheless, the advantages of non-coplanar arc
radiation therapy outweigh the complexity and perhaps the increased cost of the
treatment
Conformal radiotherapy using a dynamic multileaf collimator is performed in
a handful of the radiotherapy centres round the world These centres can escalate the
tumour dose by 30% without increasing normal tissue complications. But conformal
radiotherapy not only requires the dynamic multileaf collimator option It also
requires a truly three dimensional planning system with the multileaf collimator
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option in it It should have five degrees of freedom These are gantry, collimator and
couch rotation, dynamic upper and lower Jaws, and dynamic multileaf collimator It
should also be capable of producing three dimensional images viewed from any
desirable angle and it should use accurate three dimensional dose calculation
algorithms taking care of electron contamination in the photon beam, off-focus x-rays
generated at the collimator, transmission through the multileaf collimator and
inhomogeneities in the medium Three dimensional models based solely on Monte
Carlo techniques would account for all the above and would provide a relatively
accurate method to calculate three dimensional dose distributions in tissue
inhomogeneities (Wang et al, 1998) at the expense of calculation time
The following is an example to show how tumour definition in multiple two
dimensional slices can produce underdosage in the tumour volume As ICRU5O
recommends, the gross tumour volume (GTV) is the visible and/or palpable volume
of malignant growth The volume then is extended to the clinical target volume
(CTV) which contains the sub-clinical microscopic disease Finally a margin is added
to take into account geometrical uncertainties like patient and organ movement, and
this volume is the planned target volume (PTV) If the GTV is defined in multiple
two dimensional CT slices, then a 1 5cm margin is added in 2D around the GTV
defined on each CT slice to get the PTV Although this would give the correct margin
in the transverse direction, there is no margin defined in the superior-inferior
direction The only way to give the correct margin around the tumour volume is to
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either have a three dimensional margin added by a computer, or, inspect the CTV
from the beams eye view and add the margin manually (Stroom et al, 1998)
5.3. The light field reticule
The light field reticule is located directly below the multileaf collimator The
light field reticule was included in the Vanan Clinac second sub-model The light
field reticule is etched on a "radiation transparent" mylar sheet This provides
guidance in setting up the patient using the light field Routine quality assurance in
radiotherapy centres ensures that the light field and radiation field are in good
agreement, usually within 2mm for any field size at any SSD The reticule is centred
using the light field and the radiation field During collimator rotation, the reticule
scribes a circle with a diameter usually less than one millimetre In certain treatment
set ups, the light field reticule is used for aligning the patient with a marker which is
placed on the patient skin or shell during simulation Other times, like in the case of
breast set-ups the light field edges are used as defined by the jaws
The mylar sheet is stretched over a special round frame and a ring mechanism
using no less that 30 screws, tightened one by one at opposite sides The frame is
then inserted into the collimator under the mlc and is adjusted rectilinearly The
mylar sheet with the light field cross-hair is at 55 4cm from the source. An acetate
printout showing a diagram of the position of each leaf in the field is placed on the
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mylar reticule This provides verification for mlc positioning prior to each treatment
field The magnification factor of the acetate printout is scaled to 0 554.
5.4. The water phantom
After the mylar sheet, there is the air space between the light field reticule and
the water tank The air consistency was taken from "ICRU521" provided by the
NRCC EGS4 code The air space was finite it i cylindrical in shape with a radius of
25cm and the main axis of the cylinder coincides with the beam central axis Any
particles escaping the sides of the cylinder before they reach the water tank, are
discarded from the simulation
The water tank follows the air cylinder and it is placed at 100cm from the
source. The water phantom model is an exact copy of the RFA-300 dedicated water
tank used in radiotherapy for commissioning and quality assurance of photon and
electron beams It is described previously in chapter three, in section 3 2 5 Section
3 2 6 in page 100 describes the method used for calculating dose distributions in
water This description will not be repeated here, since the water tank model in the
2100C is identical to the 60Co model
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, a multileaf collimator model was developed for use in photon
beam radiation therapy The model is based on the Monte Carlo method which is
theoretically the most complete and solid dose calculation method in true three
dimensional geometry This is because it can accurately account for inhomogeneities
and scattered radiation induced in the target, collimator, intervening air and the
measuring medium It does this by simulating each particle step by step and taking
into consideration all the major physical processes that guide the transport of
radiation in a medium However, to obtain statistically significant results from Monte
Carlo calculations a large number of histories need to be simulated The length of
time for a Monte Carlo simulation limits the use of this technique as a tool for
routine treatment planning. Nevertheless, this rigorous technique can be used as a
theoretical benchmark tool against other calculation methods.
A calculation model which ignores electron contamination and off focus x-
rays would produce erroneous dose distributions For example, in chapter three, a
60Co beam ignoring contaminant radiation induced at the collimator produced a
maximum error of 2 9% at 4cm deep and a mean error of 2% Good agreement was
observed beyond the depth of 15cm
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The 60Co line spectra has two peaks, one at 1 174MeV and one at 1 333MeV.
Figure 3 8 displayed the contribution from each line spectra to the depth dose curve
If the incident monochromatic photon beam was reduced from 1 333MeV to
1 174MeV, a difference of 159KeV (12%) then the depth dose curve was reduced by
8% close to the surface and 6% at 10cm depth If both curves were normalised to
their highest values (dmax) so the gradients of the curves could be compared, then the
percentage depth dose curve was reduced by 0 5% at shallow depths, 2% at 10cm
depth and 2.5% at 20cm depth
In chapter four, when the kinetic energy of the electrons hitting the 6MV
target was reduced from 6 0MeV to 5 8MeV (3 3% reduction), a difference of
200KeV, then the depth dose curve was reduced by less than 0 1% close to the
surface, 0 5% at 10cm depth and 2 5% at 20cm So the difference was less than the
6000 beam at shallow depths and at 10cm depth but was the same for depths around
20cm The reason for this is that the energy spectra for the 60Co beam comprises line
spectra whereas the energy spectra for the 6MV beam contains all energies up to
6MeV with the maximum number of photons observed at 750 KeY. The average
energy calculated, as defined by McCall et al (1978), for the 6MV photon beam after
the secondary collimator and before the upper jaws was 1 8MeV.
Depth doses and profiles were calculated by the Varian Clinac 2100C model
and were compared with experiment The average error for the theoretical depth dose
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curve was 04% less than experiment with the maximum deviation from experiment
of 1 5% observed at depths greater than 29cm The average error for calculated
profiles at 1 4cm, 5cm, 10cm and 20cm depth was 07%, 0 6%, 0 8% and 0 9%
respectively and the maximum error observed at these depths was 20%, 1 8%, 1 9%
and I 6% respectively
The profiles measured with a diode in water and film at 5cm read 2% higher
at the central axis than the profile measured with the thimble lonisation chamber and
the Marcus lonisation chamber The reason for the higher diode reading is that
semiconductor detectors have increased sensitivity at energies below 400KeV
Similarly, film increases Its sensitivity at low energies making it an unsuitable
detector where there are large changes in energy spectra In routine quality assurance
in radiotherapy, film is used to check that the 50% light field edge coincides with the
50% radiation field size If the 50% radiation field edge is calculated by dividing by
two the optical density on the beam central axis then erroneous results can be
obtained, even if the scanning densitometer has a logarithmic amplifier to correct for
non-linear effect Usually the 50% radiation field edge corresponds to the 60% of the
optical density read by a densitometer This can also be seen when exposing films on
the superficial x-ray machines For example, 1OMU at 300KV would produce a
similar optical density as 3OMU at 6MV. Therefore, the largest contribution to the
film's optical density is from low energy x-ray photons
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Since the energy spectra from the 6MV accelerator is dominated by low
energy photons (chapter four, section 4 4) and the film (and the diode) is so much
more sensitive to low energy photons, then the film detects to at a greater extent the
low energy photons and to a lesser extent the photons that produce dose at depth in
multiple beam radiotherapy However, film is still used without producing erroneous
results and this is because the variation of energy spectra over the beam cross-section
in the accelerator is very small even beyond the flattening filter (chapter four, section
4 4 3) The larger changes in energy spectra observed at the radiation field edge,
which would make the 50% radiation field edge correspond to the 60% optical
density in film, would make very little difference, when these values are transformed
to field size, usually in the order of less than 0 5mm. These conclusions can also be
applied to film when used to measure the transmission of radiation between the side
runners of two adjacent leaves (chapter five, section 5 2 6 2) and through the front
face of the leaves (chapter five, section 5 2 6 4)
In chapter four, the energy spectra and angular distributions were calculated
beyond every component inside the collimator A 6MeV monochromatic electron
pencil beam incident on the target produced an energy spectra that was dominated by
low energy photons and a small number of contaminant electrons Ten thousand
(10,000) 6MeV electrons incident on the target produced eight hundred and ten (810)
photons and six (6) contaminant electrons The photons were forward directed
whereas the contaminant electrons were scattered at all angles The energy spectra
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beyond the primary collimator remained virtually unchanged The angular
distributions beyond the primary collimator revealed that not only the photons but
also the contaminant electrons had been collimated by the primary collimator
The off central axis energy spectra beyond the flattening filter revealed that
there was a 40% reduction in mean beam intensity and a 3% reduction in the mean
energy in the central axis whereas there was @nly a 5% reduction in mean beam
intensity and 1% reduction in the mean energy at an off-axis distance of 2 8cm at the
output plane of the flattening filter (22 6cm off beam central axis at isocentre)
Therefore, the 6MV flattening filter reduced the mean beam intensity by 35% at the
central axis with respect to the off-axis distance of 22 6cm at isocentre whereas the
change in the mean beam energy at the central axis with respect to the off-axis
distance of 22 6cm at isocentre was 2% Off-axis distances between the central axis
and the 22 6cm off-axis have intermediate values
Every particle that constituted the energy spectra and angular distributions
after the secondary collimator at the end of the first sub-model was used as an input
to the second sub-model which simulated the radiation transport through the upper
and lower jaws, the multileaf collimator, the light field cross-hair, the intervening air
and the water tank. Particular attention was paid to the development of the geometry
of the multileaf collimator Measurements of transmission through the multileaf
collimator were made with a diode in water, a thimble chamber, a Marcus chamber
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and film Transmission through the mlc was also simulated using EGS4 having
identical set-up with experiment
The transmission of radiation through the front face of opposing leaves or
through the side runners of adjacent leaves could not be measured accurately with a
single detector because the transmission value would depend on the size of the active
area of the detector A detector with a relativel' large active area compared to the
size of that aperture, would smooth out the curve of transmission values and the peak
transmission value would appear lower than the actual value In the measurement of
the transmission of radiation through the front face of two opposing leaves when the
front faces are in contact, the ideal detector would have zero area (chapter five,
section 5 2 6 1) As this was not physically possible, the measurements were made
with several detectors of different active area The transmission measurements were
plotted against the active area of the detector and the detector area was extrapolated
to zero to determine the transmission value of the zero area detector as shown in
figure 5 15 Also, when measuring the transmission of radiation through an aperture
or when measuring the penumbra of the radiation field, there is a change in energy
spectra therefore the detector needs to be insensitive to radiation quality
The transmission of radiation between the side runners of adjacent leaves was
measured to be 2 5% (3 5% using film) and the model was adjusted to give the same
result The intervening air between the side runners of adjacent leaves was
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determined by EGS4 to be 0 12mm at the target end and 0 13mm at the patient's end
The transmission of radiation through the main body of the mic leaf was calculated
by the model to be 1 5% in agreement with experiment The model assumed that the
air gap between the side runners of adjacent leaves did not change along the leaf
length Although there is some play in the mlc leaves when they are extended, the
transmission of radiation along the length of the side runners of two adjacent leaves
was measured with a diode in water and film and was found to be vary by 0 1% with
respect to an open field profile which is insignificant
The transmission through the front face of opposing leaves when their front
faces are in contact was measured with a diode in water at the point of contact and
was measured to be 27 8% The EGS4 calculated transmission at this point was
32 1%, i e, 4 3% higher than the measured value The transmission of radiation at
the point where the front face of opposing leaves meets the side runners of adjacent
leaves, as shown in chapter five figure 5 27, was found to be 37 7% by measurement
The transmission calculated by EGS4 was 422%, i e ,45% higher than the measured
value A reason for the discrepancy between calculated and measured transmission
values is the size of the detector's active area compared to the bin size in the model
The diode has an active area which is 2 5mm in diameter and the theoretical bin in
the EGS4 calculations was a cube of active area lxlxlmm 3. In chapter five, figures
5 28a and 5 28b the peak values of the transmission curves determined by expenment
are cut-off whereas the peak transmission values determined by EGS4 do not
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probably because of the difference in the active area of the detector There is good
agreement for points on either side of the peak value between measurement and
calculation
The experimental transmission of radiation between the side runners of
adjacent leaves was 2 5% The experimental transmission of radiation through the
front of opposing leaves was 27 8% Therefore,the transmission through the junction
of the opposing front face to the adjacent side runners would be 28 5% However, the
measured peak transmission at this junction was 37 7% which was 9 2% higher than
expected The reason for this lies in the geometry of the multileaf collimator The
front face of the mlc leaves is cylindrical in shape and the front face of the side
runners is also cylindrical in shape When two opposing leaves meet head on then
their front faces are in contact only on the tongue end of the side runner of the leaf
but not on the groove end The tiny gap left behind is what gives the increased
transmission This gap can also be seen visually by switching the light field on and
looking directly at the collimator
Similar findings were calculated using EGS4 The calculated transmission of
radiation between the side runners of adjacent leaves was 2 5% The EGS4 calculated
transmission of radiation through the front face of opposing leaves was 32 1%
Therefore, the transmission through the junction of the opposing front faces to the
adjacent side runners would be 32 9% However, the EGS4 calculated peak
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transmission at this point was 42 2% which was 9 3% higher than expected This
compares favourably with the experimental value of 9 2% This demonstrates the
detail of the geometry of the front face and the side runners of the leaves in the
Varian multileaf collimator model and the effect that small differences in detail of the
geometry have on transmission of radiation
The transmission of radiation through the cylindrical front face of opposing
leaves when they are in contact is too large to be used for shielding, but in most cases
the upper and lower jaws can be used as back-up shielding so this problem rarely
arises If this problem arises, it can be resolved by mounting lead blocks on the
shielding plate for back up although this is not suitable for dynamic treatments Also,
the cylindrical front face of the leaves increases the penumbra by a maximum of
1mm with respect to focused collimators, which in clinical situations is a relatively
small price to pay considering that focused leaves would be mechanically complex,
expensive and unreliable
The 2 5% transmission of radiation between the side runners of adjacent
leaves is not a problem in most clinical situations in which a combination of static
beams are used, unless the leaves are used to shield a critical organ which is perhaps
already close to its dose tolerance from previous radiotherapy treatments However,
in dynamic multileaf collimator treatments the 2 5% transmission value between the
leaves would cause concern Dynamic mlc is used to conform round the planned
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target volume (PTV) and shield the healthy tissue as the gantry rotates round the PTV
and to vary the intensity with within a static field Dynamic intensity modulation can
be performed either by the "close-in" technique or the "sliding window" technique
In the former the leaves start at opposite ends of the field and move towards a central
point and in the latter technique both sides of the mlc start at one end and move
unidirectionally at different speeds to the other end A drawback of both techniques is
its inefficient use of beam delivery since only a relatively small area is irradiated at
any one time and as a result the monitor units would have to increase considerably
per field to provide the same dose as static fields
"Only daring speculation can lead us further, and not accumulation offacts"
Albert Einstein
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Appendices
8.5. The EGS4 user code for the 1st sub-model
%L	 "TURN ON MORTRAN LISTING
%E	 "PAGE EJECT
'INDENT M 4, "INDENT EACH MORTRAN NESTING LEVEL BY 4
'INDENT F 2, "INDENT EACH FORTRAN NESTING LEVEL BY 2
I '	 **	 *** ***	 ****	 ****	 ****	 *** * *
******************************
'"' seccoll 5m8 mortran
** *** ** * * *** * * ** * *** * *
This EGS4 user code simulates the collimator head of a Varian
Clinac 2100C when it is used on its 6MV photon mode
This code contains confidential information
The following units are used unit 6 for (terminal) output
unit 8 to echo PEGS input data
unit 12 is PEGS cross-section file
',*******************************************************************
"STEP 1 USER-OVERRIDE-OF-EGS4-MACROS
REPLACE {$MXMED} WITH 8} "ONLY 8 MEDIA IN THE PROBLEM (DEFAULT 10)
REPLACE {$MXREG} WITH (99) "99 GEOMETRIC REGIONS (DEFAULT 2000)
REPLACE {$MXSTACK} WITH { 15) "LESS THAN 15 PARTICLES ON STACK AT ONCE
"DEFINE A COMMON TO PASS PLANE iNFORMATION TO THE ROUTINE HOWFAR
REPLACE { ,COMIN/PLADTA/, } WITH
,COMMON/PLADTAJPCOORD(3,60),PNORM(3,60),ISCORE,YIRU,YIRL,Y2RU,Y2RL,
X1RU,X1RL,X2RU,X2RL, }
REPLACE { ,COMIN/CYLDTA/,) WITH
,COMMON/CYLDTA/CYRAD2(25),)
REPLACE { ,COMIN/CONDTA/, } WITH
,COMMON/CONDTA/CON1U,CON1L,C1U,C1L,COTAL2(1),SMALLL( 1),)
"DEFINE USER VARIABLES TO COMMUNICATE WITH AUSGAB
REPLACE { ,COMIN/GEOMJ,} WITH
{ ,COMMON/GEOM/NBINE,NBINA,NELKE(10,30),NXKE(10,30),NELAG(10,O 90),
NXAG( 10,0 90),I,RAD1 ,RAD2,RAD3,RAD4,RAD5,RAD6,RAD7,RAD8,RAD9,RAD1O,
ISCOR,POINT,NTOT, }
"THE FOLOWING RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR NEEDS TO BE USED ON A VAX
"REMOVE THIS MACRO DEFINITION ON AN IBM MACHINE SINCE THE EGS4"
"DEFAULT WORKS THERE
REPLACE { ,COMINIRANDOM/, } WITH (,COMMON/RANDOMIIXX,)
REPLACE {$RANDOMSET#,} WITH
{IXX=IXX*663608941,(P1 }=0 5 + JYJ(*Q 23283064E-09,J
REPLACE { ,COMINIPLOUT/, } WITH
,COMMONIPLOUTIIE,IIQ,IX,IY,IU,IV,
INTEGER*2 IE,IIQ,IX,IY,IU,IV,)
,COMINIBOUNDS,PLADTA,CYLDTA,CONDTA,MEDIA,MISC,THRESH,STACK,GEOM,
EPCONT,RANDOM,PLOUT/,
I,
"STEP 2 PRE-HATCH-CALL-INITIALIZATION
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Appendices
"PLACE MEDIUM NAME IN AN ARRAY
$TYPE MEDARR(24,8) /$S'W',	 23*'',
$S'CUICRU521', 15*'',
$S'PBICRU521', 15*'',
$S'MYLARJCRUS21', 12*'',
$S'AIRICRU521', 14*'',
$S'H2OICRU521', 14*'',
$S'KAPTON',	 18*'',
$S'AIR_2PSI', 16*''/,
NMED=8, "NUMBER OF MEDJA IS 8 = $MXMED
DOJ=1,NMED [
DO 1=1,24 [MEDIA(I,J)=MEDARR(I,J), I
I
/MED(1),MED(4),MED(5),MED(7),MED(98),MED(99)/=0, "VACUUM
IMED(2),MED(6),MED(71),MED(74),MED(75),MED(78),MED(79)/=1, "TUNGSTEN"
IMED(1 1),MED(12),MED( 1.3),MED(14),MED(15),MED(16),MED(17),MED(1 8)/=2,
IMED(19),MED(20),MED(21),MED(22),MED(23),MED(24),MED(25),MED(26)/=2,
/MED(27),MED(47),MED(1O)/=2,	 "COPPER
/MED(3),MED(55),MED(6 1),MED(67)/=2,	 "COPPER
IMED(8),MED(68),MED(81)/_-4, 	 "MYLAR
IMED(9),MED(30),MED(3 1),MED(32),MED(33),MED(34),MED(35),MED(36)/=5,
IMED(37),MED(38),MED(39),MED(40),MED(4 1),MED(42),MED(43),MED(44)/=5,
IMED(45),MED(46),MED(50),MED(5 1),MED(65),MED(66),MED(69)/=5,
/MED(70),MED(72),MED(73),MED(76),MED(77),MED(80),MED(82),MED(83)/=5,
"AIR AT STP
JMED(52),MED(54),MED(56),MED(58),MED(60),MED(62),MED(64)/=7, "KAPTON
/MED(53),MED(57),MED(59),MED(63)/=8, 	 "AIR2ATM
DOIREG=1,83 [
ECUT(IREG)=0 711, "TERMINATE ELECTRON HISTORIES AT 02 MeV
PCUT(IREG)=0 1, "TERMINATE PHOTON HISTORIES AT 01 MEV
"STEP 3 HATCH-CALL
C LI N A C 2 1 0 0 C - 6 M V
TARGET TO LIGHT FIELD RETICLE ***********'/
'**********************************************************'/
'**** SCORE AT THE OUTPUT PLANE OF THE 2ND COLLIMATOR ****'/
I' CALL HATCH TO GET CROSS-SECTION DATA'/),
CALL HATCH," PICK UP CROSS SECTION DATA FOR ALL MEDIA
DATA FILE MUST BE ASSIGNED TO UNIT 12- all_media dat"
,OUTPUT AE(1)-0 511, AP(1),
('OKNOCK-ON ELECTRONS CAN BE CREATED AND ANY ELECTRON FOLLOWED DOWN TO'
/T40,F8 3,' MeV KINETIC ENERGY'/
'BREM PHOTONS CAN BE CREATED AND ANY PHOTON FOLLOWED DOWN TO',
/T40,F8 3,' MeV 'I),
"COMPTON EVENTS CAN CREATE ELECTRONS AND PHOTONS BELOW THESE CUTOFFS"
,OUTPUT ECUT(2)-0 511 ,PCUT(2),(/2X,'ECUT= ',F6 3,5X,'PCUT= ',F6 3/),
"STEP 4 INITIALIZATION-FOR-HOWFAR
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Appendices
HAll units are in centimetres
Theta is the primary beam angle wrt CAX, the z-axis
as defined by the primary collimator
THETA=13 9*3 141592654/180 0, " CALCULATE THETA IN RADIANS
SSD=100 0, "SOURCE TO SURFACE DISTANCE = 100 cm
TAR1=-	 54, "TUNGSTEN BUTTON AT THE TOP OF THE TARGET= - ---in"
TAR2=-	 54, "COPPER BACKING FOR COOLING = - --- inches
ZPRIU=- --, "UPPER SURFACE OF PRIMARY COLLIMATOR FROM SOURCE
ZPRIL=- --, "LOWER SURFACE OF PRIMARY COLLIMATOR FROM SOURCE
ZVACU=- --, "UPPER SURFACE OF VACUUM WINDOW FROM SOURCE
VACW=- ---, "THICKNESS OF VACUUM WINDOW
ZFLAT=-----, "SOURCE TO BASE OF FLATTENING FILTER
**************** DEFINE FLATTENING FILTER SIDES ******************"
"****** The flattening filter is all copper with a complex """
"*''*' shape on its sides A cone is not an accurate
	
'"**"
"****** description of the complex sides of flat filter 	 ""'**"
"**''** The flat filter is designed by a stack of twenty ''*****"
cylinders	 ******"
"ALL pOINTS MULTIPLIED BY 254 TO CONVERT TO CENTIJvIETRES
"X-RADIUS	 Y-HEIGHT
FXP1O 0,	 FYP1=-----*2 54,
FXP2=-----*2 54, FYP2=-----*2 54,
FXP3=-----*2 54, FYP3=-----*2 54,
------*2 54, FYP4=-----*2 54,
tp5------*2 54, FYP5=-----*2 54,
FXP6=-----*2 54, FYP6=-----*2 54,
FXP7=-----*2 54, frp7------*2 54,
FXP8=-----*2 54, FYP8=-----*2 54,
FXP9=-----*2 54, flTp9=-----*2 54,
FXP1O=-----*2 54, FYPIO=-----*254,
FXPII=-----*254, FYPI1=-----*254,
FXP12=-----*2 54, FYP12=-----*2 54,
FXP13=-----*2 54, FYP13------*2 54,
FXP14=-----*2 54, FYP14=-----*2 54,
FXP15=-----*2 54, FYP15=-----*2 54,
FXP16=-----*2 54, FYP16=-----*2 54,
FXP17=-----*2 54, FYP17=-----*2 54,
FXP18=-----*2 54, FYP18=-----*2 54,
FXP19=-----*2 54, FYP19=-----*2 54,
FXP2O=-----*2 54, FYP2O=-----*2 54,
FXP21=-----*2 54, FYP21=-----*2 54,
FXP22=-----*2 54, FYP22=-----*254,
"****** END OFFLATrENINGFILTERDEFINITION *********
****** DEFINE IONISATION CHAMBER THICKNESSES, RADIUS, ETC *********"
ZIONIJ=-----,	 "UPPER SURFACE OF IONISATION CHAMBER
ZIONL=-----,	 "LOWER SURFACE OF IONISATION CHAMBER
WION=-----*254, "THREE KAPTON WINDOWS, THICKNESS EACH=-----inch"
SION=-----*254, "FOUR KAPTON SIGNAL PLATES , THICKNESS=-----in"
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Appendices
EION -----*254, "SEVEN COPPER ELECTRODES, THICK EACH=-----rn'
DION -----*2 54, "DIAMETER OF WINDOWS ANI) PLATES IS -----inches"
------*254, "THICKNESS OF PRESSURISED AIR - 2ATM ABOVE
"AMBIENT PRESSURE WITHIN ION CHAMBER BODY
AIRGP=-----,	 "MR GAP AT TOP AND BOTFON OF ION CHAMBER
"***** END OF ION CHAMBER DEFINiTION *****
'******** DEFINE LIGHT FIELD MIRROR DISTANCES, THICKNESSES **********"
ZMIRIJ=-----,	 "DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO UPPER SURFACE OF MIRROR"
------
*254, "THICKNESS OF FIELD LIGHT MIRROR
',********* END OF MIRROR DEFINITION *********************************"
"** 'fr '"'
 DEFINE DISTANCES, THICKNESSES OF SECONDARY COLLIMATOR *****"
ZSECU=-----, "DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO UPPER SURFACE OF 2ND COLLIMMATOR"
ZSECL=-----, "DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO LOWER SURFACE OF 2ND COLL1MMATOR"
END OF SECONDARY COLLIMATOR DEFINITION
"*** DEFINE DISTANCES AND THICKNESSES OF UPPER COLLIMATOR - Y JAW '""
---DEFINE Y-FIELD SIZE -----------
YIJAW=20 0, "Yl FIELD SIZE AT IOOSSD
Y2JAW=20 0, "Yl FIELD SIZE AT 100SSD
"CALCULATE THETAY1 AND THETAY2 iN RADIANS
THEYI=(ATAN(Y1JAW/SSD))*3 14159265/180,
THEY2=(ATAN(Y2JAW/SSD))*3 14159265/180,
ZYJU=-----, "Y-JAW, UPPER SURFACE
ZYJL=-----, "Y-JAW, LOWER SURFACE
y1RtJ=ZYJU*Y1JAW/SSD, " Y-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF Yl JAW - NEGATIVE"
Y1RL=ZYJL*Y1JAW/SSD, " Y-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF Yl JAW - NEGATiVE"
Y2RU=^ZYJU*Y2JAW/SSD, " Y-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF Y2 JAW - POSITI\TE"
Y2RL=+ZYJL*Y2JAW/SSD, " Y-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF Y2 JAW - POSITIVE"
"" END OF Y JAWS DEFINITIONS ******
"*** DEFINE DISTANCES AND THICKNESSES OF LOWER COLLIMATOR - X JAW ****"
--DEFINE X-FIELD SIZE -----------
X1JAW=20 0, "Yl FIELD SIZE AT 100SSD
X2JAW=20 0, "Yl FIELD SIZE AT 100SSD
"CALCULATE THETAX1 AND THETAX2 IN RADIANS
THEX1=(ATAN(XIJAW/SSD))*3 14159265/180,
THEX2=(ATAN(X2JAW/SSD))*3 14159265/180,
ZXJU=-----, "X-JAW, UPPER SURFACE
ZXJL=-----, "X-JAW, LOWER SURFACE
X1RU=ZXJU*X1JAW/SSD, "X-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF Xl JAW - NEGATIVE"
X1RL=ZXJL*X1JAW/SSD, " X-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF Xl JAW - NEGATIVE"
X2RU=+ZXJU*X2JAW/SSD, "X-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF X2 JAW - POSITIVE"
X2RL=+ZXJL*X2JAW/SSD, " X-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF X2 JAW - POSITIVE"
END OF X JAWS DEFINITIONS ******
** 'fr '"' DEFINE LIGHT FIELD CROSSHAIR- ""'
ZRET=-----, "DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO LIGHT FIELD RETICULE
WRET -----*254, "THICKNESS OF LIGHT FIELD RETICLE
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***** END OF LIGHT FIELD RETICLE DEFINITION *******
P L A NE D E F I NIT I 0 N
NPLAN=60, "NUMBER OF PLANES = 60"
DO JZ=1,NPLAN [
PCOORD(I,JZ)0 0, PCOORD(2,IZ)=0 0, PCOORD(3,JZ)=0 0,
PNORM(1,IZ)=0 0, PNORM(2,IZ)=0 0, PNORM(3,IZ)=I 0,
J
"PUT THE EXCEPTIONS
DEFINE PLANES FOR TARGET *****
PCOORD(3,2)=TAR1, "COORDS FOR SECOND PLANE IS -----CM FROM ORIGIN
PCOORD(3,3)=TAR1^TAR2, "COORDS FOR SECOND PLANE FROM ORIGIN
DEFINE PLANES FOR PRIMARY COLLIMATOR *****
PCOORD(3,4)=ZPRIU, "COORD FROM SOURCE TO UPPER PRIM COLL PLANE
PCOORD(3,5)=ZPRIL, "COORD FROM SOURCE TO LOWER PRIM COLL PLANE
DEFINE PLANES FOR VACUUM WINDOW *****
PCOORD(3,6)=ZVACU," COORD FROM SOURCE TO VACUUM WINDOW
PCOORD(3,7)=PCOORD(3,6)^VACW, "COORD FROM SOURCE TO BOTTOM OF
VACUUM WINDOW
DEFINE PLANES FOR FLAT1TENING FILTER "
PCOORD(3,8)=ZFLAT-((FYPl--FYP2)/2)," 1ST PLANE IN FLATTENING FILTER"
PCOORD(3,9)=ZFLAT-((FYP2+FYP3)12),
PCOORD(3, 10)ZFLAT-((FYP3-i-FYP4)/2),
PCOORD(3, 1 1)=ZFLAT-((FYP4+FYP5)12),
PCOORD(3, 12)=ZFLAT-((FYP5-i-FYP6)/2),
PCOORD(3, 1 3)=ZFLAT-((FYP6-i-FYP7)12),
PCOORD(3, 14)=ZFLAT-((FYP7+FYP8)/2),
PCOORD(3, 15)=ZFLAT-((FYP8^FYP9)/2),
PCOORD(3, 1 6)=ZFLAT-((FYP9+FYP1 0)/2),
PCOORD(3, 17)=ZFLAT-((FYPIO^FYP1 1)/2),
PCOORD(3, I 8)=ZFLAT-((FYPI 1^FYPI2)/2),
PCOORD(3, 19)=ZFLAT-((FYP12^FYPI3)/2),
PCOORD(3,20)=ZFLAT-((FYP1 3^FYP14)/2),
PCOORD(3,2 I )=ZFLAT-((FYP14-i-FYP15)/2),
PCOORD(3,22)=ZFLAT-((FYP15^FYP1 6)12),
PCOORD(3,23)=ZFLAT-((FYP1 6^FYP17)/2),
PCOORD(3,24)=ZFLAT-((FYP17+FYP1 8)/2),
PCOORD(3,25)=ZFLAT-FYP 19,
PCOORD(3,26)=ZFLAT,
DEFINE PLANES FOR IONISATION CHAMBER
PCOORD(3,30)=ZIONU-AIRGP, "AIR GAP AT TOP OF ION CHAMBER
PCOORD(3,31)=ZIONU, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO TOP OF ION CHAMBER
PCOORD(3,32)=PCOORD(3,31)^WION, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO TOP OF KAPTON"
PCOORD(3,33)=PCOORD(3,32)-i-ZAIR2, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO OF FIRST AJR2"
PCOORD(3,34)=PCOORD(3,33)+SION, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 34
PCOORD(3,35)=PCOORD(3,34)^(3 5*EION), "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 35"
PCOORD(3,36)=PCOORD(3,35)^SION, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 36
PCOORD(3,37)=PCOORD(3,36)+ZAIR2, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 37
PCOORD(3,38)=PCOORD(3,37)^WION, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 38
PCOORD(3,39)=PCOORD(3,38)^ZAJR2, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 39
PCOORD(3,40)=PCOORD(3,39)^SION, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 40
PCOORD(3,41)=PCOORD(3,40)+(3 5*EION), "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 41"
PCOORD(3,42)=PCOORD(3,41)-i-SION, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 42
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PCOORD(3,43)=PCOORD(3,42)-l-ZAIR2, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 43
PCOORD(3,44)=PCOORD(3,43)-i-WION, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 44
pCOORD(3,45)=PCOORD(3,44)+AIRGP, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO PLANE 45
"'' END OF PLANE DIFINITION FOR IONISATION CHAMBER ****
"****DEFJ%E PLANERS FOR LIGHT FIELD MIRROR *****
PCOORD(3,46)=ZMIRU, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO UPPER SURFACE OF MIRROR
pCOORD(3,47)=ZMIRU+WMIRR, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO LOWER SURF OF MIRROR"
DEFINE PLANES FOR FIXED SECONDARY COLLIMATOR ******
PCOORD(3,48)=ZSECU, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO UPPER SURF OF 2ND COLLIMAT"
PCOORD(3,49)=ZSECL, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO LOWER SURF OF 2ND COLL
DEFINE PLANES FOR Y JAW
PCOORD(3,50)=ZYJU, "SOURCE TO UPPER SURFACE OFY1 AND Y2 JAW
PCOORD(3,51)=ZYJL, "SOURCE TO LOWER SURFACE OF Yl AND Y2 JAW
"FIRST Yl JAW - T SIDE - DEFINE Yl CROSS PLANE
PNORM(2,52)=-SIN(THEYI), PNORM(3,52)=COS(THEYI),
"NEXT, Y2 JAW, G SIDE DEFINE Y2 CROSS PLANE
PNORM(2,53)=SJN(THEY2), PNORM(3,53)COS(THEY2),
"****** END OF Yl AND Y2 JAW DEFINITIONS *********
********** DEFINE PLANES FOR X JAW ****************
PCOORD(3,54)=ZXJU, "SOURCE TO UPPER SURFACE OF Xl AND X2 JAW
PCOORD(3,55)=ZXJL, "SOURCE TO LOWER SURFACE OF Xl AND X2 JAW
"FIRST Xl JAW - LEFT SIDE - DEFINE Xl CROSS PLANE
PNORM(2,56)=-SIN(THEX1), PNORM(3,56)=COS(THEX1),
"NEXT, X2 JAW , RIGHT SIDE DEFINE X2 CROSS PLANE
PNORM(2,57)=SIN(THEX2), PNORM(3,57)-COS(THEX2),
"'k'' END OF Xl AND X2 JAW DEFINITIONS *********
"********** DEFINE PLANES FORLIGHTFIELD RETICLE *******
PCOORD(3,58)=ZRET, "PLANE 58 TO UPPER SURFACE OF LIGHT FLD RETICLE"
PCOORD(3,59)=PCOORD(3,58)+WRET," SOURCE TO LOWER SURFACE OF LT FD RET"
"**** END OF LIGHT FIELD RETICLE PLANE DEFINITION ******
PCOORD(3,60)= -----, " SCORING PLANE"
"******** END OF PLANE DEFINITION ***************
******************** C ONE D E FIN I TI 0 N
"*************** DEFINE FIRST CONE
"****** PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLLIMATOR SHARE THE SAME CONE ****
"*** PRIMARY COLLIMATOR ***
CON1U=PCOORD(3,4)*TAN(THETA),
UPPER X OR Y COORD OF CONE 1 -PRIMARY COLLIMATOR"
CONIL=PCOORD(3,5)*TAN(THETA),
"LOWER X OR Y COORD OF CONE 1 -PRIMARY COLLIMATOR"
"**" END OF PRIMARY COLLIMATOR DEFINITION ***
"" SECONDARY COLLIMATOR ***
C 1U=PCOORD(3,48)*TAN(THETA),
"UPPER X OR Y COORD OF CONE 1-SECOND COLLIMATOR"
C1LPCOORD(3,49)*TAN(THETA),
"LOWER X OR Y COORD OF CONE 1 -SECOND COLLIMATOR
"*** END OF SECONDARY COLLIMATOR DEFINITION ***
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COTAL2(1)=(COS(THETA)/SIN(THETA))**2, "ANGLE OF CONE WRT THE Z-AXIS
SMALLL(1)=PCOORD(3,1)," THE VERTEX OF THE CONE - AT ORIGIN
"********** END OF FIRST CONE DEFINITION
CYLINDER DEFINITI ON *****************"
********'""' DEFINE RADIUS SQTJRED FOR CYLINDERS
"***** DEFINE TARGET RADIUS *****
CYRAD2(1)= -----**2, " Radius of cylinderl - TARGET RADIUS
CYRAD2(2)=8 0**2, " Radius of cylinder2 - DISCARD PT BEYOND CYL=2
CYR.AD2(3)=(DIONI2)**2, "Radius of inner copper side of ion'chamber
CYRAD2(4)= -----**2, "Radius of copper of ion chamber-outer side
CYRAD2(5)=14 0**2, "Outside radius for secondary collimator
***** DEFINE CYLINDERS FOR FLATFENING FILTER ********
CYRAD2(7)=FXP2**2, "Radius of cylinder 7 squared
CYRAD2(8)=FXP3**2, "Radius of cylinder 8 squared
CYRAD2(9)=FXP4**2, "Radius of cylinder 9 squared
CYRAD2(1 0)=FXP5*2, "Radius of cylinder 10 squared
CYRAD2(1 1)=FXP6**2, "Radius of cylinder 11 squared
CYRAD2(12)=FXP7**2, "Radius of cylinder 12 squared
CYRAD2(13)=FXP8**2, "Radius of cylinder 13 squared
CYRAD2(14)=FXP9**2, "Radius of cylinder 14 squared
CYRAD2(15)=FXP1O**2, "Radius of cylinder 15 squared
CYRAD2(1 6)=FXP1 1 **2, "Radius of cylinder 16 squared
CYRAD2(17)=FXP12**2, "Radius of cylinder 17 squared
CYRAD2(18)=FXP13**2, "Radius of cylinder 18 squared
CYRAD2(19)=FXP14**2, "Radius of cylinder 19 squared
CYRAD2(20)=FXP15**2, "Radius of cylinder 20 squared
CYRAD2(21)=FXP16**2, "Radius of cylinder 21 squared
CYRAD2(22)=FXP17**2, "Radius of cylinder 22 squared
CYRAD2(23)=FXP18**2, "Radius of cylinder 23 squared
CYR.AD2(24)=FXP19**2, "Radius of cylinder 24 squared
CYRAD2(25)=FXP2O**2, "Radius of cylinder 25 squared
"'k'' END OF CYLINDER RADII DEFINITION
"STEP 5 INITIALIZATION-FOR-AUS GAB
I,
"**** DEFINE REGION TO SCORE ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS"
***" THIS VARIABLE IS NEEDED IN AUSGAB SO I DO NOT SCORE PARTICLES"
"**** THAT ARE SCATTERED FROM THE SIDE
1SC0R72, " " PLEASE DEFINE TIllS SCORING REGION ***
ISCOREISCOR,
" COLLECT ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR DISTR IN FOUR CONCENTRIC ***"
"*"* RINGS AND ONE CIRCLE, ALL OF EQUAL AREAS 	 ***"
*** Calculate radii for concentric circles
NSCORE49, "ENTER HERE THE SCORING PLANE
ZZI=PCOORD(3,NSCORE), " CALCULATE DISTANCE FROM (0,0,0) TO ENERGY AND"
"ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS PLANE
RAD1=ZZ1*TAN(THETA)/(2 0*5QRT(2 0)),
RAD2=RAD1*SQRT(2 0),
RAD3=RAD1*SQRT(3 0),
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RAD4=RADI*SQRT(4 0),
RAD5=RADI*SQRT(5 0),
RAD6RAD1*SQRT(6 0),
RAD7=RAD1*SQRT(7 0),
RAD8=RAD1*SQRT(8 0),
RAD9=RADI*SQRT(9 0),
RAD1O=RADI*SQRT(10 0),
"INITIALISE VARIABLE FOR BINARY FILE data_5m8"
IIE,IIQ,LX,IY,IU,IV/=0,
POINT=0, "POINTER TO data_5m8 binary data file"
NTOT0, "NUMBER OF PARTICLES COLLECTED IN AUSGAB"
NHIST=0,
NCURR=0,
"INITIALISE OUTPUT ARRAYS
DO JJ=1,10 [
DO IN1,30 [NELKE(JJ,IN)=0, NXKE(JJ,IN)=0,]
DO INI=0,89 [NELAG(JJ,INI)=0, NXAG(JJ,INI)=0,]
BMEV=O 0, "INITIALISE ENERGY BIN COUNTER FOR ENERGY SPECTRA
"************ OPEN BINARY FILE data_5m8 TJNFORMATFED
%N
%F
C234567
OPEN(UNIT=15,FILE=' Idata_5m8',
& ACCESS='DIRECT',FORM='UNFORMA1TED',RECL=2)
%M
%L
"STEP 6 DETERMINATION-OF-INCIDENT-PARTICLE-PARAMETERS
'I
Re-seed Random number, IXX
IXX=-523763033,
NBAT=10, "NUMBER OF BATCH FILES"
"NUMBER OF HISTORIES PER BATCH, NCASE, INCIDENT ENERGY AT ORIGIN
NCASE=5000000,
NHIST:=NCASE*NBAT, "TOTAL NUMBER OF HISTORIES"
"INCIDENT ENERGY OF ELECTRON BEAM
ENERGY=6 311,
DO NIA=1,NBAT [
,OUTPUT ENERGY,MA,NBAT,NCASE,NIA*NCASE,
(/5X,'** Incident energy of electron beam = ',F7 3/,
5X,'** Batch number = ',I7,' out of ',17/,
5X,'** Number of histories / batch = ',11211,
5x,'****** Number of histories running at present =',1121),
DO I=1,NCASE [
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Calculation routine for 2mm incident pencil beam of electrons
$RANDOMSET RANX, $RANDOMSET RANY,
RX=(2*RANX)1, RY=(2*RANY) 1,
"DEFINE INITIAL VARIABLES FOR 58 MEV BEAM OF ELECTRONS INCIDENT
"PERPENDICULAR TO THE TARGET
IQIN=-1,"	 iNCIDENT CHARGE - ELECTRONS
EIN=ENERGY,	 "58 MEV KThETIC ENERGY
X1N=RX/1O	 "RANDOMLY CHOSEN X COORDS
YIN=RY/1O,	 "RANDOMLY CHOSEN Y COORDS
ZIN=O 0,	 "INCIDENT AT ORIGIN
/IJIN VIN/=0 0,WIN=1 0 "MOVING ALONG Z AXIS
IRIN=2,"	 STARTS iN REGION 2, COULD BE 1
WTIN=1 0,"	 WEIGHT = 1 SINCE NO VARIANCE REE)UCTION USED
"STEP 7 SHOWER-CALL
",OUTPUT I, (2X,'START HISTORY',13),"
NCURR=I*NTA, "CURRENT HISTORY RUNNING"
CALL SHOWER(IQIN,EIN,XIN,YIN,ZIN,UIN,VIN,WIN,IRIN,WTIN),
"STEP 8 OUTPUT-OF-RESULTS
"''' Calculated radius for ten concentric circles/rings 	 ""
OUTPUT ZZ1 ,RAD 1 ,RAD1 ,RAD2,RAD2,RAD3,RAD3,RAD4,RAD4,RAD5,
RAD5,RAD6,RAD6,RAD7,RAD7,RAD8,RAD8,RAD9,RAD9,RAD1O,
(/5X,'FlVE EQUAL AREAS TO COLLECT OUTPUT, ONE CIRCLE AND FOUR RINGS',
/2X,'ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS COLLECTED AT ',F7 3,
'cm',' BELOW ORIGIN',
12X,'lST CIRCLE RADIUS 1 =,,,',F7 3,
/2X,'2ND RING BETWEEN RADIUS 1=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 2 =,,,',F7 3,
/2X,'3RD RING BETWEEN RADIUS 2=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 3 =,,,',F7 3,
/2X,'4RT RING BETWEEN RADIUS 3=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 4 =,,,',F7 3,
/2X,'5TH RING BETWEEN RADIUS 4=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 5 =,,,',F7 3,
12X,'5TH RING BETWEEN RADIUS 5=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 6 =,,,',F7 3,
/2X,'5TH RING BETWEEN RADIUS 6=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 7 =,,,',F7 3,
12X,'STH RING BETWEEN RADIUS 7=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 8 =,,,',F7 3,
/2X,'5TH RING BETWEEN RADIUS 8=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 9 =,,,',F7 3,
/2X,'5TH RING BETWEEN RADIUS 9=,,,',F7 3,',AND RADIUS 10=,,,',F7 31),
E NE R G Y S P E C T R A *******************"
,OUTPUT,
(12X,'******PHOTON ENERGY SPECTRA **********'),
,OUTPUT,(/2X,'KE/MeV,',2X,'hv-1 ,',2X,'hv-2,'2X,'hv-3,',2X,'hv-4,',
2X,'hv-S ,',2X,'hv-6,',2X,'hv-7,',2x,'hv-8 ,',2X,'hv-9,',2X,'hv-1 0,'!),
DO IOUT=1,30 [BMEV=BMEV^0 25,
,OUTPUT BMEV,NXKE(1 ,IOUT),NXKE(2,IOUT),NXKE(3,IOUT),NXKE(4,IOIJT),
NXKE(5,IOUT),NXKE(6,IOUT),NXKE(7,IOUT),NXKE(8,IOUT),
NXKE(9,IOUT),NXKE(10,IOUT),
(2X,F5
,OUTPUT,
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(/2X,'*****ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA ******),
BMEV=0 0,
,OUTPUT,(/2X,'KEIMeV,',2X,'el-1 ,',2X,'el-2,'2X,'el-3 ,',2X,'el-4,',
2X,'el-5,',2X,'el-6,',2X,'el-7,',2x,'el-8 ,',2X,'el-9,',2X,'el-10,'/),
DO IOUT=1,30 [BMEV=BMEV+0 25,
OUTPUT BMEV,NELKE(1 ,IOUT),NELKE(2,IOUT),NELKE(3,IOUT),NEL(4,IOUT),
NELKE(5,IOUT),NELKE(6,IOUT),NELKE(7,IOTJT),NELKE(8jOTjr),
(2X,I?52,,,I ,,,
	 ,,,	 ,,,	 ,,,
T	 '' TIZ I I
.LU ,iU	 U
E N D OF E N E R G Y S P E C T R A "*************"
**********ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS ***********I'
,OUTPUT,
(112X,'*PHOTON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS*'),
,OUTPUT,(/2X,'Angle,',3X,'hv- 1 ,',2X,'hv-2,'2X,'hv-3 ,',2X,'hv-4;,
2X,'hv-5,',2X,'hv-6,',2X,'hv-7,',2x,'hv-8,',2X,hv-9,',2X,'hv- 10,')),
DO KOUT=0,89 [
,OUTPUT KOUT,NXAG( 1 ,KOUT),NXAG(2,KOTJT),NXAG(3,KOUT),NXAG(4,KOJJT),
NXAG(5,KOUT),NXAG(6,KOUT),NXAG(7,KOTJT),NXAG(8,KOUT),
NXAG(9,KOUT),NXAG(10,KOUT),
(2)C,I4,',',2)(,16,',',I6,',',16,',',16,',',16,',',I6',',16,',',
I6''16''I6'')
,OUTPUT, (//2X,
'*ELECTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS*,
,OUTPUT,(/2X,'Angle,',3X,'el-1 ,',2X,'el-2,'2X,'el-3 ,',2X,'el-4,',
2X,'el-5 ,',2X,'el-6,',2X,'el-7,',2x,'el-8,',2X,'el-9,',2X,'el- 10,')),
DO KOUT=0,89 [
,OUTPUT KOUT,NELAG( 1 ,KOUT),NELAG(2,KOUT),NELAG(3,KOUT),NELAG(4,KOIJT),
NELAG(5,KOUT),NELAG(6,KOUT),NELAG(7,KOIJT),NELAG(8,KOUT),
NELAG(9,KOUT),NELAG( 10,KOUT),
(2)C,I4,',',2X,I6,',',I6,',',I6,',',16,',',I6,',',I6',',16,',',
"*** END OF ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS ***"
BMEV=00,
,OUTPUT NTOT, (/2X,'TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES COLLECTED =
$RANDOMSET RNUMB,
,OUTPUT RNUMB,IXX, (/2X,'Last Random number=',F32 28,
/2x,'Re-Seed number for Random Number Generator&,I15)),
END OF BATCH RUN"
CLOSE BINARY FILE data_5m8 ************
%N
%F
CLOSE(15)
%L
STOP,END,
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',*********************************************************************"
SUBROUTINE AUSGAB(IARG),
IN GENERAL, AUS GAB IS A ROUTINE WHICH IS CALLED UNDER A SERIES
"OF WELL DEFINED CONDITIONS SPECIFIED BY THE VALUE OF IARG (SEE THE"
"EGS4 MANUAL FOR THE LIST) THIS IS A PARTICULARILY SIMPLE AUSGAB
WHENEVER THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED WITH IARG=3 , A PARTICLE HAS
"BEEN DISCARDED BY THE USER IN HOWFAR
"WE GET AUSGAB TO PRINT THE REQUIRED INFORMATION AT THAT POINT
"*********************************************************************"
,COMIN/STACK,GEOM,EPCONT,PLOUT/,
IF(IQ(NP) EQ 0)[EKINE=E(NP),] ELSE
[EKINE=E(NP)-0 511,1" GET KINETIC ENERGY
R1D=SQRT(X(NP)*X(NP)+Y(NP)*Y(NP)),
NBINE=INT(1+(EKINEIO 25)), "CALCULATE ENERGY BIN NUMBER
IF(IARG EQ 3 AND W(NP) LT 10000 AND W(NP) GT -10000 AND
IR(NP) EQ ISCOR)
ANGLE=(ACOS(W(NP))* 180 0)13 14159, "ANGLE W R T Z AXIS IN DEGREES
"Consider energy spectra and angle distribution on forward directed
particles
IF(ANGLE LT 90 AND ANGLE GE 0)
test values that will go into the binary file"
",OUTPUT EKJNE,IQ(NP),X(NP),Y(NP),Z(NP),U(NP),V(NP),W(NP),"
"(2X,'EKINE = ',FlO 2,5X,'IQ =',14,"
"/2X,'X =',FlO 2,2X,'Y =',FlO 2,2X,'Z =',FlO 2,"
"/2X,'DIRECTION COSINES U,V,W =',3F10 4),"
IE=NINT(EKINE*100 0),
IIQ=IQ(NP),
IX=NINT((X(NP)*100 0)),
IY=NTNT((Y(NP)* 100 0)),
IU=NINT((U(NP)*10000 0)),
IV=NINT((V(NP)*10000 0)),
test values that will go into the binary file"
",OUTPUT IE,IIQ,IX,IY,IU,1V, (/2X,'IE=EKINE*100=',I10,2X,'IIQ=IQ=',I4,"
"/2X 'IX=X*lOO=' 110 2X 'IY=Y*lOO=',IlO,"
"12X,'IU=U* 1 0000=',I10,2X,'W=V* 10000=',IlO/),"
NTOTNTOT+1, " COUNT NUMBER OF PARTICLES COLLECTED IN data_5m8
"******* WRITE DATA - UNFORMATED - IN FILE data_5m8 *********
"234567
%N
%F
POINT=POINT+1
WRITE(15,REC=POINT)JE
POINT=POINT+1
WRITE( 15,REC=POINT)IIQ
POINT=POINT+1
WRITE(15,REC=POINT)IX
POINT=POINT+1
WRITE( 15,REC=PO1NT)IY
POINT=POINT+1
WRITE( 15,REC=POINT)IU
POINT=POINT+1
WRITE(15,REC=POINT)IV
%M
%L
"*******ENDOFWRITINGJJNFORMAThDDATAINFTjEdata5m8*********
NBINA=INT(ANGLE), "CALCULATE ANGLE BIN NUMBER
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"Consider a centre disc and a radial ring to collect data
"Calculate radius from Pt's coordinates
RADII=SQRT(X(NP)*X(NP)+Y(NP)*Y(NP)),
IF(IQ(NP) EQ -1) [
IF(RADII LE RAD1) [
NELKE(1 ,NBINE)=NELKE(l ,NBINE)+l,
NELAG(1 ,NBINA)=NBLAG(1 ,NBINA)^l,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD1 AND RADII LE RAD2) [
NELKE(2,NBINE)=NELKE(2,NBINE)+l,
NELAG(2,NBINA)=NELAG(2,NB1NA)+l,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD2 AND RADII LE RAD3)
NELKE(3,NBINE)=NELKE(3,NBINE)^l,
NELAG(3,NBINA)=NELAG(3,NBINA)^1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD3 AND RADII LE RAD4) [
NELKE(4,NBINE)=NELKE(4,NBINE)+l,
NELAG(4,NBINA)=NELAG(4,NBINA)^1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD4 AND RADII LE RAD5) [
NELKE(5,NBINE)=NELKE(5,NBINE)+1,
NELAG(5,NBINA)=NELAG(5,NB1NA)+ 1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD5 AND RADII LB RAD6)
NELKE(6,NB1NE)=NELKE(6,NBINE)+1,
NELAG(6,NBINA)=NELAG(6,NBINA)+1,
BLSEIF(RADII GT RAD6 AND RADII LE RAD7)
NELKE(7,NBINE)=NELKE(7,NBINE)+1,
NELAG(7,NBINA)=NELAG(7,NBINA)+1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD7 AND RADII LE RAD8)
NBLKE(8,NBINE)=NELKE(8,NBINE)+1,
NELAG(8,NBINA)=NELAG(8,NBINA)+1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD8 AND RADII LE RAD9)
NELKE(9,NBINE)=NELKE(9,NBINE)+1,
NELAG(9,NBINA)=NELAG(9,NBINA)+1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD9 AND RADII LB RAD1O)[
NELKE( 1O,NBINE)=NELKE(1O,NBINE)+1,
NELAG( 1O,NBINA)=NELAG(1O,NBINA)+1,
] "End of electrons"
ELSEIF (IQ(NP) EQ 0) [
IF(RADII LE RAD1) [
NXKB(1 ,NBINE)=NXKE(1 ,NBINE)+1,
NXAG(1 ,NBINA)=NXAG(l ,NBINA)+1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD1 AND RADII LE RAD2) [
NXKE(2,NBINE)=NXKE(2,NBINE)+1,
NXAG(2,NBINA)=NXAG(2,NBINA)+1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD2 AND RADII LE RAD3)
NXKE(3,NBINE)=NXKE(3,NBINE)+1,
NXAG(3,NBINA)=NXAG(3,NBINA)^1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD3 AND RADII LE RAD4)
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NXKE(4,NBINE)=NXKE(4,NBINE)+1,
NXAG(4,NBINA)=NXAG(4,NBINA)+l,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD4 AND RADII LE RAD5)
NXKE(5,NBINE)=NXKE(5,NBJNE)+1,
NXAG(5,NBINA)=NXAG(5,NBINA)^1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD5 AND RADII LE RAD6)
NXKE(6,NBINE)=NXKE(6,NBINE)+l,
NXAG(6,NBINA)=NXAG(6,NBINA)-i- 1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD6 AND RADII LE RAD7)
NXKE(7,NBINE)=NXKE(7,NBINE)+l,
NXAG(7,NBINA)=NXAG(7,NBINA)+l,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD7 AND RADII LE RAD8) [
NXKE(8,NBINE)=NXKE(8,NBINE)^l,
NXAG(8,NBINA)=NXAG(8,NBINA)^1,
ELSEJF(RADII GT RAD8 AND RADII LE RAD9) [
NXKE(9,NBINE)=NXKE(9,NBJNE)+1,
NXAG(9,NBINA)=NXAG(9,NBINA)^1,
ELSEIF(RADII GT RAD9 AND RADII LE RAD1O)[
NXKE(1 O,NB1NE)=NXKE(1O,NBINE)+1,
NXAG(1O,NBINA)=NXAG(1O,NBINA)-i-1,
] "End of X rays"
1" End of only fwd particles
1 "End of IARG=3"
RETURN,END," END OF AUSGAB
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"*********************************************************************"
SUBROUTINE HOWFAR,
,COMIN/STACK,MEDIA,EPCONT,PLADTA,CYLDTA,CONDTA,MISC/,
COMMON STACK CONTAINS X,Y,Z,U,V,W,IR AND NP(STACK POINTER)
COMMON EPCONT CONTAINS IRNEW, USTEP AND DISC
COMMON PLADTA CONTAINS PCOORD AND PNORM
IRL=IR(NP), "LOCAL VARIABLE
IF(IRL EQ 1 OR IRL GE ISCORE)
[IDISC=1,
",OUTPUT NP,SQRT(X(NP)**2^Y(NP)**2),Z(NP),E(NP),IQ(NP),IR(NP),"
"(2X,' "' HOWFAR - DISCARD PARTICLE - IDISC=1 - IARG =3',!"
"2X,'NP=',13,2X,'(',2F10 3,')',2X,'KE in MeV=',F7 3,1"
"5X,'CHARGE = ',14,5X,'REGION NUMBER = ',13/),"
RETURN," TERMINATE TillS HISTORY"]
ELSEIF(IRL LE 3) ["REGIONS 2 AND 3"
$PLAN2P(IRL,IRL^1, 1 ,IRL-1 ,IRL- 1,-i),
$CYLNDR(1 , 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,98), I
"END OF REGION 2 AND 3"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 4) ["REGION 4"
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1 (4,1 ,II{IT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) ["FORWARDS"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(SQRT(XF**2^YF**2) GE CON1U)
[IRNXT=6,]
ELSE [IRNXT=5,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
1" END OF FORWARDS"
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (3,-i ,IH1T,TPLN),
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
J**2^yF**2 GE CYRAD2(1))
[IRNXT=98,]
ELSE [IRNXT=3,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
1" END OF BACKWARDS"
I "END OF REGION 4"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 5) ["REGION 5"
$PLAN2P(5,7,1 ,4,4,-i),
$CONE(i , 1 ,IIHT,TCON),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TCON,6),]
I "END OF REGION 5"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 6) ["REGION 6"
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLAN2P(5,7,1 ,4,4,-i),
$CONE(1,O,IHIT,TCON), "ZERO FOR OUTSIDE CONE"
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TCON,5),]
$CYLNDR( 1,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
I "END OF REGION 6"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 7) ["REGION 7"
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1 (6,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
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IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,8),]
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) [ "BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (5,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ "IF PLANE 5 Is HIT"
$PINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(SQRT(XF**2+YF**2) GE CON1L)
[IRNXT=6,]
ELSE [IRNXT=5,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
]"END OF IMPACT OF PLANE 5"
"END OF BACKWARDS"
I "END OF REGION 7"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 8) ["REGION 8 VACWINDOW"
$CYLNDR(2, 1,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLAN2P(7,9,i,6,7,-1),
"END OF REGION 8"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 9) ["REGION 9- ZGAP3"
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,llhIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),I
$PLANE1(8,1,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) ["IF PLANE 8 IS HIT"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IFF**2^yF**2 LE CYRAD2(7))
[IRNXT=10,J
ELSE [IRNXT=30,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT), I
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE 1(7,-i ,II{IT,TPLN),
IF(IH1T EQ 1)[ "IF PLANE 7 Is HIT-A MUST"
$CHGTR(TPLN,8),]
] "END OF BACKWARDS"
I "END OF REGION 9"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 10) ["REGIONS 10"
"INSIDE FLA1TENING FILTER
$CYLNDR(7, 1,IH[T,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,30),]
$PLAN2P(9,1 1,1,8,9,-i),
"END OF REGION 10"
ELSEIF(IRL GE 11 AND IRL LE 25) [" REGIONS ii TO 25
"INSIDE FLA1TENING FILTER
$CYLNDR(IRL-3, 1 ,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL^20),]
$PLANE1(IRL-1, 1 ,IIITT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL+i),]
ELSEJF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2,- 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHITEQ 1) [" A MUST"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(XF**2.IYF**2 GE CYRAD2(IRL-4))
[IRNXT=IRL^1 9,]
ELSE [IRNXT=IRL-1,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),] "END OF MUST"
] "END OF BACKWARDS"
]"ENDOFREGIONSll 25
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 26) [" REGION 26
"INSIDE FLATTENING FILTER
$CYLNDR(23, 1 ,IH1T,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,46),]
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$PLANE1 (25,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TPLN,27),J
ELSEJF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (24,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [" A MUST"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(XF**2+YF**2 LT CYRAD2(22))
[IRNXT=25,]
ELSE [IRNXT=45,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT), I "END OF MUST"
"END OF BACKWARDS"
"END OF REGION 26
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 27) [" REGION 27 -STILL INSIDE FLA1TENIING FILTER
$CYLNDR(25, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIHT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,47),]
$PLANE1 (26,1 ,I}IIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TPLN,50),]
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE 1(25,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(XF**2+YF**2 LT CYRAD2(23))
[IRNXT=26,]
ELSE [IRNXT=46,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
"END OF BACKWARDS"
]"ENDOFREGION27
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 30) ["REGIONS 30- OUTSIDE THE FLAUEN1NG FILTER
$PLAN2P(9,31,i,8,9,-1),
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$CYLNDR(7,0,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TCYL,iO),]
1" END OF REGION 30"
ELSEIF(IRL GE 31 AND IRLLE45)[ "REGIONS 31 45
"OUTSIDE THE FLAUENTNG FILTER
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1 (IRL-2 1,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [" IF PLANE IRL-2i IS HIT"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF()(J**2+yF**2 GE CYRAD2(IRL-22))
[IRNXT=IRL-i-i,]
ELSE [IRNXT=IRL-i9,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT), I "END PLAN-IRL21"
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (IRL-22,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL-i),]
"END OF BACKWARDS"
$CYLNDR(IRL-23,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-20),]
1" END OF REGIONS 31 45"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 46) [" REGION 46
"OUTSIDE THE FLATFENING FILTER
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1 (25,1 ,IH1T,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) ["IF PLANE 25 IS HIT"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IFF**2+yF**2 LT CYRAD2(25))
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[IRNXT=27,]
ELSE [IRNXT=47,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),] "END HIT PLAN25"
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (24,-i ,IHTT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TPLN,45),]
I "END OF BACKWARDS"
$CYLNDR(23,O,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TCYL,26),]
"END OF REGIONS 46"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 47) ["REGIONS 47- OUTSIDE THE FLATTENING FILTER"
$PLAN2P(26,50, 1,25,46,-i),
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$CYLNDR(25,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TCYL,27),]
1" END OF REGION 47"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 50) [" REGION 50- BELOW FLATTENING FILTER
$CYLNDR(2, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1(30, 1 ,IIHT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) ["IF PLANE 311S HiT"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,zF),
IF(.F**2+YF**2 LE CYRAD2(3))
[IRNXT=51,J
llXF**2+YF**2 LT CYRAD2(4))
[IRNXT=67,]
IFF**2+YF**2 GE CYRAD2(4))
[IRNXT=99,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT), I
ELSEIF(IH1T EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (26,-i ,II{IT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ i)["IF PL 26IS HIT-A MUST"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
ff()p**2+yF**2 LE CYRAD2(25))
[IRNXT=27,]
ELSE [IRNXT=47,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT), I
"END OF BACKWARDS"
1" END OF REGION 50
ELSEIF(IRL GE 51 AND IRL LE 65)
["REGION 50 65- IONISATION CHAMBER
$CYLNDR(3,1,IHIT,TCYL), " CHECK SIDES FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,67),]
$PLAN2P(IRL-20,IRL-i-1 , 1 ,IRL-21 ,IRL-i,-1),
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 66) ["REGION 66 BETWEEN ION CHAMBER AND 2ND COLL"
$CYLNDR(4,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 4 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1 (46,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TPLN,68),]
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE 1(45,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1 )[" IF PLANE 45IS HiT"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(XF**2iYF**2 LT CYRAD2(3))
[IRNXT=65,]
ELSE [IRNXT=67,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
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I "END OF PLANE 45 HIT"
I "END OF BACKWARDS"
"END OF REGION 66"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 67) ["REGION 67- COPPER PART OF THE ION CHAMBER
$PLAN2P(45,66, 1,30,50,-i),
$CYLNDR(4,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 4 FIRST"
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),1
ELSEIF(IIIIT EQ 0) [ "INWARDS"
$CYLNDR(3,0,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 3 NEXT"
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [
	
"CYLINDER 3 IS HIT"
$FINVAL(TCYL,XF,YF,ZF), "FINAL COORDS"
IF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,3i)) [IRNXT=51,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,32)) [IRNXT=52,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,33)) [IRNXT=53,}
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,34)) [IRNXT=54,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,35)) [IRNXT=55,1
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,36)) [IRNXT=56j
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,37)) [IRNXT=57,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,38)) [IRNXT=58,1
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,39)) [IRNXT=59,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,40)) [IRNXT=60,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,41)) [IRNXT=61,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,42)) [IRNXT=62,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,43)) [IRNXT=63,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,44)) [IRNXT=64,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,45)) {IRNXT=65,]
$CHGTR(TCYL,IRNXT),
I "END OF CYLINDER 3 HiT"
1" END OF INWARDS"
1" END OF REGION 67"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 68) ["REGION 68- LIGHT FiELD MIRROR"
$CYLNDR(4,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 4 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ l)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLAN2P(47,69, 1,46,66,-i),
1" END OF REGION 68- MIRROR"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 69) ["REGION 69 BETWEEN MIRROR AND 2ND COLL"
$CYLNDR(4, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 4 FIRST"
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANEi(48, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ "IF PLANE 48 IS HIT"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(SQRT(XF**2+YF**2) LT C1U)
[IRNXT=70,]
ELSE [IRNXT=7 1,1
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
I "END OF 48 HIT"
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (47,-i ,IIIIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[$CHGTR(TPLN,68),]
] "END OF BACKWARDS"
I "END OFREGION69"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 70) ["REGION 70 AIR CONE WITHIN 2ND COLL"
$PLAN2P(49,72,1 ,48,69,-1),
$CONE(1 ,1 ,IHIT,TCON),
IF(IHIT EQ i) [$CHGTR(TCON,71),]
1" END OF REGION 70"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 71) ["REGION 71-2ND COLLIMATOR - TUNGSTEN"
$CYLNDR(5,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 5 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ I)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),1
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$PLANE1 (49,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ " FORWARD PLANE FIRST"
$CHGTR(TPLN,72),]
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) [" BACKWARDS"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
fl)J**2+YF**2 LT CYRAD2(4))
[IRNXT=69,J
ELSE [IRNXT=99,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
"END OF BACKWARDS"
$CONE( 1 ,0,IHIT,TCON),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TCON,70),]
] "ENDOFREGION71"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 72) ["REGION 72- MR FROM 2ND COLL TO Y-JAW
$CYLNDR(5, I ,IIHT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 5 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),}
$PLANE1 (50,1 ,IIHT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ " FORWARD PLANE FIRST
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YFLTY1RU) [IRNXT=74,]
ELSEIF (YF LT Y2RU)[IRNXT=73,]
ELSE [IRNXT=75,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),] "END OF FWD PLANE"
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) [" BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (49,-i ,I}IIT,TPLN),
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(SQRT(XF**2+YF**2) LT C1L)
[IRNXT=70,]
ELSE [IRNXT=7 1,1
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),
J "END OF BACKWARDS"
1 "END OF REGION 72"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 73) ["AIR BETWEEN Yl AND Y2 JAWS"
$CYLNDR(5,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 5 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLAN2P(5 1,76,1,50,72,-i),
$PLAN2X(52,74,- 1,53,75,-i),
"END OF REGION 73"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 74) ["JAW Yl - TUNGSTEN"
$PLAN2P(5 1,76,1,50,72,-i),
$CYLNDR(5, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),}
$PLANE1(52, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,73),]
I "END OFJAWY1"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 75) ["JAW Y2 - TUNGSTEN"
$PLAN2P(5 1,76,1,50,72,-i),
$CYLNDR(5, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),}
$PLANE1(53, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,73),]
I "END OFJAWY2"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 76) [" REGION 76 AIR BETWEEN Y-JAWS AND X-JAWS"
$CYLNDR(5,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 5 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1 (54,1 ,IHIT,TPLN), "FORWARDS"
IF(IHIT EQ 1 )[$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF (XF LT X1RU) [IRNXT=78,]
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ELSEIF (XF LT X2RU)[IRNXT=77,]
ELSE [IRNXT=79,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),J 'END OF FWD PLANE"
ELSEIF(IHJT EQ 0) [" BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (51,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YFLTY1RL) [IRNXT=74,]
ELSEIF (YF LT Y2RL)[IRNXT=73,]
ELSE [IRNXT=75,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT) ]"END OF BACKWARDS"
1" END OF REGION 76"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 77) ["AIR BETWEEN Xl AND X2 JAWS"
$CYLNDR(5,i,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDERS FIRST"
IF(IIITT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),J
$PLAN2P(55,80, 1,54,76,-i),
$PLAN2X(56,78,-1 ,57,79,-i),
I "END OF REGION 77"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 78) ["JAW Xi- TUNGSTEN"
$PLAN2P(55,80, 1,54,76,-i),
$CYLNDR(5, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1 (56,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,77),]
I "END OFJAWX1"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 79) ["JAW X2 - TUNGSTEN"
$PLAN2P(55,80, 1,54,76,-i),
$CYLNDR(5, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIHT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1(57, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,77),]
I "END OF JAW X2
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 80) ["AIR BETWEEN X JAWS AND LT FLD RETICLE"
$CYLNDR(5, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 5 FIRST"
IF(IIIIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
$PLANE1(58,1,IHIT,TPLN), "FORWARDS"
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,81),]
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (55,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF (XF LT X1RL) [IRNXT=78,]
ELSEIF (XF LT X2RL)[IRNXT=77j
ELSE [IRNXT=79,]
$CHGTR(TPLN IRNXT) ]"END OF BACKWARDS"
I" END OF REGION 80"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 81) ["LIGHT FIELD RETICLE"
$PLAN2P(59,82,1,58,80,-i),
$CYLNDR(5,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
] "ENDOFREGION81"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 82) ["LIGHT FIELD RETICLE TO SCORING PLANE"
$PLAN2P(60,83,1,59,8 1,-i),
$CYLNDR(5, 1 ,IH1T,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,99),]
"END OF REGION 82"
ELSE [" BAD REGION"
,OUTPUT IRL,(2X,' IRL = ',IiO,' BAD REGION'),]
RETURN, END, "END OF SUBROUTINE HOWFAR"
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8.6. The EGS4 user code for the 2 sub-model
%L	 "TURN ON MORTRAN LISTiNG
%E	 "PAGE EJECT
'INDENT M 4, "INDENT EACH MORTRAN NESTING LEVEL BY 4
'INDENT F 2, "INDENT EACH FORTRAN NESTING LEVEL BY 2
"*********************************************************************"
**''' mlc_521vs_h2o mortran
	
'k'I"'
***********************************
This code is used for the experimental verification of the
**" data_5m8 k" data file collected after the 2ndary collimator
If depth doses and profiles are in good agreement with experiments"
then the geometry of the 2100C collimator is simulated correctly
Machine (simulation) parameters
Y field size = 40 cm
X field size = 40 cm
MLC leaves Al A26 = Bi B26 = 20cm, ie fully retracted
SSD=lOOcm,
This EGS4 user code simulates the upper (y) and lower (x) jaws,
the 52 leaves of multileal collimator, the light field reticule,
and the water tank
Doses are scored along the central axis to get the central axis
depth dose curves and x and y profiles at Dmax=l 3cm and at the
depths of 5cm, 10cm, 15cm and 20cm
The following units are used unit 6 for (terminal) output
unit 8 to echo PEGS input data
unit 12 is PEGS cross-section file "
unit 17 to read data_5m8 input file
"*********************************************************************,'
"STEP 1 USER-OVERRJDE-OF-EGS4-MACROS
REPLACE {$MXMED} WITH (8) "ONLY 8 MEDIA IN THE PROBLEM (DEFAULT 10)"
REPLACE {$MXREG} WITH (4000) "4000 GEOMETRIC REGIONS (DEFAULT 2000)"
REPLACE { $MXSTACK} WITH (15 } "LESS THAN 15 PARTICLES ON STACK AT ONCE"
"DEFINE A COMMON TO PASS PLANE INFORMATION TO THE ROUTINE HOWFAR
REPLACE {,COMIN/PLADTA/,) WITH
,COMMON/PLADTA/PCOORD(3,2000),PNORM(3,2000),ISCORE,Y1RU,Y1RL,Y2RU,Y2RL
,X1RU,X1RL,X2RU,X2RL,THETA(2000), }
REPLACE (,COMIN/CYLDTA/, } WITH
,COMMON/CYLDTA/CYRAD2(2),)
REPLACE { ,COMIN/CCYLDTA OFY/,) WITH
,COMMON/CCYLDTA_OFY/CC_OFY_R2( 1 30),CC_OFY_XC(1 30),CC_OFY_ZC(1 30),)
REPLACE {,COMIN/CONDTA/,} WITH
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(,COMMON/CODTACON1U,CON1L,C1L,CoTAL2(1),sMLL(1), }
"DEFiNE USER VARIABLES TO COMMUNICATE WITH AUSGAB
REPLACE {,COMIN/AOUT/,} WITH
{ ,COMMON/AOIJTINBIN,DD(400),P1 3(0 400),P50(0 400),Pl00(0 400)
,P150(0 400),P200(0 400),I,POINT, }
"DEFINE USER VARIABLES FOR MULTILEAF COLLIMATOR
REPLACE (,COMIN/ZMLC/,) WITH
{ ,COMMON/ZMLC/B(26),A(26),BI5O(26),AJSO(26),BMLC(26),AMLC(26),
AA,BB,FFRAD, }
"THE FOLOWING RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR NEEDS TO BE USED ON A VAX
"REMOVE THIS MACRO DEFINITION ON AN IBM MACHINE SINCE THE EGS4
"DEFAULT WORKS THERE
REPLACE (,COMINIRANDOMJ, } WITH { ,COMMONIRANDOMIIXX, }
REPLACE { $RANDOMSET#, } WITH
(IXX=IXX*663608941,(P1)=o 5 + IXX''0 23283064E-09,}
REPLACE {,COMIN/PLOUT/,} WITH
,COMMON/PLOUTJIE,IIQ,IX,Iy,IU,IV,NTOT,
INTEGER*2 IE,IIQ,IX,IY,IU,IV,NTOT, }
,COMINIBOUNDS,PLADTA,CYLDTA,CONDTA,MEDIA,MISC,THRESH,STACK,AOUT,
ZMLC,EPCONT,RANDOM,PLOUT,CCYLID'FA_OFy/,
"STEP 2 PRE-HATCH-CALL-INITIALIZATION
"PLACE MEDIUM NAME IN AN ARRAY
$TYPE MEDARR(24,8) /$S'W',
	
23*'',
$S'CUICRU521' 15*'',
$S'PBICRU521', 15*'',
$S'MYLARICRU521',12*'',
$S'AIRICRU521', 14*'',
$S'H2OICRU521', 14*'',
$S'KAPTON',	 18*''
$S'AIR 2PSI', 16*' 'I,
NMED=8, "NUMBER OF MEDIA IS8= $MXMED
DOJ=1,NMED [
DO 1=1,24 [MEDIA(I,J)=MEDARR(I,J),]
/MED(74),MED(75),MED(78),MED(79)/1, "TUNGSTEN"
IMED(72),MED(73),MED(76),MED(77),MED(80),MED(82),MED(83)15,
/MED(97),MED(99)/=5, "AIR AT STP - AIRTCRU521"
MED(98)=4,	 "MYLAR - MYLARICRU521"
MED(100)=6,	 "WATER - H2OICRU521"
OUTPUT, (I/MEDIA IN REGIONS FOR B-SIDE MLC LEAVES 'I),
DO IJ=10l0,1260,10 [
IMED(IJ),MED(IJ+ 1),MED(IJ-i-5),MED(IJ-i-7)/=1, 	 "W
IMED(IJ^2),MED(IJ+3),MED(IJ+4),MED(IJ^6),MED(IJ+8)/5, "AIR"
OUTPUT IJ,IJ+1 ,IJ+5,IJ+7,IJ^2,IJ+3,IJ+4,IJ+6,IJ+8,
(1X,'MEDIA =',4I5,' = W',2X,'MEDIA =',515,' = AIR'),
OUTPUT, (I//MEDIA IN REGIONS FOR A-SIDE MLC LEAVES 'I),
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DO IJ=2010,2260,10 [
IMED(IJ),MED(IJ+1 ),MED(IJ+5),MED(IJ+7)/=1,	 "W
IMED(IJ+2),MED(IJ+3),MED(IJ+4),MED(IJ^6),MED(IJ+8)/=5, "AIR"
OUTPUT IJ,IJ^1 ,IJ+5,IJ^7,IJ+2,IJ+3,IJ+4,IJ+6,IJ+8,
(1X,'MEDIA =',415,' = W',2X,'MEDIA =',515,' = AIR),
OUTPUT, (/ll'MEDIA IN REGIONS BETWEEN MLC LEAVES 'I),
DO IJ=3010,3260,10 [
IMED(IJ),MED(IJ^1),MED(IJ+5),MED(IJ+7)/=5,
	
"AIR"
IMED(IJ+2),MED(IJ+3),MED(IJ-i-4),MED(IJ+6),MED(LJ+8)/=5, "AIR"
OUTPUT IJ,IJ+1 ,IJ+5,IJ+7,IJ+2,U+3,IJ+4,U+6,IJ+8,
(1X,'MEDIA =',415,' = AIR',2X,'MEDIA =',5I5,' = AIR'),
"DEFINE ECUT AND PCUT FOR ALL REGIONS USED"
DO IREG=1,4000 [
ECUT(IREG)=0 711, "TERMINATE ELECTRON HISTORIES AT 02 MeV
PCUT(IREG)=0 1, "TERMINATE PHOTON HISTORIES AT 01 MEV
"STEP 3 HATCH-CALL
C L I N A C 2 1 0 0 C - 6 M V ***********'/
'*********** SECONDARY COLLIMATOR TO MLC LEAVES **********'/
'**********************************************************'I
'******* READ BINARY "data_5m8" FILE AS INPUT *********'/
'********* AT THE SECONDARY COLLIMATOR AND **********'/
'********* SCORE DD AND PROFILES AT Dmax
	
****'/
'**********************************************************,I
I' CALL HATCH TO GET CROSS-SECTION DATA'/),
CALL HATCH," PICK UP CROSS SECTION DATA FOR ALL MEDIA
DATA FILE MUST BE ASSIGNED TO UNIT 12- aiLmedia dat"
,OUTPUT AE(1 )-0 511, AP(1),
('OKNOCK-ON ELECTRONS CAN BE CREATED AND ANY ELECTRON FOLLOWED DOWN TO'
1F40,F8 3,' MeV KINETIC ENERGY'/
'BREM PHOTONS CAN BE CREATED AND ANY PHOTON FOLLOWED DOWN TO',
/T40,F8 3,' MeV 'I),
"COMPTON EVENTS CAN CREATE ELECTRONS AND PHOTONS BELOW THESE CUTOFFS"
,OUTPUT ECUT(2)-0 511 ,PCUT(2),(/2X,'ECUT= ',F6 3,5X,'PCUT= ',F6 3/),
"STEP 4 INITIALIZATION-FOR-HOWFAR
"**************** ALL DISTANCES ARE IN CENTIMETRES
DO INN=1,26 ["Initialise mlc arrays"
/B(INN),A(INN),BISO(INN),AISO(INN),BMLC(INN),AMLC(INN)/=o 0,
"*********************************************************************,,
"*********************************************************************,,
DEFINE Y-FIELD SIZE --------
Y1JAW=20, "Yl FIELD SIZE AT 100SSD / cm"
Y2JAW=20, "Y2 FIELD SIZE AT 100S SD / cm"
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"*********************************************************************',
' I	**** 	 I I
DEFINE X-FIELD SIZE -----------
X1JAW=20, "Xl FIELD SIZE AT 100SSD / cm"
X2JAW=20, "X2 FIELD SIZE AT 100SSD I cm"
"*********************************************************************I,
"*********************************************************************"
"*********************************************************************"
DEFINE MLC -FIELD SIZE
"DEFINE HERE MLC LEAVES FIELD SIZE AT ISOCENTR - 100SSD
"B-SIDE MLC LEAVES (TOWARDS JAW Xl LHS) / cm"
B(1)=205,
B(2)=20 5,
B(3)=20 5,
B(4)=20 5,
B(5)=20 5,
B(6)=20 5,
B(7)=20 5,
B(8)=20 5,
B(9)=20 5,
B(1O)=20 5,
B(l1)=20 5,
B(12)=20 5,
B(13)=20 5,
B(14)=20 5,
B(15)=20 5,
B(16)=205,
B(17)=20 5,
B(18)=20 5,
B(19)=205,
B(20)=20 5,
B(21)=20 5,
B(22)=20 5,
B(23)=20 5,
B(24)=20 5,
B(25)=20 5,
B(26)=20 5,
"A-SIDE MLC LEAVES (TOWARDS JAW X2 RHS) / cm"
A(1)=20 5,
A(2)=20 5,
A(3)=20 5,
A(4)=20 5,
A(5)=20 5,
A(6)=20 5,
A(7)=20 5,
A(8)=20 5,
A(9)=20 5,
A(lO)=20 5,
A(ll)=205,
A(12)=20 5,
A(13)=205,
A(14)=20 5,
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A(15)205,
A(16)20 5,
A(17)20 5,
A(18)20 5,
A(19)20 5,
A(20)20 5,
A(21)20 5,
A(22)20 5,
A(23)20 5,
A(24)=20 5,
A(25)=20 5,
A(26)=20 5,
E N D 0 F M L C F I EL D S I Z E
',*****************************************************:***************
,OUTPUT Y1JAW,Y2JAW,X1JAW,X2JAW,
(/2X,'Yl JAW = ',F7 1,' cm ',5X,' Y2 JAW = ',F7 1,' cm',
/2X,'Xl JAW = ',F7 1,' cm ',5X,' X2 JAW = ',F7 1,' cm'f,
,OUTPUT,
(12X,'** MLC LEAF POSITIONS AS IN VARIAN WORKSTATION **',
12X,'**** MLC LEAF FIELD SIZES AT ISOCENTRE in cm****'
//2X,'******* B-SIDE (Xl) ****** A-SIDE (X2)
	 '),
DO NM=1,26
,OUTPUT NM,B(NM),NM,A(NM),
(3X,'B(',12,')= ',F5 1,' cm',4X,'A(',12,')= ',F5 1,' cm'),
P1=3 14159265359,
"All units are in centimetres
"INITIALISE ARRAYS"
DO 11=1,2000 [THETA(11)=0 0,], "ALL ANGLES IN RADIANS"
"Theta is the primary beam angle wrt CAX, the z-axis
"as defined by the primary collimator
THETA(1)=13 9*(PI/180 0), "CALCULATE THETA(1) IN RADIANS
SSD 1000, "SOURCE TO SURFACE DISTANCE = 100 cm
"***' DEFINE DISTANCES, THICKNESSES OF SECONDARY COLLIMATOR *****"
ZSECL=27 09, "DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO LOWER SURFACE OF 2ND COLLIMMATOR"
"'" END OF SECONDARY COLLIMATOR DEFINITION
"*** DEFINE DISTANCES AND THICKNESSES OF UPPER COLLIMATOR - Y JAW "***"
"CALCULATE THETAY1 AND THETAY2 IN RADIANS
THETA(10)=(ATAN(Y1JAW/SSD)),
THETA(1 1 )=(ATAN(Y2JAW/SSD)),
ZYJU=27 889, "Y-JAW, UPPER SURFACE
ZYJL=35 662, "Y-JAW, LOWER SURFACE
Y1RU= ZYJU*Y1JAW/SSD, " Y-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF Yl JAW - NEGATIVE"
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Y1RL=ZYJL*Y1JAW/SSD," Y-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF Yl JAW - NEGATIVE"
Y2RU=^ZYJU*Y2JAW/SSD," Y-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF Y2 JAW - POSITIVE"
Y2RL=+ZYJL*Y2JAWISSD," Y-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF Y2 JAW - POSITIVE"
" END OF Y JAWS DEFINITIONS ******
' e ***DEFT DISTANCES AND THICKNESSES OF LOWER COLLIMATOR - X JAW ****"
"CALCULATE THETAX1 AND THETAX2 IN RADIANS
THETA(20)=(ATAN(X1JAW/SSD)),
THETA(2 1)=(ATAN(X2JAW/SSD)),
ZXJU=36 665, "X-JAW, UPPER SURFACE
ZXJL=44 438, "X-JAW, LOWER SURFACE
X1RU=ZXJU*X1JAW/SSD," X-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF Xl JAW - NEGATIVE"
X1RL=ZXJL*X1JAW/SSD, " X-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF Xl JAW - NEGATIVE"
X2RU=+ZXJU*X2JAW/SSD," X-COORDS TO UPPER SURFACE OF X2 JAW - POSITIVE"
X2RL=+ZXJL*X2JAW/SSD, " X-COORDS TO LOWER SURFACE OF X2 JAW - POSITIVE"
**** END OF X JAWS DEFINITIONS
"***TpAJSFOPJ4ATION OF Y AND X JAWS TO CARTECIAN COORDINATES ***"
"Change Y and X jaw sizes to xy coordinates
Y1J=-Y1JAW,
Y2J=Y2JAW,
X1J=-X1JAW,
X2J=X2JAW,
OUTPUT Y1J,Y2J,X1J,X2J,
(//2X,' "" Y AND Xjaw Cartesian coordinates/cm *****'
/5X,'Yl coord =',F6 2,5X,' Y2 coord =',F6 2,
15X,'X1 coord =',F6 2,5X,' X2 coord =',F6 2),
"Check the jaws are not outside limits"
"or that they do not overlap/crash etc
IF (X1J GT X2J OR Y1J GT Y2J) [
OUTPUT, (/2X,'OVERLAPING OF JAWS 'I),
STOP,]
IF(X1JLT-20 1 ORX1JGT 10 1)[
OUTPUT, (/2X,' Xl JAW OUTSIDE LIMITS 'I),
STOP,]
IF (X2J LT -10 1 OR X2J GT 20 1) [
OUTPUT , (/2X,' X2 JAW OUTSIDE LIMITS 'I),
STOP,]
IF(Y1JLT-20 1 ORY1JGT1O 1)[
OUTPUT , (/2X,' Yl JAW OUTSIDE LIMITS '1),
STOP,]
IF (Y2J LT -10 1 OR Y2J GT 20 1) [
OUTPUT , (/2X,' Y2 JAW OUTSIDE LIMITS 'I),
STOP,]
******************** D £ F I NT I 0 N S ***********************"
B E T W E E N T H E LEA V E S
"***Tp..SFOpJy1ATION OF MLC LEAVES TO CARTECIAN COORDINATES ***"
"Change mic leaf positions to x-coordinates at isocentre"
OUTPUT,
(/5X,'*** MLC leaf Cartesian x-coordinates in cm at isocentre ***',
12X,' LEAP NUMBER',6X,'B-SIDE(X1-L)/cm',6X,'A-SIDE(X2-k)/cm'),
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DO IK=1,26 [
BISO(IK)=-.B(IK),
AISO(IK)=A(IK),
OUTPUT ll(,BISO(IK),MSO(IK),
(4X,13,1OX,'from -25 to ',F6 2,'cm',5X,'from 'F6 2,' to +25 cm'),
Check the mic leaves are not outside limits"
or that they do not overlap/crash etc
DO IN1=l,26 [
IF (BISO(IN1) GT AISO(IN1)) [
OUTPUT IN1, (/2X,'OVERLAPING OF MLC LEAVES ',13/),
STOP,	 ]
DOIP=1,26 II
IF (BISO(IP) LT -205 OR BISO(IP) GT 165
OR AISO(IP) LT -165 OR ATSO(IP) GT 205)
OUTPUT IP, (/2X,'MLC LEAF ',13, OUT OF RANGE'/),
STOP,]
"********END BETWEEN THE LEAVES ************"
OUTPUT,
(/5X,'*** MLC leaf Cartesian x-coordinates in cm at mic plane ***',
12X,' LEAF NUMBER',6X,'B-SIDE(X1-L)Icm',6X,'A-SIDE(X2-R)/cm'),
DO IK=1,26 [
BMLC(IK)B(IK)*48 38/100,
AMLC(IK)=A(IK)*48 38/100,
OUTPUT IK,BMLC(IK),AMLC(IK),
(4X,13,16X,F6 2,'cm',12X,F6 2),
"***** DEFINE Z-COORDS FOR XY PLANES 91 96, distances in cm ***'*"
Z91=48 38,
Z92=49 68,
Z93=49 81,
Z94=52 33,
Z95=52 46,
Z96=53 76,
" ** END OF Z COORDS FOR XY PLANES 91 96 ****'
************* DEFINE LEAF WIDTHS AT ISOCENTRE **********************,1
YMLCW=1 0, "Total leaf width at isocentre in centimetres
YCNTR=0 025, "Centre gap between leaves at isocentre in centimetres"
YOVER=0 025, "Overlap between leaves at isocenire in centimetres
YEDGE=0 025, "Top and bottom gap between leaves at isocentre in cm
"" END OF LEAF THICKNESSESS '"
,OUTPUT YMLCW,YCNTR,YOVER,YEDGE,
(/2X,'MLC LEAF TOTAL WIDTH AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm',
/2X,'MLC LEAF CENTRE GAP AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm',
/2X,'MLC LEAF OVERLAP GAP AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm',
/2X,MLC LEAF EDGE GAP AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm'!),
'I*****DEFP AlL THETA ANGLES FOR DiVERGENT PLANES OF MLC****"
DO IH=1,27 [
THETA(1000iIH* 10)=ATAN((14-IH)/100 0),
THETA( 100 1+IH* 10)=ATAN((1 3+YCNTR-i-YOVER-i-YEDGE-IH)/100 0),
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THETA(1002+IH* 10)=ATAN((13+YOVER+YEDGE-IH)/ 100 0),
THETA(1003+IH* 10)=ATAN((13^YEDGE-IH)/loo 0),
"i" End of theta(2000) definitions '"'"
********* END OF MLC DEFINITIONS ,'*"*"**"
u '*****DE
	
LIGHT FIELD CROSSHAIR- ''"
ZRET=55 4, "DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO LIGHT FIELD RETICULE
WRET=0 004*2 54, "TIHCKNESS OF LIGHT FIELD RETICLE
*** END OF LIGHT FIELD RETICLE DEFINITION ******
DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO WATER SURFACE - S S D -
ZH2O=SSD,"lOOcm SSD"
I
" ********** P LA NE D E F I NI T I 0 N S
	
"
NPLAN=2000, "NUMBER OF PLANES = 2000"
DO IZ=1,NPLAN [
PCOORD(1,IZ)=0 0, PCOORD(2,IZ)=0 0, PCOORD(3,IZ)=0 0,
PNORM(1,IZ)=0 0, PNORM(2,IZ)=0 0, PNORM(3,IZ)=1 0,
"NOW PUT TIlE EXCEPTIONS
"*****DE	 PLANES FOR FIXED SECONDARY COLLIMATOR
PCOORD(3,49)=ZSECL, "Z-COORD FROM SOURCE TO LOWER SURF OF 2ND COLL
********** DEFINE PLANES FOR Y JAW ****************
PCOORD(3,50)=ZYJU, "SOURCE TO UPPER SURFACE OF Yl AND Y2 JAW
PCOORD(3,51)=ZYJL, "SOURCE TO LOWER SURFACE OF Yl AND Y2 JAW
"FIRST Yl JAW - T SIDE - DEFINE Yl CROSS PLANE
PNORM(2,52)=COS(THETA( 10)), PNORM(3,52)=SIN(THETA(10)),
NEXT, Y2 JAW, G SIDE DEFINE Y2 CROSS PLANE
PNORM(2,53)=-COS(THETA(1 1)), PNORM(3,53)=SIN(THETA(1 1)),
END OF Yl AND Y2 JAW DEFINITIONS *********
"********** DEFINE PLANES FOR X JAW
PCOORD(3,54)=ZXJU, "SOURCE TO UPPER SURFACE OF Xl AND X2 JAW
PCOORD(3,55)=ZXJL, "SOURCE TO LOWER SURFACE OF Xl AND X2 JAW
"FIRST Xl JAW - LEVI' SIDE - DEFINE Xl CROSS PLANE
PNORM( 1 ,56)=COS(THETA(20)), PNORM(3,56)=SIN(THETA(20)),
"NEXT, X2 JAW, RIGHT SIDE DEFINE X2 CROSS PLANE
PNORM( 1 ,57)=-COS(THETA(21)), PNORM(3,57)=SIN(THETA(21)),
END OF Xl AND X2 JAW DEFINITIONS *********
PCOORDS AND PNORMS FOR THE MLC
DEFINE XY PLANES FOR THE MLC
PCOORD(3,91)=Z91, "all distances in centimetres
PCOORD(3,92)=Z92, "all distances in centimetres
PCOORD(3,93)=Z93, "all distances in centimetres
PCOORD(3,94)=Z94, "all distances in centimetres
PCOORD(3,95)=Z95, "all distances in centimetres
PCOORD(3,96)Z96, "all distances in centimetres
"********** DEFINE DIVERGENT PLANES FOR THE MLC *********************"
DO 10=1,27
PNORM(2, 1000^10*IO)=COS(THETA(1000+ 10*10)),
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PNORM(3, 1000^10*I0)=SIN(THETA(1 000^10*10)),
PNORM(2, 1001I10*IO)=C0S(THETA( 1001+10*10)),
PNORM(3, 100 1l10*IO)=SIN(THETA(100 1+10*10)),
PNORM(2, 1 002+10*IO)=COS(THETA(1002^10*IO)),
PNORM(3, 1002+ 1 0*I0)=SIN(THETA(1002+10*IO)),
PNORM(2, 1003+10*I0)=COS(THETA(1003^10*I0)),
PNORM(3, 1003+10*I0)=SIN(THETA(1003^10*IO)),
END OF DEFINITION OF DIVERGENT PLANES FOR THE MLC**h'
*********** DEFINE XY PLANES BELOW THE MLC
PCOORD(3,98)=ZRET-WRET, "TOP PLANE OF LIGHT FIEJI) RETICULE
PCOORD(3,99)=ZRET, "BOTFOM PLANE OF LIGHT FIELD RETICULE
PCOORD(3,100)=ZH2O, 'WATER SURFACE ZH2O=SSD
END OF XY PLANES OF RETICULE AND WATER SURFACE *******
************** DEFINE PLANES FOR THE WATER TANK
"lstXY PLANE"
PCOORD(3,100)=SSD, "WATER SURFACE
"2nd XY PLANE"
PCOORD(3,101)=SSD-i-40," DISCARD PARTICLES BEYOND Z=l4Ocm FROM TARGET"
"lstXZ PLANE"
PCOORD(2,102)=24 75, "PLANE 102, XZ PLANE TOWARDS Y2
PNORM(2,102)=1 0, PNORM(3,102)=0, " PLANE 102, XZ PLANE TOWARDS Y2
"2nd XZ PLANE"
PCOORD(2,103)=-24 75, "PLANE 103, XZ PLANE TOWARDS Yl
PNORM(2,103)=-1 0, PNORM(3,103)=0, "PLANE 103, XZ PLANE TOWARDS Yl "
"1st YZ PLANE"
PCOORD(1,104)=24 75, "PLANE 104, YZ PLANE TOWARDS X2
PNORM(1,104)=1 0, PNORM(3,104)=0, "PLANE 104, YZ PLANE TOWARDS X2
2st YZ PLANE"
PCOORD(1,105)=-24 75, "PLANE 105, YZ PLANE TOWARDS Xl
PNORM(1,105)=-1 0, PNORM(3,105)=0, "PLANE 105, YZ PLANE TOWARDS Xl"
END OF WATER TANK PLANES **********************"
E N D 0 F P L A NE D E F IN I T I 0 N
" ***************'" C 0 NE D E F I N I T I 0 N
	
"
"*************** DEFINE FIRST CONE
"*'" SECONDARY COLLIMATOR ***
C 1L=PCOORD(3,49)*TAN(THETA(1 )),
"LOWER X OR Y COORD OF CONE 1 -SECOND COLLIMATOR
" *** END OF SECONDARY COLLIMATOR DEFINITION ***
"ANGLE OF CONE WRT THE Z-AXIS"
COTAL2(1)=(COS(THETA(1))/SIN(THETA(1)))**2,
SMALLL(1)=PCOORD(3,1), "THE VERTEX OF THE CONE - AT ORIGIN
"********** END OF FIRST CONE DEFINITION
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CYLINDER DEFINITION *****************"
************* DEFINE RADIUS SQUARED FOR CYLINDERS ****************
CYRAD2(1)=25 O**2, " Outside radius for secondary colhmatorlMLC/water"
"' END OF CYLINDER RADII DEFINITION ""
******************** D E F I NT I 0 N S
"" THE FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ""
FFRAD=1O 45, "RADIUS OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES"
"B-SIDE FIRST"
DO 1N2=1,26 [
CC_OFY_R2(IN2)=FFRAD**2,
CC_OFY_XC(IN2)=-(B (1N2)*(PCOORD(3,9 1)/SSD))-FFRAD,
CC_OFY_ZC(1N2)=PCOORD(3,9 1)+((PCOORD(3,96)-PCOORD(3,9 1))/2 0),
"A-SIDE SECOND"
DO IN3=101,126 [
CC_OFY_R2(1N3)=FFRAD**2,
CC....OFY_XC(IN3)=(A(IN3100)*(PCOORD(3,9 1)/SSD))+FFRAD,
CC_OFY_ZC(1N3)=PCOORD(3,9 1)^((PCOORD(3 ,96)-PCOORD(3,9 1))12 0),
,OUTPUT, (112X,'** FRONT FACE OF THE MLC LEAVES B-SIDE **',
/1X,'LEAF_NO RADIUS**2',7X,'XCOORD',7X,'ZCCORD'/),
DO 1N4=1,26 [
,OUTPUT IN4,CC_OFY_R2(1N4),CC_OFY_XC(1N4),CC_OFY_ZC(IN4),
(2X,I3,5X,F8 3,5X,F8 3,5X,F8 3),
,OUTPUT, (112X,'** FRONT FACE OF THE MLC LEAVES A SIDE **',
/1X,'LEAF_NO RADIUS**2',7X,'XCOORD',7X,'ZCCORD'/),
DO 1N4=1O1,126 [
,OUTPUT 1N4,CC_OFY_R2(1N4),CC_OFY_XC(1N4),CC_OFY..ZC(1N4),
(2X,I3,5X,F8 3,5X,F8 3,5X,F8 3),
"**** END OF DEFINING THE FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ""
"CALCULATE DISTANCES AA AND BB OF THE MLC LEAVES"
"DISTANCE AA IS HALF THE HEIGHT OF THE MLC LEAF"
AA=(PCOORD(3,96)-PCOORD(3,91))/2 0,
"DISTANCE BB IS THE PROJECTION OF X-COORD FOR THE CENTRE"
"OF THE CYLINDER TO THE CURVED FRONT FACE ON PLANE 91"
BB=SQRT(FFRAD**2AA**2)
" *********** 0 U T P UT S ***************"
,OUTPUT, (112X,'******* Y AND X JAW SIZES AT 100SSD *******),
,OUTPUT Y1JAW,Y2JAW,X1JAW,X2JAW,THETA(10),THETA(1 1),THETA(20),THETA(21),
(12X,'Y1 JAW = ',F7 2,5X,' Y2 JAW = ',F7 2,
/2X,'Xl JAW = ',F7 2,5X,' X2 JAW = ',F7 2,
/2X,'THETA Yl rads =',FlO 7,5X,'THETA Y2 rads =',FlO 7,
/2X,'THETA Xl rads =',FlO 7,5X,'THETA X2 rads =',FlO 7/),
,OUTPUT, (IX,'PLANE',2X,'PCOORDS',20X,'PNORM'),
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DO NIK=49,60 [
,OUTPUT NIK,PCOORD(1 ,NTK),PCOORD(2,NIK),PCOORD(3,NIK),
PNORM(1 ,NIK),PNORM(2,NIK),PNORM(3,NIK),
(1X,13,2X,3F6 2,5X,3F6 2),
CALCULATE ANGLES IN DEGREES - FOR OUTPUT NL**"
,OUTPUT THETA( 1)* 1 80/PI,THETA(1O)* 1 801P1,THETA(1 1)*1 80/PI,
THETA(20)* 1 801P1,THETA(2 1)*1 80/PI,
(/2X,'ANGLE PRIMARY COLLIMATOR = ',FlO 3,2x,' degrees',
/2X,'ANGLE Yl JAW
	
',FlO 3,2x,' degrees',
/2X,'ANGLE Y2 JAW
	
= ',FlO 3,2x,' degrees',
/2X,'ANGLE Xl JAW
	
= ',FlO 3,2x,' degrees',
/2X,'ANGLE X2 JAW
	
= ',FlO 3,2x,' degrees'/),
,OUTPUT, (/2X,'** MULTILEAF COLLIMATOR **'i),
DO IHI=1O1O,1260,1O [
,OUTPUT llH,THETA(IHI)*1 801P1,llil+1 ,THETA(IHI+1)* 1 80/PI,
IHI^2,THETA(IIH^2)* 1 801P1,IHI+3,THETA(llil+3)* 1 80/PI,
(/2X,'THETA(',14,') = ',FlO 4,' degrees',
/2X,'THETA(',14,') = ',FlO 4,' degrees',
12X,'THETA(',14,') = ',FlO 4,' degrees',
/2X,'THETA(',14,') = ',FlO 4,' degrees'),
,OUTPUT, (12X,'MLC XY PLANES'),
DO NIK1=91,96 [
,OUTPUT MK1 ,PCOORD(1 ,NIK1),PCOORD(2,NIK1),PCOORD(3,NIK1),
PNORM(1 ,NIK1),PNORM(2,NIK1),PNORM(3,MK1),
(1X,13,2X,3F8 3,1OX,3F7 3),
,OUTPUT, (/2X,'MLC DIVERGENT PLANES'),
DO NIK2=1O1O,1260,1O [
,OUTPUT NIK2,PCOORD(1 ,NIK2),PCOORD(2,NIIC2),PCOORD(3,MK2),
PNORM(1 ,NIK2),PNORM(2,NIK2),PNORM(3,NIK2),
NIK2-i-1 ,PCOORD(1 ,NIK2+1),PCOORD(2,NIK2^1),PCOORD(3,NIK2-i-1),
PNORM(1 ,NTK2+1),PNORM(2,NIK2+1 ),PNORM(3,NTK2-i- 1),
NIK2-i-2,PCOORD(1 ,NIK2+2),PCOORD(2,NIK2+2),PCOORD(3,NIK2+2),
PNORM(1 ,NIK2^2),PNORM(2,NTK2+2),PNORM(3,NTK2-i-2),
NIK2+3,PCOORD(1 ,NTK2+3),PCOORD(2,Nll(2+3),PCOORD(3,NTK2-i-3),
PNORM(1 ,NIK2+3),PNORM(2,NIK2+3),PNORM(3,NIK2+3),
(/1X,15,2X,3F5 2,5X,3F1 1 7,
/1X,15,2X,3F5 2,5X,3F11 7,
/1X,I5,2X,3F5 2,5X,3F1 1 7,
/1X,15,2X,3F5 2,5X,3F1 1 7),
,OUTPUT YMLCW,YCNTR,YOVER,YEDGE,
(/2X,'MLC LEAF TOTAL WIDTH AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm',
/2X,'MLC LEAF CENTRE GAP AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm',
/2X,'MLC LEAF OVERLAP GAP AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm',
/2X,'MLC LEAF EDGE GAP AT ISOCENTRE =',F6 3,' cm'/),
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"STEP 5 INITIALIZATION-FOR-AUSGAB
"INITIALISE VARIABLES FOR BINARY FILE data_5m8"
/IE,IIQ,IX,IY,IU,IV/=0,
POINT=0, "INITAILIZE VARAIBLE TO POINT AT BINARY FILE data_5m8"
INITIALISE SCORRING AND OUTPUT ARRAYS
DO IN=1,400 [DD(IN)=0, I
DO Ii 1=0,400
[P13(11 1)=0, P50(11 1)=0, P100(11 1)=0, P150(11 1)=0, P200(11 1)=0,]
************ OPEN BINARY FILE data_5m8 UNFORMA1TED ****************"
%N
%F
C234567
OPEN(UNIT=17,FILE=' /data_5m8 tot', ACCESS='DIRECT',
& FORM='UNFORMA'ITED',STATUS='OLD',RECL=2)
%M
%L
::1 6 DETERMINATION-OF-INCIDENT-PARTICLE-PARAMETERS
"Re-seed Random number, lxx, odd integer number
IXX=-1659359673,
NBATCH=50,	 "Total number of batches"
NCASE=1258909, "Total number of particles in data_5m8 = 1,258,909"
DO NTKOS=1,NBATCH
POINT=0, "Initialise pointer at the beginning of every batch"
OUTPUT NIKOS,NBATCH,NCASE,NCA5E*NIKO5,
(112X,'BATCH NUMBER ',13,' OUT OF ',13,
/2X,'NUMBER OF PARTICLES PER BATCH =',18,
/2X,'NUMBER OF PARTICLES RUNNING AT PRESENT= ',IlO),
OUTPUT IXX,NIKOS,
(/2X,'RNG seed,IXX =',112,' at the start of batch number',13/),
DO I=1,NCASE [
"IF (MOD(I,10) EQ 0 AND MOD(I,100) EQ 0)"
"[ OUTPUT I,IXX, ('HISTORY NUMBER = ',IlO,lOX,'IXX = ',112), ]"
*********
"234567
%N
%F
c234567
POINT=POINT+1
READ(17,REC=POINT)IE
POINT=POINT^1
READ( 17,REC=POINT)IIQ
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POINT=POINT+1
READ(17,REC=POINT)JX
POINT=POINT+1
READ(17,REC=POTNT)IY
POINT=POINT+1
READ( 17,REC=POINT)IU
POINT=POINT+1
READ(17,REC=POINT)IV
EIN=REAL(IE/100 0)
IQIN=IIQ
XIN=REAL(IX/100 0)
YIN=REAL(IY/100 0)
ZIN=27 09
UTN=REAL(IIJ/10000 0)
VIN=REAL(IV/10000 0)
WIN=SQRT( 1((UIN*UIN)+(V1N*VIN)))
WRITE(*, 100)EIN,IQIN,XIN,YIN,ZIN,UIN,VIN,WIN
clOO FORMAT(2X,F6 2,14,3F8 2,4X,3F8 4)
%M
%L
END OF READING UNFORMATED DATA IN FILE data_5m8 *********
IRIN=72,	 "STARTS IN REGION 72
WTIN=1 0,	 "WEIGHT = 1 SINCE NO VARIANCE REDUCTION USED
"STEP 7 SHOWER-CALL
CALL SHOWER(IQTN,EIN,X1N,YIN,ZIN,UIN,VIN,WIN,IRIN,WTIN),
I "END OF THE NCASE LOOP"
"STEP 8 OUTPUT-OF-RESULTS
"*****CAX DEPTH DOSE********"
OUTPUT,
(2X,' PERCENTAGE DEPTH DOSESFOR 40x40 FIELD',
/2X,',depth/mm',8X,', DD '),
DO IOUT=1,400 [
OUTPUT IOUT,DD(IOUT),
(2X,',',15,2X,',',F15 3),
OUTPUT,
(/2X,
'PROFILES (field=40x40cm2) at depths 13mm, 50mm, 100mm, 150mm, 200mm',
12X,',Y/X in mm',9X,',P1 3 ',l 3X,',P50 ',12X,',P100 ',12X,',P150 ',l 2X,
',P200 '),
DO lOUT 1=0,220 [
OUTPUT IOUT1 ,P 13(IOUT1),P50(IOUT1),P100(IOUT1),P150(IOUT1),P200(IOUT1),
(3X,',',I5,2X,',',F15 3,2X,',',F15 3,2X,',',F15 3,2X,',',F15 3,2X,','
,F15 3),
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I "END OF BATCH RUN"
$RANDOMSET RNUMB,
OUTPUT RNUMB,IXX, (/2X,'Last Random number=',F32 28,
/2x,'Re-Seed number for Random Number Generator=',115/),
%N
%F
'"'* CLOSE BINARY FILES data_5m8 ************
CLOSE(17)
%M
%L
STOP,END,
"*********************************************************************',
SUBROUTINE AUSGAB(IARG),
IN GENERAL, AUSGAB IS A ROUTINE WHICH IS CALLED UNDER A SERIES
"OF WELL DEFINED CONDITIONS SPECIFIED BY THE VALUE OF IARG (SEE THE"
"EGS4 MANUAL FOR THE LIST) THIS IS A PARTICULARILY SIMPLE AUSGAB"
"WHENEVER THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED WITH IARG=3 , A PARTICLE HAS
"BEEN DISCARDED BY THE USER IN HOWFAR
"WE GET AUSGAB TO PRINT THE REQUIRED INFORMATION AT THAT POINT
"*********************************************************************,'
,COMIN/STACK,AOUT,ZMLC,EPCONT,PLADTA,CCYLDTAOFYI,
IRL=IR(NP), "LOCAL REGION VARIABLE"
IF(IRL EQ 100)[
" ******************************"
"*** SCORE % DEPTH DOSES '""
"DEPTH DOSE BIN Cylinder with height=lmm and radius=1 5 cm"
NBIN=INT(Z(NP)* 1O)-999,
RADII=SQRT(X(NP)**2+Y(NP)**2),
IF(RADII LE 15) [DD(NBIN)=DD(NBIN)+EDEP,] "END OF DEPTH DOSES"
" ********************************************fl
"****** SCORE PROFILES AT FIVE DEPTHS ***"*"
"The profile bin is cube 1mm width, 2cm length, and 1cm height"
"*** SCORE PROFILE AT Dmax (13mm) FIRST "*"
IF (Z(NP) GT 100 8 AND Z(NP) LT 101 8)
[NXBIN=INT(ABS(X(NP))* 10),
NYBIN=INT(ABS(Y(NP))*10),
IF NXBIN LE 10 [P13(NYBIN)P13(NYBIN)-1-EDEP,]
IF NYBIN LE 10 [P13(NXBIN)=P13(NXBIN)-1-EDEP,,]
I "END OF SCORING PROFILE AT Dmax"
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SCORE PROFILE AT 5cm (50mm) DEPTH ***"
IF (Z(NP) GT 104 5 AND Z(NP) LT 105 5)
[NXBIN=INT(ABS(X(NP))*1o),
NYBIN=INT(ABS(Y(NP))* 10),
IF NXBIN LE 10 [P50(NYBIN)=P50(NYBIN)^EDEP,]
IF NYBIN LE 10 [P50(NXBIN)=P50(NXBIN)+EDEP,,]
"END OF SCORING PROFILE AT A DEPTH OF 50mm"
"*** SCORE PROFILE AT 10cm (100mm) DEPTH ***"
IF (Z(NP) GT 109 5 AND Z(NP) LT 1105)
[NXBIN=INT(ABS(X(NP))*10),
NYBIN=INT(ABS(Y(NP))* 10),
IF NXBIN LE 10 [P100(NYBIN)=P100(NYBIN)+EDEP,]
IF NYBIN LE 10 [P100(NXBIN)=P100(NXBIN)+EDEP,,]
"END OF SCORING PROFILE AT A DEPTH OF 100mm"
"*** SCORE PROFILE AT 15cm (150mm) DEPTH ***"
IF(Z(NP)GT 1145ANDZ(NP)LT1155)
[N.XBIN=INT(ABS(X(NP))* 10),
NYB1N=INT(ABS(Y(NP))*10),
IF NXBIN LE 10 [P150(NYBIN)=P150(NYB1N)+EDEP,]
IF NYBIN LE 10 [P150(NXBIN)=P150(NXBIN)+EDEP,,]
I "END OF SCORING PROFILE AT A DEPTH OF 150mm"
"*** SCORE PROFILE AT 20cm (200mm) DEPTH ""
IF (Z(NP) GT 1195 AND Z(NP) LT 1205)
[NXBIN=INT(ABS(X(NP))* 10),
NyBJN&S(y(Np))*10),
IF NXBIN LE 10 [P200(NYBIN)=P200(NYBIN)-i-EDEP,]
IF NYBIN LE 10 [P200(NXB1N)=P200(NXBIN)-i-EDEP,,]
I "END OF SCORING PROFILE AT A DEPTH OF 150mm"
] "CLOSE IF FOR SCORING WITHIN THE WATER TANK BOUNDARIES"
"
RETURN,END," END OF AUSGAB
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"*********************************************************************"
SUBROUTINE HOWFAR,
,COMIN/STACK,MEDIA,EPCONT,PLADTA,CYLDTA,CONDTA,AOUT,ZMLC,CCYLDTA_OFY,
MISC/,
COMMON STACK CONTAINS X,Y,Z,U,V,W,IR AND NP(STACK POINTER)
COMMON EPCONT CONTAINS IRNEW, USTEP AND IDISC
COMMON PLADTA CONTAINS PCOORD AND PNORM
IRL=IR(NP)," LOCAL VARIABLE
0 UT P UT
:(IRI GE 97 AND IRL NE 3999 AND IQ(NP) EQ 0 AND I EQ 4399)"
",OUTPUT I,NP,X(NP),Y(NP),Z(NP),U(NP),V(NP),W(NP)"
,USTEP,TPLN,TCYL,IROLD,IR(NP),IRNEW,"
"(2x' "a HOWFAR ***',"
"/2X,'HISTORY NUMBER = ',16,'(',13,')',"
"/5X,'X,Y,Z= (',3F8 3,')',"
"/5X,'U,V,'W= (',3F8 5,')',"
"/5X,'USTEP =',F6 3,5X,'TPLN = ',F6 3,5X,'TCYL = ',FlO 3,"
"/5X,'IROLD =',16,5X,'IRL = ',16,5X,'IRNEW =',16/),"I,'
***** END OF OUTPUT
IF (IRL GE 3270
OR(IRLGT 1000ANDIRLLT 1010)
OR (IRLGE 1270 AND IRLLT 2010)
OR (IRL GE 2270 AND IRL LT 3010))
[IDISC=1, RETURN," TERMINATE THIS HISTORY" I
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 72) ["REGION 72- AIR FROM 2ND COLL TO Y-JAW
$CYLNDR( 1,1 ,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 1 FIRST"
IF(IHTT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),}
$PLANE1 (50,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(ll{IT EQ 1)[ "FORWARD PLANE FIRST
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
TEMP=SQRT(XF*XF+YF*YF),
IF (TEMP>25 0) [IRNXT=3999,]
ELSEIF (YF LT Y1RU) [IRNXT=74,]
ELSEIF (YF LT Y2RU) [IRNXT=73,]
ELSE [IRNXT=75,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),} "END OF FWD PLANE"
$PLANE1 (49,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF (IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,3999),]
I" END OF REGION 72"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 73) ["AIR BETWEEN Yi AND Y2 JAWS"
$CYLNDR(1,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 1 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(5 1,76,1,50,72,-i),
$PLAN2X(52,74,-1 ,53,75,-1),
J "END OF REGION 73"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 74) ["JAW Yi - TUNGSTEN"
$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(5 1,76,1,50,72,-i),
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$PLANE1(52, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,73),]
I "END OFJAWY1"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 75) ["JAW Y2 - TUNGSTEN"
$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),}
$PLAN2P(5 1,76,1,50,72,-i),
$PLANE1(53, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHLT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,73),]
I "END OFJAWY2"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 76) ["REGION 76 AIR BETWEEN Y-JAWS AND X-JAWS"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1 ,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 1 FIRST"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLANE1(54,1,IHIT,TPLN), "FORWARDS"
IF(IIIITEQ i)[
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
TEMP=SQRT(XF*XF+YF*YF),
IF (TEMP>25 0) [WNXT=3999,]
ELSEIF (XF LT X1RU) [IRNXT=78,]
ELSEIF (XF LT X2RU) [IRNXT=77,]
ELSE [IRNXT=79,]
$CHGTR(TPLN IRNXT) I "END OF FWD PLANE"
ELSEIF(IHIT EQ 0) [" BACKWARDS"
$PLANE1 (51,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
TEMP=SQRT(XF*XF+YF*YF),
IF (TEMP>25 0) [IRNXT=3999,]
ELSEIF (YF LT Y1RL) [IRNXT=74,]
ELSEIF (YF LT Y2RL)[IRNXT=73,]
ELSE [IRNXT=75,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),]"END OF BACKWARDS"
] "END OF REGION 76"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 77) ["AIR BETWEEN Xi AND X2 JAWS"
$CYLNDR(1 ,1 ,IHIT,TCYL), "CYLINDER 1 FIRST"
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(55,80, 1,54,76,-i),
$PLAN2X(56,78,-1 ,57,79,-i),
"END OF REGION 77"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 78) ["JAW Xl- TUNGSTEN"
$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IH1T EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(55,80, 1,54,76,-i),
$PLANE1(56, 1 ,IIIIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,77),]
"END OF JAW Xl"
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 79) ["JAW X2 - TUNGSTEN"
$CYLNDR(i , 1 ,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(55,80, 1,54,76,-i),
$PLANE1 (57,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,77),]
I "END OF JAW X2
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 80) ["AIR BETWEEN X JAWS AND MLC"
$CYLNDR( 1,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLANE1 (91,1 ,nlrI',TPLN), "FORWARDS"
IF(IFIIT EQ 1) [ "forwards"
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
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TEMP=SQRT(XF*XF^YF*YF),
IF (TEMP>25 0)	 [IRNXT=3999,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(101 0)))
[IRNXT=3999,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(101 1)))
[IRNXT=1010,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1Ol3)))
[1RNXT=1O1 1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA( 1020)))
[IRNXT=1016,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1021)))
[IRNXT=1020,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1O23)))
[JRNXT=1021,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA( 1030)))
[IRNXT=1026,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(103 1)))
[IRNXT=1030,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 033)))
[IB.NXT=1031,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1040)))
[IRNXT=1036,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(104 1)))
[IRNXT=1040,}
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1043)))
[IRNXT=1041,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(105O)))
[IRNXT= 1046,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1O5 1)))
[IRNXT=1050,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1053)))
[IRNXT=1051,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOOR]D(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1060)))
[IRNXT=1056,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1O61)))
[IRNXT=1 060,1
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1063)))
[IRNXT=1061,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1070)))
[IRNXT=1066,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 l)*TAN(THETA(107 1)))
[IRNXT=1 070,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1073)))
[IRNXT=1071,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA( 1080)))
[IRNXT=1076,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 081)))
[IRNXT=1080,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1083)))
[IRNXT=1081,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1090)))
[IRNXT= 1086,]
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ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1091)))
[IRNXT=1090,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1093)))
[IRNXT=1091,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 100)))
[IRNXT=1096,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 101)))
[IRNXT=1 100,1
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 103)))
[IRNXT=1 101,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 110)))
[IRNXT=1 106,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(,,1 111)))
[IRNXT=1110,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 113)))
[IRNXT=1111,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 120)))
[IRNXT=1 116,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 121)))
[IRNXT=1 120,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 123)))
[IRNXT=1 121,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 130)))
[IRNXT=1 126,]
ELSEJF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 131)))
[IRNXT=1 130,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 133)))
[IRNXT=1131,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 140)))
[IRNXT=1 136,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA( 1141)))
[IRNXT=1 140,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 143)))
[IRNXT=1 141,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 150)))
[IRNXT=1 146,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 151)))
[IRNXT=1 150,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 153)))
[IRNXT=1 151,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 160)))
[IRNXT=1 156,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 161)))
[IRNXT=1 160,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 163)))
[IRNXT=1161,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 170)))
[IRNXT=1 166,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(.THETA(1 171)))
[IRNXT=1 170,]
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ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 173)))
IIRNXT=1 171,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 I )*TAN(THETA(1 180)))
[IRNXT=1 176,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 181)))
[IRNXT=1 180,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 183)))
[IRNXT=1 181,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 190)))
[IRNXT=1 186,1
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1 )*TAN(THETA(1 191)))
[IRNXT=1 190,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1 193)))
[IRNXT1191,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(120O)))
[IRNXT=1196,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1201)))
[IRNXT=1200,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1203)))
[IRNXT=1201,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1 210)))
[IRNXT=1206,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(121 1)))
[IRNXT=12 10,1
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1213)))
[IRNXT=1211,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1220)))
[IRNXT= 12 16,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1221)))
[IRNXT=1220,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1223)))
[IRNXT=1221,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1230)))
[IRNXT= 1226,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(123 1)))
[IRNXT=1230,}
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(.THETA(1233)))
[IRNXT=1231,J
ELSEJF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1240)))
IIRNXT=1236,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91)*TAN(THETA(1241)))
[IRNXT=1240,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,91 )*TAN(THETA(1243)))
[IRNXT=1241,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 I )*TAN(THETA(125O)))
[IRNXT=1246,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(125 1)))
IIRNXT=1250,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1253)))
[IRNXT=1251,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1260)))
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[IRNXT=1256,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(126 1)))
[IRNXT=1260,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1263)))
[IRNXT=1261,]
ELSEIF(YF GT PCOORD(3,9 1)*TAN(THETA(1263)))
[IRNXT=3999,J
'I
SEPERATE SIDES B, A, OR iN BETWEEN
IF (IRNXT NE 3999) [
FIND OUT THE GENERAL LEAF NUMBER, B-SIDE, A-SIDE OR BETWEEN"
JTEMP=IRNXT/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"CHOOSE IF THE LEAF NUMBER IS B OR A SIDE"
"CALCULATE DISTANCES FOR PARTICLE HflTING PLANE 91"
"1 CALCULATE THE DISTANCE FROM CENTRE OF B CYLINDER TO THE POINT"
RB=SQRT((CC_OFY_XC(LFN)XF)**2^(CC_OFY_ZC(LFN)ZF)**2),"
2 CALCULATE THE DISTANCE FROM CENTRE OF A CYLINDER TO THAT POINT"
RA=SQRT((CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)XF)**2+(CC_OFY_ZC(LFNI100)ZF)**2),"
"CALCULATE THE DISTANCE FROM THE CENTRE OF THE CYLINDER
"TO THE POINT WHERE THE CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAF
"MEETS PLANE 91 LET XB1 FOR B-SIDE AND XA1 FOR A-SIDE
XB 1=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+BB,
XA1=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^100)-BB,
IF (XF LE XB 1) [IRNXT=IRNXT,] "B-SIDE leaves
ELSEIF (XF LT XA1) [IRNXT=IRNXT-i-2000,] "B2IN the leaves"
ELSEIF (XF GE XA1) [IRNXT=IRNXT^1000,] "A-SIDE leaves
"OUTPUT IRNXT (/1X,'IRNXT= ',15)"
"IF(IRNXT GT 1000) ["
"OUTPUT LFN,CC_OFY_XC(LFN),CC_OFY_ZC(LFN),FFRAD,XB1 ,XA1 ,XF,YF,ZF,"
"(/2X,'PARTICLE HITS PLANE 91',"
"/2x,'CYLINDER ',13,"
"12x,'	 centre x,z = (',2F8 3,')',"
"/2X,'	 radius =',F8 3,2X,'XBl =',F8 3,5X,'XAl =',F8 3,"
"/2X,'Particle coords x,y,z = (',3F8 3,' )'),"
",OUTPUT U(NP),V(NP),W(NP)"
,E(NP),IARG,IQ(NP),IROLD,IR(NP),IRNXT,"(2X,U,V,1W=(,3F7
"2X,'E in MeV=',F8 3,2X,'IARG=',13,2X,'CHARGE =
"/2X,'IROLD = ',I6,2X,'IR = ',I6,5X,'IRNXT =',I6), 1"
I "END OF IF IRNXT NE 3999"
" *****************************************************************',
END OF SEPERATION OF SIDES B, A, OR IN BETWEEN
"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),] "END FWD PL 91"
ELSEIF(IH1T EQ 0) ["BACKWARDS"
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$PLANE1 (55,-I ,IHIT,TPLN),
$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF (XF LT X1RL) [IRNXT=78,]
ELSEIF (XF LT X2RL)[JRNXT=77,]
ELSE [IRNXT=79,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNXT),J"END OF BACKWARDS"
"END OF REGION 80"
'I
INSIDE MLC LEAVES B-SIDE, LEFT, TOWARDS Xl **********"
REGION NUMBERS 1000
'I
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,l0) EQ 0 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL L 1270)
["REGIONS 1010,1020, ,1040, ,1260"
"TOP AND BOTTOM PLANE NEXT"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1,91,80,-i),
"DiVERGENT PLANE TOWARDS Yl - LEFT"
$PLANE1 (IRL,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,91)) [IRM=80,J
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,92)) [IRM=IRL-4,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,93)) [IRM=IRL-8,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,94)) [IRM=IRL-3,J
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,95)) [IRM=IRL-6,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,96)) [IRM=IRL-2,]
ELSEIF(ZF GT PCOORD(3,96)) [IRM=97,]
$CHGTR(TPLN IRM),1 "END OF PL TWDS Yl"
"DWERGENT PLANE TOWARDS Y2 - RIGHT"
$PLANB1 (IRL^1 , I ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,91)) [INO=80,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,92)) [INO=IRL+1,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,93)) [INO=IRL-i-2,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,94)) [INO=IRL+3,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,95)) [INO=IRL-i-4,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,96)) [INO=IRL-i-5,1
ELSEIF(ZF GT PCOORD(3,96)) [INO=97,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,INO),] "END OF PL TWDS Y2"
FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-i-2000),]
*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"DISCARD PT THAT HITS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL), "CYRAD2=25**2
JF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
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I "END OF REGIONS 1010,1020, ,1260"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 1 AND IRE GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
['REGIONS 1011,1021, ,1041, ,1261"
"FIRST, TOP AND BOUOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(92,IRL+ 1,1,91,80,-i),
"NEXT, LEFF AND RIGHT PLANES"
$PLAN2X(IRL,IRL- 1,-i ,IRL^2,IRL^5, 1),
"** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES **"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS JAW-X2"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL+2000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE '"
"DISCARD PT THAT HITS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYRAD225**2"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),J
]"ENDOFIRL= 1011,1021, ,1261"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 2 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
["REGIONS 1012,1022, ,1042, ,1262"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRE-i ,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI 100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRNE1=IRL-2,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LB XA)[IRNE1=IRL-2-i-2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRNE1=IRL-2+1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNE1),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-1"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1(IRL-i-8, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN-i- 1)I.SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN-i- 101).l.SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^10 1))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN1=IRL^8,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN1=IRL-i-8^2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN1=IRL-i-8+ 1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN1=3999,] "Discard at If 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN1),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL+8"
"TOP AND BOUOM PLANES"
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- "FORWARD PLANE FIRST - PLANE 93"
$PLANE 1(93,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
"CHECK FOR REGIONS XXX3 AND XXX7"
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(JRL 1)))
[IRN2=IRL-2,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL)))
[IRN2=IRL^1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL^8)))
[IRN2=IRL^5,]
ELSE [IRN2=IRL+8,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+i)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^i))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^i01)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN2=IRN2,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN2=IRN2+2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN2=IRN2^ 1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN2=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN2),] "END OF FWD PLANE 93"
"BACKWARDS PLANE - PLANE 92"
$PLANE1 (92,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(IRL1)))
[IRN2A=IRL-2,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(IRL^i)))
[IRN2A=IRL-1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(IRL^8)))
[IRN2A=IRL+4,]
ELSE [IRN2A=IRL^8,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+ 100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN2A=IRN2A,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN2A=IRN2A+2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN2A=IRN2A+1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN2A),] "END OF BWD PLANE 92"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/iO 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES**"
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-i-2000),J
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "
"DISCARD PT THAT HITS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1,1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYRAD2=25**2"
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
] "END OFPLANES 1012,1022, ,1262"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 3 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
["REGIONS 1013,1023, ,iO43, ,1263"
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$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRLI1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
UI **CYLINDRTCAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES **"
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL^2000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFF PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1(IRL-2,-1,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN.,.100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN3=IRL-3,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN3=IRL-3^2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN3=IRL-3^ 1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN3),] "END OF LEVI' PLANE IRL-2"
'RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2
$PLANE1 (IRL- 1,1 ,IFIIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) {$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,Th),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1 )^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI-1o1))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN3A=IRL+4,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN3A=IRL^4^2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN3A=IRL+4+ 1000,]" A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN3A=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN3A),] 'END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-1"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(94,IRL-i-1, 1 ,93,IRL-1 ,- 1),
]"END OFJRL= 1013,1023, ,1263"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 4 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
["REGIONS 1014,1024, ,iO44, ,1264"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
" CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES **"
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, I ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL^2000),]
'I *** END OF CYLiNDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
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"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-3,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1O0)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4A=IRL-4,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4A=IRL-4^2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4A=IRL-4+1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4A),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL+6, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4B=IRL-i-6,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4B=IRL+6+2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4B=IRL+6^ 1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IR4B=3 999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4B),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL+6"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
"FORWARD PLANE FIRST - PLANE 95"
$PLANE1 (95,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL3)))
[IR4C=IRL-4,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL 1)))
[IR4C=IRL-i-1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRLl6)))
[IR4C=IRL+4,]
ELSE [IR4C=IRL+6,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)lSQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)lSQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4C=IR4C,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4C=IR4C-i-2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4C=IR4C+1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4C),] "END OF FWD PLANE 95"
"BACKWARDS PLANE - PLANE 94"
$PLANE1 (94,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL3)))
[IR4D=IRL-4,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL2)))
[IR4D=IRL- 1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL+6)))
[IR4D=IRL-i-3,]
ELSE [IR4D=IRL+6,}
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+1))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4D=IR4D,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4D=IR4D+2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4D=IR4D+1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IR4D=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4D),] "END OF BWD PLANE 94"
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I "END OFPLANES 1014,1024, ,1264"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 5 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
["REGIONS 1015,1025, ,1045, ,1265"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRLI1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
** CYLiNDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES **"
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IHJT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-i-2000),]
END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE '*"
"TOP AND BOTrOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1 ,95,IRL-1,-1),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
$PLAN2X(IRL-4,IRL-5,-1 ,IRL-2,IRL^3, 1),
"DISCARD CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),}
}"END OF IRL 1015,1025, ,1265"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 6 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
["REGIONS 1016,1026, ,1046, ,1266"
$CYLNDR(1, I ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(THIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRJJ1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
" CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES **"
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL+2000),]
"*** END OF CYLiNDRICAL FRONT FACE u"
"TOP AND BOUOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(92,IRL-4, 1,91,80,-i),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE 1 (IRL-3,-. 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100).I.SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN.I100))**2),
IF (XF LE XE) [IRN6=IRL-5,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XE AND XF LE XA)[IRN6=IRL-5-i-2000,J
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ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN6=IRL-5+1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN6),] "END OF LEFF PLANE IRL-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE 1 (JRL^4, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_zC(LFN^1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^10 I )^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN6A=IRL^4,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN6A=IRL-i-4+2000,J
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN6A=IRL+4^ 1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN6A=3999,J "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN6A),J "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL^4"
1"END OF IRL= 1016,1026, ,1266"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 7 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
["REGIONS 1017,1027, ,1047, ,1267"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRIJ1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES **"
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL^2000),]
*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(94,IRL-3, 1 ,93,IRL-5 ,- 1),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-5,- 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL-4),]
"END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-5"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL+3, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL-i-3),}
"END OF RIGHT PLANE JRL^3"
"DISCARD CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
]"ENDOFIRL= 1017,1027, ,1267"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 8 AND IRL GE 1010 AND IRL LT 1270)
["REGIONS 1018,1028, ,1048, ,1268"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1,IHIT,TCYL),
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IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
" CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES**"
"B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL^2000),]
I' *** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"TOP AND BOFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1 ,95,IRL-4,-1),
'LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (JRL-5,- 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN8=IRL-3,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN8=IRL-3^2000,J
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN8=IRL-3^ 1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN8),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL+2, 1 ,IH1T,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^ 101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNIi01))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN8A=IRL+2,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN8A=IRL^2^2000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN8A=IRL+2+1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN8A=3 999,] "Discard at If 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN8A),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-i-4"
]"ENDOFIRL= 1018,1028, ,1268"
'I
"******** END OF INSIDE MLC LEAVES WHEN 1010<=IRL<=1260 *"f,"***"
***************************************************************',
' I ***************************************************************"
"*************** AIR BETWEEN MLC LEAVES, C-SIDE ****************"
REGION NUMBERS 3000
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 0 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3010,3020, ,3040, ,3260"
"TOP AND BOUOM PLANE NEXT"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1,91,80,-i),
"DIVERGENT PLANE TOWARDS Yl - LEFT"
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$PLANE1 (IRL-2000,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,91)) [IRXT80j
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,92)) [IRXT=IRL-4j
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,93)) [IRXT=IRL-8,J
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,94)) [IRXT=IRL-3,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,95)) [IRXT=:IRL-6,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,96)) [IRXT=IRL-2,}
ELSEIF(ZF GT PCOORD(3,96)) [IRXT=97,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRXT),J "END OF PL TWDS Yl"
"DIVERGENT PLANE TOWARDS Y2 - RIGHT"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000+ 1,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FJNVAL(TPLN,X1F,Y1F,Z1F),
IF(Z1F LT PCOORD(3,91)) [INXT1=80,]
ELSEIF(Z1F LT PCOORD(3,92)) [INXT1=IRI+1,J
ELSEIF(Z1F LT PCOORD(3,93)) [INXT1=IRL+2,]
ELSEIF(ZIF LT PCOORD(3,94)) [INXT1=IRL+3,}
ELSEIF(Z1F LT PCOORD(3,95)) [JNXT1=IRL+4,J
ELSEIF(Z1F LT PCOORD(3,96)) [1NXT1=IRL+5,J
ELSEIF(Z1F GT PCOORD(3,96)) [INXT1=97,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,INXT1),J "END OF PL TWDS Y2"
"***cy]JNDRIcAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRIJ1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),]
'I *** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ""
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN^100,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[$CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),J
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "*"
"END OF REGIONS 3010,3020, ,3260"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 1 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3011,3021, ,3041, ,3261"
"FIRST, TOP AND BOrrOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(92,IRL-i-1 ,1,91 ,80,- 1),
"NEXT, LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
$PLAN2X(IRL-2000,IRL-1 ,- 1 ,IRL-2000+2,IRL^5, 1),
"" CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRLI1O 0,
LFNMOD(ITEMP, 100),
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"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT'
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),]
" *** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN+ l00,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),]
"END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "
}"END OF IRL= 3011,3021, ,3261"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 2 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3012,3022, ,3042, ,3262"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000-1 ,-1 ,IIIIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^100)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRNEO=IRL-2-2000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRNEO=IRL-2,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRNEO=IRL-2-1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNEO),] "END OF PLANE IRL-2000-1"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000^8, 1 ,IHIIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1 )+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNl1))**2),
XA=CC.OFY_XC(LFNI101)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN13=IRL+8-2000] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN13=IRL-i-8 ,] "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN13=IRL+8-1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN13=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN13),] "END OF PLANE IRL-2000-1-8"
"TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
"FORWARD PLANE FIRST - PLANE 93"
$PLANE1 (93,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IH1T EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
"CHECK FOR REGIONS XXX3 AND XXX7"
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL20O0 1)))
[IRN23=IRL-2,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL2000)))
[IRN23=IRL^1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL2000l8)))
[1RN23=IRL-i-5,]
ELSE [1RN23=IRL-i-8,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFYZC(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN-i-101 )+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY.....ZC(LFN+101 ))**2),
IF (XE LE XB) [IRN23=1RN23-2000,] "B-SIDE"
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ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[1RN23=1RN23,] "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [1RN23=1RN23-1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN23=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,1RN23),] "END OF FWD PLANE 93"
"BACKWARDS PLANE - PLANE 92"
$PLANE1 (92,- 1,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(IRL20OO 1)))
[IRN2B=IRL-2,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(llL2000+1 )))
[IRN2B=IRL-1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(.THETA(IRL20O0^8)))
[IRN2B=IRL+4,]
ELSE [IRN2B=IRL^8,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN2B=IRN2B-2000] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XE AND XF LE XA)[IRN2B=JRN2B ] "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [JRN2B=IRN2B-1000,J "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN2B),] "END OF BWD PLANE 92"
" CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES "*"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,II{IT,TCYL),
IP(IHIT EQ 1){ $CHGTR(TCYLJRL-2000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE '"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i- 100,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),}
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "
} "END OF PLANES 3012,3022, ,3262"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 3 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3013,3023, ,3043, ,3263"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(94,IRL+1, 1 ,93,IRL- 1,-i),
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000-2,- 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN).lSQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN-i- 100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCQOFY_ZC(LFN^100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN3=IRL-3-2000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF CT XB AND XF LB XA)[IRN3IRL-3,] "C"
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ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN3=IRL-3-1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN3)J "END OF LEFI' PLANE IRL-2000-2"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANEI(IRL-2000- 1,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN3A=IRL-i-4-2000 J "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN3A=IRL-i-4 J "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) {IRN3A=IRL^4-1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN3A=3999,} "Discard at If 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN3A),} "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-2000-1"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRIulO 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYLOFY(LFN,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),]
" END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE *"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYLOFY(LFN+100,0,IIHT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),J
"' END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE *"*"
]"END OF IRL= 3013,3023, ,3263"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 4 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3014,3024, ,3044, ,3264"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000-3,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IH1T EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_zC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1 00)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+100))**2),
IF (XF LB XB) [IR4A=IRL-4-2000j "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4A=IRL-.4,] "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4A4RL-4-1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4A),1 "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-2000-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000+6, 1,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CCOFY_XC(LFN^ 1)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNJI ))**2),
XA=CC_OFYXC(LFN^ 101 ) f SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^101 ))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4B=IRL+6-2000,} "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4B=IRL-i-6,J "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4B=IRL-i-6-1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IR4B=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
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$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4B),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-2000+6"
"TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
"FORWARD PLANE FIRST - PLANE 95"
$PLANE1(95, I ,IIIIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL20003)))
[IR4C=IRL-4,}
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL20001)))
[1R4C:IRL+1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL2OOO^6)))
[IR4C=IRL^4,]
ELSE [IR4C=IRL+6,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY...XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCCOFY_ZC(LFN+100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4C=IR4C-2000,] "B-SIDE '
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4C=IR4C,] "C"
ELSEIF (XE GT XA) [IR4C=IR4C-1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4C),J "END OF FWD PLANE 95"
"BACKWARDS PLANE - PLANE 94"
$PLANE1 (94,-I ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IH1T EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL20003)))
[IR4D=IRL-4,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL200O2)))
[IR4D=IRL-1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL2000+6)))
[IR4D=IRL-i-3,]
ELSE [IR4D=IRL-i-6,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OPY_XC(LFN,1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI1O1))**2),
IF (XE LE XB) [IR4D —IR4D-2000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XE GT XB AND XE LE XA)[IR4D=IR4D,] "C"
ELSEIF (XE GT XA) [IR4D=IR4D-1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IR4D=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4D),} "END OF BWD PLANE 94"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/IO 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS XI, TO THE LEFT"
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),]
"' END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i- 100,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),]
" END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ""
J "END OF PLANES 3014,3024, ,3264"
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ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 5 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3015,3025, ,3045, ,3265"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1 ,95,IRL-1 ,-1),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
$PLAN2X(IRL-2000-4,IRL-5,-1 ,IRL-2000-2,IRL^3, 1),
" *** CYLiNDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES '*"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMPIRLI10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ""
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN^ 100,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),}
"" END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE '*"
]"END OF IRL= 3015,3025, ,3265"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,IO) EQ 6 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3016,3026, ,3046, ,3266"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(92,IRL-4, 1,91,80,-i),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000-3,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FJNVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN).JSQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFYXC(LFN^ 100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI1 00))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN6=IRL-5-2000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN6=IRL-5 } "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN6—IRL-5-1000,} "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN6)J "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-2000-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000+4, 1 ,IH1T,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1 )^SQRT(FFRAD**2.(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1 01)ISQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+ 10 1))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN6A=IRL^4 .-2000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LB XA)[IRN6A=IRL+4,J "C"
ELSEIF (XF OT XA) [IRN6A=1RL^4-1000j "A-SIDE"
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ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN6A=3999,J "Discard at If 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN6A),J "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-2000-i-4"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126 "
$CCYL_OFY(LFN+100,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
]"END OF IRL= 3016,3026, ,3266"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 7 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3017,3027, ,3047, ,3267"
"TOP AND BOUOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(94,IRL-3, 1 ,93,IRL-5,- 1),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000-5,-1 ,IIIIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL-4),]
"END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-2000-5"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL-2000+3, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL+3),]
"END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-2000+3"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRJJ1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN+100,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),]
""END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "*"
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]"END OF IRL= 3017,3027, ,3267"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 8 AND IRL GE 3010 AND IRL LT 3270)
["REGIONS 3018,3028, ,3048, ,3268"
"TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1 ,95 ,IRL-4,- 1),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1(IRL-2000-5,-1 ,IH1T,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCCOFY_ZC(LFN+100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN8=IRL-3-2000 1" B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN8 —IRL-3] "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN8=IRL-3-1000,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN8),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-2000-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1(IRL-2000+2, 1,IIIIT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN8A=IRL+2-2000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN8A=IRL^2,J "C"
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN8A=IRL+2-1000,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN8A=3999,] 'Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN8A),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-2000+4"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP,100),
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CROSS B-SIDE CYLINDERS 1,2,3, ,26"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-2000),j
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS X2, TO THE RIGHT"
"CROSS A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i-100,0,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-1000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
]"END OF IRL= 3018,3028, ,3268"
"
"END OF AIR BETWEEN THE MLC LEAVES, C-SIDE WHEN 3010<=IRL<=3260"
"
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I,
INSIDE MLC LEAVES A-SIDE, RIGHT, TOWARDS X2
"****************** REGION NUMBERS 2000 ***********************"
I'
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 0 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRE LT 2270)
["REGIONS 2010,2020, ,2040, ,2260"
"TOP AND BOTI'OM PLANE NEXT"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1,91,80,-i),
"DIVERGENT PLANE TOWARDS Yl - LEFF"
$PLANE1(IRL-1000,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,91)) [IRXT2=80,]
ELSEJF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,92)) [ffiXT2=IRL-,J
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,93)) [IRXT2=IRL-8,}
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,94)) [IRXT2IRL-3,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,95)) [IRXT2IRL-6,}
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,96)) [IRXT2=IRL-2,]
ELSEIF(ZF GT PCOORD(3,96)) [IRXT2=97,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRXT2),J "END OF PL TWDS Yl"
"DIVERGENT PLANE TOWARDS Y2 - RIGHT"
$PLANE1(TRL-1000+1, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,91)) [INXT2=80,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,92)) [INXT2=IRL^1,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,93)) [INXT2=IRL-i-2,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,94)) [INXT2=IRL+3,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,95)) [INXT2=IRL-i-4,]
ELSEIF(ZF LT PCOORD(3,96)) [INXT2=IRL+5,]
ELSEIF(ZF GT PCOORD(3,96)) [INXT2=97,]
$CHGTR(TPLN,ThIXT2),] "END OF PL TWDS Y2"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRLJIO 0,
LFN=MOD(JTEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN+ 100,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRLi-1000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE '"
"DISCARD PT THAT HITS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1,I}IIT,TCYL), "CYRAD2=25**2
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
] "END OF REGIONS 2010,2020, ,2260"
ELSEJF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 1 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRL LT 2270)
["REGIONS 2011,2021, ,2041, ,2261"
"FIRST, TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(92,IRL-i-1, 1,91,80,-I),
"NEXT, LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
$PLAN2X(IRL-1000,IRL- 1,-i ,IRL- 1000+2,IRL+5, 1),
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"' CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"TRAVELING TOWARDS Xi, TO THE LEFT"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i- 100,1 ,IIIIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL+1000),]
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"DISCARD PT THAT hilTS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1 ,IIHT,TCYL), "CYRAD2=25**2'
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3 999),]
]"END OFIRL=2011,2021, ,2261"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 2 AND IRL GE 2010 AN]) IRL LT 2270)
["REGIONS 2012,2022 2042, ,2262"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL- 1000-1,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFNIi00)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^1O0))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRNEO=IRL-2-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRNEO=IRL-2^1000,J
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRNEO=IRL-2,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRNEO),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-1000-1"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL- 1000+8,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IIHT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI1))**2),
XA=CC_OFYXC(LFN+1 01 )^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNl1 01))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN1=IRL+8-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN1=IRL+8+1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN1=IRL-i-8,]"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN1=3999,] "Discard at If 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN1),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-1000^8'
"TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
"FORWARD PLANE FIRST - PLANE 93"
$PLANE1 (93,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
"CHECK FOR REGIONS XXX3 AND XXX7"
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL10001)))
[IRN2=IRL-2,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL1000)))
[IRN2=IRL-i-1 ,}
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,93)*TAN(THETA(IRL10O0^8)))
[IRN2=IRL+5,]
ELSE [IRN2=IRL+8,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1 0i)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN,101))**2),
IF (XF LE XE) [IRN2=IRN2-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN2=IRN2+ 1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN2=IRN2,] "A-SIDE"
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ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) {1RN2=3 999,] "Discard at If 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN2),] "END OF FWD PLANE 93"
"BACKWARDS PLANE - PLANE 92"
$PLANE1 (92,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
JF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(IRL 1000-1)))
[IRN2C=IRL-2,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(IRL 1000^1)))
[IRN2C=IRL-1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,92)*TAN(THETA(IRL1OOO^8)))
[IRN2C=IRL^4,]
ELSE [IRN2C=IRL+8,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFNI100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^1OO))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN2C=IRN2C-1000,J "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN2C=IRN2C+ 1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN2CIRN2C,J "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN2C),] "END OF BWD PLANE 92"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xi, TO THE LEFT"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
JTEMP=IRIJ1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN+ 100,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL+1000),J
*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"DISCARD PT THAT HITS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1, 1,IHIT,TCYL), "CYRAD2=25**2"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
"END OF PLANES 20 12,2022, ,2262"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 3 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRL LT 2270)
["REGIONS 2013,2023, ,2043, ,2263"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-1000-2,-1 ,IH1T,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)fSQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+ 100)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFYZC(LFN^l00))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN3=IRL-3-1000,J "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[ IRN3=IRL-3^ 1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN3=IRL-3,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN3),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-1000-2"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL-1 000-1,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^1))**2),
XACQOFY_XC(LFN+ 101)lSQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN3A=IRL-i-4-1000,] B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF OT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN3A=IRL^4-i-1000,J
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN3A=IRL+4,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN3A=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
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$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN3A),J "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-l000-l"
'TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(94,IRL+1, 1 ,93,IRL-1 ,- 1),
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i-100, 1,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-i-1000),]
'*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"DISCARD PT THAT HITS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IIIIT,TCYL), "CYRAD2=25**2"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),J
J"END OF IRL= 2013,2023, ,2263"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 4 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRL LT 2270)
["REGIONS 2014,2024, ,2044, ,2264"
"LEXT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL- 1000-3,-i ,IHIT,TPLN,
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)f.SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^100)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4A=IRL-4-1000,} "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4A=IRL-4^1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4A=IRL-4,J "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4A),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-1000-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1(IRL-1000^6, 1,IHIT,TPLN),
JF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI1 0i))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [1R4B=WL+6-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF CT XB AND XF LB XA){IR4B=IRL^6+1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) {IR4B=JRL^6,J "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IR4B=3999,J "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4B),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-1000+6"
"TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
"FORWARD PLANE FIRST - PLANE 95"
$PLANE1(95, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL 1000-3)))
[IR4C=IRL-4,J
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL10001)))
[IR4C=IRL^1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,95)*TAN(THETA(IRL1O00^6)))
[IR4C=IRL^4,]
ELSE [IR4C=IRL-i-6,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)1SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1 O0)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^100))**2),
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IF (XF LE XB) [IR4C=IR4C-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4C=IR4C+1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4C=IR4C,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4C),} "END OF FWD PLANE 95"
"BACKWARDS PLANE - PLANE 94"
$PLANEI (94,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHTT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
IF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL1O003)))
[IR4D=IRL-4,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL1O002)))
[IR4D=IRL- 1,]
ELSEIF(YF LT PCOORD(3,94)*TAN(THETA(IRL 1000+6)))
[IR4D=IRL+3,]
ELSE [IR4D=IRL+6,]
"CHECK FOR B-SIDE, C-SIDE OR A-SIDE"
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^1)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFNI101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IR4D=IR4D-1000,J "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IR4D=IR4D+ 1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IR4D=IR4D,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) (IR4D=3999,J "Discard at If 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IR4D),J "END OF BWD PLANE 94"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFF"
"CALCULATE LEAP NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP,100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i- 100,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-i-1000),]
""u END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE u"
"DISCARD PT THAT HITS THE BACK CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1 ,IH1T,TCYL), "CYRAD2=25**2"
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999)J
] "END OF PLANES 2014,2024, ,2264"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 5 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRL LT 2270)
["REGIONS 2015,2025, ,2045, ,2265"
"TOP AND BOTTOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(96,97, I ,95,IRL-1 ,-1),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
$PLAN2X(IRL- I 000-4,IRL-5,-I ,JRL-1000-2,IRL-i-3,1),
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS XI, TO THE LEFL"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRL/10 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i-100, 1 ,IHJT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-i-1000),J
"*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***"
"DISCARD CYLINDER"
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$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
]"END OF IRL= 2015,2025, ,2265"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,i0) EQ 6 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRL LT 2270)
I "REGIONS 2016,2026, ,2046, ,2266"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(92,IRL-4, 1,91,80,-i),
"LEFT' AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT' PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1(IRL-1 000-3,-i ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+10o)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(zFCC_pFY_ZC(LFN^100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN6=IRL-5-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN6=IRL-5^1000,J
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [1RN6:IRL-5,] "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN6),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-1000-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL-i000+4, 1 ,II{IT,TPLN),
IF(IIIIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY.2C(LFN+1))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN^101)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+101))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN6A :=IRL+4-1000,J "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN6A=IRL-4-4+1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN6A=IRL^4,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN6A=3999,] "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN6A),J "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-1000-i-4"
*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES *"*"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRJJIO 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN^ 100,1 ,IH1T,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL-i-1000),}
"*** END OF CYLiNDRICAL FRONT FACE "k'"
"DISCARD CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1 , 1 ,IH[T,TCYL),
JF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),J
]"END OF IRL= 2016,2026, ,2266"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 7 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRL LT 2270)
["REGIONS 2017,2027, ,2047, ,2267"
"TOP AND BOTT'OM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(94,IRL-3, 1 ,93,IRL-5,-1),
"LEFT' AND RIGHT PLANES"
LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-1000-5 ,-1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL-4),]
"END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-1000-5"
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"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL- 1000+3,1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$CHGTR(TPLN,IRL+3),]
"END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-1000+3"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES ***"
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRTJ1O 0,
LFN=MOD(ITEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN+ 100,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL+1000),]
*** END OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE "**"
"DISCARD CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR( 1,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
]"END OF IRL= 2017,2027, ,2267"
ELSEIF(MOD(IRL,10) EQ 8 AND IRL GE 2010 AND IRL LT 2270)
['REGIONS 2018,2028, ,2048, ,2268"
"TOP AND BOTFOM PLANES"
$PLAN2P(96,97, 1 ,95,IRL-4,-1),
"LEFT AND RIGHT PLANES"
"LEFT PLANE FIRST TOWARDS Yl"
$PLANE1 (IRL-1000-5,- 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FINVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFN)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN))**2),
XA=CC_OFY_XC(LFN+100)^SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN+ 100))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN8=IRL-3-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN8=IRL-3^1000,J
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN8=IRL-3,J "A-SIDE"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN8),] "END OF LEFT PLANE IRL-1000-3"
"RIGHT PLANE TOWARDS Y2"
$PLANE1 (IRL-1000+2, 1 ,IHIT,TPLN),
IF(IHIT EQ 1) [$FJNVAL(TPLN,XF,YF,ZF),
XB=CC_OFY_XC(LFNI1)+SQRT(FFRAD**2(ZFCC_OFY_ZC(LFN^1))**2),
IF (XF LE XB) [IRN8A=IRL-,-2-1000,] "B-SIDE"
ELSEIF (XF GT XB AND XF LE XA)[IRN8A=IRL+2+1000,]
ELSEIF (XF GT XA) [IRN8A=IRL+2,] "A-SIDE"
ELSEIF (LFN GE 26) [IRN8A=3999,J "Discard at if 27"
$CHGTR(TPLN,IRN8A),] "END OF RIGHT PLANE IRL-1000-i-4"
"*** CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE OF THE LEAVES "
"PT TRAVELING TOWARDS Xl, TO THE LEFT"
"CALCULATE LEAF NUMBER"
ITEMP=IRJJ1O 0,
LFN=MOD(1TEMP, 100),
"A-SIDE CYLINDERS 101,102,103, ,126"
$CCYL_OFY(LFN-i- 100,1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,IRL+1000),]
"***	 OF CYLINDRICAL FRONT FACE ***'
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"DISCARD CYLINDER"
$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ l)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),J
lEND OF IRL= 2018,2028, ,2268"
'I
"******** END OF INSIDE MLC LEAVES WHEN 2010<z=IRL<=2260
'I
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 97) [ "AIR SPACE BETWEEN MLC AND RETICTJLE"
$CYLNDR(I, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(98,98, 1,96,3999,-i),
I
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 98) ["LIGHT FIELD RETICULE"
$CYLNDR(i , 1 ,IIHT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ 1)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(99,99, 1,98,97,-i),
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 99) ["AIR SPACE FROM RETICULE TO WATER SURFACE"
$CYLNDR(1, 1 ,IHIT,TCYL),
IF(IHIT EQ i)[ $CHGTR(TCYL,3999),]
$PLAN2P(100, 100,1,99,98,-i),
ELSEIF(IRL EQ 100) ["WATER TANK"
$PLAN2P(101,3999, 1,100,3999,-i),
$PLAN2P(102,3999, 1,103,3999,1),
$PLAN2P(1 04,3999,1,105,3999,1),
ELSE ["BAD REGION"
,OUTPUT IRL,(2X,' IRL = ',IlO,' BAD REGION'),
RETURN,
END, "END OF SUBROUTINE HOWFAR
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8.7. My_macros. The off-axis cylinder (CC_OFY) definition
"
"SUBROUTINE CYLNDR(ICYL,INCY,IHIT,TCYL),
"Input ICYL	 Cylinder identification number
	
INCY = 1	 Current particle position is INSIDE cylinder
	
= 0	 Current particle position is OUTSIDE cylinder"
	
"Output IN1T = 1	 Particle trajectory HITS surface
	
= 0	 Particle trajectory MISSES surface
TCYL	 Shorter distance to surface (when IHIT=1)
$CCYL_OFY **************************"
Circular CYLinder OFf axis in the Y direction
"If $CCYL_OFY is used one must include COMIN/CCYLDTA_OFY,STACK/
PARAMETER $MXCCYL_OFY=55,	 "Max no of circular cylinders"
PARAMETER $DCCYL_OFY=1 OE-04, "Closest allowable distance"
"CCYLDTA_OFY---COMMON BLOCK FOR $CCYL_OFY MACRO"
REPLACE { ,COMIN/CCYLDTA_OFY/, } WITH
{ ,COMMON/CCYLDTA_OFY/CC_OFY_R2($MXCCYL_OFY),
CC_OFY_XC($MXCCYL_OFY),CC_OFY_ZC($MXCCYL_OFY), }
REPLACE {$CCYL_OFY(#,#,#,#),} WITH
{ (P3 }=1 ,{P4 )=O O,ACYL=SQRT(U(NP)*U(NP)^W(NP)*W(NP)),
IF(ACYL EQ 0 O)[{P3}=O,] ELSE
BCYL=((X(NP)-CC_OFY_XC(f P1 }))*U(NP),(Z(NP)CQOFY_ZC({P1 }))*W(NP))1ACYL,
CCYL=(X(NP)-CC_OFY_XC({ P1 }))*(X(NP)CC_OFY_XC(( P1) ))^(Z(NP)
-CC_OFY_ZC(( P1) ))*(Z(NP)CC_OFY_ZC({ P1 }))-CC_OFY_R2({ P1)),
ARGCY=BCYL*BCYLCCYL,
IF(ARGCYLTO 0) [{P3}=0,J ELSE [
IF(ABS(CCYL) LT $DCCYL_OFY AND (P2) EQ 0 AND BCYL GE 0 O)[{P3}=0,]
ELSEIF(ABS(CCYL) LT $DCCYL_OFY AND (P2) EQ 1 AND BCYL LT 0 O)[
{P4)=-2 O*BCYL/ACYL,]
ELSE [IF({P2} EQ 1 AND CCYL GE 0 0)[{P3}=1,{P4)=$DCCYL_OFY,]
ELSEIF({P2} EQ 0 AND CCYL LEO O)[{P3}=1,{P4)=$DCCYL_OFY,]
ELSE [ROOTCY=SQRT(ARGCY), IF(CCYL LT 00)
[(P4 }=(-BCYL+ROOTCY)/ACYL,]
ELSEIF(BCYL LT 00) [P4}=(-BCYL-ROOTCY)/ACYL,]
ELSE [{P3)=O,]]]]]}
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8.8. Modification of the configuration file to look for my_macros
The following steps were used
1 Copy "standard configuration" to "mlc_521vs_h2o configuration"
2 Copy "my_macros", which contains the off y-axis cylinder definition, to the mlc_521vs_h2o directory
3 Run the code and it will use first the configuration file on the mlc_521vs_h2o directory and if it is not found,
it will go to the home directory to look for one
mtc 521vs h2o.confi2uration
#'/bin/csh
# standard configuration AF Bielajew Version 92/03/23
# This is the standard minimum configuration file one ought to ise
# to compile usercodes and the egs system
# Generally, usercodes will require extensions to this
# See the examples in /dosrz, /examin, /inhom, /mhomp
if ($ 7EGS_PERT 1= 1) then
echo "user/egs4 configuration and heirarchy"
echo" -------------------------------------
echo""
endif
echo "%L" > mortjob mortran # Start with Mortran switch to turn listing on
# i you are running SunOS 4 11 (or earlier) and using tmpfs then
# uncomment the next 3 lines
# if { (\sparc >& /dev/null)} then
# $HEN_HOUSE/catecho "$HEN_HOUSE/lib/sparc/bug patches" "Patches for SunFortran 1 3 bugs"
# endif
$HEN_HOUSE/catecho "$HEN_HOUSE/egs4mac mortran ""EGS4 standard macros"
$HEN_HOTJSB/catecho "$HEN_HOUSE/nrcc4mac mortran ""NRCC standard macros"
$HEN_HOUSE/catecho "$HEN_HOUSE/lib/$my_machine/machine mortran" "Code conversion macros and
RNG"
$HBN_HOUSE/catecho "$HOME/egs4/mlc_521vs_h2o/my_macros mortran ""my macros"
if($')EGS_PERT 1 1) echo " ----------------- 	 ------------------------------------------------
$HEN_HOUSE/catecho "$1 mortran	 ""User code - macros and source"
if($9EGS_PERT = 1) echo " ----------------------------------------------------------------------
$HEN_HOUSE/catecho "$HEN_HOUSB/egs4blok mortran ""EGS4 standard block data"
$HEN_HOUSE/catecho "$HEN_HOTJSE/egs4 mortran 	 ""EGS4 standard subroutines"
if ($ 7EGS_PERT 1) then
echo"
echo" ------------------------------
echo "end of user/egs4 configuration"
echo""
endif
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8.9. Water tank orientation and glossary
Orientation	 Radial plane, or GT axis, or the y-axis with the positive sign towards G
(gun)
Transverse plane, or AB axis, or LR axis, of x-axis with the positive
sign to the right as one looks face on at the gantry
The distance in millimetres from the central axis to the left 20% point
The distance in millimetres from the central axis to the right 20% point
The distance in millimetres from the central axis to the left 50% point
The distance in millimetres from the central axis to the nght 50% point
The distance in millimetres from the central axis to the left 80% point
The distance in millimetres from the central axis to the right 80% point
The width of the profile that stretches along the 50% points
The minimum dose value recorded within the 80% of the FWHM
The maximum dose value recorded within the 80% of the FWHIN'I
The difference between maximum and minimum values defined above
The flatness, F, is calculated as F = Dmax	 100
D	 + D11.,,
where Dm and	 are the maximum and minimum dose values inside
the flattened area The default is 80% of the FWHM
Symmetry	 A reaL - AreaRThe symmetry, S, is calculated as follows S =	 100
AreaL + AreaR
where AreaL
 and AreaR are defined as the left and right areas separated
by the central axis and the perpendicular line passing through the 50%
point
D at -	 The dose value at -160mm which is the 80% of the FVI THM of a
160mm	 4002mm2 field size.
Dat
	
The dose value at +160mm which is the 80% of the FWHM of a
+ 160mm	 4002mm2
 field size
R20 nun
R2Omax.
R50 nun
R50 max.
R8Omin
R80 max
FWHM
Minimum
Maximum
Max-nun
Flatness
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